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(1) (s.w.t.) Subhanahu wa Ta’ala, (May He be praised and may His transcendence be
affirmed), should be said after saying Allah’s name.                                                       

(2) (saaws) Salla’ Allahu Aalayhee Wasallam i.e. May Allah’s Peace and Blessing be upon
him.

(3) Khutbah ul Hajah is used to start sermons, marriage contracts, as introduction to books,
and beginning of speeches as the Prophet (saaws) did.   

AUTHOR’S INTRODUCTION

All praises are due to Allah. We praise Him, and seek His Help,

and ask for His forgiveness. We seek refuge in Allah (s.w.t.)(1), Most

High, from the evil in our souls and from our sinful deeds.

Whomsoever Allah guides, no one can mislead. And whomsoever

Allah misguides, no one can guide. I bear witness that there is no true

god worthy of being worshipped except Allah alone, without partner

or associate. And I bear witness that Muhammad (saaws)(2) is His

servant and messenger. May Allah the Exalted bestow His peace and

blessings on the Final Prophet Muhammad (saaws), upon his good and

pure family, and upon all of his noble companions.

The most truthful speech is that of Allah’s Book (The Qur’an) and

that the best of guidance is that of Muhammad (saaws). The worst of

evils are innovations (foreign to the true teachings of Islam), and

every innovation (in religion) is a Bid’ah and every Bid’ah is a

misguidance, deviation, astray path, which leads to Hell(3).

“O Allah, we implore You to be so kind as to separate and

distance us from among the apostates and the ones who innovate new

things in religion and make us the pure devotees of the creed of the

Prophet (saaws) and prompt us into being the followers of Qur’an and

Sunnah, ameen”.
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“Praise to Allah, The One and Only Creator, for His guidance and

mercy. May He continue to guide us on the Straight Way and help us

in all we endeavor to do for His sake alone, ameen”.

In today’s fast paced life, most people have a certain level of

emotional illness which can also lead to psychosomatic illnesses,

anxieties, physical ailments, and spiritual shortcomings. Allah, in His

Mercy, gave answers in the Qur’an and the Sunnah for our everyday

emotional problems. Thanks to Allah, Islam is not just our deen

(religion) it is our way of life.

Masha Allah, Allah has sent to my door many women with

problems in their marriages, with their children, and in their own

spiritual discouragements. By Allah’s help and mercy, I focus on

giving answers from the Qur’an and the Sunnah. This way they cannot

argue with the answer since it is from the Qur’an and the Sunnah.

After researching the Qur’an for these answers, I thought it would be

good to share it with others. With the mercy and help of Allah, and the

support of my dear husband and friends, I have endeavored to put my

research into book form for the sake of Allah only.

This book is a non-professional counseling book for the daily

anxieties, depressions, stresses of life, and spiritual discouragements

from the Qur’an and the Sunnah’s viewpoint. It shows ways in which

a person can strengthen his or her emotional self.

The goal of this book, Emotional Health, is to help mankind

consciously find answers to his daily problems, helping him learn how

to become a better person and to strengthen his emotional self. 
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As many of us are non-professional counselors, to our friends and

families, we do our best to show them how to strengthen their

defenses against mental illness and how to strengthen their defenses

against man’s enemy, the Shaitan. Sometimes it is not just to give

them ideas on how to solve their problems but also to help them

accept what Allah has written for their lives. We all have different

reactions to the stresses in our lives. What may be a problem to one

may not be a problem to another. Therefore, people and their

problems can bring us all closer together as we strive to live the

Islamic Way of Life. Remember, we cannot solve other people’s

problems; we can only encourage and support and sometimes give

them ideas as they search for the solutions for themselves. We cannot

tell others what to do, they must make that decision themselves, but

we can give support and ideas. Many of the solutions to our problems

can be found from the Qur’an and the Sunnah. These solutions are

from Allah. While there may be bigger problems that need

professional guidance, the purpose of this book is to assist those with

small problems to find ways to strengthen their mental state so they

can confront their problems and deal with their lives in the way Allah

has taught us. To build up one’s emotional self before he is ill is better

than waiting until one is ill. In all of this, we must do everything for

the sake of Allah alone.

Does this mean that once we have found a solution to one problem

in the Qur’an and the Sunnah that we will have no more problems?

This will never be in this world. When we finish with one problem

and test, we will find another one to tackle. This will continue until
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the day we die. Tests, trials, and problems, are a way of the Islamic

life. This is the inner Jihad (inner war) that all of mankind must face.

Why? This is Allah’s way of purifying us. Allah says, 

“Do people think that they will be left alone because they say:

‘We believe,’ and will not be tested. And We indeed tested those who

were before them. And Allah will certainly make (it) known (the truth

of) those who are true, and will certainly make (it) known (the

falsehood of) those who are liars, (although Allah knows all that

before putting them to test)”. (Surah Al-'Ankabut 29:2,3) 

We read in the Qur’an that Allah knows us better than we know

ourselves and has written, for our lives, only what is best for us. Allah

promises us that He will never give us more than we can bear.

Therefore, we really have no reason for worry when we know that

everything will happen according to what Allah has written for us and

He is All-Wise. We need to trust Allah and leave all our worries with

Him. Trying not to worry and to trust in Allah is a lifetime struggle.

We pray for guidance in our struggles and inner turmoils, crying for

Allah’s mercy. Working hard in the Cause of Allah leaves no time for

worry, and this is a good method for healing, but it is not easy to put

into practice. This is the ideal way, but we are humans with a

tendency for worry. Therefore, we must continually strengthen our

emotional self. We can become closer to Allah through prayer, study

of the Qur’an and the Sunnah, and remembrance of Allah. 

“Allah burdens not a person beyond his scope. He gets reward

for that (good) which he has earned, and he is punished for that (evil)

which he has earned”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:286, first part).
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Sometimes our problems come from our own selves.

“This is because of that (evil) which your hands have sent before

you. And certainly, Allah is never unjust to (His) slaves”. (Surah

Al-'Imran 3:182).

“Whatever of good reaches you, is from Allah, but whatever of

evil befalls you, is from yourself”. (Surah An-Nisa’ 4:79 first part).

If a person can strengthen his emotional self and his mind, it helps

him to cope with his daily problems. Within this book I have tried to

pull out from the Qur’an and the Sunnah ways in which to strengthen

the emotional part of our self, by Allah’s Mercy.

May Allah help all of us find the solutions we need from the

Qur’an and the Sunnah to live a successful Islamic life, ameen. May

we all learn and practice positive emotional behaviors, ameen.

If I have made any mistake or error in this book, then it is from

me and from Shaitan (Satan). All success is from Allah, the Exalted. I

praise Him and seek His forgiveness.
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WH�R*« W�bI�

s� v�UFðË t½U×³?Ý tK�UÐ –uF½Ë ¨t¹bN²�½Ë ÁdH?G²�½Ë tMOF²�½Ë Áb?L×½ ¨tK� bL(« Ê≈

¨t� ÍœU¼ ö?� qK?C¹ s�Ë ¨b?²?N*« u?N?� tK�« b??N¹ s� ÆUM�U?L?Ž√ �U?¾?O?Ý s�Ë U?M�?H½√ —Ëd?ý

b³Ž ¨rKÝË tOK?Ž tK�« vK	 Î̈«bL×� Ê√ bNý√Ë t� p¹d?ý ô ÁbŠË tK�« ô≈ t�≈ ô Ê√ bNý√Ë

t?²ÐU?×?	 vKŽË s¹d¼UD�« t�¬ vKŽË 5?KÝd*«Ë ¡U?O³?½_« -Uš vK?Ž =q	 rNK�« Æt�u?Ý—Ë tK�«

Æ5�UO*« dG�«

vK	 b?L×?� Íb¼ Íb?N�« dO?šË ¨v�U?FðË t½U×?³?Ý tK�« Âö
 ÂöJ�« d?O?š ÊS� ¨b?FÐË

¨W�ö{ WŽbÐ q
Ë ¨WŽbÐ s¹b�« w� WŁb×� q
Ë ¨U?NðUŁb×� —u�_« dýË ¨rKÝË tOKŽ tK�«

Æ—UM�« w� W�ö{ q
Ë

UMKFł«Ë ¨tM� fO� U� s¹b?�« w� 5Žb²³*« 5ÐË UMMOÐ bŽU³ð Ê√ p²?LŠdÐ p�Q�½ U½≈ rNK�«

„œU?³??ŽË ¨rKÝË t?OK?Ž tK�« vK	 ¨5KÝd?*« b?O?Ý Íb??NÐ 5J�?L??²*« 5BK<« „œU??³?Ž s�

Æ5�¬ ¨pO³½ WMÝË Ê¬dI�UÐ s¹b²N*«

UMO?I³¹ Ê√ v�U?FðË t½U×?³Ý Áu?Žb½ ¨t²?LŠ—Ë Á«b¼ vKŽ b?Š_« bŠ«u�« o�U?)« tK� b?L(«

Æ5�¬ ¨ÁbŠË t� WB�Uš ÊuJð ÊQÐË UM�ULŽ√ q
 w� rOI²�*« tÞ«d	 vKŽ

÷«d??�_« Ÿ«u½√ s� U??� Ÿu½ s� Êu½U??F¹ ”UM?�« s� d??O?¦??
 ¨W??O??�u?O�« …U??O??(« rC??š w�

d?OB?IðË WO½bÐ ÷«d?�√Ë w�H?½ oK�Ë WO?�H½ ÷«d?�√ v�≈ ÍœRð Ê√ sJL*« s� w²�« W?OHÞU?F�«

pK²� w?�U?A�« Ãö?F�« U?½UDŽ√ b?� t?²??L?ŠdÐ v�U??FðË t½U?×??³?Ý tK�« Ê≈ ¨W??O?ŠËd�« W?O??ŠUM�« s�

tK� b?L(« ÆrKÝË t?OKŽ tK�« vK	 ¨5�_« t?O?³½ WMÝ w�Ë .dJ�« tÐU?²
 w� W?O?HÞUF�« q
U?A*«

Æ…UO×K� UO�U¦� UÐuKÝ√ qÐ UM¹œ jI� fO� ÂöÝù« qFł Ê√ 5*UF�« »—

sN?ł«Ë“ w� u¼ U?� UNM?� ¨…œbF?²?� q
UA?� U?N¹b� w²�« ¡U?�M�« s� d?O?¦
 l� XKÐU?Ið b?I�

Ê√ XFD²?Ý« t?²L?ŠdÐË tK�« Êu?FÐË wŠË— ◊U?³Š≈ œd?−?� u¼ U?� UNM�Ë sN�U?HÞ√ l� Èd?š√Ë
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w� s�œU−¹ Ê√ sFD²?�¹ r� WI¹dD�« ÁcNÐË ÆWM��«Ë Ê¬d?I�« s� sNK
UA* wðUÐUł≈ hK?²Ý√

W‡‡LJ(« s‡‡� t‡‡½√ �b?łË ¨�U‡‡ÐUłù« pKð sŽ Ê¬dI�« w� Y×?³�« b‡‡FÐË Æ�U‡‡ÐUłù« pKð

XHJŽ ¨wðU?I¹b	Ë włË“ lO−?A²Ð rŁ t?²¾?OA�Ë tK�« Êu?FÐË ÆUN?O� s¹d?šü« „«dý≈ ÊUJ0

t?N??łu� U??B�U?š qL??F�« «c¼ ÊuJ¹ Ê√ v?�U?Fð tK�« W??O?Ž«œ «c?¼ wÐU?²??
 w� wŁU?×?Ð√ l{Ë vKŽ

Æ.dJ�«

oKI�«Ë WO�u?O�« q
UALK� w�HM�« VD�« w� ≠wMN� dO?ž≠ lłd� u¼ U/≈ »U²J�« «c¼ Ê≈

UC¹√ u?¼Ë ÆWM��«Ë Ê¬dI�« —uEM� s� p�–Ë wŠËd�« ◊U?³Šù«Ë W?OðUO?(« ◊uGC�«Ë w�?HM�«

ÆWO�HM�« t³½«uł ÍuI¹ Ê√ ¡d*« UNÐ lOD²�¹ w²�« ‚dD�« `{u¹

W??O?�u??O�« t?K
U?A?* WÐU??łù« b?−¹ Ê√ œd??� q
 …b??ŽU??�??� u¼ »U?²?J�« «c¼ s� ·b??N�« Ê≈

ÆWO�HM�« tð«– s� ÈuI¹ ÊQÐË tOKŽ u¼ U2 qC�√ t�H½ s� qF−¹ w
 tðbŽU��Ë

U½b?Nł ‰c?³½Ë UMðözU?Ž œ«d�√Ë UMzU?�b	_ Êu?OMN?� dO?ž ÊuO?�H½ ÊË—U?A?²�?� UM� dO?¦J�«

÷«d??�_« b?{ rN??ŽU??�œ s� «Ëu??I¹ Ê√ Êu?F??OD²??�¹ t�ö??š s� Íc�« o¹d?D�« v�≈ r¼b??ýdM�

«uK×?¹ Ê√ vKŽ qL??F½ ÊU??O?Š_« iF?Ð w� ÆÊUDO??A�« ¨‰Ë_« ÊU??�½ù« Ëb?Ž b??{Ë W??OKI??F�«

w� d?šü« sŽ nK²?� qF?� œ— t� UM� q
 ÆrN?� v�UFð tK�« Á—b?� U?� «uK³?I²¹ Ê√Ë ¨rN?K
UA?�

‚öÞù« vK?Ž WKJA??� ÊuJð ô b??� U??� h??A� WKJA??� Ê≈ Æ…U??O?(« ◊u??G??{ l� q�U??F??²�«

U?O×M?� UMFÝË w� U?� ‰c?³½ Ê√ UMOKŽË iFÐ v�≈ U?MCFÐ »d?Ið b?� UMK
U?A� Ê≈ Æd?š¬ h?A�

lOD²�?½ UMMJ�Ë s¹dšü« q
U?A� qŠ lOD²�½ ô UM?½√ d
cð ¨ÂöÝù« qþ w� W?OI?OI(« …U?O(«

rNK
U?A?� ‰uKŠ «Ëb?−?O?� —UJ�_« iFÐ rN?OKŽ Õd?²?I½ U0—Ë rN?³?½U?−Ð nI½Ë rN?F?−?A½ Ê√

rN?�H?½QÐ —«dI�« –U?ð« rN?OKŽ r²?×?²¹ t½_ ÊuKF?H¹ «–U� rN?OKŽ wK/ Ê√ lO?D²�½ ô ÆrN?�?HMÐ

W?O??³�U?ž WM��«Ë Ê¬d??I�« w� b?łuð Ær¼b?½U?�½ Ê√Ë —UJ�_« rN??OKŽ Õd?²??I½ Ê√ lOD²?�½ U?MMJ�Ë

tK�« s� ‰uKŠ UN½_ p�–Ë —u;« fH½ qš«œ w� U?NKŠ sJ1 q
UA*« w�UÐË UMK
UA* ‰uK(«

ÆtIK) v�UFðË t½U×³Ý
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»U²J�« «c¼ s� ÷d?G�« sJ�Ë 5BB²*« W?'UF� v�≈ ÃU²?% …dO³
 q
UA?� błuð U0—

wJ� œ«d�ú?� WO�?HM�« W�U(« W¹u?I²� W?³ÝUM*« ‚dD�« œU?−¹ù …dOG?B�« q
UA*« vK?Ž W½UŽù« u¼

UMLKŽË d?A³K� tK�« U?NIK?š w²�« WI¹dD�UÐ rNðU?OŠ l?� q�UF?²�«Ë rNK
UA?� WN?ł«u� «u?FOD²?�¹

Ê√ v�≈ —UE²½ù« s� d?Oš WKJALK?� ÷dF²�« q³?� WO�?HM�« �«c�« W¹uIð vKŽ q?LF�« Ê≈ ÆU¼U¹≈

ÆÃöF�« s� dOš W¹U�u�« √b³� u¼ «c¼Ë WKJA*« wðQð

UM?¹b� ÊuJ?ð s� q
U???A*« b???Š_ W?M��«Ë Ê¬d???I?�« w� q(« b???$ 5?Š UM½√ wM?F¹ q¼ s?J�

q�U?F?²�« U?MOKŽ Èd?š√ b?−MÝ ¨W?KJA?� qŠ s� wN?²M?½ U?�bMF?� Æô l³D�U?Ð øÈd?š√ q
U?A?�

WO?�öÝù« …UO?(« �U�uI?� w¼ pKð ¨q
UA�Ë 7�Ë �«—U?³²š≈ ¨…U?O(« WMÝ w¼ Ác¼ ÆUN?F�

¨UNÐ tK�« U½dND¹ w²�« WKO?Ýu�« w¼ Ác¼Ë dA³�« vKŽ tK�« t³²?
 Íc�« wKš«b�« œUN'« u¼ «c¼Ë

∫‰uI¹ v�UFðË t½U×³Ý tK�U�

b� t½QÐË UM�H½QÐ s×½ UMLKŽ s� d¦
√ t?OKŽ s×½ U� rKF¹ qłË eŽ tK�« Ê√ Ê¬dI�« w� √dI½

ô≈ UMHKJ¹ s?� v�UF?ðË t½U?×³?Ý t½QÐ U?½bŽË t?K�« Ê≈ ÆUO?½b�« Ác¼ w� UM� d?O?š u¼ U?� UMOKŽ V²?


U?�bMŽ oKIK� V³?Ý Í√ błu¹ ô W?IO?I?(« w� t½S� «c?N�Ë tÐ UM� W?�UÞ ô U� UM?KL×¹ s�Ë UMF?ÝË

ÆUMOKŽ Ë√ UM� rOKF�« rOJ(« tK�« t³?²
 b� U* UI�Ë Àb×¹ U/≈ ¡w?ý q
 ÊUÐ s�R½Ë sIO²½Ë rKF½

v�U?FðË t½U?×?³?Ý tK�« v?�≈ t� ÷d?F?²½ U?� q
 w� d?�_« ÷u?H½ Ê√Ë ¨tK�UÐ o¦?½ Ê√ UMOKŽ jI?�

uŽb½ Æ…UO?(« Èb� œUNł w¼ U/≈ qłË eŽ tK�« w� UOK?
 o¦½ Ê√Ë oKI�« Ÿb½ Ê√ W�ËU×� sJ�Ë
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PART I

THE QUR’AN AND THE SUNNAH
GUIDES TO HUMAN EMOTIONS
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(4) (SWT) Subhanahu wa ta’ala means May Allah be praised and may His transcendence
be affirmed. It is good to say this after saying Allah.                                                   

CHAPTER ONE

THE QUR’AN, A BOOK OF GUIDANCE 
AND HEALING

Mankind is not only searching for the straight way but also for

peace of mind. In today’s world, a person may go to a psychiatrist or

psychologist, trying to get help for their troubled mind. These doctors

usually give secular advice without pointing to the Higher Power

(Allah [SWT](4) i.e. The God) for help. In ancient times, Socrates,

Plato, and Aristotle used logic and reason to work things out instead

of religion. They also used argument, analysis, criticism, and

judgment. Later, Frued, Maslow, Rogers, and Jung used what is

called, “The Cult of Self”. They hated religion and turned to using

self-actualization, self-realization along with many other self

awareness theories. They believed that pleasure is the highest good of

mankind’s proper aim. They looked at behavior based on this idea.

They rejected all religious and moral principles and were just

concerned with the affairs of this world. They also used the same

methods that are used in the occult, such as: occult meditation,

astrology, mysticism spirtism and humanisim. 

As Muslims look for peace of mind they find that these methods

do not fit in with the Islamic methods, ideals, and teachings. The good

news is that Muslims have a book that gives the perfect answers for all
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his needs, including peace of mind and emotional wellness. The first

thing one should do is take a look at what the Qur’an says about itself

in reference to healing. 

Allah, in His Mercy, guides whom He wills to the straight path. In

the past this guidance came through all the true prophets (saaws)(5) for

every nation and time. In these last days, Allah gave mankind the last

Prophet, Muhammad, (saaws). He was given Allah’s words which

brought guidance, from Allah, for the right way. The Qur’an is

Allah’s words. Everything man needs to know, to find this straight

way and live a pure, healthy life with peace of mind, is in the Qur’an

and the Sunnah; nothing has been left out. It is up to each individual to

study and search out every detail, in the Qur’an and the Sunnah, to

find the answers they need. Answers to questions such as: What is

man’s shield against the Shaitan? What are the options? What is

man’s defense? What is man’s protection? How can one live a

spiritual life? How should mankind treat their family? How should a

Muslim dress? Why should a Muslim pray the five daily prayers?

How can man find peace of mind and emotional wellness?.

Through the Qur’an, Allah taught mankind how to live a happy

and virtuous life; a life filled with peace. Many people search for

peace of mind all of their lives. Living in the twenty-first century finds

man so caught up in the fastness of all the high technology.

(5) (saaws) salla allahu ‘alayhi wa sallam May the peace and blessings of Allah be upon
him or them. This is said whenever the name of any Prophet including Prophet
Muhammad is mentioned.     
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Everything becomes “hurry up”. People try to do everything faster and

better. With this, comes the stress of “time flying” and man feels he is

loosing out on life itself. The Qur’an teaches mankind how to live this

life peacefully even in this “hurry up” time.

Allah, in His Mercy, ordered Muslims to pray five times a day.

This blessing allows mankind the opportunity to escape this

materialistic world and enter into the spiritual world. Prayer is a time

for peaceful communication with the Creator. A time to reflect on

where a person is heading and what it is they want from life. A time to

reflect on what one’s goals in life should be along with what awaits

him in the Hereafter, by Allah’s Mercy. Prayer is a special time to put

a troubled mind at ease.

Studying the Qur’an is another way to fill one’s mind with peace;

peace that can only come by staying near to Allah and His words, by

Allah’s mercy.

“The Qur’an is a book of guidance for man and invites him to

the Right Way of living so that he may be able to lead a happy

virtuous and peaceful life on earth. It is an open invitation to each

individual to accept this Way of Life for his own good. The nature

of this invitation and Message clearly shows that it appeals to the

conscience of each person to think, understand and weigh this

guidance for him, without any external pressure”(6).

(6) Muhammad Encyclopaedia Of Seerah, Vol. 1, pg. 431, by Afzalur Rahman.
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The Qur’an states:

“And upon Allah is the responsibility to explain the Straight

Path (i.e. Islamic Monotheism for mankind i.e. to show them legal

and illegal, good and evil things, etc. so, whosoever accepts the

guidance, it will be for his own benefit and whosoever goes astray, it

will be for his own destruction...” (Surah Al-Nahl 16:9).

“... Say: ‘It is Allah Who guides to the truth. Is then He, Who

gives guidance to the truth, more worthy to be followed, or he who

finds not guidance (himself) unless he is guided?...” (Surah Yunus

10:35).

“There is no compulsion [We make our own choice to submit to

Allah and follow the Qur’an.] in religion. Verily, the Right Path has

become distinct from the wrong path”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:256).

Muslims believe that since Allah revealed the Qur’an it is free

from error. This fact gives mankind peace of mind. Allah, in His

Mercy, sent the Qur’an with not only spiritual guidance; but also

guidance and healing for mental health and well-being. Islam is a total

way of life. When mankind submits to Allah, they find that Allah

knows what is best. It is easy to become distracted by this life, even

during prayer and when one wants to remember Allah. When man

listens to the whispers of Shaitan during these times it can bring him

back to a spiritual and mental sickness once again. Therefore, man

finds that he cannot just submit himself to Allah and the Islamic way
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of life just once in his lifetime; it has to be a moment-by-moment

submission. Allah is the All-Knowing, and in His Wisdom He did not

leave anything out for man’s spiritual, mental, and physical

well-being. 

The Qur’an states:

“This is the Book (the Qur’an), whereof there is no doubt, a

guidance to those who are Al-Muttaqun [means pious and righteous

persons who fear Allah much (abstain from all kinds of sins and evil

deeds which He has forbidden) and love Allah much (perform all

kinds of good deeds which He has ordained)]? They are on (true)

guidance from their Lord, and they are the successful”. (Surah

Al-Baqarah 2:2-5).

“Verily this Qur’an doth guide to that which is most right (or

stable), and giveth the glad tidings to the Believers who work deeds

of righteousness, that they shall have a magnificent reward”. (Surah

All-Israa 17:9).

“Verily We have revealed the Book to thee in Truth, for

(instructing) mankind. He, then, that receives guidance benefits his

own soul; but he that strays injures his own soul”. (Surah Az-Zumar

39:41).

“.. My Lord sends down Inspiration and makes apparent the

truth (i.e. this Revelation that had come to me), the All-Knower of

the Ghaib (unseen)”. (Surah Saba 34:48).
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“... We reveal to you the truth (against that similitude or

example), and the better explanation thereof”. (Surah Al-Furqan

25:33). 

When man follows the guidance of Allah, which is given in the

Qur’an, he finds that his mind is at peace and no longer at war with

itself.

The Qur’an teaches man how to deal with the problems of life. It

does not leave anything out, from the biggest down to the smallest

emotional problems of life; there is an answer for them all.

“And indeed We have fully explained to mankind, in this

Qur’an, every kind of similitude: but most mankind refuse (the truth

and accept nothing but disbelief”. (Surah Al Israa 17:89).

Any questions concerning virtues and emotions, Allah, in His

mercy, gives the answers in the Qur’an. The Qur’an truly gives the

guidance man needs to judge between right and wrong. Emotional

reactions can be in proportion to ones maturity. Maturity comes from

life experiences along with attained knowledge. Control of these

emotions can come from the knowledge one attains when reading the

Qur’an. The Qur’an teaches mankind how to handle his emotions in

any given situation and teaches him how to strengthen his emotions

through parables, similtudes and stories.

Man has good and bad characteristics and he can learn how to

strengthen his good characteristics and remove his bad characteristics,
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by Allah’s Mercy, through the Qur’an. There are even answers for

problems such as: anxiety and panic attacks, behavioral problems,

social problems, phobias, fear, stress, depression, and psychosomatic

disorders. 

The Qur’an makes everything clear that man should understand.

Some people say, “The Qur’an is too difficult to understand”;

therefore they don’t read the Qur’an. When they don’t read the Qur’an

they have no guidance for their consciences. Without reading the

Qur’an they do not know when they are going against Allah’s

commands. It is easy for their lives to become filled with evil and for

them to get into spiritual danger. What happens then to their peace of

mind? Man should ask himself, “Why would Allah send down

guidance to man that he can’t understand or that is too difficult?” It is

written for all of mankind so, therefore, it must be for the simple

minded as well as the intellectual. Allah, in His mercy, made the

things that are important for man to know easy for him to understand.

Man must be careful not to make excuses but should instead totally

submit his life to Allah who, in His wisdom, knows what is best for

him at that point in time. Remember, the Children of Israel asked too

many questions about the details of the cow they were to slaughter

and made it more difficult for themselves. This is given as an example

to man so that he will not make the same mistake.

“O you who believe! Ask not about things which, if made plain

to you, may cause you trouble. But if you ask about them while the

Qur-an is being revealed, they will be made plain to you, Allah has
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forgive that: and Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Forbearing”. (Surah

Al-Maidah 5:101).

Man does not know what the future holds for him. He does not

have full knowledge nor understands everything in the Universe.

Some things are better left unknown. When it is necessary for a person

to know he will understand by Allah’s Mercy.

Allah wisely hides from man many secrets that may be too hard

for him to understand. To know the future may cause man more grief

than happiness. Allah discloses to man just what is necessary for him

in molding his conduct. There are some things that may be too deep

for man to understand. When it comes to a matter that is

mentioned in the Qur’an, a person may ask for its meaning. That

is not forbidden. But man should never delve into hidden meanings

that he does not understand.

Everything necessary for man’s salvation and conduct is made

clear for him in the Qur’an. When he doesn’t understand something it

may be that he hasn’t studied it thoroughly, and when he does it will

be like a light that shines in the darkness. There are some things that

Allah keeps the meaning hidden from man as it is not necessary for

him.

“By the Book that makes things clear; We sent it down during a

blessed night: for We (ever) wish to warn (against Evil). In that

(night) is made distinct every affair of Wisdom, By command, from
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Our Presence. For We (ever) send (revelations), As a Mercy from

thy Lord: for He hears and knows (all things)"; (Surah Ad-Dukhan

44:2-6)

“These are Verses of the Book that makes (things) clear”. (Surah

Ash-Shur’arra 26:2; Surah Al-Qasas 28:2)

“Ta. Sin. These are verses of the Qur’an, a Book that makes

(things) clear; A Guide; and Glad Tidings for the Believers”, (Surah

An Naml 27:1,2).

“We have not instructed the (Prophet) in Poetry, nor is it meet

for him: This is no less than a Message and a Qur’an making things

clear, that it may give admonition to any (who are) alive, and that

the word may be proved true against those who reject (Truth)".

(Surah Ya Sin 36:69,70).

“Praise be to Allah, who hath sent to His Servant the Book, and

hath allowed therein no Crookedness; (He hath made it) Straight

(and clear) in order that He may warn (the godless) of a terrible

Punishment from Him, and that He may give Glad Tidings to the

Believers who work righteous deeds, that they shall have a goodly

Reward”. (Surah All-Kahf 18:1-3).

“So have We made the (Qur’an) easy in thine own tongue, that

with it thou mayest give glad tidings to the righteous, and warnings

to people given to contention”. (Surah Maryam 19:97)
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The Qur’an is full of Divine Wisdom. Allah, The All-Knowing

knows best what is good for mankind. It is up to man to believe and

trust in Allah; for Allah’s promises are all true.

Not only does the Qur’an give man the answers to worldly

problems but also to spiritual problems. Many times worldly problems

can be solved when one corrects his spiritual problems. Sometimes

one has to search for the answers. Many times one feels lazy and

wants everything handed to him without putting forth any effort. Yet,

when one puts forth this effort the reward is greater than the effort that

has been put forth. 

Allah’s knowledge is perfect. Sometimes mankind tends to

“forget” this fact.

Divine Wisdom through revelation shows man the the solution of

spiritual problems. 

Allah is man’s friend and helper and He hears all the sincere

prayers. His knowledge embraces all things. He gives to man

whatever is best for him. It may not be what a person wants or

how he sees it, but man must choose to be submissive as he knows

that Allah has perfect knowledge.

“The revelation of the Book is from Allah the Exalted in Power,

Full of Wisdom”. (Surah Al-Ahqaf 46:2)

Besides guidance and healing the Qur’an gives admonition to

mankind. Allah teaches him what he should and should not be doing.
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What is right and what is wrong. When man is not doing as Allah

commands, it goes against his conscience and he fights an inner battle.

If man follows the knowledge, he receives from the Qur’an; it will

help him to find the peace of mind he is searching for. Therefore, part

of emotional healing is realizing the sacrifice one must make to do

what Allah commands in order to recive this blessing.

“Nay, verily, this (Qur’an) is an admonition, so whosoever will

(let him read it), and receive admonition...” (Surah Al-Muddaththir

74:54-56).

The Qur’an is man’s admonition. It is the last revealed Book of

Allah. Man can choose to learn and keep the Message within his

heart. He can ask for Allah’s grace to help him to change his

conduct.

The Qur’an gives good news, which everyone needs to hear. The

good news is that if mankind toils, struggles, strives, and perseveres,

they will, by Allah’s Mercy, receive Paradise. In Paradise mankind

will receive all that their hearts desire, such as: palaces, perfect food

and drink, beautiful clothes and companions. This is wonderful news

for all of mankind.

Mankind is full of selfishness. He tends to think only of himself.

Even one’s intentions for helping others may be for selfish reasons -

what can one get out of it. Mankind can also have a narrow view on

things. The Qur’an expands the mind and the way one looks at the

world. There are many options one can look at for solving his
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problems, by Allah’s Mercy. It is better if one can see the cup of water

as half full instead of half empty. It is better to live positively and

have a positive outlook on life. 

The Qur’an is full of comfort. It gives examples of the lives of

others, and the lives of the prophets. They faced the same trials and

problems man faces today. Through their lives and examples one

learns how they dealt with their trials and problems and of Allah’s

Mercy to them. It gives comfort to the soul and it also gives hope. The

prophet Ibrahim (Abraham) (saaws) had to part with his family,

because of their unbelief, in the Oneness of Allah, and live in a new

land so that he could worship Allah in peace. Prophet Jacob (saaws)

did not know where his missing child (the story of Joseph) was and he

needed patience to endure. Prophet Job (saaws) suffered the pain of

illness, loss of wealth and family. They all felt the pain of heart when

they sinned. These stories help mankind to know that they are not

alone in there problems. Many times man tries to handle his problems

on his own without the help of Allah. When man goes through pain

and problems and he keeps patient with it he will be rewarded by

Allah. This will be covered in more detail in later chapters, Allah

willing.

The Qur’an not only teaches mankind that he should live a

righteous life, but how to live righteously.

Allah sends His revelation to messengers so that mankind may be

taught righteousness. 
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The Qur’an is Allah’s healing for man’s mental and spiritual well

being. Allah is the All-Knowing, All-Powerful and man has been

shown ninety-nine attributes for Him. When mankind goes to the

Qur’an for the answers to their problems they are going to Allah’s

Words, Allah’s Knowledge, Allah’s healing. 

“We send down (stage by stage)ì the Qur’an that which is a

healing and a mercy to those who believe: to the unjust it causes

nothing but loss after loss”. (Surah Bani Israil 17:82)

“...Say: ‘It is a guide and a healing to those who believe”. (Surah

Fussilat 41:44).

When one reads the Qur’an he should remember to seek Allah’s

protection from his enemy, the Shaitan(7).

“When thou doest read the Qur’an, seek Allah’s protection from

Satan the Rejected One”. (Surah An-Nahl 16:98).

THE QUR’AN A GUIDANCE BOOK FOR EMOTIONAL

HEALING:

1. It invites man to the straight way.

2. It is a mercy and blessing from Allah.

3. It teaches him how to lead a happy, virtuous, peaceful life.

4. It teaches truth, and shows what error is.

5. It answers man’s questions and helps him to judge what is right
and wrong.

(7) Shaitan is the Arabic word for Satan.                                                   
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6. It initiates study of man’s mind and self.

7. It checks man’s selfishness and narrowness of views.

8. It warns against evil and spiritual danger.

9. It teaches man how to deal with his problems.

10. It makes things clear. The directions are plain, easy, straight,
clear, and perspicuous (having mental penetration or
discernment) for everyone to understand.

11. It gives glad tidings.

12. It is full of divine wisdom.

13. It is Allah’s perfect knowledge.

14. It is an admonition to man.

15. It directs to right conduct.

16. It is an instruction.

17. It has the solution for spiritual problems.

18. It is a comfort and consolation.

19. It teaches Righteousness.

20. It is a healing for man’s diseases. (mental and spiritual.)
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CHAPTER TWO

THE SUNNAH

What is the Sunnah? The Sunnah is the way of the Prophet

Muhammad and how he lived his life. It stands for his sayings,

actions, life, conduct, manners and morals. The Muslims consider him

to be the best example on how to live the teachings of the Qur’an.

Allah, in the Qur’an told mankind to follow the saying and deeds of

the Prophet Muhammad.

He showed mankind, by his own example, what to do in the time

of worry, fear, anger, and all the natural emotions that exist in man. 

This is why the Sunnah will be used along with Qur’an text in

showing the ideals for how mankind should control their emotions and

how they can gain control over them, by Allah’s Mercy.

“Thus have We sent you (O Muhammad (saaws)) to a

community before whom other communities have passed away, in

order that you might recite unto them what We have inspired to

you”. (Ar-R’ad 13:30)

“He who obeys the messenger (Muhammad (saaws)), has indeed

obeyed Allah”. (An-Nisa 4:80)

“If you love Allah, then follow me the Prophet (SAAW)”.

(Al-'Imran 3:31).
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There are many commands in the Qur’an, by Allah, that do not

tell us exactly how to do them; for example, the five daily prayers.

Allah said in the Qur’an that we are to follow what the Prophet

Muhammad would give us. The Prophet Muhammad was a living

example of the Qur’an. Allah gave him the knowledge to pass on to

mankind. 

“And whatsoever the Messenger (Muhammad (saaws)) gives

you, take it”. (Al-Hashr 59:7).

As one can see, the Sunnah provides an excellent example of how

the Prophet (saaws) practiced emotional healing.

Reasons for Using the Sunnah Along With the Qur’an.

1. The Qur’an says to obey the Prophet.

2. The Prophet’s conduct was mankind’s perfect example.

3. Through the Sunnah the Prophet taught mankind how to control
his emotions by word and deed.
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PART II

OUR ENEMIES
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CHAPTER THREE

SHAITAN

First of all, a person needs to know, who is the Shaitan? What is

his origin? Why is he man’s enemy? The Qur’an says that Shaitan,

Iblis, is the main Shaitan and one of the Jinn. The Jinn were created

from fire while man was created from sounding clay. 

“And the jinn, We created aforetime from the smokeless flame

of fire”. (Surah Al-Hijr 15:27).

“And indeed, we created man from sounding clay of altered

black smooth mud”. (Surah Al Hijr 15:26).

When Allah asked Shaitan to bow to Adam he disobeyed the

command of Allah. Shaitan (Iblis) was haughty and full of pride. He

felt he was better than man was so why should he prostrate to man in

obedience to Allah? So Allah rejected and accursed the Shaitan,

warning man that he was an avowed enemy unto man. 

“...they prostrated except Iblis. He was one of the Jinns, and he

broke the Command of his Lord”. (Surah Al Kahf 18:50; also look up:

Surah Ta Ha 20: 116).

   “And (remember) when your Lord said to the angels: ‘I am

going to create a man (Adam) from sounding clay of altered black

smooth mud. So, when I have fashioned him completely and

breathed ito him (Adam) the soul which I created for him, then fall
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(you) down prostrating yourselves unto him’. So, the angels

prostrated themselves, all of them together except Iblis, he refused to

be among the prostrators. (Allah) said, ‘O Iblis! What is your reason

for not being among the prostrators?’ (Iblis) said: ‘I am not the one

to prostrate myself to a human being, whom You created from

sounding clay of altered black smooth mud’. (Allah) said: ‘Then, get

out from here, for verily, you are Rajim (an outcast or a cursed

one)'. [T. At-Tabari]" (Surah Al Hijr 15: 28-34; also look up: Surah Sad

38: 71-78; Al-A’raf 7:11-13; Surah Al-Isra’ 17:61-63).

“And behold, We said to the angels: ‘Bow down to Adam:' and

they bowed down: Not so Iblis: he refused and was haughty: He was

of those who reject Faith. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:34).

Man must know that he has an enemy here in this world. He must

know how to guard himself against this enemy. He needs to know the

enemy’s plans and strategies as much as he can. Just as the soldiers

going to war must know all they can about the enemy in order to

protect themselves and conquer their enemy, mankind must also do

the same in regards to the Shaitan. After all, it can be matter of life

and death! For the soldier it may mean the success of the war and his

life. For man, and his war against the Shaitan, it is a matter of going to

Hell or having eternal life in the Hereafter. Man can not take this

matter lightly. Shaitan promises to try and mislead all of mankind.

“(Iblis) said: ‘My Lord! Give me then respite till the Day the

(dead) are resurrected’. (Allah) said: ‘Verily! You are of those
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allowed respite till the Day of the time appointed’. (Iblis) said: ‘By

Your Might, then I will surely mislead them all, except Your chosen

slaves amongst them (faithful, obedient, true believers of Islamic

Monotheism”. (Surah Sad 38:79-83).

“(Allah) said: ‘go thy way; if any of them follow thee, verily Hell

will be the recompense of you (all) an ample recompense. And

Arouse those whom thou can among them, with your (seductive)

voice; make assaults on them with your cavalry and your infantry;

mutually share with them wealth and children; and make promises

to them’. But Satan promises them nothing but deceit”. (Surah

Al-Israa 17:64).

A person must take notice that Shaitan is going to assault him

with evil from every side. He will take advantage of every weak point

a person may have. Shaitan will wait in ambush, constantly

whispering temptations, lying, tricking, deceiving, seducing, snaring,

and keeping at a person at all times, hoping to cause him to fall into

sin and darkness, despair and agony. At times Shaitan may even use a

person’s good points to snare him. Shaitan may make a decoy that

looks similar to the the right way, but has evil within it so man must

be aware. Shaitan will use a seductive voice and what he says may

sound reasonable, but it is a lie so man must be aware. Shaitan makes

promises about the future, such as worldly gains, but they are all lies.

He is man’s enemy.

A person must remember that Shaitan is full of arrogance,

jealousy, spite and hatred. He will stop at nothing to bring man down
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with him into the depths of hell. Take a look at the strategies that

Shaitan has against mankind. 

“Iblis said: ‘Because You have thrown me out (of the Way), lo!

I will lie in wait for them on Your Straight Way: Then will I assault

them from before them and behind them, from their right and their

left: Nor will You find, in most of them, gratitude (for Your

mercies)". (Surah Al-a’raf 16, 17) 

“Satan’s plan is (but) to excite enmity and hatred between you,

with intoxicants and gambling, and hinder you from the

remembrance of Allah and from prayer: Will you not then

abstain?”. (Surah Al-Maidah 5:91)

Everything that Shaitan deceives man with are false such as, false

desires, false superstitions and false fears. Some of these false

behaviors are slitting the ears of cattle or defacing nature in any form,

which comes from superstition and, thinking one can know the future,

through astrology and magic which is known only by Allah. These are

things Shaitan uses to lead man astray from the true worship of Allah

alone. Could it be that Shaitan also uses the television to keep a

person from the remembrance of Allah?.

“(The Pagans), leaving Him, Call but upon female deities: They

call but upon Satan the persistent rebel! Allah did curse him, But he

said: ‘I will take of Your servants a portion marked off: I will

mislead them, and I will create in them false desires; I will order

them to slit the ears of cattle, and to deface the (fair) nature created
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by Allah.’ Whoever, forsaking Allah, takes Satan for a friend, has of

a surety suffered a loss that is manifest. Satan makes them promises,

and creates in them false hopes, but Satan’s promises are nothing

but deception. They (his dupes) will have their dwelling in Hell, and

from it they will find no way of escape”. (Surah An-Nisaa 4:117-121)

Man’s limited free-will gives him the choice to listen and follow

the Shaitan or repel him and follow Allah. If a person follows the

Shaitan he becomes his slave in ill-gotten gains, indulgence of

passions, lies and deceit. Shaitan has no power over those who are

faithfully worshipping Allah; therefore, man must put his trust in

Allah for he is All-Sufficient to save a person from the harm and

danger of Shaitan. Man is weak and must depend wholly on Allah for

help.

“‘As for My servants, no authority shall you have over them:'

Enough is your Lord for a Disposer of affairs”. (Surah Al-Israa 17:65)

“No authority has he over those who believe and put their trust

in their Lord. His authority is over those only, who take him as

patron and who join partners with Allah”. (Surah An-Nahl 16:99, 100)

Everyone who worships Allah with sincerity invites Allah’s grace

to protect him and purify his soul. But if man deliberately chooses

evil, he must take the consequences. Man can not blame the Shaitan

for his choices as he puts himself into the power of the Shaitan.

It is good for a person to step back in time and learn from history.

When a person studies the life of Adam and Eve he gets a clear
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picture of what can happen when he follows the whisperings of

Shaitan. To learn from another’s experiences saves a person from a lot

of harm.

Allah asked Adam and Eve not to approach a certain tree in the

Garden. Allah loved them enough to warn them, as it would save them

from the harm of Shaitan. Adam and Eve fell under the influence of

Shaitans whispers and it caused them to loose the Garden. Shaitan’s

lies removed their honor and innocence. They wronged their own

souls by falling into Shaitan’s trap of deceit. Allah told mankind and

Shaitan that they will be enemies and both of them and their

decendents will dwell on the earth. Parents also warn their children

and tell them what may harm them to save them from sorrow and the

results of disobedience. Many times the children choose to learn the

hard way as did Adam and Eve.

“O Adam! dwell you and your wife in the Garden, and enjoy (its

good things) as you wish: but approach not this tree, lest you

become of the unjust.’ Then began Satan to whisper suggestions to

them, in order to reveal to them their shame that was hidden from

them (before): he said: ‘Your Lord only forbade you this tree, lest

you should become angels or such beings as live for ever.’ And he

swore to them both, that he was their sincere adviser. So by deceit he

brought about their fall: when they tasted of the tree, their shameful

parts became manifest to them, and they began to sew together the

leaves of the Garden over their bodies. And their Lord called unto

them: ‘Did I not forbid you that tree, and tell you that Satan was an
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avowed enemy unto you?’ They said: ‘Our Lord we have wronged

our own souls; if You forgive us not and bestow not upon us Your

Mercy, we shall certainly be lost. (Allah said: ‘Get you down, with

enmity between yourselves. On earth will be your dwelling-place and

your means of livelihood, for a time.’ He said: ‘Therein shall you

live, and therein shall you die: but from it shall you be taken out (at

last).’  O you Children of Adam! Let not Satan seduce you, in the

same manner as he got your parents out of the Garden, stripping

them of their raiment, to expose their shame; for he and his tribe see

you from a position where you cannot see them; We make the

Satan’s friends (only) to those without Faith. Some He has guided;

others have deserved the loss of their way; in that they took the

Satans in preference to Allah, for their friends and protectors, and

think that they receive guidance”. (Surah Al-A’raf 7:18-25, 27, 30; also

look up: Surah Al-Baqarah 2:35, 36) 

“Then We said: ‘O Adam! Verily, this is an enemy to you and

your wife: So let him not get you both out of the Garden, so that you

are landed in misery. There is therein (enough provision) for you

not to go hungry nor to go naked, nor to suffer from thirst, nor from

the sun’s heat.’ But Satan whispered evil to him: he said, ‘O Adam!

Shall I lead you to the Tree of Eternity and to a kingdom that never

decays?’ In the result, they both ate of the tree, and so their

nakedness appeared to them: they began to sew together, for their

covering, leaves from the Garden: thus did Adam disobey His Lord,

and fell into error. But his Lord chose him (for His Grace):" He

turned to him, and gave him guidance”. (Surah Ta Ha 20: 117-122)
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Allah warned Adam and Eve that Shaitan was an enemy to them.

Allah has warned all of mankind that Shaitan is an enemy and when

man falls it is by his choice. 

“Let not Satan hinder you: for he is to you an enemy avowed”.

(Surah Az-Zukhruf 43:62).

“...for Satan does sow dissensions among them; for Satan is to

man an avowed enemy”. (Surah Al-Israa 17:53)

Allah let Adam and Eve (as He does all of mankind); use their

limited free-will to choose between obeying Him and obeying

Shaitan. In this decision man must remember that Shaitan makes

sinful acts look alluring along with making this life in this world look

alluring. 

“Remember Satan made their (sinful) acts seem alluring to

them”. (Surah Al-Anfal 8:48)

Shaitan is clever and what he whispers to mankind is false.

Shaitan not only attacks a person singularly but he tries to divide

mankind, by false or unkind words to each other, trying to destroy the

unity of man in his faith with Allah. Man must try not to let his heart

become diseased or hardened by the tactics of Shaitan.

“Never did We send a messenger or a prophet before you, but,

when he framed a desire, Satan threw some (vanity) into his desire:

but Allah will cancel anything (vain) that Satan throws in, and

Allah will confirm (and establish) His Signs: For Allah is full of

knowledge and wisdom: That He may make the suggestions thrown
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in by Satan, but a trial for those in whose hearts is a disease and

who are hardened of heart: verily the wrong-doers are in a schism

far (from the Truth)": (Surah Al-Hajj 22:52, 53)

“O you who believe! Follow not Satan’s footsteps: if any will

follow the footsteps of Satan, he will (but) command what is

indecent and wrong”: (Surah An-Nur 24:21)

Everytime a person is tempted he must stop and remind himself

that there are two promises that are given to him but only one is true.

Shaitan will admit that his promises are false whereas, Allah’s

promises are all true. It is up to each individual to choose his path; the

path of Shaitan or the path of Allah. If a person rejects Allah he is

rejecting all the good that Allah has put within him. If a person

chooses to follow his enemy he then must suffer the results. Shaitan

worhip is becoming ramped throughout the world today. It is guised in

many forms and can be very deceptive. Each individual needs to know

what these deceptions are so that they can stay clear of them and not

fall into the traps of Shaitan.

“And Satan will say when the matter is decided: ‘It was Allah

Who gave you a promise of Truth: I too promised, but I failed in my

promise to you. I had no authority over you except to call you, but

you listened to me; then reproach not me, but reproach your own

souls. I cannot listen to your cries, nor can you listen to mine. I

reject your former act in associating me with Allah. For

wrong-doers there must be a grievous Chastisement”. (Surah Ibrahim

14:22)
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“O men! certainly the promise of Allah is true, let not then this

present life deceive you, nor let the Chief Deceiver deceive you about

Allah”. (Surah Fatir 35:5).

Even though a person may choose to follow Allah and ask Allah

to protect him from the Shaitan, Shaitan will now try to deceive and

bother him when he is doing right. For instance, this can be while one

is praying or reading the Qur’an. This is a time when a person must

seek refuge in Allah. Before he reads the Qur’an or prays he should

say the following, “I seek refuge in Allah from the Shaitan.” This is

what Allah tells mankind to do. Evil has no authority over those who

put their trust in Allah.

“When you read the Qur’an, seek Allah’s protection from Satan

the Rejected One”. (Surah An-Nahl 16:98)

“If a suggestion from Satan assail thy (mind), seek refuge with

Allah; for He hears and knows (all things). Those who fear Allah,

when a thought of evil from Satan assaults them, bring Allah to

remembrance, when lo! they see (aright)!” (Surah Al-A’raf 7:200, 201)

Remember, Allah gives man warnings about an enemy and tells

him how this enemy will attack him. Allah tells man not to worship

this enemy, but to worship Him alone. There is no power or strength

against this enemy except through Allah. 

“Verily Satan is an enemy to you; so treat him as an enemy. He

only invites his adherents, that they may become companions of the

Blazing Fire”. (Surah Fatir 35:6.)
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“Did I not enjoin on you, O you children of Adam! that you

should not worship Satan; for that he was to you an enemy avowed?

And that you should worship Me, (for that) this was the straight

way?” (Surah Ya Sin 36:60-61)

If man should fall into the traps of Shaitan and disobey Allah is

their any hope for him? Yes, all man has to do is ask Allah’s

forgiveness and He is the Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful. Adam chose

to do wrong but Allah taught him (along with all of mankind) how to

seek true repentance, then Allah accepted his repentance.

“...Thus did Adam disobey his Lord, so he went astray. Then his

Lord chose him, and turned to him with forgiveness, and gave him

guidance”. (Surah Ta-Ha 20:121, 122)

Shaitan tries every way he can to weaken man’s emotions, but

when a person fights against Shaitan and puts his trust in Allah,

obeying Him in all things, he strengthens his emotions in a positive

way.

Therefore, man must be aware of the ways Shaitan will assault

him so that he can put up his defences and fight him by Allah’s mercy.

These defences will be covered in later chapters, Insha Allah (God

willing).

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE WAYS SHAITAN WILL

ASSAULT MANKIND?

1. He lies in wait for the opportunities to attack and assault.

2. He sets snares on the Straight Path.
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3. He whispers suggestions of evil.

4. He deceives man.

5. He tempts man with his deceit, lies, and fraud.

6. He seduces man with his seductive voice.

7. He exposes man’s shame.

8. He strips man of his raiment, honor and innocence. 

9. He puts man off guard.

10. He assaults man with temptations and allurements to do evil.

11. He not only assaults man alone but with his cavalry and

infantry.

12. He gives man false promises and hopes of the future, such as

wealth.

13. He gives false promise of wealth through ill-gotten gains.

14. He tempts man to use his passions for evil.

15. He excites enmity and hatred between men, by intoxicants and

gambling.

16. He hinders man from the remembrance of Allah by many

methods. He puts within man false desires.

17. He orders man to slit the ears of cattle and deface the fair

nature created by Allah.

18. He tempts man to worship false gods.

19. He uses superstitions.
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20. He uses false fears.

21. He uses astrology (i.e. horoscopes), magic, and vain beliefs.

22. He sows dissentions amongst men, dividing mankind.

23. He makes sinful acts seem alluring.

24. He throws vanity into man’s desires.

25. He takes advantage of the weak and tries to weaken man’s

emotions.

26. He commands indecency and wrong.
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CHAPTER FOUR

SELF

A man can not totally blame the Shaitan for his falling into sin.

Man wrongs his own soul by falling into the traps of Shaitan.

Therefore a person could say that he has two enemies, Shaitan and

self. Allah gave man limited free-will so that he can make the choice

whether he will follow Shaitan or follow Allah. Man must make the

choice not to listen to the Shaitan’s seductive voice. The Qur’an says

that there are many ways in which a person can only blame himself:

Allah has given man the means and faculties to receive true guidance

if he so chooses.

“Verily Allah will not deal unjustly with man in ought: It is man

that wrongs His own soul”. (Surah Yunus 10:44)

“Whatever good, (O man!) happens to you, is from Allah, but

whatever evil happens to thee, is from yourself.....” (Surah An-Nisaa

4:79)

“....O mankind! your insolence is against your own souls, ....To

Us is your return, and We shall show you the truth of all that you

did”. (Surah Yunus 10:23)

Many times a person does not like to see himself as he truly is.

Maybe he will lie about himself to make himself look better before

man and before Allah. He may be able to deceive man but he can

never deceive Allah in this matter. A person only sins against himself;

it does not hurt anyone else. 
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“Behold! how they lie against themselves but the (lie) which

they invented will leave them in the lurch”. (Surah Al-An ‘am 6:24)

“No person earns any (sin) except against himself (only),..”

(Surah Al-An’am 6:164)

If a person is not careful, he can become like those without faith

whose deeds seem pleasing to them. They have been deceived not

only by Shaitan but by their own desires. Man must strive for exactly

what he wants and in the end he will see the truth of his choices. A

person is responsible for the things he does; he also has to pay the

consequences of them.

“...Thus to those without Faith their own deeds seem pleasing.

....But they only plot against their own souls, and they perceive it

not.” (Surah Al-An ‘am 6:122, 123)

“Whatever misfortune happens to you, is because of the things

your hands have wrought,” (Surah Ash-Shura 42:30, 31)

“That man can have nothing but what he strives for; that (the

fruit of) his striving will soon come in sight;" (Surah An-Najm 53:39,

40).

It is important when exercising personal responsibility that a

person looks at his intentions. A person knows within his heart what

he intends to say, act or do. There are times that a person may intend

evil but it appears to others as though he is intending good. Man may

hide his true intentions from others but he can never hide them from

Allah.
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Narrated ‘Umar (bin Al-Khattab) (RA)(8): The Prophet (saaws)

said: “...Actions are judged only be intention and every man shall

have only what he intended...”(9).

“Say (O Muhammad saaws to mankind): ‘Each one does

according to Shakilatihi (i.e. his way or his religion or his intentions

etc.), and your Lord knows best of him whose path (religion etc.) is

right’”. (Surah Al-Isra’ 17:84)

“Eschew all sin, open or secret; those who earn sin will get due

recompense for their ‘earnings.’” (Surah Al-An ‘am 6:120)

Allah in His mercy provides the guidance for mankind. He gave

mankind the Qur’an and within it Allah shows man how to be

successful in this life and in the Hereafter; it is up to man to follow it. 

“Verily We have revealed the Book to thee in Truth, for

(instructing) mankind. He, then, that receives guidance benefits his

own soul; but he that strays injures his own soul”. (Surah Az-Zummar

39:41)

A person’s failings come by listening to and following Shaitan by

his own decisions. Shaitan makes nothing but false promises and then

when the Day of Judgment comes he will disown him. A person can

not blame Shaitan, or anyone, else for his falling into wrongdoing and

maybe eventually Hell Fire. He will only be able blame himself for

listening to Shaitan’s call and false promises, and making the wrong

choices. 

(8) (RA) Radiya allahu ‘anhu means: May Allah be pleased with him or them. This is said
whenever a companion of the Prophet Muhammad is mentioned by name.

(9) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 1, hadith #51, pg. 47.
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“And Satan will say when the matter is decided: ‘It was Allah

Who gave you a promise of Truth: I too promised, but I failed in my

promise to you. I had no authority over you except to call you, but

you listened to me; then reproach not me, but reproach your own

souls. I cannot listen to your cries, nor can you listen to mine. I

reject your former act in associating me with Allah. For

wrong-doers there must be a grievous Chastisement”. (Surah Ibrahim

14:22).

A person, even a child will try to blame others for his wrong acts.

On the Day of Judgment the truth will stand out and man can only

blame himself. Allah will allow a person’s tongue, hands, feet, eyes,

ears and skin to speak and tell the truth of what a person has done.

There will be no excuses even though a person may try to excuse

himself. 

“On the Day when their tongues, their hands, and their feet will

bear witness against them as to their actions. On that Day Allah will

pay them back (all) their just dues,” (Surah An-Nur 24:24, 25).

“...their hearing (ears) and their eyes, and their skins will testify

against them as to what they used to do. And they will say to their

skins, ‘Why do you testify agains us?’ They will say: ‘Allah has

caused us to speak, as He causes all things to speak, and He created

you the first time, and to Him you are made to return. And you have

not been hiding against yourselves, lest your ears, and your eyes,

and your skin testify against you, but you thought that Allah knew

not much of what you were doing. And that thought of yours which
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you thought about your Lord, has brought you to destruction, and

you have become (this Day) of those utterly lost!” (Surah Fussilat 41:

20-23).

“Nay, man will be evidence against himself, even though he

were to put up his excuses”. (Surah Al-Qiyamat 75:14. 15)

On the Day of Judgment the evidence against a person will not be

what he says about himself or what others may say about him, it will

be what he himself has done. His personality will betray him or

commend him. 

Every time a person does a deed it goes before Allah. The angels

write them in the books of good and evil, which will be with Allah on

the Day of Judgment. A person will not be able to argue with the truth

of his deeds. This is why it is important for a person to take time and

weigh every action, word and deed on the scales of right and wrong.

“Every man’s fate We have fastened on his own neck: on the

Day of Judgment We shall bring out for him a scroll, which he will

see spread open. (It will be said to him: ‘Read your (own) record:

sufficient is your soul this day to make out an account against you.’

Who receives guidance, receives it for his own benefit: who goes

astray does so to his own loss;" (Surah Al-Israa 17:13-15).

“There will every soul see (the fruits of) the deeds it sent before:

they will be brought back to Allah their rightful Lord, and their

invented falsehoods will leave them in the lurch”. (Surah Yunus 10:30)
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On the Day of Judgment justice will be done and every man will

receive his reward or punishment according to his deeds. This is why

a person must strive to make the right choices and call on his Allah for

mercy, to save him on this Day.

“That Allah may requite each person according to what he has

earned...” (Surah Ibrahim 14:51).

“...You but receive the recompense of your (own) deeds”. (Surah

At-Tur 52:16).

Does this mean that man must fall into despair because of his evil

deeds and choices? No, he must have true repentance, ask for

forgiveness, and accept Allah’s mercy. Allah in His mercy loves to

forgive!

“When We give men a taste of Mercy, they exult there at: and

when some evil afflicts them because of what their (own) hands have

sent forth, behold, they are in despair!” (Surah Ar-Rum 30:36).

“Whatever misfortune happens to you, is because of the things

your hands have wrought, and for many (a sin) He grants

forgiveness”. (Surah Ash-Shura 42:30).

Since man knows he has enemies, not only the Shaitan but

himself, he must strive to strengthen his emotions so that he will be

prepared to fight against these enemies. In this fight it is important to

have emotional balance and emotional I.Q.

What is meant by emotional I.Q? When a person has a choice to

make he can have a rational response and an irrational response. A
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person can be impulsive or powerful, logical or illogical. The negative

responses come from the emotional mind. The emotional mind is

quicker to respond than the rational mind, often reacting without

thinking about the results. Our first impulse is to react with our heart,

our emotions instead of with our minds which would be our thoughts.

This is where we have to train our emotions through our thoughts to

become stronger emotionally. When a person keeps his emotions in

check he has a higher emotional I.Q. Some people have high

intelligent I.Q. but low emotional I.Q. whereas others have higher

emotional I.Q. and lower intelligent I.Q or they may be low in both or

high in both. They have found that those with higher emotional I.Q.

are usually more successful even though their intelligent I.Q. is low,

this is because the emotional I.Q. gives them strength in facing

problems and they don’t give up easily, they keep trying again until

they succeed, by Allah’s mercy.

The choices man makes in life are very important. A person can

pray this supplication (Dua’) in earnestness, with pure intentions,

striving to chose the right over wrong. 

“O Allah, ‘Truly, my prayer and my service of sacrifice, my life

and death, are all for Allah, the Cherisher of the worlds”'. (Surah

An-An ‘am 6:162) Ameen.

MAN’S OTHER ENEMY IS HIMSELF BECAUSE:

1. Of his choices. Choosing to follow Shaitan’s false promises

when he calls him to evil.

2. Of his deeds and his acts which he puts into his own record,

kept by Allah.
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3. Of wronging himself.

4. He is given the faculties and means of guidance but he does not

use them.

5. Of what he does with his tongue, feet, hands, eyes, and ears,

which will all give witness against him because of his choices.

6. Of his personality which can betray him or commend him.

7. He chose insolence.

8. He had ridiculous pretensions.

9. He invented falsehoods.

10. Of the truth of his hidden motives (intentions).

11. He lied to himself.

12. Of what he strove for.

13. He is responsible for what he chooses and does.

14. He chose to put himself near to evil and become corrupted by

it.

15. He did not say bismillah at the beginning of everything he did.

16. He did not read Qur’an regularly.

17. He did not stay in wudu at all times.

18. He did not say surahs Nas, Falaq, Ikhlas or ayat al Kursi along

with the Dua’s recommended for after Fajr and Asr for his

protection against the Shaitan.
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PART III

DAILY LIVING
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CHAPTER FIVE

TRIALS

The next three chapters will cover trials, tests, and burdens which

man faces in everyday life. Although tests and trials are similar in

many ways they do carry some separate meanings. The similarity is

that they both can mean a critical examination of a person’s qualities

through a process. Their differences are that trials can be a trying

experience, hardship or trouble whereas tests may bring out a person’s

power of endurance through these trials. In other words, the trials

bring the test and the test shows a person his qualities for endurance.

They both can be the exam, but the test shows the final score. Some

people face the trial of loosing their home and this tests their patience

and endurance.

What does the Qur’an and the Sunnah have to say about trials?

What should man do with these trials?

Everyone has to face trials of some kind or another in their

lifetime. Most people, even agnostics, when they are faced with

adversity their thoughts turn to Allah. Praise to Allah. They realize, at

those moments, that the Only One that can help them is Allah. 

What is the first thing man should do when he is faced with a

trial? He should cry to Allah for help.

“And you have no good thing but is from Allah: and moreover,

when you are touched by distress, unto Him you cry with groans”.

(Surah An-Nahl 16:53).
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Man has a natural tendency to seek Allah when he is distressed.

Allah is the only Power which can truly relieve distress.

When trials come, man should turn to Allah in repentance. He

should take a closer look at himself and think about which direction

he is headed. This can bring good changes to his life. A person may

turn once again to Allah for His Mercy and Forgiveness and bring his

focus back to where it should be, on the goal of the Hereafter. 

“When trouble touches men, they cry to their Lord turning back

to Him in repentance:" (Surah Ar-Rum 30:33).

Many times people make promises to Allah when they are in great

danger, but most of them do not keep these promises. When the

danger is over, they forget not only their promises to Allah, but Allah

Himself. They may forget Allah to the point that when they are

removed from the trial they give the credit to themselves, as though

they are the ones that removed the trial by things they know. It is

better for a person to realize his helplessness and in humility put his

dependance on Allah, who is the only one that can help.

Man realizes his helplessness when he has troubles, distress, or

adversity. This is when he turns Allah, who is the source of all

goodness and happiness. Many times when Allah shows him mercy he

attributes it to his own cleverness, or to the stars, or to some false

ideas. They may give thanks to these and other gods instead of being

greatful to Allah, the only One that could give them mercy.
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“Now, when trouble touches man, he cries to Us: but when We

bestow a favor upon him as from Us, he says, ‘This has been given

to me because of a certain knowledge (I have)! Nay, but this is but a

trial, but most of them understand not!” (Surah Az-Zumar 39:49)

Many times people are lost in despair when they lose everything.

They have become attached to this life and the things of this life.

When they loose the things of this life they become discouraged and

depressed, even to the point of thinking there is no more reason to

live.

The Qur’an says, “Man gets himself remote on his side (far away,

aloof) instead of turning to Allah.” Instead of coming to Allah for help

they would rather complain and try to solve the problems all by

themselves. They feel they are all alone with their trials and that

others do not understand. 

Sometimes when a trial touches a person, who has not been doing

his prayers, he will start praying and even prolong his prayers. This is

very good if after the trial is solved and leaves him, he continues to

pray in this same manner, but most of the time when the trial stops,

his prayers also stop. 

“Man does not weary of asking for good (things), but if ill

touches him, he gives up all hope (and) is lost in despair. When We

give him a taste of some mercy from Us, after some adversity has

touched him, he is sure to say, ‘This is due to my (merit): ...When

We bestow favors on man, he turns away, and gets himself remote
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on his side [far away, aloof] (instead of coming to Us); and when

evil seizes him, (he comes) full of prolonged prayer!” (Surah Fussilat

41:49-51).

“When trouble touches a man, he cries unto Us (in all postures)

lying down on his side, or sitting, or standing. But when We have

removed his affliction, he passes on his way as if he had never cried

to Us for the affliction that touched him! Thus do the deeds of

transgressors seem fair in their eyes!” (Surah Yunus 10:12).

Trials can separate what is good from what is evil. Take for

example: For many women in Islam face the trial of their husband

taking a second wife, and up to four wives. In Islam it is the right of

the husband to take up to four wives, even without the wife’s consent.

Women seem to have a natural inclination to feel jealous of their

husbands. Yet, she must submit her jealousy to Allah and keep it in

check and in purity. Also, women are, many times, influenced by the

Western viewpoint, that it is wrong to have more than one wife.

Maybe she thinks her husband will not love her anymore since he took

another wife. Maybe she has low self-esteem. It could be that she

didn’t look at the whole picture. This is when a woman has to remind

herself that it is Halal (permissible) in Islam for a husband to take

another wife and it is the wife’s duty to be submissive to the

commands and will of Allah. She can think about the fact that her

rewards, for this submission, will be waiting for her in the Hereafter,

by Allah’s mercy. In the Hereafter she will have all that her heart

desires. Submission sounds so easy but it is one of the hardest
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struggles a person has to deal with in his life. It is good to remember

once again that Allah, The All-Knowing, knows what is best and He is

so merciful.

“Allah will not leave the Believers in the state in which you are

now, until He separates what is evil from what is good nor will Allah

disclose to you the secrets of the Unseen, but He chooses of His

Messengers Whom He pleases. So believe in Allah and His

Messengers; and if you believe and do right, you have a great

reward without measure”. (Surah Ala- ‘Imran 3:179).

A person can also look at his trials in a positive way, through what

is good and what is right in Allah’s sight. All good comes from Allah,

and the good of these trials can help a person to grow in his Faith. A

person can look at his trials as a way to screen and to cleanse him.

This way a person can look at his trials in a positive way, knowing

that these trials are cleansing all the evil from within him. He can

strive to do the best deeds, for the sake of Allah.

“Blessed be He in whose hands is Dominion, and He over all

things has power; He Who created Death and Life, that He may try

which of you is best in deed;" (Surah Al-Mulk 67:1,2).

“It is He Who has made you the inheritors of the earth: He has

raised you in ranks, some above others: that He may try you in the

gifts He Has given you: for your Lord is quick in punishment: yet

He is indeed Oft-forgiving most Merciful”. (Surah Al-An ‘am 6:165)
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A person is never alone in his trials. Everyone goes through trials,

it may be the same trial and it may be different trials. The important

thing is for a person to be faithful to Allah and realize his trials can

purge and purify him. Sometimes it is hard to be fully submissive to

Allah’s will, this is where perseverance comes in and with Allah’s

help and mercy, a person can be successful. This success in his trial

can be the forgiveness of his sins. 

“If a wound has touched you, be sure a similar wound has

touched the others. Such days (of varying fortunes) We give to men

and women by turns so that Allah may know those who believe and

may take to Himself from your ranks martyr - witnesses (to truth).

And Allah loves not those who do wrong. Allah’s object also is to

purge those who are true in faith and to deprive of blessings those

who resist faith”. (Surah Al- ‘Imran 3:140-141)

Abu Sa’id and Abu Hurairra reported that they heard Allah’s

messenger (saaws) as saying: Never a believer is stricken with

discomfort, hardship or illness, grief or even with metal worry that

his sins are not expiated for him”(10).

‘Aisha reported: I heard Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying:

There is nothing (in the form of trouble) that comes to a believer

even if it is the pricking of a thorn that there is decreed for him by

Allah good or his sins are obliterated(11).

(10) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6242, pg. 1364.

(11) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6241, pg. 1364.
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In the tests, trials, and calamities in a person’s life, he only has

limited free choice. A person cannot choose the trial but he can choose

how he will handle it and how he will react. For example, when one

person says something that is upsetting to another person, that person

can refuse to let it upset him. Everyone has a choice to be upset or not

to be upset. Even though what the person said may hurt, he can still

choose not to be upset. This can be a judgment call, for only the one,

who the upsetting words were said to, knows if it is true. If it is not

true the person can choose not to let it upset him; if it is true then he

can take it as constructive criticism and vow to change for the good,

Allah willing. A person can cool down a situation by the way he

handles his emotions.

Every person is on his or her own path to Allah. Therefore, when

a person becomes upset by what others say, maybe it is because he

wants them to be just like him, on his path. Maybe he feels he would

not say bad words so they shouldn’t either. There are some people that

like to be in control of not only their life but everyone else’s as well.

Being in control may give them some kind of security. A person can

only be controlled by another person by allowing him to do so. If a

person can stay calm there will be no more fuel added to the fire of

anger.

When someone is angry, a person can choose to say, “Thank you

for letting me know, forgive me if I’ve done something to hurt you”.

A person can say this even though he does not feel he has done

anything wrong. This is pouring water on the fire and the flames of

anger, which can cool the situation. 
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The Qur’an says:

“ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆAnd when they are angry, they forgive”ÆÆÆÆ (Surah Ash-Shura

42:37).

“...whoever forgives and makes reconciliation, his reward is due

from Allah”. (Surah Ash-Shura 42:40).

It is better if a person can stop and think, “What am I choosing”

before reacting to any situation in life. Most people discover, through

their own experiences, that it doesn’t hurt the other person, it only

hurts himself. By choosing to be forgiving and have submissiveness to

Allah, a person can find inner peace and by Allah’s Mercy, Paradise.

Along with forgiving others, a person races to Allah for his own

forgiveness.

“Race one with the other in hastening towards forgiveness from

your Lord (Allah), and towards Paradise...”. (Surah Al-Hadid 57:21).

No matter how negative a trial may seem Allah can bring about

positive results, by His power. Another thing a person needs to

remember is that he should not blame others for the choices he makes.

A person cannot say, “He made me angry” or, “he made me sad,” or

“he made me do it.” These are choices he makes for himself. It is

better to choose patience over anger and happiness over sadness.

Everyone is responsible for his own emotional behavior. Along with

these choices man must never forget that when he is submissive to

Allah, Allah bestows His grace upon him and brings peace and

serenity to his life.
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Sometimes Allah tests good men by calamities and evil men by

letting them have the enjoyment of this life. In this some freedom of

choice is given to man. There is a psychological and subjective test in

both.

Can man enter Paradise without trials? Man can think of himself

as a diamond in the rough. The beauty of his faith may be hidden

inside. He is not aware of all the rough spots in his character that need

to be removed and then polished so that he and others can see this

beauty. His trials polish his emotional behavior and faith. His trials

test him to see if he is really submissive to his Creator every moment

of his life. Only his Creator truly knows what beauty is hidden within

and what needs to be chiseled away, here or there, and then polished

into perfection. Man must trust his Creator, who knows which is the

best trial (method) to bring out his beauty of faith. His Creator is there

to help him if he asks.

“Or do you think that you shall enter the Garden (of Bliss)

without such (trials) as came to those who passed away before you?

They encountered suffering and adversity, and were so shaken in

spirit that even the Messenger and those of faith who were with him

cried: ‘When (will come) the help of Allah’ Ah! Verily, the help of

Allah is (always) near!”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:214).

There are times when a person feels he is all alone with his trials

and problems. He forgets to look at those around him. In Islam when

one’s Muslim brother or sister hurts, he hurts also, and even when

there is no hurt they are still there for each other. This brings a feeling

of belonging and that he does not stand alone. 
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When a person is always just looking at his own problems, he can

become selfish in his trials. A person not only learns from his own

trials but from other’s trials as well. Not always does a person know

what the lesson is and what he needs to learn during the trial.

Sometimes a person discovers later what it is he needs to know and

learn. This can be even after the trial is finished. Not only should a

person thank Allah for the lesson after he learns it but also during the

time of learning. When a person stops focusing completely on his own

trials and helps someone in their’s, his own trials diminish in his eyes

and he can look at them in a new light. Working hard to help others

helps one’s emotions to heal. When a person becomes busy helping

others, he has no time to think about his own trials, and many times

his trials actually disappear. By forgetting about himself, he gains

positive results, by Allah’s Mercy.

There was an older lady, a few years ago, that was feeling sorry

for her self so she invited everyone she knew to her home for a “Pity

Party.” She said that it would be a party where everyone could sit and

feel sorry for them selves and yet all be together. This type of thinking

does not really help. The problem is that this just adds depression to

depression, it does not help a person to feel better. Complaining really

does not help and it can actually be a waste of time. Instead of wasting

time on complaining a person can read the Qur’an and get a positive

imput into his life. Complaining is focusing on the negative when it is

better to focus on the positive. Complaining goes along with feeling

sorry for one’s self. Complaining usually brings the opposite effect

then what a person wants. Complaining can actually keep a person
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from getting the love and understanding that he needs. Constant

complaining can drive others away, so instead of helping him, they

will avoid him. This can actually make the person feel worse. Most

people do not enjoy listening to others complain because it brings

negativity into their life. Instead of complaining a person can begin to

look at the positive side of Allah’s blessings. When a person can

finally accept his trials as Allah’s gift to him, he will also stop

complaining.  

“And it may be that you dislike a thing that is good for you”.

(Surah Al-Baqarah 2:216)

Instead of complaining a person can learn to be content and thank

Allah for both the good and bad in a trial. This is being content with

the fate, (Al-Qadar) from Allah. To believe in fate (Al-Qadar) helps a

person to accept everything that happens to him. All things happened

for a purpose. A person can look at his life as a big jigsaw puzzle. At

the end of his life, everything that is written for him has happened,

and in the Hereafter, by Allah’s mercy, he will be able to see how

every piece of his life fits together perfectly. Allah has a perfect plan

for everyone’s life. 

“Nothing shall ever happen to us except what Allah has

ordained for us”. (Surah At-Tauba 9:51)

“No calamity befalls on the earth or in yourselves but it is

inscribed in the Book of Decrees - before We bring it into

existence”. (Surah Al-Hadid 57:22)
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Instead of complaining a person can be prostrating in prayer

giving his difficulties to his Creator who could truly solve them. A

person’s inner strength comes from Allah; it does not come from

himself. The best way to obtain this inner strength is through Salah

(Islamic prayer), Du’a (supplication), reading the Qur’an and the

Sunnah, and remembering Allah. 

“O’ you who believe! Seek help in patience and prayer”. (Surah

Al-Baqarah 2:153)

“Invoke me [ask me for anything] I will respond to your

[invocation]". (Surah Ghafir 40:60)

So in place of complaining one can be grateful for his blessings. A

person will find that when he is grateful he will be content with what

Allah gives him, good and bad.

“So hold that which I have given you and be of the grateful”.

(Surah Al-A’raf 7:144) 

The Qur’an is full of the promises from Allah. When a person

remembers Allah and that His promises are true, he can relax in his

trials, for Allah promises that “with every difficulty, there is relief.”

Therefore, a person should not fall into despair when he is in a

difficult situation because Allah has already promised that there is

relief for him. Even though a person may not see this relief, it is there

just the same. Maybe it will take moments, days, or even years before

the relief. It may depend on the lessons that need to be learned and the
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acceptance of Allah’s Mercy. The best thing to do is ask Allah for

help in the trial, then trust Allah’s timing, and trust His promise of

relief. There are many ways in which Allah can bring relief, even

ways a person may never think about. Allah is the All-Powerful and

He has control over every situation. He has the power to change any

situation. Man’s timing for things are not necessarily Allah’s

timing. Man gets impatient and wants things to happen immediately,

only to find out later, that the delay brought by Allah’s timing really

was for the best outcome. 

It is good during a trial to stop and contemplate on the Attributes

of Allah, especially of His being All-Powerful. Allah creates from

nothing; He says, “Be” and it is, therefore, there is not a situation too

difficult for Allah to solve. It is so easy for a person to give up hope

and fall into despair, but what he should really do is be full of hope

because of the promises of Allah. A person should be trusting in Allah

every moment of his life. Trusting that Allah knows what is best for

him. Next, he should try and understand what lessons he must learn

from his trial to make him a better Muslim. 

   When a person looks at the following ayah (verse) he will notice

that the Qur’an says that the relief comes with the difficulty, it does

not say that it will come after the difficulty, the relief was already

there. How generous Allah is that He gives the relief with the

difficulty. Man’s part is to be submissive to Allah, believe His

promises are true and accept his trials as being good for his growth in

faith.  
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“So verily, with every difficulty, there is relief: Verily, with every

difficulty there is relief”. (Surah Al-Inshirah 94:5, 6)

It is Allah that gives the way out or relief which will bring ease

and happiness. What man has to do is choose to be submissive to

Allah and follow the straight way with patience and faith. The

solution is provided with the difficulty.

There are some things people tend to do, when they have trials,

which they should never do. For example:

1. When Mercy does come from Allah people call on other gods

besides Allah. These gods come in many forms: stars, prophets,

saints, idols, and human beings.

2. Some people say, “Thank my lucky star,” or “thank goodness.”

They do not to stop and think about what they are truly saying.

These things are shirk (associating others with Allah). They

may have heard other’s saying these types of things, and out of

habit, they will say them even though they do not mean to

commit shirk. This is why it is important to stop and think,

because shirk is not forgiven by Allah, as all other sins are

forgiven.

3. Some people attribute the relief of their distress to their own

cleverness or merit. For example: A person has a bad cold and

he says, “I know a cure for this, I have this knowledge. Take

honey, lemon, and ginger and it will excrete the mucus and I
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will get well.”  It it is better to say, “Taking honey, lemon and

ginger, by Allah’s Mercy, helps the mucus to leave.” Allah in

His Mercy gives a person this knowledge, and Allah alone is

the healer. Also, a person reads that it is good to eat yellow

fruits and vegetables with betocaratine in it because it keeps

him from getting cancer. Does it really? There are people who

eat very healthy yet they get cancer. People say, “Why did he

get cancer when he ate all the right things?” They attribute their

their healthiness to their knowledge of health. Yes, in his given

knowledge he should eat healthy foods, he should take the

medicine the doctor prescribes but he should also realize his

healthiness, his getting well is from the Mercy and healing of

Allah. Everyone does his part and Allah in His mercy is the

only healer. His faith is in Allah, not in his own knowledge or

the pills he may take. 

Muslims say, “In the Name of Allah,” when they take their

medicine, trusting in Allah and His Mercy. If Allah wills to

heal him through the pills, a person knows this healing comes

from Allah and not some knowledge he had about the

medicine. Therefore, a person should take his pills but know

that it will still be Allah that will do the healing through the

pills. Any knowledge a person may have is a Mercy from

Allah. 

4. Some people, instead of thanking Allah, they actually come to

the point of plotting against His Signs by forgetting Allah, and
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they strive against His Cause. They actually blame Allah and

are angry at Him. They do not want anything to do with Allah.

They fight against the fate (Al Qadar) that is written for them.

They don’t wait to see if there is a blessing in it, they just turn

away from Allah.

“Then there are among men such as say, ‘We believe in

Allah’; but when they suffer affliction in (the cause of) Allah,

they treat men’s oppression as if it were the Wrath of Allah!”

(Surah Al-Ankabut 29:10).

“When We make mankind taste of some mercy after

adversity has touched them, behold! they take to plotting

against Our Sign”. (Surah Yunus 10:21).

Most of the time man turns his thoughts to Allah in times

of trouble, but when it is over he forgets Allah and may even

strive against Allah. They do not realize the Universal Plan of

Allah who can stop their plans against Him. Their record

remains with Allah against them. 

This is a trial for a person’s faith to see if he trusts Allah

and believes that Allah will not give him more than he can bear

as He promises. Allah knows what is best for man for He is the

All-Wise, All-Knowing.

5. When people blame Allah and feel that Allah is against them,

they may say and do things that hurt themselves. For example:
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People who have Bulimia and Anorexia. These people usually

do not feel they have a lot of self-worth. They are always

looking for what is called, other’s worth. They feel others think

of them as being fat and ugly, when, in reality, that is what they

think of themselves. They do not think others will like them

because of the way they look, but again, they really do not like

the way they look. Sometimes they even blame Allah, feeling

that Allah did not create them right. These same people after

they learned to be submissive to Allah and the way He created

them began to realize that Allah, The All-Knowing, knows the

best way they should look and they learned to love themselves.

They learned that true beauty comes from within and not from

without. As they worked on their self-worth they found true

happiness, by Allah’s Mercy. Later they found out that other’s

thought they were beautiful all along, but they were blind to

their own beauty because of their lack of self-worth.

These also are ways that people are striving against Allah’s Cause,

plotting against Allah’s Sign’s. 

When a person looks at people’s true inner beauty he does not see

the outer defects, defects such as the scar on his face from an accident,

what he sees is Allah’s love and Mercy shining from their faces. Inner

beauty is much more important to strive for, by Allah’s Mercy, than

outer beauty. Think about this fact, when a person lives to an old age,

by Allah’s Mercy, it will be his inner beauty that will stay with him,

and his outer beauty may fade away. The inner beauty then shines
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through, by Allah’s Mercy and nobody seems to notice the aging of

his face.

Allah in His Mercy made trials and illnesses as a way to wipe out

some of man’s major and minor sins. This way there is a blessing

from these trials and illnesses.

Narrated ‘Abdullah (RA)(12): I visited Allah’s Apostle (saaws)

while he was suffering from a high fever. I said, “O Allah’s Apostle!

You have a high fever.” He said, “Yes, I have as much fever as two

men of you.” I said, “Is it because you will have a double reward?”

He said, “Yes, it is so. No Muslim is afflected with any harm, even if

it were the prick of a thorn, but that Allah expiates his sins because

of that, as a tree shed its leaves”(13).

Narrated Abu Sa’id Al-Khudri and Abu Huraira: The Prophet

(saaws) said, “No fatique, nor disease, nor sorrow, nor sadness, nor

hurt, nor distress befalls a Muslim, even if it were the prick he

receives from a thorn, but that Allah expiates some of his sins for

that”(14).

On the authority of Abu Hurairah (RA) who said: The Messenger

of Allah (saaws) said: “When Allah wants to favor somebody, He

afflicts him with trials”(15).

(12) (RA) Radiya Allahu ‘Anhu; (May Alah be pleased with him), (said whenever a
companion of the    Prophet is mentioned by name).

(13) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 7, hadith #551, pg. 374.

(14) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 7, hadith #545, pg. 371, 371.

(15) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 7, hadith #548, pg. 373.
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There are times in a person’s life when he feels that if he should

have stayed home, or if he had done something differently, the trial

they are facing would never have happened. A Muslim believes in fate

(Al-Qatar) where everything happens according to how it is written

for him by Allah. There are no “what if’s” in Islam. This knowledge

gives a person peace of mind as he remembers all of Allah’s promises

and knows he can handle his trials, by Allah’s Mercy, and that it is

meant just for him. The reasons may not be known but to Allah alone,

but man can have faith in Allah’s Wisdom and rejoiced at His mercy.

He can be thankful that some of his major and minor sins are erased.

This can help him to be a strong believer in Allah.

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying: A

strong believer is better and is more lovable to Allah than a weak

believer, and there is good in everyone, (but) cherish that which gives

you benefit (in the Hereafter) and seek help from Allah and do not

lose heart, and if anything (in the form of trouble) comes to you,

don’t say: If I had not done that, it would not have happened so

and so, but say: Allah did that what He had ordained to do and

your “if” opens the (gate) for the Satan..”(16).

WHAT A PERSON CAN DO DURING TRIALS :

1. He can cry to Allah.

2. He can only look to Allah for help.

3. He can use adversity to bring his thoughts back to Allah.

(16) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, haidth #6441, pg. 1401.
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4. He can use trials to make him realize his helplessness and that

he must rely on Allah.

5. He can turn to Allah in repentance when trials come.

6. He can prolong his prayers whether he has trials or not.

7. He can use the tribulations and trials from Allah to distinguish

the good from the evil.

8. He can use the tribulations and the trials from Allah to screen

and cleanse him, so he can be a qualified, true deputy, of Allah,

in this world.

9. He can use trials for moral purification and improvement.

10. He can remember that some freedom of choice is left to him

during testing, calamities, and trials.

11. He can ask himself, “Can I enter Paradise without such trials?”

12. He can remember, “If a wound touches him similar wounds

have touched others.”

13. He can remember that Allah always provides a solution, a way

out, a relief; it does not come after, but it is provided with the

trial. “With every difficulty there is a relief”.

14. He can remember that Allah is the only One Who has the

Power to relieve distress.

15. He can remember that all good comes from Allah.

16. He can remember that Allah will try who is best in deeds.
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17. He can remember that these trials might be erasing some of his

major and minor sins.

18. He can remember that everything happens according to how it

is written for him; there are no “what if’s.”

WHAT A PERSON SHOULD NOT DO DURING TRIALS:

1. When Mercy comes from Allah, he should not call on other

gods besides Allah.

2. When Mercy comes from Allah, he should not attribute it to the

stars.

3. When Mercy comes from Allah, he should not attribute it to his

own cleverness or merit.

4. When Mercy comes from Allah, attribute it to some certain

knowledge he may have.

5. When Mercy comes from Allah, he should not forget Allah and

strive against His Cause.

6. When Mercy comes from Allah, he should not take to plotting

against Allah’s Signs.

7. He should not say, “if only I had done something different this

wouldn’t have happened.” 

8. He should not become lost in despair when ill touches him.

9. He should not get himself remote on his side (far away, aloof);

instead he should come to Allah.
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CHAPTER SIX

TESTS

As was mentioned in the last chapter trials and tests go hand in

hand with each other. Emphasizing again, although tests and trials are

similar in many ways they do carry some separate meanings. Their

differences is that trials can be a trying experience, hardship or trouble

whereas tests may bring out a person’s power of endurance through

these trials. It can be the trials that test a person.

Many times when a person is tested he can discover whether he is

weak or strong in faith. It also shows if a person’s emotions are strong

or weak. A person may see what part of his characteristics needs

changing. When man gets caught up in living this life, forgetting

about the Hereafter, tests and trials bring him back into focus. 

It seems, at times, that a person just finishes one problem and

another one comes along. This is the life of this world. Why all these

tests? Once again a person can think of how he is like a diamond in

the rough, spiritually. He must be cut here or there, polished here or

there to bring out his true faith and beauty. Allah knows a person’s

weaknesses better than he does himself. It could be one’s patience that

needs improving, or maybe it is one’s kindness to others. Step by step,

test-by-test, a person is being perfected by Allah. 

The Qur’an puts it in a way that is easy to understand.
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“And We test you by evil and by good, by way of trial; to Us must

you return”. (Surah Al-Anbiyaa 21:35)

“You will certainly be tried and tested in your possessions and in

yourselves; ... persevere patiently, and guard against evil, then that

indeed is a matter of great resolution.” (Surah Al - ‘Imran 3:186)

It is not whether a person likes or dislikes the tests given by Allah;

it is how he reacts to these tests. Does a man persevere in patience?

Does he strive with all his might? Test can take many forms.

“And We shall try you until We test those among you who strive

their utmost and persevere in patience; and We shall try your

reported (mettle) [meaning what others have said about us or what

we have said about ourselves, our virtues etc.].”  (Surah Muhammad

47:31)

Tests and trials are for man’s psychological development.

They help man to exercise his free choice.

When a person is in the University studying to be a doctor, it isn’t

enough for him to say to the Ministry of Health, “I know all there is to

know in medicine to be a doctor.” This person must take an exam; he

must be tested to see if what he is saying is true. The same is for those

who say they believe and have faith in Allah. Allah tests man to see if

what he says is true.

“Do men think that they will be left alone on saying, ‘We

believe; and that they will not be tested? We did test those before
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them, and Allah will certainly know those who are True from those

who are false”. (Surah Al- ‘Ankabut 29:2, 3)

When a person says that he believes and has faith, Allah will test

and try him through the turmoil of life to see if he is true. These tests

will be applied in all kinds of circumstances. They may be in the

individual life or from the environment. These tests will show if man

puts Allah above Self. Sometimes pain, sorrow, and self-sacrifice

are necessary. These tests will help to purify man.

Sometimes it may be that a person just needs to “deal with the

problems and not try to solve them”. Many times it helps to “look

beyond the problems to see the answers”. Or, sometimes a person may

need to look at the problems from the “inside-out” and not blame

others by looking at the problems from the “out-side” in. In other

words, look at one’s self before putting the blame on others. It was so

much easier to blame someone else; or to blame it on the “evil eye.” It

is true that a person can be affected by an “evil eye,” but not every

test, trial or problem that comes is an “evil eye,” some problems come

from what a person’s own hands have done.

“And whatever of misfortune befalls you, it is because of what

your hands have earned...”. (Surah Ash-Shura 42:30).

“...but when some ill befalls them because of the deeds which

their hands have sent forth, then verily, man (becomes) ingrate!”

(Surah Ash-Shura 42:48)
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“...but mankind wrong themselves”. (Surah Yunus 10:44)

“And whoever does evil or wrongs himself but afterwards seeks

Allah’s Forgiveness, he will find Allah Oft-Forgiving, Most

Merciful. And whoever earns sin, he earns it only against himself.

And Allah is Ever All-Knowing, All-Wise. And whoever earns a

fault or a sin and then throws it on to someone innocent, he has

indeed burdened himself with falsehood and a manifest sin”. (Surah

An-Nisa’ 4:110-112)

Yes, tests can come in many different forms. It can be poverty and

hunger; loss of belongings; loss of a life; loss of everything a person

has worked for all of his life; loss of talents; loss of opportunities; loss

of friends; and the list can go on and on.

“Be sure we shall test you with something of fear and hunger,

some loss in goods, lives and the fruits (of your toil), but give glad

tidings to those who patiently persevere, who say, when afflicted

with calamity: ‘To Allah we belong, and to Him is our return’: They

are those on whom (descend) blessings from their Lord, and Mercy,

and they are the ones that receive guidance.” (Surah Al-Baqarah

2:155-157).

Trials may come from wealth and possessions. They may also

come from our personal talents, knowledge, opportunities.

Everything that happens to man and makes up his personality can be

means of testing. Man can be tested in his faith when he has to stand

up against those who do not believe, including family members.
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Many times a person will look at his whole life’s problems at once

and then say he cannot handle this. It is better to deal with the problem

that is in front of him now. It does not always help to look back at the

problems that were already finished nor is it good to look ahead at the

problems that do not even exist yet. This way a person’s problems can

look smaller if he only looks at the one he is dealing with now. 

Man is not able to solve his problems on his own, but he can ask

for the power of Allah, for Allah has the power to change anything He

wills. 

Man can value the time Allah has given him and to use this time

for Allah’s sake. This way he will not waste his time on things that

could lead to the Hell-fire, but instead he can use it to grow in his

faith. When a person is at peace with Allah, his tests will not seem

like such a problem to him. When tests come a person can stop

wasting time on self-pity and self-hate. Instead, he can keep busy for

the sake of Allah and keep his eyes focused on his final goal, the

Hereafter. In the Hereafter man can have all that his inner self desires

so the loss in this world does not really matter. 

“Verily, those who say: ‘Our Lord is Allah (Alone),’ and then

they Istaqamu [stood straight, i.e. they followed (really) the religion

of Islamic Monotheism, believed in the Oneness of Allah, and

worshipped none but Him (Alone), and performed all that was

ordained by Allah (good deeds) and abstained from all that was

forbidden by Allah (sins and evil deeds).] on them the angels will
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descend (at the time of their death) (saying): ‘Fear not, nor grieve!

But receive the glad tidings of Paradise which you have been

promised! We have been your friends in the life of this world and

are (so) in the Hereafter. Therein you shall have (all) that your

inner-selves desire, and therein you shall have (all) for which you

ask for. An entertainment from (Allah), the Oft-Forgiving, Most

Merciful’”. (Surah Fussilat 41:30-32).

Tests can bring out what a person really is on the inside, be it

good or bad. A person can fall into despair, ingratitude, exultation and

pride, selfishness and pettiness, or he can become humble, patient, and

constant, have fortitude and work righteousness, the test will show

who he really is inside. A person can make the decision to change

who he is inside, with and by Allah’s help. It is a difficult struggle and

he may fall many times but with perseverance and crying to Allah for

help he can succeed by Allah’s mercy.

“If We give man a taste of mercy from Ourselves, and then

withdraw it from him, Behold! He is in despair and (falls into)

ingratitude, but if We give him a taste of (Our) favors after adversity

has touched him, he is sure to say, ‘Allah evil has departed from me;'

Behold! he falls into exultation and pride. Not so do those who show

patience and constancy and work righteousness; for them is

forgiveness (of sins) and a great reward”. (Surah Hud 11:9-11)

Allah tries mankind with both prosperity and adversity. It is

important to have the right attitude, taking ill-fortune with strength

and being grateful and humble when good fortune arrives.
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“Now, as for man, when his Lord tries him, giving him honor and

gifts, then says he, (puffed up), ‘My Lord has honored me.’ But when

he tries him, restricting his subsistence for him, then he says (in

despair), ‘My Lord has humiliated me!” (Surah Al-Fajr 89:15, 16).

Allah in His generosity gives man many gifts or talents. These

gifts can also be tests and trials for him. A person can give thanks to

Allah for what he has and can do and then not worry about what he

does not have or cannot do. Allah gives to each person his own special

talent; He also gives him the blessings that are written for him. Then a

person is tested in these areas of his life. It could be beauty, wealth,

intelligence, children, speech, business, artwork, and the list could go

on and on. Will these blessings and talents divert him from

remembrance of Allah? Will he use them for the sake of Allah? These

are questions each person has to ask himself.  

There are times when a person’s children may bring him many

problems and trials. This gives a parent a chance to look at life in a

new way because children can bring about brand new experiences in

life. Parents will find that sometimes their attitudes are what need to

be changed and at other times it is the children’s attitudes that needs

changing. A parent can try to focus beyond the problems and look at

the quality of life that their children bring to them. Sometimes when a

parent fights the problems it only increases the tensions and

aggravates the problem, whereas when one learns to “go with the

flow” so to speak, relaxes and “don’t sweat the little things,” many

problems just disappear. This is not an easy task and many times one
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may fail. This is when one must try to look on the positive side of life.

Look at it as an exciting and joyous experience. Allah says in the

Qur’an that children can be a trial along with one’s riches. 

“O you who believe! Truly, among your wives and your children

are (some that are) enemies to yourselves; so beware of them! But if

you forgive and overlook, and cover up (their faults), verily Allah is

Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful. Your riches and your children may be

but a trial; whereas Allah, with Him is the highest Reward”. (Surah

At-Taqabun 64:14-15)

Children may be a ‘trial’. Their relationship with adults and with

each other may bring many problems. Their problems may test your

own strength of character and sense of responsibility. They may

have different ideals which may vex your spirit. This is a time a

person can discover his strength of faith in Allah. At the same time,

affection for each other can be a source of strength. 

Everything in the Universe is running in perfect order. This

perfect order of the Universe works just the way it is suppose to

according to the Allah’s Plan, even the things that seem cruel, wrong,

or even painful. This includes all of man’s tests and trials. Therefore,

when man trusts Allah, seeing everything in perfect order, he can stop

worrying about his tests and trials. This means a person believes that

Allah is in charge of his life. There is no test so great that Allah

cannot bring relief for it; after all, Allah has promised there is “relief

with the distress.” Man must take the positive lessons from all of these

tests, and then he can become active for the sake of Allah. 
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“And the sun runs on its fixed course for a term (appointed).

That is the Decree of the All-Mighty, the All-Knowing. And the moon,

We have measured for it mansions (to traverse) till it returns like the

old dried curved date stalk. It is not for the sun to overtake the moon,

nor does the night outstrip the day. They all float, each in an orbit”.

(Surah 36:38-40)

HOW DOES ALLAH TEST MAN?

1. Through pain, sorrow, and self-sacrifice.

2. Through wealth, possessions or the lack of them.

3. Through fear and hunger.

4. Through loss in goods, in lives, or in the fruits of one’s labors.

5. Through himself and his reported mettle (i.e. what others say

about him, and what he says about himself).

6. Through all kinds of circumstances.

7. Through personal talents, knowledge, opportunities, and their

opposites.

8. Through everything that happens to him and makes up his

personality.

9. Through Children who:

a: Cause one to reflect.

b: Confront one with problems.

c. Test one’s own strength of character.

d. Vex one’s spirit.

e. Search out one’s fidelity to Allah.
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WHY DOES ALLAH TEST MAN?

1. For his psychological development.

2. To help in the exercise of his choices through his freewill.

3. To test those who fight hard in Allah’s cause.

4. For the benefit of mankind.

5. To test those who remain steadfast.

6. To test those who say, ‘We believe.’

7. To test his Faith.

8. To purify him.

9. To burn out the dross (impurities).

10. To test his Spirit.

HOW SHOULD ONE REACT TO THESE TESTS?

1. Say, “To Allah we belong, and to Him is our return.”

2. Patiently persevere and believe in what is written for him. 

3. Persevering in good deeds to fellow-creatures.

4. Guard against evil.

5. Strive his utmost constantly.

6. Show patience, constancy, and stop worrying.

7. Fighting hard for Allah’s cause.

8. Forgive, overlook and cover up other’s faults.

9. Show humility and kindness.

10. Be a doer of good.

11. Work righteousness

12. Put up with the insults of others by being patient.

13. Put Allah above himself.
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HOW SHOULD ONE NOT REACT TO THESE TESTS?

1. Exult in good fortune.

2. Attribute some merit to himself.

3. Fall into despair, complaining all the time

4. Blame Allah - instead of himself

5. Become puffed up.

6. Be blind to his own faults.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

BURDENS

From the author’s experiences, working with clients, burdens are

different than test and trials in that it seems to be a heavier load. It can

be an oppressive duty, an obligation, an expense, and an emotion that

is difficult to handle. Many times burdens seem to be more than one

can bear. 

In order to try and understand the difference between the three

(tests, trials, burdens), look at this example: A person is using a

donkey to bring his supplies to the top of a mountain. There is a tree

that has fallen across the trail. It is a trial for the donkey to go around

the tree through the brush to get back on the trail again. It tests the

donkey’s strength and endurance. The burden the donkey carries on

his back seems to get heavier as he climbs.  

A person can feel that everything is going wrong all at once and

can feel burdened down with all these problems. The good news for

man is that in the Qur’an, Allah promises that He will not give anyone

burdens, heavy loads, more than he can bear. This is when it is better

for a person not to fall into despair but believe Allah and His

promises. Allah is All-Powerful and can, as He wills, take the burdens

and heavy loads away from those who seek His mercy. The

experiences of these burdens can bring a man closer to his Creator.

Once again man needs to totally submit himself to Allah, trust Allah

and rest in His care. 
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“But to those who Believe and work righteousness, no burden

do We place on any soul, but that which it can bear, they will be

Companions of the Garden, therein to dwell (for ever)". (Surah

Al-A’raf 7:42).

“On no soul does Allah place a burden greater than it can bear.

It gets every good that it earns, and it suffers every ill that it earns.

(Pray): ‘Our Lord! Condemn us not if we forget or fall into error;

our Lord! lay not on us a burden greater than we have strength to

bear. Blot out our sins. And grant us forgiveness. Have Mercy on us.

Thou art our Protector; grant us victory over the unbelievers”.

(Surah Al-Baqarah 2:286).

“On no soul do We place a burden greater than it can bear:"

(Surah Al-Muminun 23:62).

Everybody has experienced a time, when he sees someone in

heavy problems and he wants to be able to relieve him of his trouble.

But he soon finds out that he cannot take the other’s burdens away, he

can only help and encourage him by saying kind words and teaching

him to trust in Allah. 

“...no bearer of burdens can bear the burden of another”. (Surah

Al-An’am 6:164; Surah Al-Israa 17:15; Surah An-Najm 53:38, 39; Surah

Az-Zumar 39:7, 8)

Man must take personal responsibility for his own good or evil

which can develop or destroy his own development in faith. A

person’s spiritual burden or sins must be carried by him and not by

others.
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“Nor can a bearer of burdens bear another’s burden. If one

heavily laden should call another to (bear) his load, not the least

portion of it can be carried (by the other) even though he be nearly

related”. (Surah Fatir 35:18)

The Qur’an tells man that Allah wants to lighten his burdens. This

is when it is important to believe that Allah listens when a person calls

on Him. Allah is there to relieve man of his burdens. Allah’s promises

are true.

“Allah does wish to lighten your (burdens); for man was created

weak (in resolution)". (Surah An-Nisaa 4:28)

“Or, Who listens to the distressed when he calls on Him, and

Who relieves His suffering”. (Surah An-Naml 27:62).

Man has an inner conscience and heart. This is where man is

superior over other creations; he has a mind and soul and can make

choices. Allah listens to man’s cry of agony and relieves his

suffering. 

Sometimes a person becomes discouraged from his burdens to a

point of sinning. This sinning will not lighten his burdens it only

seems to make matters worse. Discouraging thoughts come from the

whispers of Shaitan and maybe the evil of one’s self. This is the time

to remember the Creator, Allah, and the fact that He is Oft-Forgiving,

Most Merciful. Allah loves for man to repent and turn to Him. Allah

gives everyone every chance to repent and change his ways. Why

does a person wait so long to turn to Allah, who is willing and waiting

to lighten his burdens? All man has to do is ask Him. 
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Through a person’s burdens, trials, tests and problems he can

learn many valuable lessons in life. They can teach him who he really

is inside and what is really important in life. It can be a time to look at

one’s reactions to these situations and where one needs to make

changes in his reactions. Then a person can take at new look at what

are his priorities. Each burden, test, and trial can make a person

stronger emotionally, by Allah’s help. This gives man the courage to

face the next trial and test with more strength of faith. 

Sometimes trouble and adversity bring a man back to Allah. But if

he is not sincere he may forget the lessons which life has taught him.

When Allah blesses him with wealth or health, he forgets that it is

from Allah and attributes it to some knowledge he has or something

which he made into a god. Allah is the Creator and cause of all things.

It is important to strive, struggle, and persevere for the sake of

Allah. This seems to be a theme from the beginning of the Qur’an

unto the end, for it is repeated over and over, “for those who strive.”

Therefore, a person must be determined not to get discouraged or give

up, by Allah’s Mercy. This is when a person keeps striving for the

reward of Paradise, the joys of the Hereafter, the joy of being with his

Creator, by Allah’s mercy.

WHAT CAN ONE DO WHEN HE IS BURDENED?

1. Remember Allah.

2. Allah is the Only One Who can help. So pray and call only to

Allah for help.

3. Do not set up rivals with Allah.
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4.  Remember:  The promises of Allah:

a. “No burden do We place on any soul, but that which it

can bear.

b. “Allah wishes to lighten your burdens.”

c. “We will not be wronged.”

d. “Allah listens to our calls on Him and He is the Only

One Who can relieve our suffering.”

5. Remember:  No one else can bear the burden of another.

6. Remember: Allah gives definite orders and warnings to man.

7. Remember: Each person is personally responsible for himself.

8. Remember: Trouble and adversity may bring a person to his

bearing and bring lessons which life is meant to teach him.

9. Remember: It may be something a person has earned by his

own hands, so he should:

a. Repent.

b. Purify himself.

c. Strive.

d. Believe.

e. Work righteousness.

f. Establish regular prayer.

g. Try to understand the commands of Allah and obey Him.

h. Be grateful to Allah.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

SUSTENANCE

How does sustenance go along, side by side, with trials, testing,

and burdens?  It is because, for some people, sustenance can be a test

or a trial. What does the word sustenance mean? It can be the means

of support which brings food, clothing, housing, transportation and so

forth. Where does man’s sustenance come from? The Qur’an says that

the sustenance comes from Allah. 

The world and human life are sustained by Allah’s grace.

Sustenance is everything that helps to maintain and develop every part

of life, physical, mental, and spiritual. 

Allah provides man’s every need and even some or most of his

wants. Yes, man must go out and look for and work for the sustenance

Allah will provide for him.

Often people tend to think that because they work and earn their

own living that the sustenance comes from themselves. They may

forget that if Allah wills to withhold their sustenance no one will be

able to give it to them; and if Allah wills to give them their sustenance

no one will be able to withhold it. 

“What Allah out of His Mercy does bestow on mankind none

can withhold; what He does withhold none can grant, apart from

Him”. (Surah Fatir 35:2, 3)
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“Truly, your Lord enlarges the provision for whom He wills and

straightens (for whom he wills).” (Surah Al-Israa 17:30; also look at:

Surah Ar-Ra’d 13:26; Surah Saba 34:36, 39; Surah Ash-Shura 42:12).

“Who is he that can provide for you if He should withhold His

provision? Nay, but they continue to be in pride, and (they) flee

(from the truth)". (Surah Al-Mulk 67:21)

There are times when a man may work for some time for his

employer but he does not receive his paycheck. Although he usually

receives his paycheck at the end of every month, this time, months go

by and he does not receive his paycheck. When he finally receives his

paychecks he should thank Allah as he comes to realize that it comes

from Allah, at Allah’s timing. Man must do his part to obtain his

sustenance, just as the birds go out to find the sustenance that Allah

has provided for them. Every single created, living thing depends on

Allah for its needs.

“Of Him seeks (its need) every creature in the heavens and on

earth; every day in (new) Splendor does He (shine)!” (Surah

Ar-Rahman 55:29)

This means that a person must go out and search for his

sustenance, having faith in Allah providing it for him so that he will

not come home empty handed, by Allah’s will. This sustenance that

Allah provides will come from all that is halal (legitimate) and not

from what is haram (forbidden). A person does not have to be

deceptive, but can be honest in all his dealings knowing full well that

the sustenance that Allah has written for him will be his. 
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“...Eat of the Tayyibat [all kinds of Halal (legal) foods which

Allah has made legal (meat of slaughtered eatable animals, milk

products, fats, vegetables, fruits,]" (Surah Al-Mu’minun 23:51)

“Eat of the lawful things that We have provided you with, and

be grateful to Allah”, (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:172)

Allah blesses man in his sustenance in ways that are not always

obvious to him. Maybe his toothpaste, flour, cooking gas, or any item

that should have run out does not, instead it seems to stay at the same

level for a very long time before it finally runs out. Thanks to Allah

for being so generous to mankind.

“... and if you count the blessings of Allah, never will you be

able to count them”. (Surah Ibrahim 14:34; also look at: Surah An-Nahl

16:18)

To a Muslim, sustenance can also mean the blessings and gifts of

Allah. Not only does this include one’s wealth and business affairs,

but also his intelligence, his children, his wife or wives, his growth

physically, mentally, morally and spiritually. This can even pertain to

the blessing of speech and the knowledge that Allah taught mankind.

Blessings and gifts are part of the bounties of Allah.

“He created man. He taught him eloquent speech”. (Surah

ar-Rahman 55:3, 4)

“And Allah taught you that which you knew not...” (Surah

An-Nisa’ 4:113)
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“...We bestow from the Bounties of your Lord. And the Bounties

of your Lord can never be forbidden..” (Surah Al-Isra’ 17:20)

Remember, sustenance is all that is necessary for man’s life and

growth, physical, mental, and spiritual. 

Allah’s is still the directing hand in all affairs of man, be it his

splendor; aim, work, business, or daily routines. He is with man in His

knowledge at all times. His creative powers shows new splendor every

moment.

Allah is the owner of everything. Everything a person owns is a

gift from Allah. A person’s children, belongings, wealth (not only

wealth of money but of spiritual blessings) are gifts from Allah. Since

everything a person owns is a gift from Allah, Allah can withhold any

part or all of it at any time He wills. Man should praise Allah for

supplying all of his needs and most of his wants and then ask Allah to

forgive him for his complaints.

“To Allah belongs all that is in the heavens and earth; to Allah

do all matters return”. (Surah Ala- ‘Imran 3:109); (also in verses 128, 129)

All man’s blessings come from Allah. These may be physical

gifts, such as food, clothing, houses, and wealth. It can be intangible

gifts, such as influence and power with the opportunities of health and

talents. It also can be spiritual gifts, such as knowing what is good

from evil, understanding people, and the capacity for love. Man is to

use all of these blessing in humility and moderation. At the same time,
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man is to share with others the blessings Allah has given him. When a

person shares the blessings of Allah with others, Allah rewards him

for it and increases His blessing on him, for Allah is The Most

Generous.

“Verily, Allah is the All-Provider, owner of Power, -the Most

Strong”. (Surah Az-Zariyat 51:57)

A person can take everything that he has learned about sustenance

and put it into a personal perspective. Praise to Allah, even though

everything man owns belongs to Allah, He gives it to man as a gift,

then, Allah asks man for a loan from His gift. A loan means

something that Allah would owe man. Look at what Allah is saying,

“You do not owe Me for your gift, but if you give Me a loan from

your gift, I will owe you.” Then, beyond all of this, in His generosity,

He promises to increase man’s credit, and even double it, then after

that, He will give him a generous reward for the loan he gave to Allah.

Wow! How many worldly loans or gifts work like this?  How

generous is man’s Creator! How can man ever worry or doubt the

generosity of Allah? How can he ever worry about his sustenance?  

“Who is he that will loan to Allah a beautiful loan, which Allah

will double unto his credit and multiply many times?   It is Allah

that gives (you) Want or Plenty. And to Him shall be your return”.

(Surah Al-Baqarah 2:245; also look at: Surah At-Taqabun 64:17.)

When man spends in the cause of Allah he is metaphorically

giving to Allah “a beautiful loan”. This shows a beautiful spirit of
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self-denial. When a person takes a worldly loan he can not be sure that

it is safe, but Allah is owner of all things and can give you blessings

above what any worldly loan can give. At the same time, Allah may

withhold a blessing for reasons that are good for a person. A person

may lose what he has in this life, but he must remember that Allah is

the best of planners and his ultimate goal is to be with his Creator.

There is even more man can learn about the generosity of Allah.

Allah has also promised that if man gives from his sustenance, (the

gift Allah has given him), in charity, Allah will “make smooth for him

the path of ease.” With Allah’s generousity how can man ever

complain? How can man ask for more than this?  

“Who is he that will Loan to Allah a beautiful Loan? For

(Allah) will increase it manifold to his credit, and he will have

(besides) a generous reward. For those who give in Charity, men

and women, and loan to Allah a Beautiful Loan, it shall be

increased manifold (to their credit), and they shall have (besides) a

generous reward”. (Surah Al-Hadid 57:11, 18)

“So he who gives (in charity) and fears (Allah), and (in all

sincerity) testifies to the best, We will indeed make smooth for him

the path to ease”. (Surah Al-Lail 92:4-11)

There are some conditions Allah puts on man if Allah is to help

him. These conditions are: Allah expects man to have faith; to obey

Him; to be disciplined; to have unity; and to act righteously and with

justice. Is Allah asking too much from man? Parents expect these
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same things from their children? Parents expect their children to put

forth their efforts but are delighted when they come to them for help.

Allah’s help will come to man, but he must have faith, be

obedient, and act with righteousness and justice. When a person falls

short of his goal, Allah’s mercy is always open to him. Allah’s mercy

is also there for our enemies. It may be that Allah will use those, who

seem to be rebellious or even defiant, to bring sinners to repentance,

and to teach righteousness and wisdom. Allah sees what is hidden in a

person’s heart and there may be good in the heart of one a person sees

as evil. This should humble a person and cause him to do some

self-examination and self-improvement.

A person can ask himself what wealth means to him? Hopefully it

will never mean more to him than the Hereafter. A person must think

about the Day he will stand before Allah, the Day of Judgment. What

good does his wealth do for him then? His wealth and material

advantages will mean nothing at all. The only thing that will count

will be his righteousness. Does this mean a person shouldn’t be

wealthy? No, he can have wealth, for it is a blessing from Allah, but

he should think carefully about how he will use his wealth. How great

it is for man to use it for the sake of Allah and to help others. Poverty

is also a responsibility. After all, those who have less are just as

responsible for how they obtained their sustenance and use it, along

with their attitudes and beliefs in Allah and His promises. Whether a

person is rich or poor it all comes down to his righteousness.

The wealth that man attained here in this life will be of no use on

the Day of Judgment. What will count will be man’s life of truth and

righteousness.
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SUSTENANCE, BLESSINGS AND GIFTS FROM ALLAH

1. It helps when man remembers Allah and His promises.

2. Only Allah can give man sustenance; all bounties come from

Allah.

3. Remember: None can withhold the sustenance Allah has

allotted each person from His Mercy.

4. Remember: None can give what Allah is withholding from each

person, from His Mercy.

5. Allah puts some conditions on Man in seeking His help: seek

and ask only Allah for his needs; depend on Allah; have Faith;

obey Allah; have a disciplined life; keep united with family and

friends; and act righteously and justly.

6. Remember: Allah’s Plan, to give or to withhold anything, may

be for the purpose of:

a. Bringing man to repentance.

b. Teaching man righteousness.

c. Teaching man wisdom.

7.  Man should be grateful in plenty or in need.

8. Man should use his sustenance, blessings and gifts in humility

and moderation, for the sake of Allah..

9. Man should do his part, working hard, for the sake of Allah, in

the jobs Allah provides for him.

10. Man should share his sustenance with others, loaning to Allah

a beautiful loan, and Allah will:

a. Double it

b. Return it plus many times more.

c. Smooth the path to ease.

d. Grant forgiveness.
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PART IV

EVERYDAY EMOTIONS
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CHAPTER EIGHT

ANGER

All human beings are created with emotions. Anger is one of the

natural emotions of man. Although anger is a natural emotion it can

get out of control very easily. 

Anas reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying: “When Allah

fashioned Adam in Paradise, He left him as He liked him to leave.

Then Iblis roamed around him to see what actually that was and when

he found him hollow from within, he recognized that he had been

created with a disposition that he would not have control over

himself”(17).

The important thing is learning how to handle human emotions

like anger. A person has a choice to handle anger in a negative or

positive way. The Qur’an and the Sunnah give positive ways to handle

one’s emotions. It is up to each individual to read and learn the best

way to handle his emotions, for the sake of Allah. Many books, about

anger, do not teach one how to control his anger; but the Qur’an and

the Sunnah not only give the ideals for handling emotions, but it also

shows one how to attain these ideals.

Anger is an emotion that can be very difficult to control. It is an

emotion that one must learn to deal with and learn how to control. In

(17) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6319, pg. 1377.
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difficult situations a person can choose to express his anger or choose

to be patient. If a person thinks back at a time when he was feeling

angry, he will remember that it started first in his thoughts. A person

is usually thinking angry thoughts about the situation at hand before

he actually got angry. If a person keeps thinking angry thoughts it can

grow and become uncontrollable with sometimes disastrous results.

Therefore, one must make a choice between expressing his anger in a

negative or positive way (for example: choosing to cool down the

anger or choosing to loose control).

Many times anger comes from negative thoughts, ill thinking or

from thinking angry thoughts. The manner in which a person’s mind

processes and thinks about situations can become a mental habit.

When one continually thinks negative and angry thoughts, he finally

becomes as he was thinking, he becomes angry. It is not easy, but with

practice one can change his way of thinking. Changing one’s negative

thinking into calm and positive thinking and making it a new habit is

well worth the effort.

One of the negative results from anger is saying words without

thinking. It is better to keep one’s words soft and tender because

tomorrow he may have to ‘eat them’, so to speak. Words that can

never be taken back may even bring regrets. It is not easy to think

before one speaks but it is a habit worth working towards. Most

everyone has experienced stinging words from others and knows how

it feels. To think about that fact can help one to try harder to think

before one speaks. Words can “add fuel to the fire”; in other words,
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make things worse. Anger can waste a lot of time that can be used for

constructive energy. It takes lots of perseverance, trying again and

again, until thinking first before getting angry becomes a good habit.

It may take a lifetime to achieve, but one should keep persevering,

intending to change bad habits and ways of dealing with anger, by

Allah’s Mercy.

This is where one can use Cognitive therapy in three steps:

1. Look at the situation (from all sides if possible). 

2. Stop and realize you can think about it and choose a way to act. 

3. Then you take action, trying to choose the positive action, by

Allah’s Mercy.

The Prophet Muhammad gave good advice about anger.

Narrated Abu Huraira (RAA): A man said to the prophet (saaws)

“Advise me!” The Prophet (saaws) said, “Do not become angry and

furious”. The man asked (the same) again and again, and the Prophet

(saaws) said in each case, “Do not become angry and furious”(18).

It is even better to avoid getting into arguments. Everyone has a

right to their own opinions. Even though one may not agree with what

others are saying, if he really listens to what they are saying, he may

add to his own knowledge.

To become more understanding and wiser in dealing with others;

(18) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #137, pg. 88
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one can study different life situations and how others dealt with and

handled them. There are advantages to calmly listening to the other

side of the story. Things are not always the way they appear. It seems

everyone, at one time or another in his life, has embarrassed himself

by judging situations wrongly. Remember that one can never take

back his words or deeds once they are said and done. These are

choices man has to make every moment of his life. People can, with

good effort, put their differences together and “look through and

beyond their problems for the answers”. When one tries to understand

the other person and his views, he may find that he will also be

understood. Man can learn to value the differences of others and the

spice they add to life. How boring life would be if there were no

differences and everyone was alike. The final decision for what we

differ in is with Allah. 

“Whatever it be wherein you differ, the decision thereof is with

Allah; such is Allah my Lord; in Him I trust, and to Him I turn”.

(Surah Ash-Shura 42:10) 

Mankind also has the choice to be a forgiving and tolerant person.

All mankind are imperfect human beings, making one mistake after

another. Sometimes the same mistake over and over. Therefore, one

must keep on striving towards change, by the Mercy of Allah. Man

needs to cry to Allah to forgive him, over and over. It is better for man

to forgive others the way he wants Allah to forgive him. Praise to

Allah, for He is the Most Oft-Forgiving, The Most Merciful.
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“Be quick in the race for forgiveness from your Lord, and for a

Paradise whose width is that (of the whole) of the heavens and of the

earth, prepared for the righteous, those who spend (freely) whether

in prosperity or in adversity; who restrain anger, and pardon (all)

men; for Allah loves those who do good”. (Surah Al-i-Imaran

3:133-134)

“Those who avoid the greater sin and indecencies and, when

they are angry even then forgive;" ( Surah Ash-Shura 42:37) 

“And those who came after them say: ‘Our Lord! Forgive us,

and our brethren who came before us into Faith, and leave not in

your hearts rancor (or some injury), against those who believed. Our

Lord! You are indeed full of Kindness, Most Merciful’”. (Surah

Hashr 59:10)

Allah kept ninety-nine parts of Mercy with Him and sent down

one part to earth so that the mare doesn’t step on her baby. And with

this one part mankind can also be merciful, forgiving, and tolerant

with each other. A person might not know what trials the other person

may be going through; therefore, it is better to forgive. Not forgiving

seems to only hurt one’s self. They may need forgiveness and

tolerance above anger. Allah is Oft-Forgiving and man should be

forgiving towards others in the same manner as he wants others to be

forgiving towards him.

“Narrated Abu Huraira (RAA) I heard Allah’s Messenger (saaws)

saying, Allah has divided mercy into one hundred parts and He kept
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ninety-nine parts with Him and sent down one part on the earth,

and because of that, one single part, His creatures are merciful to

each other so that even the mare lifts up its hoof away from its baby

animal, lest it should trample on it”(19).

Shaitan was created from fire, and anger is like fire. Anger can

burst into a flame and burn those around it by heated words and

actions. Allah created man with the capability to become angry.

Shaitan likes to whisper into man’s ear reasons for inflaming these

passions of anger. Therefore, when man becomes angry the first thing

he should do is seek refuge in Allah from the Shaitan, our enemy. 

“Moreover, Satan has been created out of fire and the anger is

also born of irritability of temperament which is a sort of

inflammability of passions”(20).

The Prophet (saaws) said: I know a phrase which, if he repeated,

he could get rid of this angry feeling. They asked: What is it, Apostle

of Allah? He replied: He sould say: I seek refuge in Thee from the

accursed devil(21).

When a man becomes angry his face becomes red as fire. Getting

angry is actually not healthy. It can cause a person’s blood pressure to

go up and his heart to beat faster, which could in the end cause heart

disease. Shaitan loves for mankind to become angry to the point of

(19) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #29, pg. 20.

(20) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, Footnote #2869, pg. 1377.

(21) Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4762, pg. 1340.
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sinning. Saying that one seeks refuge in Allah helps one to start

cooling down, by Allah’s Mercy. Man can pray to Allah for strength

to choose non-angry thoughts and to choose not to let his anger go to

the point of sinning. This may not be an easy task but with great effort

and asking Allah for help, one may succeed by Allah’s Mercy.

“...He failed to realize that the fit of anger is also a sort of

madness. A person is mad when his intellect and his reasoning

faculties fail to function properly. The same is the position of a person

in a fit of rage. His intellect is clouded and he fails to discriminate

between right and wrong and fails to see the consequences of his

doings. His reasoning faculties in fact cease to function properly(22).

The Prophet, (saaws), said, ‘I know a word that will cause him to

relax, and this is: “I seek refuge with Allah from Satan, the

accursed.” (If he said these words) his anger will cool down’”(23).

Ways to cool down the flames of anger.

1. When one’s anger becomes out of control he can cool the

flames of his anger with water. Ablution is one of the ways Prophet

Muhammad (saaws) taught mankind for cooling their anger. 

Narrated Atiyyah As-Sa’di: AbuWa’il al-Qass said: We entered

upon Urwah ibn Muhammad ibn as-Sa’di. A man spoke to him and

made him angry. So he stood and performed ablution; he then

(22) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, Footnote #2870, pg. 1377.

(23) Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4763, pg. 1340.
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returned and performed ablution, and said: My father told me on the

authority of my grandfather Atiyyah who reported the Apostle of

Allah (saaws) as saying: Anger comes from the devil, the devil was

created of fire, and fire is extinguished only with water; so when one

of you becomes angry, he should perform ablution (wudu)(24).

It is not easy to control one’s anger and it takes a lot of strength

and will power along with asking Allah for help. The one who

controls his anger is the strongest man. This strength of mind is more

important then being strong of body. 

Narrated Abu Huraira (RA): Allah’s Apostle (saaws) said, “The

strong man is not the good wrestler; the strong man is only he who

controls himself when he is angry”(25).

“He [man] has been created with such powers, passions and

instincts which can prove to be head-strong for him, if he does not

endeavor to keep them well within his control. ‘Hollow’ means that

he can be puffed up with vain desires and passions”(26).

2. Praying to Allah for help brings positive results. Allah is the

only One that can help man fight against his enemy the Shaitan. 

The Prophet Muhammad instructed mankind to supplicate to

Allah at the time of anger. Saying, “I seek refuge in Allah from the

(24) Sahih Abu Dawud , Book 41, #4766; (weak) Kitab Al-Adab, Translator Prof. Ahmad
Hasan       

(25) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith # 6313, pg. 1376.

(26) Sahih Muslim, by, Footnote #2871, pg. 1377.
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Shaitan.” Shaitan disobeyed Allah because what Allah asked him to

do was not agreeable to him. He became angry and lost self-control

and in his fit of rage lost out on Paradise. Man also becomes angry

when things don’t go his way, even though it may be right or wrong.

He looses himself in a fit of rage and then forgets what he does. This

fit of rage can, at times, cause him to have regrets the rest of his life.

A person must be careful so that he will not loose out on Paradise. 

3. The Prophet gave Muslims some other advice for calming down

one’s anger. Changing positions can help to calm one down.

Abu Dharr said: The Apostle of Allah (saaws) said to us: When

one of you becomes angry while standing, he should sit down. If the

anger leaves him, well and good; otherwise he should lie down(27).

4. Being patient helps to keep one from getting angry. Take for

instance when a car cuts in front of a person he can use beautiful

patience instead of getting angry. This is where the anger will only

hurt one’s self. It is best to excuse those who are treating him badly.

Muslim’s are advised to give, at the least, seventy-two excuses. This

helps when one doesn’t know the other side of the story and the other

person has good excuses, even these excuses may not be known. In

excusing them it keeps one from many regrets and embarassments.

“The good deed and the evil deed cannot be equal.  Repel (the

evil) with one which is better (i.e. Allah ordered the faithful believers

to be patient at the time of anger, and to excuse those who treat them

(27) Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4764, pg. 1340.
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badly), then verily! he, between whom and you there was enmity,

(will become) as though he was a close friend”. (Surah Fussilat 41:34)

There is an anger that is okay and that is to get angry for the sake

of Allah. This anger should not be to the point of sinning. This anger,

for the sake of Allah, would be against every evil. Even though the

anger is for the sake of Allah, one still will need to deal with it in the

correct manner. 

A person can help himself to calm down by first taking time to

stop and think before he becomes angry to the point of sinning.

When he stops he takes the time to remember Allah and His

promises, this can change the way he is thinking and cool the anger.

Trusting in Allah comes from believing His promises are true. It is

only Allah Who can bring peace and tranquility to the heart of man.

Maybe there are times when one can choose laughter over anger. If a

person can laugh at the situation tomorrow, then why not try to laugh

at it the moment it happens. 

There was a lady who went to the supermarket to buy a few

things. She was delighted to find that there were pickles without salt.

Her health required that she keep away from salt. She bought two jars

and checked out. As she was going out the doors the bag slipped from

her hands and dropped to the floor. She knew by the sound that they

were most likely broken. As she picked up the bag the juice from the

pickle jars started pouring all over the floor. She laughed to herself

and said, “Al Humdu lillah, May Allah give something better in its
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place.” She asked the man that was bagging groceries to please get

someone to clean up the mess as she was afraid someone might slip

and fall on the water. The cleaning man came and took one look in the

bag and then at the lady with the expression that said, “Are you going

to blame us and want these replaced?” But then he saw the lady smile

and say, “What to do, thanks to God”. He then had a look of relief on

his face and went about cleaning it up as the lady left the store. She

decided it was enough excitement for one day and did not go back in

to buy more pickles. That evening she had a good laugh with her

husband as she related the story of what happened to the pickles.

Laughter is one of the best medicines and it brings sunshine to

man’s heart. This laughter would be the laughter of purity granted by

Allah; not the evil of laughing at people or making fun of situations.

“That to your Lord is the final Goal; that it is He who grants

laughter and tears”. (Surah Al Najm 53:42)

“It is He Who sent down tranquillity into the hearts of the

Believers...., ìAllah sent down His Tranquillity to his Messenger and

to the Believers, and made them stick close to the command of

self-restraint; and well were they entitled to it and worthy of it. And

Allah has full knowledge of all things”. (Surah Al-Fat-h 48:4, 26)

In the religious aspects of life men may differ from each other. If

these differences are because of selfish motives or being closed

minded he may be sinning against his own soul. Sometimes

differences arise from a sincere mistake in knowledge, which may
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cause anger, this is when a person should leave all things to Allah,

trusting in Him and turning to Him in all difficulties. The final

decision in all things is with Allah.

Mankind must remember that even though he may try to hide the

anger that is in his heart; Allah could bring it out into the open if He

wills. Therefore, man needs to repent from his anger and strive in the

Way of Allah.

“Or do those in whose hearts is a disease; think that Allah will

not bring to light all their rancor?” (Surah Muhammad 47:29)

It may be hard at first to practice the ways of controlling one’s

anger. It will take a lot of effort, but in the long run there will be the

satisfaction of victory by submitting one’s anger to Allah and taking

Allah’s and the Prophet’s (saaws) advice. This is the striving in the

way and for the sake of Allah. Maybe it will take a lifetime for a

person to have victory over his anger, but one must always keep

striving, every day, every moment of his life. It is important to keep

one’s eyes on the final goal, Paradise, and being with Allah in all His

glory. Sometimes man has a tendency to want everything to be very

easy, no effort, but this is not reality. It pays to remind oneself over

and over that he has an enemy in this world, Shaitan (Satan), who is

not going to let it be easy. Shaitan vowed to take everyone he could to

the Hell fire with him. Keeping this in mind, man must strive even

harder to gain victory through the help and mercy of Allah. In

Paradise all hatred and sense of injury will be removed from man’s

breasts. 
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“And We shall remove from their breasts any (mutual) hatred or

sense of injury (which they had, if at all, in the life of this world);

rivers flowing under them, and they will say: ‘All the praises and

thanks be to Allah, Who has guided us to this, never could we have

found guidance, were it not that Allah had guided us! Indeed, the

Messengers of our Lord did come with the truth”. And it will be

cried out to them: ‘This is the Paradise, which you have inherited

for what you used to do.’” (Surah Al-A’raf 7:43)

The best way man can gain control over anger is to ask Allah for

help. A person can struggle on his own for years but may gain nothing

until he asks Allah for help. Yes, man must do his part, but in all of

his efforts, he must ask Allah to help him. Allah says:

“Call upon Me, and I will respond to you”. (Surah Gafir 40:60) 

“I respond to the prayer of every suppliant when he calleth on

Me:" (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:186)

“Prayer prevents commitment of Evil: “For Prayer restrains

from shameful and evil deeds”. (Surah Al-'Ankabut 29:45)

When a person learns to have better control of his anger it

strengthens his emotional well-being. It helps him to become a

positive person and builds up his self worth, with Allah’s help and

mercy.

WHAT SHOULD MAN DO WHEN HE IS ANGRY.

1. Choose not to be angry.

2. Choose to control his anger. 
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3. Choose to think before speaking and becoming angry.

4. Choose to think positive thoughts, not angry thoughts.

5. Choose to pardon, forgive, and have tolerance.

6. Choose to be wise when dealing with people.

7. Avoid getting involved in pointless arguments, which lead to

anger.

8. Seek refuge in Allah from the Shaitan, (Satan).

9. Increase one’s strength and will-power.

10. Pray when one is angry.

11. Cool the fire of anger by ablution (make wudu) (water).

12. Change one’s position; if standing, sit down or lie down until

his anger cools off.

13. Learn to be patient.

14. Excuse other’s behavior

15. Only become angry for the sake of Allah.

16. Ask Allah to put tranquility and self-restraint in one’s heart.

17. Remember Allah’s Promises are True.

18. Make supplication (dua’) and ask for Allah’s help.
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CHAPTER TEN

JEALOUSY

As stated before, emotions are a part of human nature and man is

tested in his emotions and reactions by Allah. Another emotion that is

a challenge to mankind is jealousy. Jealousy also begins in one’s

thoughts. First one thinks jealous thoughts (listening to the whispers

from the Shaitan), and if he listens to Shaitan, or his own inner

desires, he then may choose to act jealously. It is an emotion that can

destroy virtues and faith. When a person becomes jealous of others

often the source or the jealousy is evil. What a person thought about

the other person may be true or may not be true. Even if it is true,

these jealous thoughts do not help one’s faith. These thoughts can lead

to sinning. A person may even try to harm the one he has jealousy

towards, but usually it only hurts himself. A person can even turn his

jealousies into what is called the “evil eye”. This is also called the

envious eye. Envy and jealousy go hand in hand. Not only did the

Prophet advise not to get angry but also not to be jealous.

Narrated Abu Huraira (RA); The Prophet (saaws) said, “Beware

of suspicion, for suspicion is the worst of false tales; and do not look

for the others’ faults and do not spy, and do not be jealous of one

another, and do not desert (cut your relation with) one another, and

do not hate one another; and O Allah’s worshippers! Be brothers (as

Allah has ordered you!)"(28).

(28) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, Pg. 58, Hadith #90.
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Narrated Anas bin Malik (RA): Allah’s Apostle (saaws) said, “do

not hate one another, and do not be Jealous of one another, and do

not desert each other, and O, Allah’s worshippers! Be brothers. Lo! It

is not permissible for any Muslim to desert (not talk to) his brother

(Muslim) for more than three days”(29).

Abu Hurairah reported the Apostle of Allah (saaws) as saying:

Avoid envy, for envy devours good deeds just as fire devours fuel or

(he said) “grass”(30).

Allah in the Qur’an states for man to seek refuge in Him from the

evil of the envier. 

“And from the evil of the envier when he envies”. (Surah Al-Falaq

113:5)

There are examples that happen in everyday life, which show

what harm jealousy, can bring to mankind.

For example: A husband takes another wife, and then out of

jealousy maybe this wife tries to commit suicide. A person may ask,

“Why would she want to do such a terrible thing to herself?” The

thoughts of suicide in today’s world are very prevalent, not only in

this circumstance but in many other circumstances as well. It is not

something that should be ignored. 

It is better for a wife, in this circumstance, to analyze the situation

in view of her Islamic beliefs. First of all, it is Halal (not forbidden)

for a Muslim man to have up to four wives. 

(29) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, Pg. 58, Hadith #91.

(30) Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4885, pg. 1366.
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“Then marry (other) women of your choice, two or three, or

four”. (Surah An-Nisa’ 4:3)

A man doesn’t need permission from any of his wife or wives to

marry again. This means that when a wife becomes jealous to the

point of sinning, she is actually rebelling against Allah’s Will and

Command. When she feels rebellious she is not, at this point, being

submissive to Allah. Also, when she tries to harm herself by

committing suicide, she is sinning. When contemplating suicide one

must think of its results, the possibility of Hell Fire. Would she really

hurt others by such an act? No. They may feel sorry for her for a

while, but their life goes on, and time heals all hurts, by Allah’s

Mercy. What would she gain by such an act? She would gain nothing

and may, Allah only knows, loose out on the Hereafter. When one

tries to or does commit suicide, he only hurts himself. 

This is why it is so important for a person to stop and think before

he acts. It takes prayer, asking Allah to change one’s jealous thoughts

to loving and caring thoughts. It is not easy and it takes a lot of

submitting one’s self to his Creator, who knows what is best for him.

It is a time for one to look into his thoughts and determine if they are

evil or good? It is also a time to think first before acting so it will give

a person time to change his actions from ones that will harm him to

ones that would help him.

There are many who have the opposite reaction to a co-wife

situation. The two co-wives treat each other as though they are the

dearest sisters. They have no jealousy, or if they do have any jealousy
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they change it into loving-kindness, for the sake of Allah. They do

everything together with joy and happiness, Masha Allah (i.e. May

God keep all from envying).

It is important to bring up these examples of co-wives for jealousy

because there are many co-wives amongst the Muslim women of

today, as there were also in days of old. Women are by nature jealous

and do not want to share their husband with another wife. The Prophet

Muhammad’s (saaws) wives also felt this jealousy. He did not

condemn them for it but would sooth it over with kindness and

patience. Umm Salama, one of the Prophet’s wives, told him that she

was very jealous and the Prophet asked Allah to let her forget the

habit of jealousy. Even though it seems to be a natural inclination for

a woman to be jealous, she must, in the end, be in total submission to

what Allah has written for her. This is where the husband can help by

being kind and understanding to her feelings.

Many of todays jealousies come mainly from Western ideas,

which have crept into Islam, installing the idea that there should only

be one wife. This becomes a choice of conforming to Western ideas

above submitting to Allah’s Wisdom and Knowledge, which can

result in sinning through jealousy. Although, the Western man can

have mistresses and girlfriends, they are not allowed to take another

wife, so their children, by these ladies, do not receive the benefits that

could be theirs if their fathers could marry more than one wife.

Mankind needs to remember that Allah knows what is best for

mankind from the beginning of His creation until the end of time. 
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There are other jealousies that can happen in a person’s life; that

of material wealth, the way a person looks, his clothes, his homes, and

his successes. There is a danger of these jealousies turning into envy,

which can harm others. This is why Muslim’s say Masha Allah, (may

Allah keep me from envying), when they see the good of others.

The Qur’an says: 

“And wish not for the things in which Allah has made some of

you to excel others. For men there is reward for what they have

earned, (and likewise) for women there is reward for what they have

earned, and ask Allah of His Bounty. Surely, Allah is Ever

all-Knower of everything”. (Surah An-Nisa’ 4:32)

There are only two exceptions to jealousy which are not harmful.

These are as the hadith says: 

(1) “A man whom Allah gives property and then grants him power

to expend it in (the path of) the Truth”. 

(2) “A man upon whom Allah confers wisdom and he acts upon it

and imports it (to others)”.

‘Abdullah b. Mas’ud (RAA) reported that Allah’s Messenger

(saaws) said, “There should be no envy but in two things: and a man

upon whom Allah confers wisdom and he acts upon it and imports it

(to others)”(31).

(31) Sunan Ibn-I-Majah, Vol. V, hadith #4208, pg. 466.
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Salim (RAA) reported on his father’s authority that Allah’s

Messenger (saaws) said, “Envy is not (lawful) but against two

persons: A man who is given (the knowledge) of the Qur’an and

then he recites it all the night and day long, and a man whom Allah

gives property and he spends it all the night and day long”(32).

There is a danger of a person being mean when he is jealous.

Sometimes one even wishes to harm the other person. Maybe he will

give the other person the “evil eye” and may even curse him trying to

cause him illnesses or even to harm him. This again, is a time to pray

to Allah to help one to keep away from such thoughts and acts, by

Allah’s Help and Mercy, ameen.

Allah, in His Mercy, gave man many ways to protect himself from

these “evil eyes” and jealous acts of meanness. A person must seek

refuge in Allah from the accursed Shaitan, his enemy. He has Dua’s

(The Muslims’ Provisions, supplications) he can do at the time of Fajr

(dawn) and Asr (afternoon) Salah (prayers). He has Surahs Al Fatiha

(Qur’an chapter one), Al-Ikhlas (Qur’an chapter 112), Al-Falaq

(Qur’an chapter 113), and An-Nas (Qur’an chapter 114) he can recite.

As a person submits his whole self including his thoughts and his

deeds, to Allah’s Will and Commands, he also remembers that Allah

is his protector and helper. Man needs to remember that Allah is The

All-Powerful, above and beyond anything that Shaitan can do, for

Allah is the Creator of all and Shaitan is only a created being.

The world is looking at the Muslims to see how they are

submitting to and practicing Allah’s commands. Muslim’s should be

(32) Sunan Ibn-I-Majah, Vol. V, hadith 4209, pg. 466.
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the leaders in faith and knowledge in the world, for the sake of Allah.

The Qur’an says:

“And those who say: ‘Our Lord! Bestow on us from our wives

and our offspring who will be the comfort of our eyes, and make us

leaders for the Muttaqun [i.e. pious and righteous persons who fear

Allah much (abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds which He

has forbidden) and love Allah much (perform all kinds of good

deeds which He has ordained)]. Those will be rewarded with the

highest place (in Paradise) because of their patience. Therein they

shall be met with greetings and the word of peace and respect.

Abiding therein; excellent it is as an abode, and as a place to dwell”.

(Surah Al-Furqan 25:74-76)

Mankind needs to work on keeping his emotions strong and his

sight on the goal of Paradise. Mankind has a battle to fight against

Shaitan and the evils within himself. It helps to change one’s evil and

jealous thoughts of others into loving and caring thoughts. Keeping

away from jealousy can help one to keep his emotions strong.

WHAT MAN SOULD DO WITH HIS JEALOUSY.

1. Choose not to be jealous.

2. Choose not to have jealous thoughts.

3. Changing jealous thoughts to those of loving, caring thoughts.

4. Put away non-Islamic Western ideas and take on pure Islamic

ideas.
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5. Realize there are only two things a person can be jealous of: 

“A man whom Allah gives property and then grants him

power to expend it in (the path of) the Truth and a man upon

whom Allah confers wisdom and he acts upon it and imparts

it (to others)”(33).

6. Asking  Allah  for  refuge  from  the  Shaitan  when  jealousy

appears. 

7. Do  the  Dua’s  and  Salat  (prayers)  at Fajr and Asr for Allah’s

protection.

8. Say  Surahs  Al  Fatiha,  Al-Ikhlas,  Al-Falaq,  and  An-Nas,

especially at Fajr and Asr time.

9. Be submissive to Allah’s Will and Commands.

(33) Sunan Ibn-I-Majah, Vol. V, hadith #4208, pg. 466.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

WORRY & FEAR

Worry and fear are a normal part of the human emotions.

Sometimes a person can not escape from his negative emotions, but he

can minimize them through his trust and faith in Allah, and Allah’s

protection. Fear and worry can trigger anxiety and panic attacks. In

addition, health problems can trigger anxiety attacks and there are ways

to deal with them. The encyclopedia explains what anxiety is. It is like

fear, but often a person is not aware of inner or psychological fears. 

“Anxiety is an unpleasant emotion characterized by a feeling of

vague, unspecified harm. Like fear, it can cause a state of physical

disturbance; unlike fear, it is characterized by the absence of an

apparent cause--the circumstance that precipitates anxiety is hidden

and unknown to the person. When the cause for anxiety becomes

known but the feeling of apprehension remains, it is called worry.

Anxiety has many symptoms, most of which masquerade as

genuine physical ailments. Included are rapid or pounding heartbeat,

difficult breathing or breathlessness, tremulousness, sweating, dry

mouth, tightness in the chest, sweaty palms, dizziness, weakness,

nausea, diarrhea, cramps, insomnia, fatigue, headache, loss of

appetite, and sexual disturbances....”(34).

(34) New Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia, John M. Dyckman, Bibliography: Beck, A. T.,
Cognitive Therapy and the Emotional Disorders (1976); Berger, J. G., ed., Antianxiety
Agents (1986); Costello, Charles G., Anxiety and Depression (1976); Dollard, John,
and Miller, Neal, Personality and Psychotherapy (1950); Freud, Sigmund, The Problem
of Anxiety (repr. 1966); Gittelman, Rachel, ed., Anxiety Disorders of Childhood
(1986); Goodwin, D. W., Anxiety (1986); May, Rollo, The Meaning of Anxiety (1977);
Spielberger, Charles, ed., Anxiety and Behavior (1966); Zuckerman, M., and
Spielberger, Charles D., eds., Emotions and Anxiety (1976)
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Anxiety, fear, and worry can do a lot to a person’s emotional

unstability. During an anxiety or panic attack some people think they

are dying or having a heart attack, the symptoms are the same.

When these emotions appear it helps to trust in Allah and not let

these emotions overtake one’s life. Most of man’s fears are

unwarranted. Many times man worries about things that have not

happened and probably will never happen. Man tends to worry about

the future, which doesn’t even belong to him yet. Many times the

things a person worries about work themselves out before they

happen. 

The Qur’an and the Sunnah have answers for those who have

fears. Allah, in His mercy, has given man many promises about the

worry and fear in their lives. He tells them how they can even

eliminate these emotions from their lives. It is important for man to

believe that Allah’s promises are true and trust in Him.

There are times when man complicates his life by things he does

and says. He may say, “I can’t do that,” even though it is something

he could achieve if he tried. It could be that what he really wants to

say is, “I won’t do that”. This is because he may really like things the

way they are, even though it may be the wrong way. Some of man’s

worries and fears come from the excuses he makes to cover up when

his conscience bothers him. These excuses create a conflict in his

inner self. So instead of saying, “I can’t” a person can knock the “‘t”

off of can’t and say, “I can”, by Allah’s mercy. 

Man has the habit of continually worrying about the past or the

future. Yes, a person may hear on the news of earthquakes, airplane
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crashes, truck and car crashes, ships sinking and the list goes on and

on but these worries, in reality, are just a waste of time. What will

happen to a person is written and he cannot change it. Also the past is

over; a person cannot change it either and the future is not his yet.

Man needs to learn to live only in the present moment of his life. A

person can enrich his life, in these present moments, doing something

positive, for the sake of Allah, instead of wasting them worrying,

since worrying will not help anyway.

The Qur’an and the Sunnah have many things to say about fear

and worry starting with: the source of worry and fear.

“It is only the Satan that suggests to you the fear...” (Surah

Al-'Imran 3:175) 

A person does not need to fear the suggestions of Shaitan, or

Shaitan himself; he only needs to fear Allah. Allah states:

“As for those who fear their Lord unseen, for them is

Forgiveness and a great Reward”. (Surah Al-Mulk 67:12)

When a person fears Allah it is to love Him so intensely that he

fears to do anything which is against His Will or against any of His

commands and laws. This kind of fear is love which brings man to

understand the loving-care of Allah for all of His creatures.

“O you who believe! Fear Allah as He should be feared, and die

not except in a state of Islam”. (Surah Al- ‘Imran 3:102)

“And those who fear the punishment of their Lord,” (Surah

Al-Ma’arij 70:27)
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“Their reward is with Allah; Gardens of Eternity, beneath which

rivers flow; they will dwell therein for ever; Allah well pleased with

them, and they with Him; all this for such as fear their Lord and

Cherisher”. (Surah Al-Baiyina 98:8)

THE ONLY FEAR THAT MAN SHOULD HAVE, IS
THE FEAR OF ALLAH

When man starts to believe in Allah with fear and respect, he will

come to realize the Power of Allah. The prophets, Moses and Jonah

(saaws), felt fear, for fear is a human and normal emotion, but their

belief and their cry of help to Allah finally alleviated the pain

associated with their fear. Allah’s mercy softens mens hearts. Belief in

His power eliminates the fear and worry; for he believes that Allah

can do anything and everything for him, as He Wills. When man has

faith in Allah’s promises, he finds this faith eliminates his fears. This

type of belief is a high ideal and to attain it takes lots of hard work and

practice.

“‘And indeed when we heard the Guidance (this Qur’an), we

believed therein (Islamic Monotheism), and whosoever believes in

his Lord shall have no fear, either of a decrease in the reward of his

good deeds or an increase in punishment for his sins”. (Surah Al-Jinn

72:13)

Many times, in this world, man must suffer for his faith. Others

may laugh at him or even actually hurt him, not only in mind, but in
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body and possessions. This should not perturb him. A person, of faith,

can take it cheerfully, because he knows that Allah sees all and is

taking full account. He may look like he is the loser in this world but

he will be the gainer in the Hereafter, for Allah is Just and does not

allow a person to suffer any injustice. 

When man believes in the Qur’an it adds to his belief in Allah

since the Qur’an is full of Allah’s promises to him and Allah’s

promises are true. Allah promises to eliminate fear and worry from

man and all he has to do is believe in the Qur’an and work

righteousness. This means total submission to Allah.

“.....whosoever believed in Allah and the Last Day, and worked

righteousness, on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve”.

(Surah Al-Ma’ida 5:69)

Allah promises to eliminate fear and worry when man totally

submits his whole self to Him and do good deeds. When one submits

his whole self, this means in everything he does and says, in every

moment of his life. Obeying the commands of Allah and not putting

one’s own opinions above these commands. Submitting is not

something a person just says; it is something he does. The word

submitting is a verb therefore referring to action. When one is busy

doing good, for the sake of Allah, in his present moments, he finds he

does not have time, any more, for worry or for fear. 

“Nay - Whoever submits his whole self to Allah and is a doer of

good, he will get his reward with his Lord; on such shall be no fear,

nor shall they grieve”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:112)
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“Such as obey Allah and His messenger and fear Allah and do

right will win (in the end)”. (Surah Al-Nur 24:7) 

Submitting also means that man should follow the clear guidance

of Allah. When he follows Allah’s guidance, he then becomes a

devotee to Allah. He will love Allah with his whole being. Now that

he truly loves Allah completely, he will want to obey His Commands

and become devoted to Him only. When one is devoting himself to

Allah he will want to mend his evil ways and become a righteous

follower, by Allah’s Mercy.

“.... Whosoever follows My guidance, on them shall be no fear,

nor shall they grieve”.  (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:38

“My devotees! No fear shall be on you today nor shall you

grieve”. (Surah Az-Zukruf 43:68) 

When a person is devoted to the service of Allah it can bring

freedom from fear and sorrow; past, present and future. A devoted

person believes in Allah’s signs, has, understanding and accepts

Allah’s will in his life. He submits his will completely to the will of

Allah. He works devotedly for the service of Allah.

“Behold, verily on the friends of Allah there is no fear, nor shall

they grieve; those who believe and (constantly) guard against evil;"

(Surah Yunus 10:62, 63)

A sinner may be afraid of Allah’s knowledge of all things, but

there is no fear on those who submit to Him.
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Allah promises man that if he says, “Our Lord is Allah,” and he

“remains firm on the Path of Allah”, Allah will eliminate fear and

worry from his life. When man reads the Qur’an he will notice that the

Qur’an states over and over, “For those who persevere”, “for those

who struggle”, “for those who strive”. Therefore, man must put forth

every effort and choose right over wrong, every moment of his life.

This choice isn’t just once when he says the Shahadah(35). This choice

must be made every moment of one’s life. 

A person may hear Muslims saying, over and over, “Islam is

easy”. Yes, Islam is easy to believe in but it is very difficult to

practice. What does one mean by “difficult to practice”? It means that

Shaitan will do everything he can to keep one from practicing Islam. It

doesn’t worry this enemy, Shaitan, if a person says he believes as long

as he does not practice nor follow the commands of Allah. What

worries the Shaitan is when a person practices and follows Allah’s

commands. A person finds that once he decides to follow Allah’s

commands, the enemy, Shaitan, starts putting many obstacles in his

path. Shaitan will try and trip him; to make him fall and even

sometimes try to make him turn back. Shaitan will try to deceive man

into thinking that he is turning back to a way that is easier. Therefore,

man must decide to fight this enemy continually. 

Allah, in the Qur’an, gives man weapons he can use to fight

against the Shaitan. Man can say firmly, “I won’t give up,” then he

can keep his eyes on the final goal, Paradise, by Allah’s Grace and

Mercy. 

(35) Shahadah [When a person states that he witnesses that Allah (SWT) is One and that
Muhammad is His Prophet and Messenger at the time he becomes Muslim.]
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“Verily those who say ‘Our Lord is Allah; and remain firm (on

that Path), on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve”. (Surah

Al-Ahqaf 46:13)

If a person is truthful when he says, “My Lord is Allah,” he has no

reason to fear, for he knows that Allah is the Cherisher, Defender and

Helper. Allah gives comfort and hope to the believer. 

Guarding against evil and mending one’s life is not an easy task.

One must strive, toil, struggle, and persevere every moment of his life.

Once man choses to devote himself to Allah; his struggle with the

enemy, Shaitan, begins. This struggle will continue until the day one

dies. This is when man needs to keep his eyes on the goal of the

Hereafter.

“We send the Messengers only to give good news and to warn;

so those who believe and mend (their lives), upon them shall be no

fear, nor shall they grieve”. (Surah Al-An’am 6:48)

“...Those who are righteous and mend (their lives), on them

shall be no fear nor shall they grieve”. (Surah Al-A’raf 7:35)

“Therefore give admonition in the case the admonition profits

(the hearer). He will heed who fears”. (Surah Al-A’la 87:9, 10)

There is another promise of Allah for mankind. Allah also

promises that when a person spends (i.e. Zakat and Sadaqah) in

Allah’s cause and gives in charity, He will eliminate fear and worry
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from his life. A person finds that when he is busy doing and giving, he

does not have a lot of time to sit around and worry.  

“Those who spend their wealth in the cause of Allah, and follow

not up their gifts with reminders of their generosity or with injury,

for them their reward is with their Lord; on them shall be no fear,

nor shall they grieve”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:262)

“Those who (in charity) spend of their goods by night and by

day, in secret and in public, have their reward with their Lord; on

them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:274) 

“Those who believe, and do deeds of righteousness, and

establish regular prayers and give Zakat, will have their reward with

their Lord; on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve”. (Surah

Al-Baqarah 2:277)

When a person starts helping others with their anxieties he

discovers that he can actually see his anxieties from a different point

of view. A person may think, “How can I help others with their

anxieties when I am struggling against the Shaitan with so many of

my own anxieties?” But when he starts helping them, for the sake of

Allah, to find answers for their problems, through the Qur’an and the

Sunnah, he usually finds the answers for himself also. Allah does not

make it criteria that one has to be perfect in order to help others for

His sake. After all, everyone is struggling in one-way or another and

at times needs another’s support for the sake of Allah. 

A person may fear that he may not be practicing everything he is

teaching others and that he could be held accountable to Allah. When
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one thinks about it he realizes that when he gives encouragement, it is

not only for the other person, but for himself as well. It is encouraging

to the other person to know that others struggle, just like he does, and

that this is a lifetime struggle. It will actually give the other person the

feeling that they are not alone in this struggle. This is very important

for both, the one who is struggling and the one who is there for him. A

person needs to make sure that what he encourages others with is from

the Qur’an and the Sunnah only and not from his own opinion. The

struggles may all be different but the goal is the same. Therefore,

when one becomes so busy helping others he will find he does not

have time to worry and that his worries have just disappeared, Praise

to Allah, the Merciful.

‘Abd Allah b. ‘Umar reported the Prophet (saaws) as saying: A

Muslim is a Muslim’s brother: he does not wrong him or abandon

him. If anyone cares for his brother’s need, Allah will care for his

need; if anyone removes a Muslim’s anxiety, Allah will remove from

him, on account of it, one of the anxieties of the Day of

Resurrection; and if anyone conceals a Muslims’s fault Allah will

conceal his fault on the Day of Resurrection(36).

Narrated Abu Huraira (RA) reported Allah’s Apostle (saaws) as

saying, “If anyone removes his brother’s anxiety of this world, Allah

will remove for him one of the anxieties of the Day of Resurrection;

if anyone makes easy for an impoverished man, Allah will make easy

for him in this world and on the Day of Resurrection; if anyone

(36) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4875, pg. 1363.
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conceals a Muslim’s secrets, Allah will conceal his secrets in this

world and on the Day of Resurrection; Allah will remain in the aid of

a servant so long as the servant remains in the aid of his brother(37).

The more man studies the more his faith increases in Allah’s

promises. Allah has made so many promises. Another promise is that

if man believes in the last Day, Allah will eliminate the fear he has

about this Day. When man believes in the Judgment Day and wants to

live his life in accordance to Allah’s commands, he will want to cry to

Him for Mercy from that Day. This will be a very difficult Day for

those who do not believe.

Therefore, one needs to accept the admonition from Allah and

strive to practice his Islam in total submission to Him. He should

abstain from all that is forbidden and do all things only for the sake of

Allah. Man does not know when the end of is life will come, the next

moment or years away; therefore, he must strive to obey every single

moment and not put things off. 

“(It shall be said to the true believers of Islamic Monotheism):

My worshipers! No fear shall be on you this Day [Day of Judgment],

nor shall you grieve, (You) who believed in Our Ayat (proofs, verses,

lessons, signs, revelations, etc.) and were Muslims (i.e. who submit

totally to Allah’s Will, and believe in the Oneness of Allah - Islamic

Monotheism). Enter Paradise, you and your wives, in happiness”.

(Surah Az-Zukhruf 43:68-70)

(37) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4928, pg. 1376. [Abu Dawud said: ‘Uthman did
not transmit the following words from Abu Mu’awiyah: “If anyone makes easy for an
impoverished man.”]
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Thinking about the last day, causes one to think about his life and

about death. Most people fear death because they do not know exactly

how it feels. Even when they watch someone else die, the person

dying cannot tell them how it feels. Mankind wonders if it might hurt.

It is hard to leave family and friends. There is a certain fear about

leaving this life for something that is unknown. It is better not to love

this life, and all it has to offer, to the point of not wanting to leave it; if

one’s goal is the Hereafter. Man fears death because he knows, at this

moment; he may not be living according to Allah’s will. Man gets

caught up in living for this life and its pleasures. Sometimes a person

wants to wait and change what he is doing wrong tomorrow, but then

he realizes that there is no guarantee that he will live until tomorrow?

Maybe he will die today. It is this knowledge, that maybe he will die

today, that brings man fear, especially when he knows he is not living

right. Therefore, one needs to genuinely repent and ask Allah for

forgiveness. Then strive in Allah’s cause, believing that Allah’s

promises are true and that He will remove the fear of death from him. 

Should man fear death? Look at what the Qur’an has to say about

man’s death: 

“Every soul shall have a taste of death; and only on the Day of

Judgment shall you be paid your full recompense”. (Surah Al- ‘Imran

3:185) 

The death of the body will give a taste of death to the soul when

the soul separates from the body. 
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“Every soul shall have a taste of death: and We test you by evil

and by good by way of trial. To Us must you return”. (Surah

Al-Anbiyaa 21:35; also look at: Surah Al- ‘Ankabut 29:57)

Death is a part of this life that man must face. He cannot hide

from it nor postpone it. It will overtake man wherever he is, when it is

his time to die. 

“Wherever you are, death will find you out, even if you are in

towers built up strong and high!” (Surah An-Nisaa 4:78)

“Say: ‘The Death from which you flee will truly overtake you;

then will you be sent back to the One Who Knows all things secret

and open: and He will tell you the things that you did!” (Surah

Al-Jumu’a 62:8)

A believing person should not be afraid of death, for it only brings

him to Allah his Creator. Allah created life and death; it is something

every person must go through. A person’s friends and family may be

sitting near him when he dies but Allah is even nearer; He is nearer to

man then his own jugular vein. 

“We have decreed Death to be your common lot”. (Surah

Al-Waqi’a 56:60, 61) 

“Then why do you not (intervene) when (the soul of the dying

person) reaches the throat? And you at that moment are looking on,

But We (i.e. Our angels who take the soul) are nearer to him than

you, but you see not, then why do you not, if you are exempt from
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the reckoning and recompense (punishment, etc.), Bring back the

soul (to its body), if you are truthful?” (Surah al-Waqi’a 56:83-87)

“And they say: ‘What is there but our life in this world? We

shall die and we live, and nothing but Time can destroy us.’ But of

that they have no knowledge: they merely conjecture: Say: ‘It is

Allah Who gives you life, then gives you death; then He will gather

you together for the Day of Judgment about which there is no

doubts:' But most men do not know”. (Surah Al-Jathiya 45:24, 26)

Just as man cannot postpone his death he cannot bring it on sooner

either. His time of death is fixed. 

“And no person can ever die except by Allah’s Leave and at an

appointed term”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:145)

“Nor can a soul die except by Allah’s leave, the term being fixed

as by writing”. (Surah Al- ‘Imran 3:145)

“Verily the knowledge of the Hour is with Allah (alone). It is He

Who sends down rain, and He Who knows what is in the wombs,

nor does any one know what it is that he will earn on the morrow;

nor does any one know in what land he is to die. Verily, with Allah

is full knowledge and He is acquainted (with all things)”. (Surah

Luqman 31:34)

The one thing that man can be sure of is that one day after he dies

he will be brought back to life again to face Allah. This is why it is so

important to live for the Hereafter and not for this life.
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“Those who listen (in truth), be sure, will accept: as to the dead,

Allah will raise them up; then will they be returned unto Him”.

(Surah Al-An ‘am 6:36)

After reading the above ayah (verses) man can see that he cannot

escape death. He cannot bring it sooner nor can he detain it. Allah has

already written and decreed when, where, and how a person will die.

The only thing that man can do is totally submit himself to Allah, do

all that Allah commands, and then believe in Allah’s promises by not

fearing death as it will bring him back to Allah

Allah who has power over all things is the only protector against

fear and worry. Therefore, man must trust in Allah. When man can put

fear out of his life, fearing Allah only, his emotions begin to heal. 

“Allah is the Protector of those who have faith; from the depths

of darkness He leads them forth into light”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:257)

ALLAH PROMISES TO ELEMINATE FEAR FROM

MAN’S LIFE IF HE WILL:

1. Believe and fear Allah. 

2. Believe in the Qur’an.

3. Submit his whole self to Allah, and do good deeds.

4. Follow Allah’s guidance. 

5. Be a devotee to Allah.

6. Be righteous and mend his life. 
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7. Say: “Our Lord is Allah” and remain firm on the path.

8. Guard against evil.

10. Spend in the cause of Allah, and give charity.

11. Help others in their anxieties.

12. Do deeds of righteousness, establish regular prayers, and pay

zakat. 

13. Believe in the Last Day.

14. Accept admonition.

15. Abstain from all that is forbidden.

16. Believe that Allah is the only Protector from fear and worry.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

SORROW

Another emotion man deals with, sometimes daily, is sorrow. A

person may experience this emotion many times in his life. Man deals

with sorrow when he looses family members, homes, health, and

wealth. The way a person reacts to these sorrows can make a

difference in his faith. Allah tells man, through the Qur’an and the

Sunnah, how he is to react to sorrow.

People have a tendency to say at these times, “if only I had done

that, this wouldn’t have happened”. The Qur’an and the Sunnah

teaches man that there are no “what ifs” in Islam. Everything happens

to man just the way it is suppose to happen. A person cannot postpone

his death. Death is something we all have to face; it will come at some

time in everyone’s life. There are other tests, from Allah, that man

cannot prevent suchs as tornados, earthquakes, fires from taking his

home or his life.  A person can choose to eat a healthy diet, but this

does not guarantee that he will not die of a heart attack. It will not

prolong one’s life to eat healthy; it just helps him to feel better while

he is living. In Islam one must believe in Fate (Al-Qadar). Everything

has been written down, in Allah’s Book of Records, what will happen

to a person in his lifetime. Man does not have control over this. Man’s

choices are limited to his knowledge. His choices are whether he will

do good deeds or do evil deeds; react in a negative way or a positive

way to circumstances in his life. Yes, man does have a choice on how
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he is going to react to the sorrow in his life. A person can weep,

mourn loudly, get angry, or he can weep quietly accepting his fate. A

person should be patient in knowing that Allah does the very best for

him in all circumstances. This is not saying that it is easier to choose

to be patient for that is actually the hardest. These tests of sorrow can

help to better a person, to build his faith and strengthen his emotional

well-being. 

Allah said:

“No misfortune can happen on earth or in your souls but is

recorded in a Book before We bring it into existence: That is truly

easy for Allah. In order that you may not despair over matters that

pass you by, nor exult over favors bestowed upon you. For Allah

loves not any vainglorious boaster,”. (Surah Al-Hadid 57:22, 23)

People may face external disasters but the greatest disaster is

misfortune in the spiritual self. A person must remember that

everything happens according to Allah’s plan and will. Even when a

person uses his freedom of choice it follows in accordance to the laws

and plans of Allah’s decree. This decree was written before a person

existed.

What a person sees as good fortune in this world may turn out to

be an illusion, but the righteous man does not complain over other’s

fortunes but is humble and thankful for what Allah gives him. He

shares his fortune with others and acknowledges that he has not

attained them by his own merit but they are a gift from Allah. He
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realizes that the possessions of this life are only a convenience of this

life and he can’t take them into the Hereafter.

“No calamity befalls, but with the Leave [i.e. decision and Qadar

(Divine Preordainments)] of Allah, and whosoever believes in Allah,

He guides his heart [to the true Faith with certainty, i.e. what has

befallen him was already written for him by Allah from the Qadar

(Divine Preordainments)], and Allah is the All-Knower of

everything”. (Surah At-Taghabun 64:11)

“Say: ‘nothing shall ever happen to us except what Allah has

ordained for us. He is our Maula (Lord, Helper and Protector).’

And in Allah let the believers put their trust”. (Surah At-Tauba 9:51)

Patience is a virtue that can come from one’s sorrows. When man

is patient in his sorrow Allah will reward him for this. It may take a

lifetime of hard struggle for man to learn how to be patient in sorrow,

but it is his choice to try his best.

“Wonderful is the situation of the believer. All of his affairs are

good (for him)! And this is only for the believer. If good befalls him,

he is thankful, and that is good for him. If harm afflicts him, he is

patient, and that is good for him”(38).

Narrated Usama: (RAA) Once while I was with the Prophet

(saaws) and Sad, Ubai bin Ka’b and Mu’adh were also sitting with

(38) Al bani (Muslim) Ahkram Al-Jana’ez #11; Ahmad (6/15) and others, The Way to
Patience and    Gratitude, by Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, pg . 93.
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him. There came to him a messenger from one of his daughters, telling

him that her child was on the verge of death. The Prophet (saaws) told

the messenger to tell her, “It is for Allah what He takes, and it is for

Allah what He gives, and everything has its fixed time (limit). So

(she should) be patient and look for Allah’s reward”(39).

Mankind is allowed to weep quietly and he can still have patience

in his sadness. It is allowed, in Islam, to weep quietly; it just was not

allowed to weep loudly, beat one’s chest, tear one’s clothing, or say

bad words to the extreme of sinning. With this knowledge a person

can begin to catch his reactions to sorrow in the wrong way and

immediately stop this reaction quickly and to show sorrow in the

proper way, by Allah’s mercy. Weeping loudly, beating one’s chest,

tearing one’s clothing, or saying bad words are the ways of the

faithless, those who see death and tragedies as the end. Grief is a

normal experience; mankind needs to control it within the limits of

Islam.

Narrated Anas bin Malik (RA): We went with Allah’s Apostle

(saaws) to the blacksmith Abu Saif, and he was the husband of the

wet-nurse of Ibrahim (the son of the Prophet (saaws). Allah’s Apostle

(saaws) took Ibrahim and kissed him and smelled him and later we

entered Aub Saif’s house and at that time Ibrahim was in his last

breaths, and the eyes of Allah’s Apostle (saaws) started shedding

tears. ‘Abdur Rahman bin ‘Auf said, “O Allah’s Apostle, even you

are weeping!” He said, “O Ibn ‘Auf, this is mercy”. Then he wept

(39) Sahih Al-Bukhari Vol. 8, Hadith # 599, pg. 390-391.
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more and said, “The eyes are shedding tears and the heart is

grieved, and we will not say except what pleases our Lord, O

Ibrahim! Indeed we are grieved by your seperation”(40).

Narrated ‘Abdullah (RA): The prophet (saaws) said, “He who

slaps his cheeks, tears his clothes and follows the ways and

traditions of the Days of Ignorance is not one of us”(41).

Grief is a natural emotion within mankind. The Prophet (saaws)

also felt grief and he expressed it in the proper way. He is our example

on how to handle our sorrow. The important thing is to handle grief in

the proper way.

Narrated ‘Abdullah bin ‘Umar (RA): Sa’d bin ‘Ubada became

sick and the Prophet (saaws) along with ‘Abdur Rahman bin ‘Auf,

Sa’d bin Abi Waqqas and’Abdullah bin Mas’ud (RA) visited him to

enquire about his health. When he came upon him, he found him

surrounded by his household and he asked, “Has he died?” They said,

“No, O Allah’s Apostle”. The Prophet (saaws) wept and when the

people saw the weeping of Allah’s Apostle (saaws) they all wept. He

said, “Will you listen? Allah does not punish for shedding tears, nor

for the grief of the heart but he punishes or bestows His Mercy

because of this”. He pointed to his tongue and added, “The deceased

is punished for the wailing of his relatives over him....”(42).

The Qur’an tells us that Allah will test mankind with things that

(40) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 2, hadith #391, pg. 219, 220.

(41) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 2, hadith #382, pg. 214.

(42) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 2, hadith #391, pg. 220. 
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may bring sorrow. Allah gives a person words to say at the time of his

sorrow and loss. These tests help to strengthen man’s faith and his

belief in Allah.

“And certainly, We shall test you with something of fear,

hunger, loss of wealth, lives and fruits, but give glad tidings to the

patient. Who, when afflicted with calamity, say: ‘Truly! To Allah we

belong and truly, to Him we shall return.’” (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:

155-157) 

The more man studies the more he realizes how many areas he

needs to change in his life. This is not an easy task but with the help of

Allah all things are possible.

HOW SHOULD A PERSON REACT TO THE SORROW IN

HIS LIFE:

1. He should weep quietly.

2. He should not go to extremes in his sorrow by pounding his

chest, or wailing loudly.

3. He should have patience.

4. He should believe that what is written for him is best for him.

5. He should trust in Allah.

6. He should live for the Hereafter and not for this world, knowing

that his return is to Allah.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

HAPPINESS

After studying sorrow a person can look at the opposite emotion,

the emotion called happiness. The dictionary shows the meaning of

happiness to be a feeling, or showing pleasure, or contentment(43). It is

a state of well being, or pleasurable satisfaction(44).

People learn through experience, that circumstances, things they

own, and other people, may not make them happy. Happiness comes

from within man, a gift from Allah. Happiness comes from a person’s

heart and its purity. There is a choice that man can make in any given

circumstance which starts first with his thoughts. He can choose to

deal with a circumstance with thankfulness to Allah or bitterness; with

happiness or sorrow; with submission or rebellion; with patience or

impatience. These choices can start with one’s thoughts. These

thoughts need to be trained. Training one’s thought not to wander;

escaping into heedlessness or going crazy comes through obtaining

knowledge. Everyone has experienced a time when their thoughts

seem to go out of control and they thought the worst of a

circumstance. This is the time to change those thoughts to more

productive and positive thinking. 

Man can pray: 

“My Lord! Increase me in knowledge”. (Surah Ta Ha 20:114)

(43) Oxford Modern English Dictionary, pg. 483

(44) Webster’s Collegiate Thesaurus, pg. 388
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Training towards happiness is to assume it by trying to smile and

looking for reasons that may make one happy. Even when things look

their darkest, there is a “silver lining”, a brighter side. This may mean

“looking beyond the problem” and not focusing on the problem itself.

Even though a person may not feel like smiling he will find that if he

chooses to do so, things around him take on a different atmosphere. 

Allah says in the Qur’an:

“Verily, We have created man in toil”. (Surah Al-Balad 90:4) 

This means man must work hard in this life, be it for sustenance

or for his emotional well-being. How can man build this inner strength

which will increase his ability to choose to be happy in his

circumstances? He can do it by reading the Qur’an and the Sunnah,

submitting to Allah’s will, praying, and seeking refuge in Allah from

the Shaitan, his enemy, performing dawah (calling others to Islam),

and very importantly, remembering Allah.

Emotions are brought on by circumstances that make us feel

joyful or that bring us affliction. As was discussed before, these are all

tests from Allah. Also everything in our lives is written for us. 

“No calamity befalls on the earth or in yourselves but is

inscribed in the Book of Decrees before We bring it into existence.

Verily, that is easy for Allah. In order that you may not be sad over

matters that you fail to get, nor rejoice because of that which has

been given to you”.  (Surah Al-Hadid 57:22, 23)
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“For each and every matter there is a Decree [from Allah]”.

(Surah Ar-Ra’d 13:38)

Training and controlling one’s emotions, be it happiness or any

other emotion, will start with one’s thoughts. When a person thinks

happy thoughts he will find that he feels joy and happiness. It is

important to build good habits of thinking and try to choose happiness

in all the circumstances of one’s life. This is not an easy task and like

any other good habit it takes a lot of dedication and hard work.

Look around and observe that a thankful person usually is a happy

person. Why? It is because he realizes the blessings of Allah in the

good and the bad. He accepts them as his Fate (Al-Qadar), and then he

thanks Allah. He chooses to be happy despite problems or even when

there are no problems. He also realizes that only Allah can remove his

pain and sorrow and only Allah can bless him.

“And He gave you of all that you asked for, and if you count the

Blessings of Allah, never will you be able to count them”. (Surah

Ibrahim 14:34; also look at: Surah An-Nahl 16:18)

“Wonderful is the situation of the believer. All of his affairs are

good (for him)! And this is only for the believer. If good befalls him,

he is thankful, and that is good for him. If harm afflicts him, he is

patient, and that is good for him”(45).

Some people complain about everything in their lives, be it good

(45) Al bani (Muslim) Ahkram Al-Jana’ez #11; Ahmad (6/15) and others, The Way to
Patience and    Gratitude, by Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, pg . 93                                  
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or bad. Some of them have everything they need and more, yet they

choose to complain. Has their complaining just become a habit to

them? They are wasting time complaining when they could be

choosing to be thankful to Allah instead. These are choices that come

from man’s way of thinking. It is best for man if he needs to complain

to complain to Allah alone.

“I only complain of my distraction and anguish to Allah”. (Surah

Yusuf 12:86) 

Many times man blames the past or the future for his unhappiness.

Discontentment can lead to doubting Allah in His Decree, Wisdom, or

Knowledge in any circumstance of one’s life. It can also lead to not

having remembrance of Allah. This can lead to man putting himself

forward before Allah, which is very dangerous.

“O’ you who believe! Do not put [yourselves] forward before

Allah and His messenger”. (Surah Al-Hujurat 49:1)

What is important is to be content with just today. Choose

happiness and thankfulness just for today and find peace in being

pleased with this decision, by Allah’s Mercy. When man is content

with what Allah has given him, then Allah is pleased with him. 

“(It will be said to the pious): ‘O (you) the one in (complete) rest

and satisfaction! Come back to your Lord, -well-pleased (yourself)

and well-pleasing unto Him! Enter you, then, among My honored

slaves, and enter you My Paradise!’” (Surah Al-Fajr 89:27-30)
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Peace and happiness comes from within one’s self which comes

from total submission to Alland and being content with what is written

(Al Qadar). It is a gift from Allah. True happiness is in living for the

Hereafter and striving towards that goal in obedience to Allah. When

man humbles himself to Allah, repenting and asking forgiveness, thus

purifiying himself from guilt and shame, it brings happiness to his

soul.

Just as man can bring happiness upon himself he can also bring

unhappiness upon himself with all his ill feelings. These ill feelings

also come from within and are brought about by thinking negatively

instead of thinking positively.

Islam teaches a person how to think positively and how to choose

true happiness. These right choices can bring man into pure Faith. It

can bring him peace and contentment, by Allah’s Grace and Mercy.

Changes that come from within a man in reality come from Allah.

Along with asking Allah for help, a man must also make the effort

through training, obtaining knowledge and choosing the right way.

Along with happiness is sorrow; laughter and tears. Allah created

both sorrow and happiness within the emotions of man.

The Qur’an says:

“That to your Lord is the final Goal; that it is He who grants

laughter and tears”. (Surah Al Najm 53:42)

In contrast to happiness there are times to weep. So also in

happiness there is a serious side of life to keep things in perspective.
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That does not mean a person has to go around with a long face,

instead, he just needs to remember to keep humble before his Lord.

The Qur’an tells man that Allah grants both laughter and tears. These

tears are not necessarily tears of sadness, as in depression, but can be

tears of remorse for one’s sins. Therefore, man can choose happiness

for the sake of Allah, wanting to please Allah with his happiness and

have tears of humility in realizing Allah’s Mercy towards him. 

“And will you laugh and not weep, wasting your time in

vanities? But fall you down in prostration to Allah and adore

(Him)!” (Surah An-Najm 53:60-62) 

Man should take the issues of this Life and the Hereafter

seriously. It is important to shun vanities and frivolities. If a person

realizes his shortcomings he should weep and not laugh. At the same

time, weeping does not help so a person needs to try and understand

Allah and stand in awe of Him. This will help him to understand

himself and others. 

Narrated Abu Huraira (RA): The Prophet (saaws) said: “Allah

will give shade to seven (types of people) under His Shade (on the Day

of Resurrection). (1) (One of them will be) a person who remembers

Allah and his eyes are then flooded with tears”(46).

Narrated Abu Huraira (RA): Allah’s Apostle (saaws) said, “If you

knew that which I know you would laugh little and weep much”(47).

(46) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, Hadith #486, pg.322, 333.

(47) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, Hadith #492, pg. .326. 
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When a person is happy and he smiles at someone else, he is

actually giving charity. Try this survey: Smile at everyone today and

see; keep track of the response. Even children like to be smiled at and

will usually respond with a smile in return. Remember a smile is

inexpensive and it is a good way to improve one’s looks, by Allah’s

mercy. Happiness spreads happiness. As the sunshine brightens a

room so a smile is like sunshine and brightens the heart. By putting

into practice the art of smiling a person can see the power there is in

just one smile. If a person spreads the sunshine of a smile, he will

discover that most people, especially children, will smile back. It not

only leaves one with a warm feeling but it also brings warmth into the

other person’s life. Most people have felt this warmth of other’s

smiles at sometime in their life.

Abu Dharr reported: Allah’s Apostle (saaws) said to me: Don’t

consider anything insignificant out of good things even if it is that you

meet your brother with a cheerful countenance”(48).

Allah, in His Mercy, promises man that his efforts towards doing

good deeds will not be rejected. A person will find that when he is

busy helping others in any way he needs, he will find happiness for

himself. Not only does he bring happiness to that person and

encouragement to them, he brings it to himself also. This could be

giving an encouraging word, smiling, handing out food, clothing,

monies or simple acts of kindness. Before Allah all these acts that

bring happiness to others and one’s self are acts of charity. Allah does

not reject any efforts that man puts forth for good. 

(48) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6359, pg. 1383.
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Hadhaif and Abu Shaiba reported Allah’s messenger (saaws) as

saying: Every act of goodness is Sadaqa(49)..

“So whoever does righteous good deeds while he is a believer (in

the Oneness of Allah - Islamic Monotheism), his efforts will not be

rejected. Verily! We record it in his Book of deeds”. (Surah Al-Anbiya

21:94)

Whatever it is that a man wants in life, including happiness; all he

needs to do is ask Allah, seeking His help in patience and prayer.

“If  you  ask,  ask  of  Allah;  if  you  seek  help,  seek  help  of

Allah”(50). 

“Seek help in patience and prayer. Truly! Allah is with the

patient”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:153)

HOW CAN MAN BRING HAPPINESS INTO HIS LIFE.

1. By choosing happiness

2. By building his inner strengths

3. By reading the Qur’an and the Sunnah

4. By submitting to Allah’s will

5. By praying

6. By seeking refuge in Allah from the Shaitan

7. By being patient when the bad occurrs in one’s life 

(49) Sahih Muslim, Vol.2, hadith #2197.

(50) Sahih at-Tirmidhi, Hadith 19, An-Nawawi’s Forty Hadith pg. 68                             
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8. By being thankful when good or bad occurrs in one’s life 

9. By not wasting happy moments with complaining.

10. By staying away from ill feelings

11. By having a positive outlook on life

12. By believing that Allah’s promises are true and asking Allah

for happiness

13. By smiling dispite how one feels and smiling at others

14. By accepting the fact that Allah grants laughter and tears to

man

15. By doing ‘Dhikr’ (remembrance of Allah)
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PART V

CONTROL OF EMOTIONS
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

THOUGHTS

As man studies about the mind and about the thoughts he cannot

help but say, “Praise to Allah, Who created man with minds to think,

reason, and learn”. Allah has given everyone intelligence, but to some

He has given more intelligence than to others.

Praise Allah, man also has the ability to think and listen at the

same time. He can also think and talk at the same time, and sometimes

all three at once. This is one of the difficulties during Salat (prayer).

Sometimes a person can be saying his Salat with his tongue but his

mind is thinking of other things. This is a time when one really needs

to seek refuge in Allah from the Shaitan and his whisperings.

As a part of normal development most people learn early in life,

that before he does anything it is better if he thinks about it first,

whether consciously or subconsciously. It takes a lot of effort to learn

to control one’s thinking, to keep one’s mind from wandering

aimlessly. When man lets his mind wander aimlessly he can

experience many problems.

Man is created with emotions but his reactions to these emotions

stems from his thoughts, the way he is thinking at that moment.

When he feels angry a person starts thinking more angry thoughts

and this increases his anger. When he feels sad, he thinks more sad
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thoughts and becomes sadder. When he is depressed he thinks more

on his depression and becomes even more depressed. When he is

doubtful, he thinks more doubtful thoughts, and he becomes more

doubtful. Negative emotions can lead to negative thoughts. So it is

important for a person to stop these negative thoughts and seek refuge

in Allah from the Shaitan right away. Emotions are a natural part of

man but how he reacts and thinks when these emotions are with him is

the true test. 

Therefore, what people think about is very important to their

emotional well-being. Sometimes a person feels he cannot control his

thoughts, but then the Qur’an and the Sunnah show man how he can

gain victory over his thoughts. 

First of all, when bad thoughts or suggestions come into one’s

mind he must realize that these thoughts are a trial for him or

self-condemnation. These thoughts may be coming from the whispers

of Shaitan. Therefore, it is important for a person to keep his mind

well instructed in his faith so he can condemn the evil thoughts

immediately, as the following ayat instructs him.

“That He may make the suggestions thrown in by Satan, but a

trial for those in whose hearts is a disease and who are hardened of

heart; verily the wrong-doers are in a schism far (from the Truth):"

(Surah Al-Hajj 22:53)
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The Shaitan, at times, assaults people with depression.

The devil uses many ways to hinder a person from living

life with Allah. Take the word “DEPRESSION” and

break it down into what the devil does with it:

DEVIL Power

ENSLAVES a person’s mind.

PARALYSES a person’s abilities to live his faith.

REPRESSES a person’s thoughts.

ENTANGLES a person in his web of deceit.

SEIZES a person’s rights.

SUGGESTS to a person negative thoughts about himself.

IMPAIRS a person’s ability to function in life.

OPPRESSES a person with cares of unhappiness.

NUMBS a person’s feelings so that he feels he has no power.
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Depression is a real problem in today’s fast style of living.

Depression leaves a person in a state in which he is not able to feel he

has control over his life. This is when a person has to rely on the

power of Allah, Whose power is stronger than Shaitan’s, to bring him

out of this repressed state. This is when a person has to use the shields

to protect himself from this enemy. These shields will be covered in

Part VII of this book.

When a suggestion of evil comes to the mind of a believing man,

he sees it for what it is and condemns it at once; but for the evil mind

it is a trial and temptation.

Shaitan may even try to put an evil thought into man’s mind that

what Allah has willed for him is not for his best. This thought is

dangerous as it can make man look as though he thinks he is wiser

than Allah. This thought comes from man’s enemy, Shaitan and one

must immediately seek refuge in Allah from him. Allah is

All-Knowing and His plans are righteous and wise.

“O’ you who believe! Do not put [yourselves] forward before

Allah and His messenger”. (Surah Al-Hujurat 49:1)

A person must also keep away from ill-thinking. It is easy at times

to think ill thoughts about others; to look at their worst side instead of

looking at their best side. Nobody is perfect and everyone has his

good and bad characteristics. Just as one wants others to cover his

faults and see only the good in him, he must do the same for them.

Sometimes a person has a false view of someone and what he was
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thinking about him or her was not true at all. It is a lesson learned the

hard way; that a person cannot always be judged by appearances.

Therefore, by Allah’s Mercy, man must work towards the goal of

controling his ill-thinking. Sometimes a person judges others to be

thinking about him in a certain way only to find out they were not

thinking that way at all. This could be coming from some insecurity in

his relationship with others, or within himself. It also could be from a

lack of communication. These are areas in man’s life he can work on,

by Allah’s Mercy.

‘Abd Allah b. ‘Umar reported the Prophet (saaws) as saying: A

Muslim is a Muslim’s brother: he does not wrong him or abandon

him. If anyone cares for his brother’s need, Allah will care for his

need; if anyone removes a Muslim’s anxiety, Allah will remove from

him, on account of it, one of the anxieties of the Day of Resurrection;

and if anyone conceals a Muslims’s fault Allah will conceal his

fault on the Day of Resurrection(51).

‘Uqbah b. ‘Amir reported the Prophet (saaws) as saying: He who

sees something which should be kept hidden and conceals it will be

like one who has brought to life a girl buried alive(52).

Another thing man needs to think about is that vain talk is a waste

of time and usually does not bring any good results. Vain talk can lead

to gossiping and this can lead to sinning. As a person learns to control

(51) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4875, pg. 1363.

(52) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4873, pg. 1362, 1363.
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his thoughts he will start to think the best of everyone and the best of

any situation. 

Just as vain talk can come from one’s thoughts, so can good

respectable conversation come from one’s thoughts, so it was better to

choose the latter. A person will have better self-worth when he

controls his thoughts and has good respectable conversations. When a

person visits his friends and he turns the conversation to Allah instead

of vain talk about this life he will find that he will go away with peace

of mind and joy. It will bring emotional contentment.

A person does not want to be continually regretting the thoughts

he harbors in his heart. This may lead to discouragement and then lead

to sinning and also to emotional illnesses.

Again one can review Allah’s instructions on how to control

one’s thoughts.

1. Allah said to seek refuge in Him.

2. Bring Allah into remembrance.

3. Keep one’s self well instructed in Faith.

This leads to a strong control of the emotional mind and clear

conscience. Remembering Allah takes a lot of effort. This is where

one has to continually bring his mind under control. It is easy for the

mind to wander aimlessly; but keeping the thoughts in control and

remembering Allah brings peace of mind and tranquility.
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“If a suggestion from Satan assail your (mind), seek refuge with

Allah; for He hears and knows (all things). Those who fear Allah,

when a thought of evil from Satan assaults them, bring Allah to

remembrance, when lo! They see (aright)!” (Surah Al-A’raf 7:200, 201)

Allah is the protector and refuge for men of faith. If a person, of

faith, falters and becomes confused or angry, being blinded by things

of this life, Allah will open his eyes.

Man cannot hide any of his thoughts from Allah. He knows every

secret, every hidden thought and what feelings are hidden in the heart.

The Qur’an says:

“If you pronounce the word aloud,(it is no matter): for verily He

knows what is secret and what is yet more hidden”. (Surah Maryam

20:7)

When a person continually has bad thoughts it can put a disease in

his heart. If a person is so busy thinking bad, vain, ill, and doubtful

thoughts, how can there be time or room in his mind to think good

thoughts and contemplate on Allah? Bad, vain, ill and doubtful

thoughts can lead to a man’s destruction. Therefore, man must choose

to use his faculties of reasoning for good only. Another way to keep

one’s thoughts in control away from the evil thoughts is to be ever

thanking Allah. As one can see by the ayah (verse) below there are so

many favors that it will keep one very busy in thankfulness.

Sometimes it helps to keep a diary for awhile and write down one’s
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negative thoughts then next to it replace it with a positive or thankful

thought. After a while a person will not have to write it down any

more because it will become a habit to do just that mentally. This will

lead to a more positive way of thinking which helps to heal one’s

emotions, by Allah’s mercy. 

“But if you count the favors of Allah, never will ye be able to

number them”. (Surah Ibrahim 14:34)

It is important to instruct one’s mind so that he can know how to

control his thoughts. How can a person instruct his mind? 

1. A person can start by reading good books.

2. By looking at only the good TV programs, or no TV at all, 

3. By reading the Qur’an and the Sunnah, 

4. Going to good lectures.

5. Listening to good cassettes.

These are five areas of many that give good instruction for one’s

mind and increase one’s faith. A person can make it his goal to stop

any bad thoughts immediately and replace them with good thoughts,

by Allah’s Mercy. It takes lots of hard work and struggle to keep

one’s thoughts far away from all that is evil. When a person’s integrity

is different from what he is thinking there can be a conflict going on

between one’s mind and his conscious. This conflict can take away a

person’s peace of mind and can sometimes even make him ill,

emotionally and physically. It can bring on heart palpitations, stomach
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problems, depression and anger at one’s self, all of which are negative

effects on the body.

Allah alone protects man and opens his mind (heart) to the

thoughts he thinks and to Islam. Allah alone can purify man when he

totally submits his thoughts to Allah’s Will. Allah alone knows man’s

hidden thoughts. A person can try and keep his ill thoughts of others

hidden inside of him, but Allah knows these thoughts and judges him

accordingly, on whether he acts on them or not. After all, Allah knows

all of man’s hidden intentions and motives. Allah will never judge

anyone, wrongly. Mankind tends to judge another by what appears on

the outside, but Allah judges the total man including what is hidden in

the heart.

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying:

Verily Allah does not look to your faces and your wealth but He

looks to your heart and to your deeds”(53).

Man can ask Allah to help him change his thought patterns, his

hidden thoughts. Most people have experienced the fear that their

thoughts and motives might become known after awhile. There is also

the possibility that when man continually thinks evil thoughts he

might become evil, but then again, if he works on the positive side and

continually thinks pure thoughts he would most likely become pure,

by Allah’s Mercy. 

(53) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6221, pg. 1362.
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“Say: ‘Whether you hide what is in your hearts or reveal it,

Allah knows it all; He knows what is in the heavens, and what is on

earth. And Allah has power over all things”. (Surah Al- ‘Imran 3:29)

The best way for a person to change his way of thinking

effectively is by reading Allah’s Words, the Qur’an. When a person

continually fills his mind with Allah’s Words he finds himself

thinking a lot on these words. It is like when a person watches a movie

on TV, very often the movie will stay in his mind for hours and that is

all he could think about. Just like one hears a commercial jingle and it

also sticks in one’s mind all day even though he does not want it there.

Therefore, the same thing can happen when a person listens to a

cassette of the Qur’an, the words will stay in his mind all day, even

though the person may not even know Arabic and does not know all

the meanings of the words. 

Isn’t it better to use the mind for good and to contemplate on the

Signs of Allah and the wonders of His Creation? These thoughts

strengthen one’s faith and heal his emotions. It helps man to love

Allah even more and encourages him to obey Allah’s commands.

When a person contemplates on the wonders of creation it brings

him closer to his Creator. When one is closer to his Creator and his

thoughts are filled with remembrance of Him and His signs and

wonders, he does not have time to fill his mind with evil, doubt, or

fear. Man’s faith becomes stronger as he learns to seek refuge more

and more in Allah for the way he thinks. Allah is man’s only help and
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He is the only One to protect him and heal his emotions that come

through his thoughts.

“Behold! In the creation of the heavens and the earth, and the

alternation of Night and Day, there are indeed Signs for men of

understanding, men who remember Allah standing, sitting, and

lying down on their sides, and contemplate the (wonders of) creation

in the heavens and the earth, (with the saying): ‘Our Lord not for

naught have You created (all) this! Glory to You!”. (Surah Al- ‘Imran

3:191-195)

When a person starts to put into practice all that he learns in the

Qur’an and the Sunnah; he will begin to have certainty of mind. He

will know in which direction his mind will be heading. He will have

peace of mind knowing he is filling it with the good things, and by

Allah’s Mercy, controlling his thoughts.

“But verily it is Truth of assured certainty. So glorify the name

of your Lord Most High”. (Surah Haqqa 69:51, 52)

Allah gave man absolute truth through His Revelation and it is

important for man to understand it and thank Allah for this truth. It is

good to keep the lips moist with the praises of Allah along with

thinking good thoughts and doing good deeds.

“Nay, were you to know with certainty of mind, (you would

beware!)”. (Surah At-Takathur 102:5)
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There are three kinds of certainty of knowledge. 

1. There is the certainty of one’s own state of mind

2. A person instructs his mind. 

3. There is the certainty of sight. It is important to use one’s

reasoning faculties to see the pentalty for one’s sins. 

Truth is not liable to any human or psychological defects. Man is

not held accountable for the evil thoughts that come into his mind

until he acts upon them or speaks about them. This means that it is

important for a person to think first and change his thought patterns

so that he will not act upon evil, but instead will act positively on the

good.

It is narrated on the authority of Abu Huraira that the Messenger

of Allah (saaws) observed: Verily the Great and Mighty Allah

forgave my people the evil promptings arising in their minds, but

neither talked about them nor acted upon them(54).

Narrated Abu Huraira (RA) The Prophet (saaws) said, “Allah

forgives my followers those (evil deeds) their souls may whisper or

suggest to them as long as they do not act (on it) or speak”(55).

Changing one’s thought patterns from negative to positive is a

moment-by-moment struggle. This struggle will stay with man until

he dies, because nobody reaches perfection in this life. A person

(54) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 1, hadith #231, pg. 74.

(55) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol 8, hadith #657, pg. 428.
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should not become discouraged and give up if he falls short of his

goals for a person may fall many times in his life time. Instead he can

choose to pick himself up, dust himself off and try again, all by

Allah’s Mercy. Another way to obtain control over one’s thoughts is

through purification of the soul. A person can fall down in prostration

to Allah, repenting and asking for forgiveness for Allah loves to

forgive. The very first thing a person should do is ask Allah to help

him change his thought patterns. So many times a person leaves

asking Allah for help until the very last thing, after everything else has

failed. 

“And had it not been for the Grace of Allah and His Mercy on

you, not one of you would ever have been pure from sins. But Allah

purifies (guides to Islam) whom he wills, and Allah is All-Hearing,

All-Knower”. (Surah An-Nur 24:21)

Today everything is made easy through high technology and it is

easy to become lazy in one’s thinking. When one becomes lazy he

does not take the time to study the Qur’an and the Sunnah so that he

can know what may be right or wrong in his life. He may look for

quick answers without any effort on his part to search for depth in

answers. A person may not put forth the effort to struggle, strive, or

persevere in his faith every moment. Struggling once in one’s lifetime

is not enough. A person needs to look at the reality of life, when living

for the sake of Allah he will always have to be struggling and striving

for the sake of Allah. Man must fight against his enemy until the end

of time. This enemy is the Shaitan, who is also the enemy of all
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mankind. Therefore, man must keep up the good fight of faith.

Mankind needs to hold on and grasp firmly onto the rope, of Allah.

This rope will never break; therefore a person can forge ahead in his

faith. 

“And hold fast, all of you together, to the Rope of Allah (i.e. this

Qur’an),...” (Surah Al-'Imran 3:103)

And in all one’s struggles he will find that remembrance of Allah

is one of the best ways to get one’s thoughts in balance and to find rest

and peace of mind.

“And whose hearts find rest in the rememberance of Allah.

Verily, in the remembrance of Allah do hearts find rest”. (Surah

Ar-Ra’d 13:28)

The best part is that when a person remembers Allah, Allah will

remember him. 

“Therefore remember Me (by praying, glorifying, excetra). I will

remember you, and be grateful to me (for My countless Favors on

you) and ever be ungrateful to Me”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:152)

WHAT SHOULD A PERSON KNOW ABOUT THOUGHTS?

1. Before a person does anything they should think about it first;

he should learn to control his thoughts.

2. Thinking doubtful thoughts leads to doubting.

3. Keep away from ill thinking.
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4. Ill thinking leads to negative emotions.

5. A vain talker has weak coordination between his thought and

his tongue.

6. Good, respectable conversation comes from one’s thoughts.

7. One may regret the thought he harbors in is heart.

8. One should use his reasoning faculties for good.

9. One instructs his mind to control his thoughts.

10. When  suggestions  are  thrown  in  by  Satan,  Seek  refuge  in

Allah.

11. Allah  alone  protects  and  opens  one’s  mind  (heart)  to  the

thoughts he thinks.

12. Allah knows all man’s hidden thoughts.

13. Man  is  not  accountable  for  his hidden thoughts until he acts

upon them.

14. A person becomes what he thinks, by God’s will, so he should

have good thoughts.

15. The Words of Allah should affect a change in one’s thoughts

16. A person should use his thoughts for good, like contemplating

on the Signs and Wonders of Allah and His Creation.

17. Certainty of mind refers to one’s own state of mind.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

MOTIVATION

What motivates man? Can his environment alter his motives? Can

he make decisions rationally? Can his decisions be dependent on

which course of action he takes? What about individual differences?

How a person feels and what he does could depend on the causes he

thinks brought the consequences in his life. Therefore, one person

may react to a situation in one way and another person may react in a

totally opposite or different way. Are people all motivated in the same

way or can there be different ways, different stimuli of motivation?

When man uses motivate as a verb it means to: provoke; excite;

move; quicken; rouse; and stimulate. Whereas using motivation as a

noun means: stimulus; impulse; incentive; incitement; instigation;

spur; and stimulant(56).

Motivation in the psychological and emotional terms means one’s

needs, drives, motives, desires.

How can motivation help man in controlling his emotions? Take

for example a child who always throws a temper tantrum every time

he doesn’t get his own way. How can a parent teach him to control his

emotion and anger? It may be the parent will look at two choices to

motivate him. He can either tell the child that if he does that again he

will not go to the park on the weekend, or he can tell the child that if

(56) Webster’s Collegiate Thesaurus, pg. 534.
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he tries very hard to control his temper he can go to the park on the

weekend. Which way would motivate him the most? It could be that

the second way is more appealing, more motivating, a more positive

way to handle the situation. 

Take for example: There was a mother who took her child near a

river for a picnic. All of a sudden the mother noticed that her child had

gotten too close to the river bank and she was afraid he may fall into

the river. The mother knew that if she yelled at the child it may startle

him and then he would fall into the river. She thought quickly and

remembered that she had some sweets in her pocket so she called

gently to the child and told him that she had some sweets for him and

to come to her and take them. Thanks to Allah, the child obeyed his

mother and came running to her. The mother had used wisom in

handling the situation. She gave the child positive motivation to come

to her. 

Adults also need motivation; they also need support in controlling

their emotions. When a person sees another letting his emotions get

out of control, he does not want to yell at him but instead show him

the bright side of cooling down his emotions. Instead of telling the

person that Allah will punish him; he can tell him that Allah will

forgive him. 

There is danger in being content with one’s emotions, especially if

they are used in the wrong way; one may not see the need to be

motivated to change them. Although one’s emotions may be out of
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control, he may try to excuse himself. A person may need to be given

good reasons for change. These good reasons then motivate him; spur

him on to greater control. A person’s emotions become habits to him

and sometimes they are not very good habits. Therefore a person

needs to work on changing his habits. This will take great effort and

one needs to ask Allah for help in this goal.

Why is there a need to control one’s emotions? In the chapter

“Anger”, “the strong man is only he who controls himself when he is

angry”. Also the true reward of this control is with Allah. These were

motivations for controlling one’s emotions. This control can bring

purification to man’s soul, by Allah’s mercy, and a taste of paradise in

this life. It gives a person motivation to be strong when he wants to be

rewarded by Allah. As a Muslim, it is the reward of the Hereafter he is

striving for. When a person learns to control his emotions, by the help

of Allah, it will help his self esteem and it will help to heal his

emotional illnesses, by Allah’s mercy.

The Qur’an gives mankind motivation for choosing right:

“Whosoever does righteous good deed it is for (the benefit of)

his own self,” (Surah Fussilat 41:46) 

“On the Day when every person will be confronted with all the

good he has done, and all the evil he has done...” (Surah Al-'Imran

3:30) 

“Narrated Abu Huraira (RAA): The Prophet (saaws) narrating

about his Lord (AWJ) said, ‘Allah ordered (the appointed angels over
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you) that the good and the bad deeds be written, and He then showed

(the way) how (to write). If somebody intends to do a good deed and

he does not do it, then Allah will write for him a full good deed (in

his account with Him); and if he intends to do a good deed and

actually did it, then Allah will write for him (in his account) with

Him (its reward equal) from ten to seven hundred times to many

more times: and if somebody intended to do a bad deed and he does

not do it, then Allah will write a full good deed (in his account) with

Him, and if he intended to do it (a bad deed) and actually did it, then

Allah will write one bad deed (in his account)'”(57).

“Whosoever desires (with his deeds) the reward of the Hereafter,

We give him increase in his reward, and whosoever desires the

reward of this world (with his deeds), We give him thereof (what is

written for him), and he has no portion in the Hereafter”. (Surah

Ash-Shura 42:20)

Allah motivates man by promising the reward of the Hereafter.

How fair, just and generous is Allah.

“And indeed the Hereafter is better for you than the present (life

of this world)". (Surah Ad-Duha 93:4)

“Truly! Allah wrongs not mankind in aught; but mankind

wrong themselves”. (Surah Yunus 10:44)

How can a person wrong himself by his emotions? Take a look at

(57) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol 8, hadith #498, pg. 329.
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the emotion “anger”. If a person does not control his anger, he can do

a lot of harm, not only to others, but also to himself. There are some

people that have killed others in a fit of anger. Anger can harm a

person by increasing the risk of heart disease and high blood pressure.

This knowledge can give a person motivation to control his anger.

The best reason for motivation is the reward of the Hereafter and

the nearness of Allah, by Allah’s Mercy and Grace. Man has been

given the intelligence to choose right, to control his emotions, with the

help of Allah.

A person really does not want to be among those in Hell who say:

“And they will say: ‘Had we but listened or used our

intelligence, we would not have been among the dwellers of the

blazing Fire!’” (Surah Al-Mulk 67:10)

Nor does a person want to be among those who forget his meeting

with Allah on the Day of Judgment.

“Who took their religion as an amusement and play, and the life

of the world deceived them.’ So this Day We shall forget them as

they forgot their meeting of this Day, and as they used to reject Our

Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.)".

(Surah Al-A’raf 7:51)

Every person is responsible for his or her deeds and no one will

suffer for anothers sinful actions. Nor can he take another person’s

reward or punishment. These are things a person has to do for himself.
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Everybody has to stand before his Creator, Allah, alone on the Day of

Judgment to answer for how he controlled his emotions, among many

other things. This will happen whether a person believes in it or not.

This gives man motivation to strive for the sake of Allah.

“(Remember) the Day when every person will come up pleading

for himself, and every one will be paid in full for what he did (good

or evil, belief or disbelief in the life of this world) and they will not

be dealt with unjustly”. (Surah An-Nahl 16:111)

The Qur’an also says:

“On that Day man will be informed of what he sent forward (of

his evil or good deeds), and what he left behind (of his good or evil

traditions). Nay! Man will be a witness against himself [as his body

parts (skin, hands, legs, etc.) will speak about his deeds]. Though he

may put forth his excuses (to cover his evil deeds)". (Surah

Al-Qiyamah 75:13-15)

As a person reads this ayah (verse) he understands that Allah has

the perfect truth of everything he has done, is doing, and will do. This

understanding motivates a person to control his emotions better, with

Allah’s help. A person can make no excuses, for Allah has the perfect

truth of his deeds, for they are written down with Allah.

“And when the written pages of deeds (good and bad) of every

person shall be laid open; ì(Then) every person will know what he

has brought (of good and evil)”. (Surah At-Takwir 81:10, 14)
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The Qur’an also tells man:

“So whosoever does good equal to the weight of an atom (or a

small ant), shall see it. And whosoever does evil equal to the weight

of an atom (or a small ant), shall see it”. (Surah Az-Zalzalah 99:7,8)

This is exciting news for man, that even his very smallest deed,

like controlling his emotions, is rewarded by Allah. This is a great

motivation!

There is more great news in the Qur’an. A person doesn’t have to

struggle alone on controlling his emotions; he has a helper, the perfect

helper Allah.

“Nay, Allah is your Maula (Patron, Lord, Helper and Protector

etc.), and He is the Best of helpers”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:150)

“Allah has full knowledge of your enemies, and Allah is

Sufficient as a Wali (Protector), and Allah is Sufficient as a

Helper”. (Surah An-nisa’ 4:45)

“With the Help of Allah, He helps whom He wills, and He is the

All-Mighty, the Most Merciful”. (Surah Ar-Rum 30:5) 

It motivates a person when he reads that Allah and his Messenger

(saaws) did not make the Islamic Way of Life hard, but encouraged

moderation. This means he can take the easier way, as long as it is not

wrong, and that he should not make things difficult for himself.

Narrated Abu Musa that when Allah’s Apostle (SAAWS) sent him

and Mu’adh bi Jabal to Yemen, he said to them, “Facilitate things for
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the people (treat the people in the most agreeable way), and do not

make things difficult for them, and give them glad tidings, and do

not repulse them, and obey each other”...(58).

Narrated Anas bin Malik (RA): The Prophet (saaws) said, “Make

things easy for the people, and do not make it difficult for them, and

make them calm, (with glad tidings) and do not repulse (them)"(59).

Narrated ‘Aisha (RA): Whenever Allah’s Apostle (saaws) was

given the choice of one of two matters, he would choose the easier of

the two as long as it was not sinful to do so, but if it was sinful, he

would not approach it...(60).

Man must do his part and be motivated, but the good news is that

he does not have to struggle alone; he has the perfect helper, Allah his

Creator. Allah also gives man the tools to reach his goals.

The Qur’an also tells man that Allah is “most ready to appreciate”

any effort he puts forth. This motivates him to strive even harder, to

please his Creator.

“That He may pay them their wages in full, and give them

(even) more, out of His Grace. Verily! He is Oft-Forgiving, Most

Ready to appreciate (good deeds and to recompense)". (Surah Fatir

35:30)

“Why should Allah punish you if you have thanked (Him) and

(58) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #145, pg. 92.

(59) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #146, pg. 92.

(60) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #147, first part, pg. 92.
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have believed in Him. And Allah is Ever All-Appreciative (of good),

All-Knowing”. (Surah An-Nisa’ 4:147)

So, why does a person need motivation in his life? The motivation

to please Allah can promote change and result in improved emotional

control as a person grows in his faith. Allah has created guidelines of

behavior for man’s benefit. When a person follows these guidelines he

may reach higher levels of emotional control as long as his intentions

are pleasing the Creator. Control is for his own good and can bring

strength to his emotions, by Allah’s mercy and help.

MOTIVATIONS IN LIFE:

1. Motivation can be used in controlling emotions.

2. Motivation  helps  to  keep  a  person’s  eyes  on  his  goal,  the

Hereafter.

3. A  person’s  motivated  efforts  are  written  in  Allah’s Book of

Records.

4. A person only has to answer to Allah for himself.

5. A person has no excuses on the Day of Judgment.

6. Allah  will  reward  for  the  smallest  motivated efforts towards

good.

7. Allah is the perfect helper; a person is not alone.

8. Allah appreciates all good efforts.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

FREE WILL - CHOICE

Allah created man with free will that is limited to making choices

in one’s life. He can choose to commit evil or to do good deeds. He

can choose what he wants to eat and what clothes he wants to wear.

But all these choices are limited. Man can choose how to deal with his

emotions and to decide if he will react in a positive or negative way.

Man was given the ability to choose whether he will be submissive to

Allah’s commands. 

“And say: ‘The truth is from your Lord.’ Then whosoever wills,

let him believe, and whosoever wills, let him disbelieve”. (Surah

Al-Kahf 18:29)

“...so whosoever will, let him take a Path to his Lord (Allah)".

(Surah Al-Insan 76:29)

All other created things submit naturally to Allah, prostrating to

Him and submitting to His commands even in the command to help

mankind. 

“See you not (O men) that Allah has subjected for you

whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever is in the earth, and has

completed and perfected His Graces upon you,...”. (Surah Luqman

31:20)

“See you not that to Allah prostrates whoever is in the heavens

and whoever is on the earth, and the sun, and the moon, and the
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stars, and the mountains, and the trees, and the animals, and many

of mankind?...”. (Surah Al-Hamm 22:18)

What does a “limited free will,” mean? If a natural catastrophe

such as a tornado or earthquake destroys a person’s home does he

have a choice? No, therefore this makes his choice limited. Does man

have a choice over the weather? These disasters, or the weather, are

not by man’s choice or free will, they are by Allah’s will. There are

other examples of man’s limited free will or choice. For instance, if

there is a famine in the land which brings the possibility of no food to

eat, or maybe a person becomes ill with an incurable disease, can man

then say that he will skip these trials and not let them happen? There

are some things in life that only Allah has control over. Therefore

man’s free choice is limited.

Allah, in His Wisdom and Mercy, allows things to happen to a

person for reasons totally unknown to him. Many times a person

learns the hard way that it is best to submit to Allah and accept

Allah’s will. When a person submits his will to Allah, nothing will

happen to him that is not for his best, nor will it be beyond what he

can bear. After all, these are promises of Allah and Allah’s promises

are always true. Man should never question Allah’s Wisdom for He is

the All-Wise, The All-Knowing. There is perfect wisom in what Allah

ordains for us and there is goodness in everything, even in what we

may feel it is bad.

“Wonderful is the situation of the believer. All of his affairs are
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good (for him)! And this is only for the believer. If good befalls him,

he is thankful, and that is good for him. If harm afflicts him, he is

patient, and that is good for him”(61).

A person can use his limited free will to make better choices

during any tragedy. A person can accept them with thankfulness to

Allah for sparing his life instead of wailing, or complaining. When a

person watches other people’s reactions, during a tragedy, it is

comforting to see those that are patient. They encourage others to be

patient, by Allah’s mercy. 

“It was We Who created man, and We know what suggestions

his soul makes to him; for We are nearer to him than (his) jugular

vein”. (Surah Qaf 50:16)

When Allah created man He gave him a limited free-will. Allah

knows what desires and motives that man hides within himself. Allah

is nearer to man in His knowledge than a person’s own jugular vein.

The jugular vein is the big trunk vein, one on each side of the neck,

which brings the blood back from the head to the heart. The two

jugular veins are the vehicle of life and consciousness, the phrase

‘nearer than the jugular vein’ may imply that Allah knows, more than

man himself, the innermost state of his feeling. 

Take for example: Children think that their teachers and their

mothers have eyes on the back of their heads. They think that when

(61) Al bani (Muslim) Ahkram Al-Jana’ez #11; Ahmad (6/15) and others, The Way to
Patience and    Gratitude, by Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, pg . 93                                  
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they do something behind their teacher’s and mother’s back they will

not know. What they do not realize is that a person’s vision is not just

straight forward; there is a peripheral vision that allows a mother and

teacher to see movement beyond what the child imagines. When a

child’s knowledge increases he realizes why his mother and teacher

knew what he was doing.

The same is true with mankind; man thinks that Allah does not see

what he is doing because He is far away. As man matures and his

knowledge increases he realizes that this nearness of Allah to man is

through His knowledge. Allah is aware of everything man does

through his knowledge for He is the All-Knowing.

“...And He is with you (by His Knowledge) wheresoever you may

be. And Allah is the All-Seer of what you do”. (Surah Al-Hadid 57:4)

The Qur’an tells mankind that every person is prone to evil.

Therefore a person is going to have to fight his enemy, the Shaitan,

continuously. A person can ask Allah to keep him from evil.

“...and know that Allah comes in between a person and his heart

(i.e. He prevents an evil person to decide anything). And verily to

Him you shall (all) be gathered”. (Surah Al-Anfal 8:24)

Allah has created inside every human being a conscience. When a

person does something evil he has a tendency to feel bad internally.

There is a saying, “our conscience has pricked us,” that demonstrates

the internal pain one feels when he commits sin. The pious man’s
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conscience reminds him internally to turn in repentance to Allah and

ask for forgiveness. There is a danger when a person keeps ignoring

his conscience, he can actually numb it so that the sinful act is no

longer bothersome. When his conscience is numbed he may began to

believe that the evil he is doing is okay. 

“‘Abdullah b. ‘Amr b. al-'As reported that he heard Allah’s

messenger (saaws) as saying: Verily, the hearts of all the sons of

Adam are between the two fingers out of the fingers of the

Compassionate Lord as one heart. He turns that to any (direction)

He likes. Then Allah’s Messenger (saaws) said: O Allah, the Turner

of hearts, turn our heart to Thine obedience”(62).

“Is he who is on a clear proof from his Lord, like those for

whom their evil deeds that they do are beautified for them, while

they follow their own lusts (evil desires)?”. (Surah Muhammad 47:14)

It is important to remind one’s self once again that a person may

have many evil thoughts but he will not be held accountable for them

unless he acts upon them or speaks about them. This is good news

for mankind. This hope gives emotional peace.

“It is narrated on the authority of Abu Huraira tha the Messenger

of Allah (saaws) observed: Verily Allah forgave my people the evil

promptings which arise within their hearts as long as they did not

speak about them or did not act upon them”(63).

(62) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, pg. 1397, Hadith # 6418.                                          

(63) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 1, page 74, Hadidth # 230, 231.                                      
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A person needs to remind himself that one day he will be standing

in front of the Almighty Allah and be confronted with the choices he

has made and the deeds he has done. Everyone will be held

accountable for his or her own deeds, and on that day there will be no

excuses. Each person will be standing there alone pleading for

himself.

A person cannot blame anyone else for the choices he has made.

Each person makes his own choices through free will. It is his choice

if he follows the wrong, instead of following the commands of Allah.

Therefore, it is best for a person to choose the straight path, the

way that will ease his conscience. Is this straight way easy? No, but it

is worth all the toil and struggle when a person thinks of the reward in

the end? A person must keep his eyes fixed on the goal of Paradise

and all its wonders. When one keeps his eyes fixed on Allah, he will

come to love Allah even more.

“On that Day when every soul will be confronted with all the

good it has done, and all the evil it has done, it will wish there were

a great distance between it and its evil. But Allah cautions you (to

fear) Him and Allah is full of kindness to those that serve Him”.

(Surah Al- ‘Imran 3:30)

“Every soul will be (held) in pledge for its deeds”. (Surah

Al-Muddaththir 74:38, 39) 

“On the Day every soul will come up pleading for itself, and
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every soul will be recompensed (fully) for all its actions, and none

will be unjustly dealt with”. (Surah An-Nahl 16:111)

On the Day of Judgment each soul will be responsible for

himself. He won’t even want to think of anyone else. He now knows

that no one else can help him. This is when full justice will be given to

each individual. 

1. First, a person is responsible for his conscience soul. Since

man is inclined to do evil it is important to listen to one’s conscience

and resist this inclination. This is when one has to use his free will and

ask Allah to help him to resist temptation.

“...Verily, the (human) self is inclined to evil, exept when my

Lord bestows His Mercy (upon whom he wills). Verily, my Lord is

Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful”. (Surah Yusuf 12:53)

2. Second, a person feels this battle going on within his heart

and mind to fight against this inclination of evil. His conscience

lets him know that this is evil and is not for his good. If he chooses to

do it then his conscience lets him feel bad, resulting in wishing he had

never committed the sin. The soul condemns him which leads to

repentance and asking Allah for forgiveness. 

“And I do swear by the self-reproaching soul.” (Surah Al-Qiyamat

75:2)

3. Third, after a person repents and asks Allah for forgiveness,

by Allah’s mercy, he will be among the pious. Therefore, it is
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important to choose not to do the evil and again, by Allah’s mercy, to

be among the pious. In the Hereafter, the pious will find total rest and

satisfaction for their conscience soul, by Allah’s mercy. This is

putting his free will choice in total submission to Allah’s will, and the

reward is Paradise.

“(It will be said to the pious): ‘O (you) the one in (complete) rest

and satisfaction! Come back to your Lord, well-pleased (yourself)

and well-pleasing unto Him! Enter you, then among My honored

slaves, and enter you My Paradise!” (Surah Al-Balad 90:27, 28)

When a person comes to love Allah with his whole self he will

want to submit and put his free will in conformity with Allah’s Will.

He will want to trust the All-Knowing, the All-Wise and believe that

Allah knows, above his knowledge, what is best for him.

If a person will do this, his free will will identify with Allah’s

will. He will see things in the light of Allah. He will not want to be

following blindly the lures and temptations of this worldly life.

Then a person can began to actively use his free will to increase

his faith. He will do his best to choose goodness, crying to Allah in

His Mercy for help and strength. These positive choices can begin to

strengthen a person’s emotions. This again comes down to

submission to Allah in all things. 

“‘Among us are some that submit their wills (to Allah), and

some that swerve from justice. Now those who submit their wills -
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they have sought out (the path) of right conduct’”. (Surah Al-Jinn

72:140)

“And whosoever submits his face (himself) to Allah...”. (Surah

Luqman 31:22)

When a person responds to Allah’s guidance and is submissive to

Him, he will find that his life will change to a purer conduct and a

righteous life. 

Allah in His wisdom and grace allowed mankind limited free will

(choice). With this free will he can choose to follow the path of faith.

On this path of faith he will face choices that build his faith or destroy

his faith. He will choose between moral values and evil. These choices

are allowed to mankind by the will of Allah.

“If it had been your Lord’s Will, they would all have believed,

all who are on earth! Wilt thou then compel mankind, against their

will, to believe! No soul can believe except by the Will of Allah. And

He will place abomination on those who will not understand”. (Surah

Yunus 10:99, 100)

Allah in His wisdom granted man a limited free-will so that he

can strive to bring himself into harmony with Allah’s will. Therefore

Faith would become a moral achievement and to resist Faith would

become a sin. Those with Faith will be patient and strive against those

who have not Faith. At the same time, those with Faith must resist the

temptation of forcing Faith. 
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Faith comes from actively using one’s limited free-will, but since

man is weak he must ask for Allah’s grace and help. If a person

sincerely wants to understand Faith, Allah will help him. 

Man must ultimately depend on Allah’s will and plan. If he

depends on himself he will only stumble and fall, hurting himself over

and over. A great part of submission is not putting one’s opinion over

Allah’s Will and All-Wise plans, but putting one’s will in alignment

with Allah’s will.

“It is not for a believer, man or woman, when Allah and His

Messenger have decreed a matter that they should have any option

in their decision.  And whoever disobeys Allah and His Messenger,

he has indeed strayed in a plain error”. (Surah Al-Ahzab 33:36)

When a person starts depending on Allah’s will and plan for his

life he will find full rest and satisfaction. 

Many times the struggles a person goes through are because the

plans he has made are not happening the way he wanted them to

happen. This causes him to feel disappointed and sometimes even feel

angry. True happiness comes when a person submits his plans to

Allah’s plans, for Allah is the Best of Planners. 

A person can look at the example of the Prophet (saaws) when the

disbelievers plotted to kill him. Allah had a better plan. The Qur’an

says:

“And (remember) when the disbelievers plotted against you (O

Muhammad (saaws)) to imprison you, or to kill you, or to get you
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out (from your home, i.e. Makka); they were plotting and Allah too

was planning, and Allah is the Best of the planners”. (Surah Al-Anfal

8:30)

When a person starts to submit his plans to Allah’s plans, he will

often find that he likes the peace that comes by following Allah’s way

better than his old way. A person can look back at his life when he has

said, “I will never like that, or I will never do that,” only to find out

later that he has come, not only to like it, but also to love doing it. 

In this submitting to Allah’s plan and will, a person discovers

internal satisfaction. He will find that his emotions will become

stronger and more positive, by the help of Allah. It makes a person

wonder why he has been so stubborn, staying at war within himself

for so long, when all he needed to do was submit everything to

Allah’s will and be at peace internally. Although others may think this

person is now bound to rules, he actually has found total freedom for

himself, by Allah’s mercy.

There is a beautiful Dua’ (supplication) one does when he is going

to the mosque, which asks Allah to put light into his inner being and

throughout his whole body. This supplication can help, by Allah’s

mercy, to purify one’s conscience. This light is the light of Allah and

with this light one can find emotional healing, by Allah’s mercy.. 

“Oh Allah, place light in my heart, and on my tongue light, and

in my ears light and in my sight light, and above me light, and below

me light, and to my right light, and to my left light, and before me
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light and behind me light. Place in my soul light. Magnify for me

light, and amplify for me light. Make for me light and make me a

light”(64).

FREE WILL: CHOICE:

1. Allah granted man limited free will.

2. Each soul has a tendency towards evil.

3. A person may feel consciousness of evil and this may bring

self-reproach. 

4. Every soul will be confronted with the good or the evil it has

chosen freely to do.

5. Every soul will be held in pledge for its deeds.

6. Every soul will come up pleading for itself.

7. Each soul will stand on its own personal responsibility.

8. One should choose to go straight.

9. One should submit, subject and put his will in conformity with

Allah’s will.

10. One should identify his will with Allah’s will.

11. One should use his will actively to increase his Faith.

12. Everyone should depend ultimately on Allah’s will and plan.

13. Each soul will achieve full rest and satisfaction, when it

submits to Allah’s will.

14. A person can ask Allah to put His light into his conscience

which helps to bring healing to his emotions.

(64) Summarized Sahih Al-Bukhari, pg. 974, Hadith #2075.                                    
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For additional reading on fate see: Fate in Islam, by Dr. Saleh

As-Saleh 

In conclusion to Part V:

1. THOUGHTS help to control a person’s emotions, for a person

is what he thinks.

2. A person  needs  MOTIVATION  in  order  to  inspire  him  to

control his emotions.

3. A  person  has  the  FREE WILL  and  CHOICE to learn to deal

with and control his emotions.
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PART VI

INNER QUALITIES THAT HELP
MAN CONTROL EMOTIONS
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

VIRTUES(65)

Humans are born in purity, but through parental teachings, social

and environmental influences a person’s psychological and emotional

developments change with age, this can also change the purity of soul.

Man is influenced by ego and by evil. Virtues for good bring out the

inner qualities and bring a person towards his purpose in life, that of

worshipping Allah. Are virtues important for one’s emotional well

being? Yes, because virtues give man a code of conduct. Virtues give

strength to emotional conduct and they are the attributes of man.

Virtues are the character of man and character is built on

self-discipline, therefore a virtuous life is more or less based on

self-control. The inner qualities of man can show through to the

outside of man through his appearance, the way he acts, and his

temperament. The Qur’an states that Allah honors the righteousness

man, the man with pure virtues. Virtues have a strong influence on

one’s emotions. 

“Verily  the  most  honored  of  you  in  the  sight  of  Allah  is

(he  who  is)  the  most  righteous  of  you.  And  Allah  has  full

knowledge  and  is  well  acquainted  with  all  things”.  (Surah

Al-Hujurat 49:13) 

(65) Everyone  will  have  a  different  opinion  on which virtues are the most important so I
have put them in alphabetical order.                                                                  
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Nawwas b. Sim ‘an al-Ansari reported: I asked Allah’s Messenger

(saaws) about virtue and vice. He said: Virtue is a kind disposition

and vice is what rankles in your heart and that you disapprove that

people should come to know of it”(66).

The Prophet Muhammad (saaws) is the perfect example of

conduct for mankind. He was polite, kind, forgiving, generous,

hospitable, modest, sincere, honest, truthful, just, pious, righteous,

moderate, and  brave.  He  had  good  humor.  He  was  fair  in  his

dealings.  He  fulfilled  his  promises.  He  was  willing  to  sacrifice.

He  had  simplicity  and  humility  along  with  perseverance  and

courage.

Righteousness is to be morally upright. It is to have moral

excellence and this uprightness and goodness comes from a person’s

virtues. Virtues also play a big part in a person’s emotional healing.

Acquiring good virtues helps a person on the path to righteousness

and emotional strength. It takes lots of patience and perseverance to

work on and acquire the virtues needed to become more righteous in

the sight of Allah. 

“And obey Allah and His Messenger; and fall into no disputes,

lest you lose heart and your power depart; and be patient and

persevering: For Allah is with those who patiently persevere;"

(Surah Al-Anfal 8:46)

(66) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6195, pg. 1358.
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The Qur’an describes men and women who have put on virtues

and what will be there reward.

“For Muslim men and women, for believing men and women,

for devout men and women, for true men and women, for men and

women who are patient and constant, for men and women who

humble themselves, for men and women who give in charity, for

men and women who fast for men and women who guard their

chastity, and for men and women who engage much in Allah’s

remembrance for them has Allah prepared forgiveness and great

reward”. (Surah Al-Ahzab 33:35)

Virtues  that  believers  strive  towards  are:  faith,  hope,  and

trust  in  Allah;  devotion  and  service  in  this  life;  doing  all  acts

of  worship  and  good  deeds  with  purity  of  thought,  intention,

word, and deed; patience in suffering; humility, avoiding an attitude

of arrogance and superiority; charity, helping the poor and

unfortunate;  self-control  in  eating  habits;  chastity,  purity  in  sex

life; taking time to become nearer to Allah and spreading His

Message. 

Here are thirty-one virtues, out of many, that can help a person

acquire more inner growth. They will be covered, one by one, to help

a person get a clear understanding on how to strengthen his emotions

which will help to strengthen his faith, which then can help to promote

emotional healing, by Allah’s mercy.
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Acceptance - Approval - Praise Honesty

Action - Jihad Knowledge

Brotherhood - Sisterhood - Obedience - Submission
Friendship - Mutual Trust

Concentration - Listening Patience - Self Control
Silence

Encouragement Sacrifice

Fairness - Justice Security

Forbearance - Tolerance Sincerity

Forgiving Steadfastness

Gentleness - Softness - Understanding
Kindness

• ACCEPTANCE - APPROVAL - PRAISE

The word acceptance can mean: worthy of being accepted; an

affirmation, and an approval(67). Everyone wants to feel worthy of

being accepted by others. He wants their approval. 

Approval is the favorable opinion a person looks for from others.

This approval could be: a favor to her; blessing on her; a

commendation; a compliment; or an acceptance.

This approval can also come in the form of praise. This is when

someone glorifies, or exults, another person. Other words for praise

are: applaud, compliment, recommend, exalt, and honor.

(67) All definitions in this section will be from The Oxford Modern English Dictionary or
Webster’s Collegiate Thesaurus.
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There are two types of acceptance. One type is the acceptance by

others for who a person is in all respects. This is considered other’s

worth. The other type is acceptance of one’s self. This is considered

self-worth. Self-respect is a part of faith. Both are important in a

person’s life, but self-worth should not be judged by what others are

saying. After all, they may not see the whole picture of whom and

what a person is on the inside. Allah is the only One who knows what

is hidden in the hearts of mankind.

Narrated Abu Huraira (RA) The Prophet (saaws) said, “Faith

(Belief) consists of more than sixty branches (i.e. parts). And Haya’

(1) (This term “Haya” covers a large number of concepts which are

to be taken together; amongst them are self respect, modesty,

bashfulness and scruple, etc.) is a part of faith”.

“And whether you keep your talk secret or disclose it, verily, He

(Allah) is the All-Knower of what is in the breasts (of men). Should

not He Who has created know? And He is the Most Kind and

Courteous (to His slaves) All-Aware (of everything)". (Surah Al-Mulk

67:13, 14)

“Verily Allah knows (all) the hidden things of the heavens and

the earth: Verily He has full knowledge of all that is in (men’s)

hearts”. (Surah Fatir 35:38)

A person is very normal in wanting approval for what he says,

how he looks, and what he does. Even babies look to others for

approval in what they are doing. Children will say, “Papa, Mama,
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watch me! A person naturally looks for “other’s worth”. Again, a

person must remember that true self-worth is how he thinks about

himself. 

The Prophet told the believers in a hadith to be careful of this

approval, (compliments of others). There are similarities between

praise and approval. They both can get out of hand and become

flattery which may carry some untruth to what others are saying. This

untruth can cause a person to think that he is more important than

what he is and cause pride to enter his heart. This pride can lead to

arrogance and forgetfulness of Allah. There is a danger in praise, for it

can lead to sinning. 

Narrated Abu Bakar: A man was mentioned before the Prophet

(saaws) and another man praised him greatly. The Prophet (saaws)

said, “May Allah’s Mercy be on you! You have cut the neck of your

friend.”  The  Prophet  (saaws)  repeated  this  sentence  many  times

and  said,  “If  it  is  indispensable  for  anyone  of  you  to  praise

someone, then he should say, ‘I think that he is so-and-so.’ If he

really thinks that he is such. Allah is the One Who will take his

accounts (as He knows his reality) and no-one can sanctify anybody

before Allah.” (Khalid said, “Woe to you,” instead of “Allah’s Mercy

be on you”.)(68).

Narrated Abu Musa: The Prophet (saaws) heard a man praising

another man and he was exaggerating in his praise. The Prophet

(saaws) said (to him), “You have destroyed (or cut) the back of the

man”(69).

(68) Suhih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, Hadith #87, pg. 54, 55.

(69) Suhih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, Hadith #86, pg. 54.
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At the same time, the Prophet (saaws) said that when a pious

person is praised, that is glad tidings for him. This praise was done in

the right manner and within the limits set by Allah and the Prophet

(saaws). The praise was truthful, it was not exaggerated, and the

person giving the praise should say, it appears that so and so is this

way.

Abu Dharr reported: It was said to Allah’s Messenger (saaws):

What is your opinion about the person who has done good deeds

and the people praise him? He said: It is glad tidings for a believer

(which he has received in this mortal world)(70).

A person sees his fellow human beings and their deeds from the

outside only. Remember even a person who seems to be ‘hard shelled’

is someone who still wants to be appreciated and loved. Most likely

they are very soft inside. No one can see what is on the inside or what

is in another person’s mind. So since he sees only the outside, he may

judge wrongly. He may approve of something that really may be

wrong. They may look at themselves and give credit to their own

merit instead of thanking Allah, Who gives him all, and makes him

what he is. Allah is the only One Who knows the truth; He alone

knows what is hidden in man’s heart. There will come a day when a

person will see who he really is and what he is not. He will not be able

to hide from the truth. This is one of the reasons to be careful of false

praise, false acceptance and false approval.

(70) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, Hadith #6388, Pg. 1388.
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“Whatever you (O Muhammad [saaws]) may be doing, and

whatever portion you may be reciting from the Qur’an, and

whatever deed you (mankind) may be doing (good or evil), We are

Witness thereof, when you are doing it. And nothing is hidden from

your Lord (so much as) the weight of an atom (or small ant) on the

earth or in the heaven. Not what is less than that or what is greater

than that but is (written) in a Clear Record. (tafsir At-Tabari. Vol.

11, P. 129)". (Surah Yunus 10:61)

“On the Day that Allah will raise them all up (again) and tell

them of their deeds (which) Allah has recorded and which they

forget, for Allah is Witness to all things”. (Surah Al-Mujadila 58:6)

People may see the spiritual life from different points of view and

may dispute about which is the most important. Some people may

hide their real motive and pretend to have virtues they do not posses.

One person may attribute a virtue to another and then they began to

believe that about themselves. A person may hate and love for reasons

without knowing all the facts. Man has a tendency to forget what he

should remember and remember what he should forget. At the same

time, if a person surrounds himself with people who are smarter than

he is, he will grow as a person. A person’s vision may be narrow and

his values may be false. On the Day of Judgment the truth will be

known. The true values will be restored and each person will see

themselves as they never saw themselves before. The truth of all that

is hidden within and without will be shown. 
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The best thing a person can do is look at what his worthiness is

before Allah. It is better to have the approval of Allah than the

approval of man. 

What does it take to receive the approval of Allah and be

accepted by Him, so that a person can enter Paradise? 

1. First of all, a person needs to sincerely repent. Admitting he

is wrong before Allah and humbly asking for His forgiveness. 

“And He it is Who accepts repentance from His slaves, and

forgives sins, and He knows what you do”. (Surah Ash-Shura 42:25)

2. Second, it is important for a person to do good deeds for the

sake of Allah alone. Allah approves and appreciates the good deeds

of man. What can be better than the approval of Allah? A person will

not loose his reward with Allah when he does good deeds. The reward

that Allah promises man is better than any reward man may receive

here on earth.

“That He may pay them their wages in full, and give them

(even) more, out of His Grace. Verily! He is Oft-Forgiving, Most

Ready to appreciate (good deeds and to recompense)". (Surah Fatir

35:30)

“And be patient; verily, Allah loses not the reward of the

good-doers”. (Surah Hud 11:115)

“Verily! As for those who believe and do righteous deeds,
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certainly! We shall not suffer to be lost the reward of anyone who

does his (righteous) deeds in the most perfect manner”. (Surah

Al-Kahf 18:30)

“Allah has promised to the believers - men and women, -

Gardens under which rivers flow to dwell therein forever, and

beautiful mansions in Gardens of ‘Adn ('Adn Paradise). But the

greatest bliss is the Good Pleasure of Allah. That is the supreme

success”. (Surah At-Tauba 9:72)

3. Third, a person can receive Allah’s approval by bowing and

falling down prostrate in prayer. In these next two ayat (verses)

there is a good description of how a person can be worthy and

accepted by Allah’s Mercy. It also tells man what this worthiness will

bring and what will be their reward. 

“Muhammad (saaws) is the Messenger of Allah, and those who

are with him are severe against disbelievers, and merciful among

themselves. You see them bowing and falling down prostrate (in

prayer), seek Bounty from Allah and (His) Good Pleasure. The

mark of them (i.e. of their Faith) is on their faces (foreheads) from

the traces of (their) prostration (during prayers). This is their

description in the Torah. But their description in the Gospel is like a

(sown) seed which sends forth its shoot, then makes it strong, it then

becomes thick, and it stands straight on its stem, delighting the

sowers - that He may enrage the disbelievers with them. Allah has

promised those among them who believe (i.e. all those who follow
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Islamic Monotheism, the religion of Prophet Muhammad (saaws)

till the Day of Resurrection) and do righteous good deeds,

forgiveness and a mighty reward (i.e. Paradise)". (Surah Al-Fath

48:29)

4. Submitting totally to Allah also brings His approval.

“And whosoever submits his face (himself) to Allah [i.e. (follows

Allah’s Religion of Islamic Monotheism), worships Allah (Alone)

with sincere Faith in the (1) Oneness of His Lordship, (2) Oneness

of His worship, and (3) Oneness of His Names and Qualities], while

he is a Muhsin (good-doer i.e. performs good deeds totally for

Allah’s sake without any show off or to gain praise or fame etc. and

does them in accordance with the Sunna of Allah’s Messenger

Muhammad (saaws) then he has grasped the most trustworthy

hand-hold [La ilaha ill Allah (none has the right to be worshipped

but Allah)]. And to Allah return all matters for decision”. (Surah

Luqman 31:22)

Allah will be the One Who will decide if a person is trustworthy.

He is the only One who can accept a person’s sincere repentance, and

good deeds. Allah knows if a person’s worship is to Allah only.

The Prophet (saaws) was praised for his honesty and his

trustworthiness. His named meant the Praised One, but he never let it

bring pride into his heart. He was aware of the danger and stayed

close to Allah and looked for Allah’s approval. The Prophet (saaws) is

our example for all the righteous virtues that help to strengthen man’s

emotions.

Instead of seeking praise for one’s self; a person needs to

remember that, the Only One worthy, to be praised, is Allah. 
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“See you not that it is Allah Whose praises all beings in the

heavens and on earth do celebrate, and the birds (of the air) with

wings outspread? Each one knows its own (mode of) prayer and

praise. And Allah knows well all that they do”. (Surah An-Nur 24:41)

“Whatever is in the heavens and on earth, declares the Praises

and Glory of Allah: For He is the Exalted in Might, The Wise”.

(Surah Al-Hushr 59:1. Ayat that are similar to this is: 61:1, 62:1, 64:1)

“Praise be to Allah, To Whom belong all things in the heavens

and on earth: To Him be Praise in the Hereafter: and He is

All-Wise, All-Aware”. (Surah Saba 34:1)

Praising Allah and seeking His approval will help to strengthen a

person’s emotions. Staying close to Allah can help one to have

emotional healing, by Allah’s mercy.

ACCEPTANCE - APPROVAL - PRAISE

1. Seek them from Allah, this is pure self-worth.

2. Beware of the dangers.

3. It is better to say: “It appears a person is like this.”

4. Do everything for the sake of Allah, this helps against pride.

5. Remember to praise Allah.

6. Having Allah’s approval helps one’s emotions to grow in

strength.

7. Staying close to Allah helps to bring emotional healing, by

Allah’s mercy.
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• ACTION - JIHAD

Action is a process of doing, forcefulness, the exertion of energy;

it’s getting something done. Action is an accomplishment. Action also

means performance, activity, behavior, reaction, work procedure,

battle, and service. The virtue, Jihad, goes along with action because it

takes action to fight in the way of Allah, for the sake of Allah. There

are two types of Jihad. One is a physical battle, a war against others

and standing up for one’s rights, property, and faith. The other is a

mental and spiritual battle, a war against the evil of one’s self. The

Jihad against self is a constant battle.

Islam is a religion of action. These virtues of action help a person

to heal emotionally. How? It can not be emphasized enough that when

one is busy doing things for others he does not have time to sit and

worry or be anxious about himself. When he forgets about his

anxieties and is busy his anxieties seem to disappear and he finds that

he feels healed emotionally, by Allah’s mercy. 

What are some of the actions a person can do in Islam? 

1. A person can feed and help the poor. 

2. He can help his family and friends. 

3. A person can do acts of worship such as praying, fasting,

and paying Zakat. 

4. He can do acts of righteousness. 

5. A person can study and learn for the sake of Allah, then

afterwards, he can teach others what he has learned from

the Qur’an and the Sunnah. 
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All of these things keep a person busy so that he does not have

time to feel sad emotionally.

Action is important in Islam because Islam is not only a religion

by name but it is a WAY OF LIFE. This way of life brings healing to

one’s emotions.

The biggest Jihad that man fights every day is the Jihad of his

inner faith. This Jihad is against the evil that is within. This Jihad is

against the Shaitan every moment of one’s life. This fight will go on

until the day one dies. A person must take action and strive to say his

prayers perfectly, to keep his fast during Ramadan, and to pay his

Zakat. It takes action and inner strength to hold fast to the rope of

Allah, trusting wholly in Him, with Allah’s help and mercy. It takes

action and jihad to invite others to Islam. The Qur’an tells mankind to

strive, persevere, and struggle, all for the sake of Allah.

What are some of the actions a person can do? 

1. The first action a person must take is to worship Allah

alone. This puts him on the right path so that he can ask Allah to help

him in his battle and actions for the sake of Allah and for emotional

healing.

“Verily, Allah enjoins Al-Adl (i.e. justice and worshipping none

but Allah Alone - Islamic Monotheism) and ‘Al-Ihsan [i.e. to be

patient in performing your duties to Allah, totally for Allah’s sake

and in accordance with the Sunna (legal ways) of the Prophet

(saaws) in a perfect manner], and giving (help_ to kith and kin (i.e.

all what Allahs has ordered you to give them e.g., wealth, visiting,

looking after them, or any other kind of help”. (Surah An-Nahl 16:90) 
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“Worship  Allah  (Alone),  and  avoid  (or  keep  away  from)

Taghut(71) (all false deities etc. i.e. do not worship Taghuts besides

Allah)". (Surah An-Nahl 16: 36).

2. There is another great action that promotes emotional

healing and that is to visit a sick friend. Maybe they also need that

extra boost of encouragement through a visit and good words. When

one gives good words to others he also gives them to himself. This

also helps in the spiritual jihad, bringing one closer to his Creator.

Abu Rabi’ reported directly from Allah’s Apostle (saaws) as

saying: The one who visits the sick is in fact like one who is in the

fruit garden of Paradise so long as he does not return”(72).

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying:

Verily, Allah, the Exalted and Glorious, would say on the Day of

Resurrection: O son of Adam, I was sick but you did not visit Me. He

would say: O my Lord; how could I visit Thee whereas Thou are the

Lord of the worlds? Thereupon He would say: Didn’t you know that

such and such servant of Mine was sick but you did not visit him

and were you not aware of this that if you had visited him, you

would have found Me by him? O son of Adam, I asked food from you

but you did not feed Me. He would say: My Lord, how could I feed

Thee whereas Thou art the Lord of the worlds? He said: Didn’t you

(71) The word Taghut covers  a wide range  of  meanings:  It  means  anything  worhsipped
other than the Real God (Allah (s.w.t.) (s.w.t.)), i.e. all the false deities. It may be
Satan, devils, idols, stones, sun, stars, angels, human beins e.g. Jesus, messengers of
Allah (s.w.t.) (s.w.t.), who were falsely worshipped and taken as Taghuts. Likewise
saints, graves rulers, leaders, etc., are falsely worshiped, and wrongly followed.
Footnote 1, pg. 66, The Qur’an.

(72) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6227, pg. 1363.
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know that such and such servant of Mine asked food from you but

you did not feed him, and were you not aware that if you had fed

him you would have found him by My side? (The Lord would again

say:) O son of Adam, I asked drink from you but you did not provide

Me. He would say: My Lord, how could I provide Thee whereas Thou

are the Lord of the worlds? Thereupon He would say: Such and such

of servant of Mine asked you for a drink but you did not provide

him, and had you provided him drink you would have found him

near Me(73).

3. There is also action in inviting others to the religion of

Islam.  

“And strive hard in Allah’s Cause as you ought to strive (with

sincerity and with all your efforts that His Name should be

superior). He has chosen you (to convey His Message of Islamic

Monotheism to mankind by inviting them to His Religion, Islam),

and has not laid upon you in religion any hardship, it is the religion

of your father Abraham (Islamic Monotheism). It is He (Allah) Who

has name you Muslims both before and in this (the Qur’an), that the

Messenger (Muhammad SAAWS) may be a witness over you and

you be witnesses over mankind! So offer prayers perfectly

(Iqamat-as-Salt), give Zakat and hold fast to Allah [i.e. have

confidence in Allah, and depend upon Him in all your affairs] He is

your Maula Patron, Lord, etc), what an Excellent Maula (Patron,

Lord, etc.) and what an Excellent Helper!” (Surah Al-Hajj 22:78)

“And who is better in speech than he who [says; ‘My Lord is

Allah (believes in His Oneness),’ and then stands straight (acts upon

His order, and] invites (men) to Allah’s (Islamic Monotheism), and

(73) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6232, pg. 1363.
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does righteous deeds, and says: ‘I am one of the Muslims”. (Surah

Fussilat 41:33)

4. There are times when a person has to take actions against

evil if at all possible. Not only in is own life but in what is going on

around him. If he can not take any action he can at least disapprove of

it in his heart, which is the weakest of faith.

On the authority of Abu Said al-Khudri (RA) who said: I heard the

Messenger of Allah (saaws) say: Whosoever of you sees an evil

action, let him change it with his hand; and if he is not able to do so,

then with his tongue; and if he is not able to do so, then with his

heart -and that is the weakest of faith(74).

5. Giving alms to the poor is another action that can bring

healing to one’s emotions. As he helps others he forgets his own

problems and they sometimes seem to just disappear, by Allah’s

mercy. The acts that are the most fun are those a person does in secret.

This secret action is truly for the sake of Allah alone. This action and

jihad brings out the joyful side of one’s emotions, something between

one’s self and Allah. Yes, it is also a jihad to keep it secret, for most

people like to be praised for some good they have done. 

“Whether you (mankind) disclose (by good words of thanks) a

good deed (done to you in the form of a favor by someone), or

conceal it, or pardon an evil,.. verily, Allah is Ever Oft-Pardoning,

All-Powerful.” (Surah An-Nisa 4:149)

“If you disclose your Sadaqat (alms-giving), it is well, but if you

conceal it, and give it to the poor, that is better for you. (Allah) will

(74) Sahih Muslim, Vol.1, hadith #79, pg. 33.
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forgive you some of your sins. And Allah is Well-Acquainted with

what you do.” (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:271)

A person taking action and fighting the inner jihad can stand

straight and act upon the commands of Allah, with Allah’s help. A

person should keep before his eyes the goal of the Hereafter, knowing

that all he is striving and persevering for, in the way of Allah, will

eventually, by Allah’s Grace and Mercy, bring him to this goal. A

person should not become discouraged or despondent for he knows

that Allah is his guide and helper. A person can put his complete faith

and trust in Allah, believing in Allah’s Power, and believing in

Allah’s Wisdom for his fate, (Al-Qadar). This gives a positive impute

to his emotions and he finds that, by Allah’s mercy, there is healing in

all of these actions for his emotions.

ACTION AND JIHAD: 

1. Action is the process of doing something. 

2. Jihad is the inner battle of the mind and one’s spiritual side. 

3. It takes action to fight the inner battle. 

4. All actions should be done for the sake of Allah alone. 

5. There are many types of actions, worshipping Allah alone,

prayer, helping others, working in the way of Allah, and so

forth. 

6. When one is busy helping others he forgets his own problems

and anxieties. 

7. Keeping busy brings a person emotional healing. 

8. Taking action in secret brings joy to one’s emotions.
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• BROTHERHOOD - SISTERHOOD - FRIENDSHIP

MUTUAL TRUST

1. Brotherhood - Sisterhood in Islam:

Brotherhood and sisterhood are very important virtues in Islam.

Brotherhood/sisterhood in Islam is a society, a community of people

linked by a common interest, and religion. It is a community where

there is a feeling of love between all Muslims. It is brotherly/sisterly

friendliness and companionship. It is Allah that unites their hearts

together.

“And He has united their (i.e. believers’) hearts. If you had

spent all that is in the earth, you could not have united their hearts,

but Allah has united them. Certainly He is All-Mighty, All-Wise”.

(Surah Al-Anfal 8:63)

When people are united they look after each other by helping,

supporting and protecting one another. They are compassionate and

kind to each other, by Allah’s mercy.

“...compassionate amongst each other...” (Surah Al-Fat-h 48:29)

Abu Hurairah reported the Apostle of Allah (saaws) as saying:

The believer is the believer’s mirror, and the believer is the

believer’s brother who guards him against loss and protects him

when he is absent(75).

What does it mean, ‘when he is absent?’ Does it mean that when

he is not there and someone else starts to talk bad about him that he

stands up for him? Brotherhood cannot be without the true kind of

unconditional love. This kind of love is one that loves a brother or

(75) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4900, pg. 1370.
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(76) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #40, pg. 26.

(77) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 1, hadith #12, pg. 19.

(78) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4875, pg. 1363.

sister not for who he/she is or who he/she is not but just because they

belong together in unity. This also means that if they one hurts they all

hurt in sympathy. They also share what they love with each other.

Narrated An-Nu’man bin Bashir (RA) Allah’s Messenger (saaws)

said, “You see the believers as regards their being merciful among

themselves and showing love among themselves and being kind

among themselves resembling one body, so that if any part of the

body is not well then the whole body shares the sleeplessness

(insomnia) and fever with it”(76).

“Narrated Anas (RA): The prophet (saaws) said, “None of you

will have faith till he likes for his (Muslim) brother what he likes for

himself”(77).

When a Muslim likes for his brother what he likes for himself it is

being unselfish.When a Muslim helps another Muslim Allah helps

him. Just think, when a Muslim conceals a fault of his brother/sister,

Allah covers his fault on the Day of Resurrection. This is a reward

from Allah. 

‘Abd Allah b. ‘Umar reported the Prophet (saaws) as saying: A

Muslim is a Muslim’s brother: He does not wrong him or abandon

him. If anyone cares for his brother’s need, Allah will care for his

need; if anyone removes a Muslim’s anxiety, Allah will remove from

him, on account of it, one of the anxieties of the Day of Resurrection;

and if anyone conceals a Muslim’s fault, Allah will conceal his fault

on the Day of Resurrection(78).
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WHAT DOES LOVING OTHERS FOR THE SAKE OF

ALLAH MEAN?

- Love is: understanding the needs of others, although it may

mean doing for them what one does not enjoy. 

- Love is: being there when others are in need, although there may

have been other plans.

- Love is: going the extra mile when one is tired.

- Love is: sharing other’s joys and sorrows.

- Love is: understanding other’s weaknesses and strengths. 

- Love is: letting others be who they are without trying to change

them to who they are not.

- Love is: being compassionate and forgiving when the other

makes mistakes. 

- Love is: being able to communicate what one thinks or how one

feels, on any given subject. 

- Love is: listening while the other person expresses how they are

feeling, although one may disagree.

- Love is: using more encouragement and less criticism.

- Love is: being kind and respectful, not harsh and manipulative.

- Love is: knowing when to keep silent and when to speak.

- Love is: having that one person to turn to when all the others

have let them down.
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This kind of love, that is, loving for the sake of Allah, can be

between husband and wife; parent and child; brother and sister; and

friend to friend.

Most Important, Love is: pointing the other always towards his

Creator.

The most important relationship is between a person and his

Creator, The One and only God. Allah is the One a person can turn

to for everything in his life; problems, sorrow, help, sustenance,

mercy, and forgiveness. Allah alone can help and He hears every cry

for help and mercy. For He is The Merciful, The Oft-Forgiving, The

Sustainer, The Compassionate, The All-Knowing, The All-Powerful,

The Protector, The Avenger, The Guidance. These are only a few of

Allah’s perfect attributes and names.      

In a brotherhood a person does things mutually and not alone. At

the same time one should consider the other person’s feelings and

aspirations. It helps if one consults the other person so that they can

come to an agreement on any given subject or activity.

“And those who answer the Call of their Lord [i.e. to believe that

He is the only One Lord (Allah), and to worship none but Him

Alone], and offer their prayers perfectly (Iqamat-as-Salat), and who

(conduct) their affairs by mutual consultation, and who spend of

what We have bestowed on them;". (Surah Ash-Shura 42:38)

In the brotherhood/sisterhood relationship one should not treat

others in ways that are not approved by Allah, for this may take away

the unity. The ways a person should not treat others are the ways of
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the Shaitan. Muslims should try to keep peace with each other and

those around them, for the sake of Allah. They should support one

another in all that is good.

“If two parties among the believers fall into a fight, make you

peace between them; but if one of them transgresses beyond bounds

against the other, then fight you (all) against the one that

transgresses until it complies with the command of Allah; but if it

complies, then make peace between them with justice, and be fair

(and just). The Believers are but a single Brotherhood; so make

peace and reconciliation between your two (contending) brothers;

and fear Allah, that you may receive Mercy. O you who believe! Let

not some men among you laugh at others; it may be that the (latter)

are better than the (former); nor let some women laugh at others; it

may be that the (latter) are better than the (former); nor defame nor

be sarcastic to each other, nor call each other by (offensive)

nicknames; ill-seeming is a name connoting wickedness, (to be used

of one) after he has believed; and those who do not desist are

(indeed) doing wrong. O you who believe! Avoid suspicion as much

(as possible); for suspicion in some cases is a sin; and spy not on

each other, nor speak ill of each other behind their backs. Would

any of you like to eat the flesh of his dead Brother? Nay, you would

abhor it... But fear Allah; for Allah is Oft-Returning, Most

Merciful”. (Surah Al-Hujurat 49:9-12)

Abu Musa reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying: A

believer is like a brick for another believer, the one supporting the

other(79).

(79) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6257, pg. 1368.
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So when two Muslims get into a fight it is best to try to make

peace between them. If Muslims are true to each other, supporting and

helping one another, and true to Allah, they can be the best nation

before Allah. This unity with each other gives support to each other’s

emotions which then promotes emotional healing.

“Thus We have made you [true Muslims - real believers of

Islamic Monotheism, true followers of Prophet Muhammad SAAWS

and his Sunna (legal wyas)], a just (and the best) nation, that you be

witnesses over mankind and the Messenger (Muhammad SAAWS)

be a witness over you...” (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:143) 

2. What friendship means in Islam:

Friendship is a part of brother and sisterhood and the Qur’an

teaches man how to be a good friend. Friendship is an important virtue

in Islam. As it was mentioned before, Islam is deeper than friendship;

it is as a brother or sister. It is important to know how to bring

support, encouragement and love to one’s fellow human beings. It is

something everybody is looking for in this life.

Even in infancy a person learns to be a friend and learns how to

get along with others. Some people began their life by being shy while

others start by being bold. As people mature in life they may change

from being shy to being outgoing. It seems people always feel the

need to have friends as a part of their life.

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying: ...A

Muslim is the brother of a Muslim. He neither oppresses him nor
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humiliates him nor looks down upon him. The piety is here, (and while

saying so) he pointed towards his chest thrice. It is a serious evil for a

Muslim that he should look down upon his brother Muslim. All things

of a Muslim are inviolable for his brother in faith: his blood, his

wealth and his honor”(80).

Through the years people discover that there are many

different kinds of friends: 

• Some always just remain acquaintances; they never really make

the “friend” status. 

• Some become bosom friends; the kind a person shares

everything with. This kind of friend may only come two or three times

in a lifetime. They are the type one can depend on; they will never

reveal one’s secrets. They are like precious jewels. 

• Some are close for a while, but circumstances change for one or

the other or both, and they drift apart. They no longer share the same

ideas or ideals. 

• Some take a long time to become acquainted with and to like.

This may be because of the wrong “first impression” of them. 

• There are others that a person likes right from the first moment

he sees them, and knows that this is a bosom friend. After meeting

them he finds that the other one thinks and feels the same way. 

• Some friends hurt a person so much that he thinks that he will

never want to have another friend. But time heals the wounds and

(80) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6219, pg. 1361.
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once again he reaches out and finds a new friend, knowing that to

have friends is really worth all the pain and hurt he may encounter

from time to time.

• To have friends a person also has to be a friend. A person has to

be the kind of friend that he will want his friend to be. When this

friend tells him something they consider is a secret he must always

keep it a secret, for that is what he would want the other person to do.

Some people love holding on to secrets, it is a game to them.

• Some friends help to ease life’s difficulties with laughter;

understanding, joy, and it even gives a person somebody to cry with

when he is hurting.

• In this modern-day time, when the world is so small, a person

finds himself moving from place to place very often. This is when a

person has to say Assallamu Allakum to his dearest friends and know

that he will always keep them dear to his heart, even though he may

happen to loose contact through time. After the move a person has to

look, once more, for that new friend, not one to take the other’s place,

but one who will have their own place in his heart.

As a person studies the Qur’an it teaches him about friendship and

what kind of friends to choose.

Anas reported the Apostle of Allah (saaws) as saying: ...A good

companion is like a man who has musk; if nothing of it goes to you,

its fragrance will (certainly) go to you; and a bad companion is like

a man who has bellows; if its (black) root does not go to you, its

smoke will (certainly) go to you”(81).

(81) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4811, pg. 1349.
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The believers, men and women, are ‘Auliya’ (helpers, supporters,

friends, protectors) of one another,...” (Surah At-Tauba 9:71)

“Your (real) friends are (no less than) Allah, His Messenger,

and the (Fellowship of) Believers, those who establish regular prayers

and regular charity, and they bow down humbly (in worship). As to

those who turn (for friendship) to Allah, His Messenger, and the

(Fellowship of) Believers, it is the Fellowship of Allah that must

certainly triumph”. (Surah Al-Ma’idah 5:55, 56)

It is very important to choose friends with good character and

most of the time in the same religion because friends can have a great

influence on a person. When friends are of the same religion they can

worship together as sisters and brothers, following Allah’s commands,

praying together, giving in charity and bowing humbly before their

Lord.

Abu Hurairah reported the Prophet (saaws) as saying: A man

follows the religion of his friend; so each one should consider whom

he makes his friend”(82).

Abu Umamah reported the Apostle of Allah (saaws) as saying: I

guarantee a house in the surroundings of Paradise for a man who

avoids quarrelling even if he were in the right, a house in the middle

of Paradise for a man who avoids lying even if he were joking, and a

house in the upper part of Paradise for a man who made his

character good(83).

(82) Sunan Abu Dawud,, Vol. III, hadith #4815, pg. 1350.

(83) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4782, pg. 1344.
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“O you who believe! Enter not houses other than your own,

until you have asked permission and saluted those in them: that is

best for you, in order that you may heed (what is seemly). If you find

no one in the house, enter not until permission is given to you: if

you are asked to go back, go back: that makes for greater purity for

yourselves: and Allah knows well all that you do”. (Surah An-Nur

24:27, 28)

The Qur’an and the Sunnah tells a person how to treat his friends

and how to treat those who are not of his religion. It is important to

make things easy for one’s friend. When friends communicate

between each other they should make sure they have the story right so

as not to bring harm to each other or others. Sweet communication is

very important between friends. It brings hearts closer together. 

Abu Musa reported the Apostle of Allah (saaws) as saying:

Gladden people and do not scare them; make things easy and do not

make them difficult(84).

“Narrated Anas bin Malik (RA) The Prophet (saaws) said, “Make

things easy for the people, and do not make it difficult for them, and

make them calm, (with glad tidings) and do not repulse (them)”(85).

Narrated Hudhaifa: I heard the Prophet (saaws) saying, “A

Qattat (a person who conveys information from one person to another

with the intention of causing harm and enmity between them) will

not enter Paradise”(86).

(84) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4817, pg.1350.

(85) Suhih Al- Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #146, pg. 92.

(86) Sahiah Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #82, pg. 52.
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Being courteous to our friends also binds hearts together. We can

greet them with a courteous greeting. In Islam a person says,

“Assalamu alaikum”. (Peace be upon you). It is polite for them to

answer, “Walaikum assalamu”. (And peace be upon you). This

spreads joy and love among people and friends.

“When a (courteous) greeting is offered you, meet it with a

greeting still more courteous, or (at least) of equal courtesy. Allah

takes careful account of all things”. (Surah An-Nisaa 4:86)

Abu Huraira reported: The Messenger of Allah (saaws) observed;

You shall not enter Paradise so long as you do not affirm belief (in all

those things which are the articles of faith) and you will not believe as

long as you do not love one another. Should I not direct you to a

thing which, if you do, will foster love amongst you: (i.e.) give

currency to (the practice of paying salutation to one another by

saying) as-salamu ‘alaikum”(87).

The Prophet (saawa) is the Muslim’s best example and he never

said a bad word nor cursed or abused anyone. He showed Muslim’s

how to be good friends in words and deeds.

Narrated Anas bin Malik (RA): The Prophet (saaws) was not one

who would abuse (others) or say obscene words, or curse (others),

and if he wanted to admonish anyone of us, he used to say; “What is

wrong with him, his forehead be dusted!”(88).

Everybody has their own way of thinking, outlook on life, acting

or reacting, and their own way of doing things. Therefore, a person

(87) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 1, hadith #96, pg. 37.

(88) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #58, pg. 36.
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can not expect everyone to be exactly like him. Wouldn’t it be a

boring life if everyone was the same? Everyone has heard the saying,

“Variety is the spice of life”. This includes friends and all their

differences; they add spice to one’s life. The Qur’an tells us that

everyone acts according to his own disposition. Allah created every

man different from the other right down to his finger prints and eyes.

When others may act in a wicked or negative manner because it is

their nature; a person does not have to follow it, instead, he can hold

fast to true guidance.

“Say: ‘Everyone acts according to his own disposition; but your

Lord knows best who it is that is best guided on the Way”. (Surah

Bani Isra-il 17:84)

There is a concept of love in Islam that is so beautiful. This

concept is that a person should love another person for the sake of

Allah alone. When people say this to each other Allah says that on the

Day of Ressurection He will shelter them in His shade.

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying:

Verily, Allah would say on the Day of Resurrection: Where are those

who have mutual love for My Glory’s sake? Today I shall shelter

them in My shadow when there is no other shadow but the shadow

of Mine”(89).

Not only should a person love another for the sake of Allah alone,

he should tell the other that he loves him. It should be verbal. This is

also true in the relationsip of husband and wives. When they love each

other for the sake of Allah alone, they find this love is pure. It helps

(89) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 3, hadith #6225, pg. 1362.
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them get through the rough times. Friendships can help build stronger

emotions. The give and take in the relationship of friends helps a

person to keep an emotional balance.

Al-Miqdam Ibn Ma’dikarib, (RA) who is the Companion of the

Prophet (saaws), reported him as saying: “When a man loves his

brother, he should tell him that he loves him”(90).

Anas b. Malik said: A man was with the Prophet (saaws) and a

man passed by him and said: Apostle of Allah! I love this man. The

Apostle of Allah (saaws) then asked: Have you informed him? He

replied: No. He said: Inform him. He then went to him and said: I

love you for Allah’s sake. He replied: May He for Whose sake you

love me love you!(91).

Narrated Abdullah (RA): The Prophet (saaws) said, “Everybody

will be with those whom he loves”(92).

There are seven things that the Prophet (saaws) ordered

Muslims to do for his brother or sister in Islam. 

1. To visit them when they are sick.

2. To follow their funeral procession.

3. To say, ‘May Allah be merciful to you’ when he sneezes.

4. To accept their invitations (to a wedding banquet).

5. To return their greetings.

6. To help them when they are oppressed.

7. To help them fulfil their oaths (provided it was not sinful).

(90) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #5105, pg. 1419.

(91) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #5106, pg. 1419, 1420.

(92) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith # 189, pg. 122.
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To be a true friend, a true brother and sister in Islam one must

come to the point where he wishes for them what he likes for himself.

This is true faith and friendship, a willingness to sacrifice for others.

Narrated Al-Bara’ (RA): The prophet (saaws) ordered us to do

seven (things) ...”He ordered us to pay a visit to the sick, to follow

funeral processions, to say ‘May Allah be merciful to you’ to a

sneezer if he says Praise be to Allah, to accept invitations (to a

wedding banquet), to return greetings, to help the oppressed, and to

help others to fulfil their oaths (provided it was not sinful)....”(93)

There are some negative actions that can hurt friendships. It is

better not to dwell on the negative and work harder to be positive, but

a person must be aware of what he should avoid to make his

friendship work.

A true friend will only say what is good and true about his friend,

he will not want to backbite, slander or carry tales about him. 

Abu Huraira has narrated that Allah’s Messenger (saaws) has

said: “Do you know what is backbiting?” They (the Companions)

said, : Allah and His Messenger know best. Thereupon he (the Holy

Prophet) said: Backbiting implies your talking about your brother in a

manner, which he does not like. It was said to him: What is your

opinion about this that if I actually find (that failing) in my brother

which I made mention of? He said: If (that failing) is actually found

(in him) what you assert, you in fact backbite him, and if that is not

in him it is a slander”(94).

(93) Sahih Al- Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #241, pg. 156.

(94) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6265, pg. 1369.
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‘Abdullah b. Mas’ud reported that Muhammad (saaws) said:

Should I inform you that slandering, that is in fact a tale-carrying

which creates dissension amongst people, (and) he (further) said:

The person tells the truth until he is recorded as truthful, and he tells

a lie until he is recorded as a liar”(95).

A true friend will not want to fight or quarrel. He will try to find

peaceful solutions to their differences. 

It is narrated on the authority of ‘Abdullah B. Mas ‘ud that the

Messenger of Allah (saaws) observed; Abusing a Muslim is an

outrage and fighting against him is unbelief...”(96)

A true friend will not want to abuse the other by his words; he will

also keep from cursing him.

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying:

When two persons indulge in hurling (abuses) upon one another, it

would be the first one who would be the sinner so long as the

oppressed does not transgress the limits”(97).

Abu al-Darda’ reported the Apostle of Allah (saaws) as saying:

When a man curses anything, the curse goes up to heaven and the

gates of heaven are locked against it. Then it comes down to the

earth and its gates are locked against it. Then it goes right and left,

and if it finds no place of entrance it returns to the thing, which was

cursed, and if it deserves what was said (it enters it), otherwise it

returns to the one who uttered it(98).

(95) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6306, pg. 1375.

(96) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 1, hadith #122, pg. 43.

(97) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6263, pg. 1368

(98) Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4887, pg. 1367.
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A true friend will not hate or be jealous; instead, he will love his

friends for the sake of Allah alone. A person should not take more

than three days to cool down his anger; after that, he should forgive

and ask for forgiveness and mend the breech between his friend and

him.

Narrated Anas bin Malik (RA): Allah’s Apostle (saaws) said, “Do

not hate one another, and do not be jealous of one another, and do

not desert each other, and O, Allah’s worshippers! Be brothers. Lo!

It is not permissible for any Muslim to desert (not talk to) his

brother (Muslim) for more than three days.”.”(99)

Abu Hurairah reported the Prophet (saaws) as saying: It is not

allowable for a believer to keep apart from a believer for more than

three days. If three days pass, he should meet him and give him a

salutation, and if he replies to it they will both have shared in the

reward; but if he does not reply he will bear his sin (according to

Ahmad’s version) and the one who gives the salutation will have

come forth from the sin of keeping apart(100).

Sometimes a person may hurt his friend when the friend did

nothing wrong. Maybe he was in a bad mood and displaced his anger

upon his friend. This is when one must humble himself and ask his

friend for forgiveness and ask Allah for forgiveness because this is a

sin.

“Those who have caused pain to the Momin men and Momin

women without any fault of theirs, surely they have earned the

(consequences of) false accusation and open sin”. (Surah Al-Ahzab

33:58)

(99) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith # 91, pg. 58.

(100) Abu Dawud, Vol. III, Hadith #4894, Pg. 1368-1369.
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There is another negative action that can hurt a friendship very

much. This is when a person may think he is better than his friend.

This can come from false pride. He may have to fight peer pressure

from others who may not like this friend. Again, this is when it is so

important to love others for the sake of Allah alone. This kind of love

covers a multitude of faults in others. Nobody is perfect and everyone

has their flaws. This is also, once more, accepting differences in

others, knowing that Allah creates each one to be unique.

When negative discord tries to come in and ruin a friendship this

is the time to seek refuge in Allah. Allah is the only one to help in all

the difficults situations one faces. Allah has the power to mend

friendships and even those considered enemies may once more be a

person’s friend, by Allah’s mercy. 

“And if (at any time) an incitement to discord is made to thee by

the Satan, seek refuge in Allah. He is the One Who hears and knows

all things”. (Surah Fussilat 41:36)

“It may be that Allah will establish friendship between you and

those whom you (now) hold as enemies”. (Surah Al-Mumtahana 60:7)

The best thing a friend can do for another friend is to cover his or

her faults and conceal his or her sins. Isn’t this exactly what

everybody wants in a friendship? How great it is to have a friend look

only on the good side and cover one’s faults. The reward for doing

this is great! Allah will conceal this person’s faults on the Day of

Resurrection! 

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Apostle (saaws) as saying: The
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servant (who conceals) the faults of others in this world, Allah

would conceal his faults on the Day of Resurrection(100).

Friendships give variety and spice to one’s emotions. It can also

strengthen and heal one’s emotions.

3. Mutual Trust is important for brotherhood/sisterhood and

friendship:

The word mutual in itself means: standing in a specified relation

to each other, communal, joint, shared, associated, connected, related,

united, and together. Mutual is like brotherhood and sisterhood; they

are unified together under the religion of Islam.

Trust means: a firm belief in the reliability, truth or strength of a

person or thing. To be a trusting person means to be realiable in one’s

obligations and responsibilities. When a person trusts someone he has

complete assurance and certitude regarding the other’s character,

abilities, and strengths. This trust includes being confident in and

having faith, hope, and assurance that what was entrusted to them will

be returned in good faith, God willing. Therefore, mutual trust in

Islam means that brothers and sisters of faith should be able to trust

each other in full confidence.

Many times in a person’s life he is entrusted with something or

someone for others. In reality this is a trust from Allah, therefore, a

person must hold these trusts sacred and give them back when it is

time. 

Allah also gives a person trusts to keep for Him. Take a look at

what happened in the beginning with Allah. First of all, Allah asked

(101) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6267, pg. 1369.
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the heavens and the earth to bear a trust of the entire moral

responsibilities and duties that Allah ordained. The Qur’an tells us that

they declined it, but then man chose to bear it. It is a tremendous trust,

one that cannot be taken lightly.

“Truly, We did offer Al-Amanah (the trust or moral

responsibility or honesty and all the duties which Allah has

ordained) to the heavens and the earth, and the mountains, but they

declined to bear it and were afraid of it (i.e. afraid of Allah’s

Torment). But man bore it. Verily, he was unjust (to himself) and

ignorant (of its results)". (Surah Al-Ahzab 33:72)

“O you who believe!  Betray not Allah and His Messenger, nor

betray knowingly your Amanat (things entrusted to you, and all the

duties which Allah has ordained for you). And know that your

possessions and your children are but a trial and that surely with

Allah is a mighty reward”. (Surah Al-Anfal 8:27, 28)

A person must keep his trusts faithfully and then give back these

trusts at their appointed times. These trusts could be monies, property,

children, and homes.

“And if you are on a journey and cannot find a scribe, then let

there be a pledge taken (mortgaging); then if one of you entrust the

other, let the one who is entrusted discharge his trust (faithfully),

and let him be afraid of Allah, his Lord. And conceal not the

evidence for he, who hides it, surely his heart is sinful. And Allah is

All-Knower of what you do”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:283)

“Verily! Allah commands that you should render back the trusts

to those, to whom they are due; and that when you judge between
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men, you judge with justice. Verily, how excellent is the teaching

which He (Allah) gives you! Truly, Allah is Ever All-Hearer,

All-Seer”. (Sura An-Nisa’ 4:58)

Keeping trusts is naturally ingrained in men’s hearts. It is a part of

his human nature. This is from Allah. 

Huzaifa reported: The Messenger of Allah (saaws) narrated:

“Keeping trust has been naturally ingrained in the depths of men’s

hearts. Then Quran came and people learned it from Quran and

Sunnah”(102).

Trusts, trusting each other, mutual trusts, help a person to grow in

character, emotions, and faith. Being able to truly trust others and be a

person others can trust, helps to heal one’s emotions, by Allah’s

mercy.

1. BROTHERHOOD - SISTERHOOD: 

1. It is a community where one can find support, help, and true

love, for the sake of Allah alone. 

2. It is a community where there is compassion, kindness, and

where one finds justice. 

3. It is a community where everyone shares what they love with

others. 

4. It is a community where there is encouragement and support to

be submissive to Allah. 

5. It is a community where one can find support in his emotional

struggles. 

6. It is a community that promotes emotional healing.

(102) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 1, hadith #265, pg. 82, 83, first part.
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2. HOW CAN ONE BE A TRUE FRIEND? 

1. Speak only pure and positive things about a person.

2. Live peacefully together.

3. Keep pure speech between each other.

4. Keep away from anger.

5. Accept other’s differences.

6. Keep in contact with them.

7. Tell them verbally that you love them for the sake of Allah

alone.

8. Call them by names they love.

9. Accept their apology.

10. Make things easy for others.

11. Conceal other’s faults.

12. Give others courteous greetings.

13. Give others their seven rights: visit them when they are sick;

follow their funeral procession; ask Allah’s mercy on them when they

sneeze; accept their invitations to wedding banquets; help others when

they are oppressed; and help others to fulfil their oaths.

14. Being a true friend brings variety and spice to one’s emotions

along with strength and healing.

3. MUTUAL TRUSTS: 

1. Mutual trust is a shared trust between people. 

2. These trusts could be monies, property, children, and homes. 

3. A trust must be given back at the time agreed upon. 

4. Mutual trusts builds unity between brothers and sisters of Islam.
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5. Keeping trust is naturally ingrained in men’s hearts by Allah. 

6. Trusting each other helps one’s character, emotions and faith to

grow in a positive manner. 

7. It helps to promote emotional healing. 

• CONCENTRATION - LISTENING - SILENCE

1. Concentration a part of communication.

What is concentration? It is the ability to focus all of one’s

attention or mental ability to one point. This can be applied to one’s

studies, giving someone his full attention, to pay heed and be

enthralled enough to not even notice what is going on around one. As

a Muslim, a person should not let other things divert his attention

away from Allah. A person needs to concentrate on remembering

Allah at all times. It’s easy for parents to let their children keep them

so busy they forget to remember Allah. Other things such as a job,

recreation, and friends may also keep a person from remembering

Allah.

“O you who believe! Let not your properties or your children

divert you from the remembrance of Allah. And whosoever does

that, then they are the losers”. (Surah Al-Munafiqun 64:90) 

“O Man! What has made you careless concerning your Lord,

the Most Generous?” (Surah Al-Infitar 82:6)

A person should also concentrate on which direction he wants to

take as he goes towards the Day of Reckoning. It is important for a

person to concentrate while he is reading, studying and listening to the

Qur’an so that he can get the full benefit from his learning. It is very
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easy to be doing one thing and thinking about another thing at the

same time. It takes concentration to keep doing good and to stay away

from what is evil. 

“Draws near for mankind their reckoning, while they turn away

in heedlessness. Comes not unto them an admonition (a chapter of

the Qur’an) from their Lord as a recent revelation but they listen to

it while they play, with their hearts occupied (with evil things)...”

(Surah Al-Anbiya 21:1-3) 

One of the hardest struggles man has to face is that of

concentrating while he is doing his prayers (Salat). It was easy to let

one’s mind wander, thinking about other things until he forgets what

he has said and where he is in his prayers. This is a time when Shaitan

is busy whispering in one’s ear to confuse him. This is a time to seek

refuge in Allah from the Shaitan and not to be discouraged. When a

person feels he has failed he must try again, asking for Allah’s help,

until one day, by Allah’s Mercy, he will succeed. This is when a

person must be determined never to give up. 

“And offer prayers perfectly (Iqamat-as-Salat), and give Zakat

and whatever of good (deeds that Allah loves) you send forth for

yourselves before you, you shall find it with Allah. Certainly, Allah

is All-Seer of what you do”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:110)

The Companions of the Prophet had great concentration when

they were praying. These stories can be read in the book, Inner

Dimensions of Islamic Worship, by Al-Ghazali, pgs. 49-52. There was

one man who had his leg amputated while he was praying and because

he had such deep concentration he didn’t feel the pain. Another never
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noticed that one of the pillars of the mosque fell while he was praying.

They kept their minds on their prayer and did not hear, see, or think

about anything else. 

It may be that a person can not concentrate in his worship to

Allah, remembrance of Allah, or his prayers to Allah the way he

would like, but the important thing is that he never gives up but keeps

on striving with determination until the day he dies.

When a person learns to concentrate better, he will find that his

emotions are stronger as he builds his character for good, by Allah’s

mercy. In all the efforts man puts forth in building his emotional self

and his character he must remember his goal, the goal of the

Hereafter. This reward, by Allah’s mercy, will be worth every struggle

one has made to concentrate on submitting his whole self, and every

thing he does, to Allah. 

“There they will have all that they desire, - and We have more

(for them, i.e. a glance at the All-Mighty, All-Majestic (SWT)”.

(Surah Qaf 50:35)

2. Listening is also a part of communication.

Listening is a very important virtue in emotional healing. It is an

art. It takes lots of patience to be a good listener. To be a good listener

a person has to give others his undivided attention. It takes

concentration to see the meanings people hide behind what they are

saying. They do not always say exactly what they mean. It is not that

they do not want to say what they mean, it is just at times they do not

know how to express themselves right in order to get the meaning out.
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It is not easy for a person to listen with rapt attention, listening

with true empathy, without wanting to jump in and tell them his own

experience. At times a person may be sitting there thinking of what he

is going to say instead of honestly listening. A person’s thoughts are

faster than his speech or hearing. Therefore, at times it is easy to jump

in and cut off the other person just to say what one is thinking. Of

course, afterward a person feels so embarrassed for being so rude, but

then it is too late to correct the situation. The damage has already been

done, and the other person may not confide in him again. 

Everybody loves a good listener. It makes a person feel that this

person, who is a good listener, is genuinely interested in what he has

to say. This good listener helps him to feel okay about himself and

that he is liked. People enjoy the feeling of being liked by others.

Knowing these things helps a person want to be a good listener in

return. It gives a good feeling to help others feel good about them

selves, to feel respected. This encourages emotional growth.

True love is listening while others express how they are feeling,

even though the other may disagree. The listener does not have to

agree with what the other person is saying. A person can learn a lot

about a friend when he listens to him with his heart and concentration.

Most of the time there is a beautiful person under the rough exterior

he may be showing at the moment. A person’s first impression of

others is not always the right one. Many times, after a person gets to

know this person better, he finds that this person is completely

different then what he had first thought.

When a person becomes a better listener it also helps him to have

a better relationship with his Creator. How? By reading the Qur’an, a
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person is listening to what Allah is saying to him. Allah wants man to

listen to Him. The Qur’an tells man that Allah is also listening to him. 

“When My servants ask thee concerning Me, I am indeed close

(to them); I respond to the prayer of every suppliant when he calls

on Me; let them also, with a will, listen to My call, and believe in

Me; that they may walk in the right way”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:186)

“Or, Who listens to the distressed when he calls on Him, and

Who relieves His suffering, and makes you (mankind) inheritors of

the earth? (Can there be another) god besides Allah? Little it is that

you heed!” (Surah An-Naml 27:62)

It is very important that when a person is listening to others he

should not pry into their personal life. There is no need for him to get

to the bottom of things. It is best to listen to just what they tell about

the problem to be solved, and not ask personal questions. A person

does not need all the details of another’s problem to give them

encouragement and guidance from the Qur’an and the Sunnah.

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying:

Avoid suspicion, for suspicion is the graves lie in talk and do not be

inquisitive about one another and do not spy upon one another and

do not feel envy with the other, and nurse no malice, and nurse no

aversion and hostility against one another. And be fellow-brothers

and servants of Allah(103).

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying:

Don’t nurse malice against one another, don’t nurse aversion against

one another and don’t be inquisitive about one another and don’t

(103) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6214, pg. 1361.
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(104) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6216, pg. 1361.

(105) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4899, pg. 1370.

(106) Sunan Ibn-I-Majah, Vol. V, hadith #3971, pg. 300.

outbid one another (with a view to raising the price) and be

fellow-brothers and servants of Allah(104).

Abu Hurairah reported the Apostle of Allah (saaws) as saying:

Avoid suspicion, for suspicion is the most lying form of talk. Do not

be inquisitive about one another, or spy on one another(105).

When a person is listening to his friends, he does not need to try

and solve their problems, he only needs to point them to the only One,

the Almighty Allah, Who can solve their problems. A person can give

suggestions and ideas from the Qur’an and the Sunnah, but it best not

to give too many personal opinions about the matter. Helping one

another and listening to each other builds emotional ties and this helps

strength one’s emotions, which leads to emotional healing.

3. Silence is unique part of communication:

Silence is a virtue that, many times, can keep a person out of

trouble. It’s easier to strike back at a person when he says something

that is not liked. But a person can prevent an argument, when he

chooses to bite his tongue and keep silent. Although, there are times

when it is necessary to speak up, there are also times to keep silent.

This takes wisdom, the wisdom one asks from Allah.

Abu Huraira (RA) reported that Allah’s Messenger (saaws) said,

“...He who believes in Allah and the Last Day, should utter good

(words) or should keep quiet”(106).
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Allah taught Adam speech, and now babies learn speech by

listening and copying others. Even though they start out by only

copying the last word of a sentence it is not long until they can say

them all. A person needs to choose his words wisely and carefully. It

can be a waste of other people’s time when one is talking without

making sense or talking too much. When a person talks to much it

appears as if he likes to hear himself talk Sometimes no words are

needed, a person can give a look that says it all.

“The Most Gracious Allah has taught the Qur’an; He has

created man; He has taught him speech”. (Surah Ar-Rahman 55:1-4)

“A person who believes in Allah and the Hereafter should talk

about what is good or keep quiet”(107).

It takes lots of practice and determination, with Allah’s help, to try

and control one’s speech so as not to bore or even hurt others. It is

very important to have purity of speech. 

“Successful indeed are the believers who are humble in their

prayers, and who shun vain conversation, and who are payers of

zakat”. (Surah Al-Muminum 23:1-4)

Narrated Malik similarly as above (156) adding, “Whoever

believes in Allah and the Last Day should talk what is good or keep

quiet.’ (i.e. abstain from dirty and evil talk, and should think before

uttering)”(108).

(107) Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith # 47, pg. 29.

(108) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #157, pg. 99.
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The Prophet is a Muslim’s example in the manner of speaking. He

spoke distinctly so that he could be understood and he did not speak

quickly but in a leisure manner. Therefore, it is good to follow his

example and speak in a way that is easy for people to understand,

clear and distinct.

Jabir b. ‘Abd Allah said: The Apostle of Allah (saaws) spoke in a

distinct and leisurely manner”(109).

‘Aisha said: The Apostle of Allah (saaws) spoke in a distinct

manner so that anyone who listened to him could understand it”(110).

Many times a person learns, the hard way, that silence can be

better than the words that come out of his mouth, when he is angry. A

person can save himself from sinning by keeping silent until he has

time to cool down. This can be one of the most difficult virtues for a

person to put into practice. When a person says angry words he can do

harm, even when he doesn’t mean to hurt the other person.

Narrated Abu Musa (RA) Some people asked Allah’s messenger,

(saaws) “Whose Islam is the best? (i.e. Who is a very good Muslim?)"

He replied, “One who avoids harming the Muslims with his tongue

and hands”.(111)

Most of the time a situation will calm down if one of those

involved keeps silence or when he says kind words instead of angry

words. 

(109) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4820, pg. 1351.

(110) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4821, pg. 1351.

(111) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 1, hadith #10, pg. 19.
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“Say (O Prophet!) to My slaves to speak which is kindlier.

Verily, the devil sows discord among them. Verily, the devil is for

man an open enemy...”. (Surah Bani Israil 17:53-55)

“A kind word with forgiveness is better than charity followed by

injury. Allah is free of all wants and Most Forbearing”. (Surah

Al-Baqarah 2:263)

Even though there are times when it may be better to practice

silence, yet, there are also times when a person needs to speak up. For

instance when a person sees something evil that can harm others he

must speak up and repel it with something better. Also, it is important

to keep the remembrance of Allah on one’s tongue.

“...and defend evil with good, for such there is a good end;"

(Surah Ar-Ra’d 13:22)

“Repel evil with that which is better”. (Surah Al-Mu’minun 23:96;

also look at: Surah Fussilat 41:34)

‘Umm Habiba (RA) the wife of the Holy Prophet (saaws),

reported the Holy Prophet (saaws) to have said, “The utterance of

Adam’s son is (a burden) on him, without any benefit, except

exhortation to good, forbiddance of evil and the remembrance of

Allah, the Mighty and Glorious”(112).

When a person remembers that there are angels, beside him,

writing down every word that he speaks it may help him to keep silent

at the right times. This encourages a person to try and think before he

speaks. 

(112) Sunan Ibn-I-Majah, Vol. V, hadith #3974, pg. 302.
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“Not a word does he (or she) utter, but there is a watcher by him

ready (to record it)”. (Surah Qaf 50:18)

Sometimes one person hurts another and it is a private matter.

This is when it is better not to tell others, but to keep silent and hide

the other’s wrong doing. It is better to talk to the person in private

about the matter, giving him advice from the Qur’an and the Sunnah,

and then forgive him. This talk should be done with utmost kindness,

thinking of how the person must be feeling. Tactfulness is important

when communicating with others. Tactfulness is also important when

dealing with one’s children, respecting their feelings and not scolding

them in front of others. They feel embarrassed when this happens just

as adults feel embarrassed when someone corrects them in front of

others.

“Allah does not like that evil should be noised abroad in public

speech, except where injustice has been done; for Allah is He Who

hears and knows all things. Whether you express a good deed or

conceal it or cover evil with pardon, verily Allah does blot out (sins)

and has power (in the judgment) of values”. (Surah An-Nissa

4:148-149)

There are times when a person runs into another person who just

wants to pick a fight for no reason. This is one of the times it is best to

keep silent. It is better not to say anything, especially if it will not help

the situation. It could end up in a heated and controversial discussion

with nobody gaining any benefit. These kinds of debates usually bring

more harm than good. It is a “no win, no win” situation, so if one can

keep silent it can cool the situation down. If silence doesn’t work a
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person can kindly say, “You may be right, Al humdu lillah,” and it

may stop the debate. To tell another they are wrong only adds fuel to

the fire. 

Narrated ‘Aisha (RA): The Prophet (saaws) said: “The most

hated person to Allah is the most quarrelsome person of the

opponents”(113).

‘Abdullah B. ‘Amr (RA) reported that Allah’s Messenger (saaws)

said, “A turmoil will rise that will embrace the entire mankind (and

bring about their destruction). They will be in the Hell-fire. The

tongue (i.e. uttering of the tongue) in it (turmoil) is more sever than

the blow of a sword”(114).

Ibn ‘Umar (RA) reported that Allah’s Messenger (saaws) said,

“Keep away from a turmoil because tongue in it is like the blow of

the sword”(115).

A person does not know to what extent his words may have an

effect on others and on himself. Therefore, it is important to think

about the words that are said to see if it is better for a person to keep

silent. It can be asked: Do these words lead me and others towards

Allah and Paradise or do they cause harm and lead to the Hellfire?

‘Alqamma b. Waqqas (RA) is reported to have said that a man of

nobility passed by him. ‘Alqama said to him, “You have a kinship and

right and I see you visiting these rulers and you talk in their company

what Allah wills that you should talk about while I have heard Bilal

(113) Sahih Al- Bukhari, Vol. 3, hadith #637, pg. 381.

(114) Sunan Ibn-I-Majah, Vol. 5, hadith #3967, pg. 298.

(115) Sunan Ibn -I-Majah, Vol. 5, hadith #3968, pg. 298.
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b. Harith al-Muzani, a companion of Allah’s Messenger (RA) as

saying, “Allah’s Messenger (saaws) said, One of you will utter a

word (earning) the pleasure of Allah. He does not know that (word

of Allah’s pleasure) reaches the extent it reaches (1), but Allah, the

Might and Glorious, writes thereby for him His pleasure up to the

Day of Resurrection. And one of you utters a word of the wrath of

Allah and he does not know that (this word of Allah’s wrath)

reaches the extent it reaches but Allah, the Mighty and Glorious,

writes thereby for him His wrath till the Day of Resurrecting, which

he will meet”. ‘Alqama said, “Behold, woe be to you. What do you

say and what do you talk about. There are many words which that I

have heard from Bilal, prevented me to utter”(116).

Abu Huraira (RA) reported that Allah’s Messenger (saaws) said,

“A man utters a word causing the wrath of Allah, in which he sees

no harm but he sinks down in the hell down (as deep as the distance

to be covered by (seventy years)"(117).

Many times when a person gives his fellow Muslim sister or

brother salaams as he passes them, they do not reply. This is not the

time for a person to keep silent; it is a Muslim’s right to have his or

her salaams answered. There are times when a person should not

adopt silence, this is when he is using pure words for exhortation of

good, the forbiddance of evil and remembering Allah, which are a

benefit to himself and others.

Abu Hurairah reported the Apostle of Allah (saaws) as saying: By

Him in Whose hand my soul is, you will not enter Paradise until you

(116) Sunan Ibn-I-Majah, Vol. V, hadith #3969, pg. 299.

(117) Sunan Ibn-I-Majah, Vol. V, hadith #3970, pg. 300.
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believe, and you will not believe until you love one another. Should I

not guide you to something doing which you will love one another:

Spread out salutation among you”(118).

‘Abd Allah b. ‘Amr said: A man asked the Apostle of Allah

(saaws): Which aspect of Islam is best? He replied: That you should

provide food and greet both those you know and those you do not

know(119).

Abu Umammah reported the Apostle of Allah (saaws) as saying:

Those who are nearest to Allah are they who are first to give a

salutation(120).

“When you are greeted with a greeting, greet in return with

what is better than it, or (at least) return it equally. Certainly, Allah

is Ever a Careful Account Taker of all things”. (Surah An-Nisa’ 4:86)

There is another time when it is best not to adopt silence; when a

person is calling others to Islam or correcting them. When a person

uses good words it is a charity and he will be rewarded for them. 

The Messenger of Allah (saaws) said: “...Anybody amongst you

who notices something evil should correct it with his own hands. If he

is unable to do so, he should correct it with his tongue. If he is unable

even to do this, he should at least consider it as bad in his heart; for

this is the lowest degree of faith”(121).

(118) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #5174, pg. 1434.

(119) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #5175, pg. 1434.

(120) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #5178, pg. 1435.

(121) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 1, hadith #79, pg. 33, last part.
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Hammam b. Munabbih reported that -this is out of (those ahadith)

which Abu Huraira narrated to us from Muhammad, the Messenger of

Allah (saaws). And he while making a mention of ahadith reported

from Allah’s Messenger (saaws) said this: Sadaqa is due on every

joint of a person, everyday the sun rises. Administering of justice

between two men is also a Sadaqa. And assisting a man to ride upon

his beast, or helping him load his luggage upon it, is a Sadaqa; and a

good word is a Sadaqa; and every step that you take towards prayer

is a Sadaqa, and removing of harmful things from the pathway is a

Sadaqa”(122).

Narrated Abu Huraira (RA): The Prophet (saaws) said, “A good,

pleasant, friendly word is a Sadaqa”(123).

The reason for the importance of silence is that a person’s word

can take him to Hell or Paradise. One word may seem like such a little

thing, but it can have huge results. It can even make a difference to

others. It can encourage or discourage them. The Qur’an and the

Sunnah helps a person to know when to keep silent and when to

speak. Many times silence is the better choice. When a person can

control his speech and keep silent when needed he strengthens his

emotional IQ.

“Narrated Sahl bin Sa’d (RA) Allah’s Messenger SAAWS said,

“Whoever can guarantee (the chastity of) what is between his two

jaw-bones (i.e., his mouth and tongue) and what is between his two

legs (i.e. his private parts, I guarantee paradise for him”(124).

(122) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 2, hadith #2204, pg. 483, 484..

(123) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, Chapter 34, hadith #52, last part, pg. 32.

(124) Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #481, pg. 320.
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Narrated Abu Huraira (RA): The Prophet (saaws) said, “A slave

(of Allah) may utter a word, which pleases Allah, without giving it

much importance, and because of that Allah will raise him to degrees

(of reward): a slave (of Allah) may utter a word (carelessly) which

displeases Allah without thinking of its gravity and because of that he

will be thrown into the Hell-fire”(125).

Abu Huraira reported that he heard Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as

saying: The servant speaks words for which he is sent down to the

Hell-Fire farther than the distance between the east and the west(126).

1. CONCENTRATION: 

1. It is the ability to focus one’s attention or mental ability to one

point. 

2. Concentration keeps one from being distracted by children or

other things. 

3. It is important to concentrate while praying to, worshipping, or

remembering Allah. 

4. Concetration helps to build one’s character and emotions for

good. 

2. LISTENING: 

1. Listening is an art. 

2. Listening means giving others one’s undivided attention. 

3. A true listener pays full attention without jumping in with what

he would like to say. 

(125) Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #485, pg. 322.

(126) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #7120, pg. 1538.
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4. When a person is truly listened to he feels loved and this can

build his emotional self-esteem. 

5. It is better not to pry into the other person’s personal problems

but only listen to what he has to say about them. 

6. Learning to be a listener helps one to listen to Allah better. 

7. Listening builds positive emotional ties between people. 

8. Listening strengthens the emotions and brings emotional

healing, by Allah’s mercy.

3. WHAT ABOUT SPEECH AND SILENCE?

1. The tongue should be used for goodness and truth.

2. A person’s speech discloses his intellect and moral level.

3. A person should speak only when the occasion demands

speaking.

4. Many times silence is much better. Adopt the habit of silence!

5. When a person avoids talking unnecessarily it is a worship of

great rewards.

6. A person should not indulge in senseless talk.

7. A person should not indulge in hot discussions with an

intelligent person or with a fool.

8. A person should speak to others in the same words that he

would like them to speak to him.

9. A person should consider others innocent of things just as he

would like them to consider him innocent of things. This may be a

time to be silent.
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10. A person should speak kindly, politely, and in a moderate

voice.

11. A person should not be a quarrelsome debater; it is better to

give up debating!

12. A person should not say he already knows, maybe he can learn

something new.

13. A person should listen more and talk less and should not

reveal anyone’s secrets.

14. A person should answer only after careful thought.

15. A person is accountable to Allah for every word he utters!

16. There are two Guardian Angels, one on the right and one on

the left, recording every word a person says. (50:18).

17. Speaking good words is a charity.

18. A person’s words can send him to hell or paradise.

19. Silent helps to strengthen a person’s emotional IQ.

• ENCOURAGEMENT

Muslims also need to be encouraged so they can face what Allah

has written for them in this life. It helps when Muslims encourage

each other, by the help of Allah; to face the hard tasks life brings their

way. There are many words that can also mean encouragement. A few

of them are: strengthen, reassure, boost, energize, assist, support,

promote, serve, push, develop, and improve. This gives a person a

wide range of ideas on how to encourage others and be encouraged

himself. 
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What are the best sources for a person to find encouragement?

The best sources are the Qur’an and the Sunnah. Allah gives a person

encouragement through the stories of the prophets (saaws) and how

they lived and gained victories in their lives. They give man a good

example, by their lives, and they bring good news and warnings. A

person can find completeness for his life in the Qur’an and the

Sunnah. Not only will a person find encouragement for himself, but he

can learn how to encourage others. 

“We send the Messengers only to give good news and to warn:

so those who believe and mend (their lives), upon them shall be no

fear, nor shall they grieve”. (Surah Al-An ‘am 6:48)

Prophets are sent to teach man to worship Allah alone and to give

hope to the repentant ("good news”), along with warning the

rebellious of Allah’s Wrath to come.

The Qur’an and the Sunnah encourages Muslims, not only in the

fight of Jihad in armed forces, but to fight in the Jihad of the heart

against evil.

“O Prophet! Rouse the Believers to the fight. If there are twenty

amongst you, patient and persevering, they will vanquish two

hundred: if a hundred. They will vanquish a thousand of the

Unbelievers: for these are a people without understanding. For the

present, Allah has lightened your (burden), for He knows that there

is a weak spot in you: but (even so), if there are a hundred of you,
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patient and persevering, they will vanquish two hundred, and if a

thousand, they will vanquish two thousand, with the leave of Allah:

for Allah is with those who patiently persevere”. (Surah Al-Anfal 8:65,

66)

“Allah will establish in strength those who believe, with the

Word that stands firm, in this world and in the Hereafter; but Allah

will leave, to stray, those who do wrong: Allah does what He wills”.

(Surah Ibrahim 14:27)

There is a way to be a helper, for the sake of Allah, and that is by

encouraging others in Islam. A person will discover that by helping

and encouraging others he is, in fact, helping and encouraging himself

even more.

“O you who believe! Be you helpers of Allah: As said Jesus the

son of Mary to the Disciples, ‘Who will be my helpers to (the work

of) Allah?’ Said the Disciples, ‘We are Allah’s helpers!’ Then a

portion of the Children of Israel believed, and a portion disbelieved:

but we gave power to those who believed against their enemies and

they became the ones that prevailed”. (Surah As-Saff 61:14)

When a person seeks help from Allah, he wants to dedicate

himself to Allah and help in His Cause.

Narrated Abu Musa: The Prophet (saaws) said, “A believer to

another believer is like a building whose different parts enforce each

other”. The Prophet (saaws) then clasped his hands with the fingers

interlaced (at that time) the Prophet (saaws) was sitting and a man

came and begged or asked for something. The Prophet (saaws) faced
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us and said, “Help and recommend him and you will receive the

reward for it, and Allah will bring about what He will through His

Prophet’s tongue”(127).

When a person choses to encourage others in Allah, he should not

make the encouragement difficult. A person wants to make the way as

easy as possible. It is good for a person to try and feel what the other

person is feeling. In doing it this way, he can come to a point that

when the other person hurts he feels that hurt. When a person can feel

the hurt it will help him to be able to understand just what ayah from

the Qur’an he can use to encourage the other person. 

Narrated Anas bin Malik (RA): The Prophet (saaws) said, “Make

things easy for the people, and do not make it difficult for them, and

make them calm, (with good tidings) and do not repulse (them)"(128).

Abu Musa reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying: A

believer is like a brick for another believer, the one supporting the

other”(129).

Nu ‘man bin Bashir reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as

saying: The similitude of believers in regard to mutual love,

affection, fellow-feeling is that of one body; when any limb of it

aches, the whole body aches, because of sleeplessness and fever(130).

Allah gives man many promises that are for his encouragement;

all he has to do is search for them, in the Qur’an and the Sunnah. One

of Allah’s encouraging promises is: 

(127) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, Hadith #55, pg. 34.

(128) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, Hadith #146, pg. 92.  

(129) Sahih Mulim, Vol. 4, Hadeeth #6257, pg. 1368.

(130) Sahih Mulim, Vol. 4, Hadeeth #6258, pg. 1368.
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“Be not weary and faint-hearted, crying for peace, when you are

the Uppermost: for Allah is with you, and will never put you in loss

for your (good) deeds”. (Surah Muhammad 47:35) 

Although this ayah may give one person encouragement maybe it

is not what another person needs, therefore, each person must search

the Qur’an for his own encouragement. Many times one person can

help another person search for an ayah (verse) that will help to

encourage him, if he doesn’t know where to find what he needs. When

one finds encouragement it strengthens him emotionally and this

promotes emotional healing.

ENCOURAGEMENT:

1. A person can find encouragement from Allah, in the Qur’an and

Sunnah.

2. It brings encouragement to read about the lives of the prophets

(saaws).

3. Brothers and sisters in Islam should encourage one another.

4. Encouragment strengthens a person emotionally and this can

promote emotional healing.

• FAIRNESS - JUSTICE

1. Fairness:

Another virtue is fairness. Fairness is characterized by words such

as: honesty, justice, and freedom from improper influence. The other

words that describe fairness are: equal, impartial, just,

nondiscriminatory, reasonable, and open-minded. 
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Many times a person hears others say, “That is not fair.” Most

people say it at one time or another. What a person may mean is that it

was not just or it was not reasonable. By what standard is a person

judging it to be unfair? Is it by his standards, codes, and way of

looking at life? By what standard should a person judge fairness?

Things that happened in this life do not always seem fair or will they

be fair. But should everything be perfect? Shouldn’t there be room for

mistakes? 

Although at times, a person may need to accept the unfairness in

his life, he can also look for ways to be fair to others. These both take

patience, tolerance, and gentleness, along with other virtues. It takes

emotional strength and increases one’s emotional intelligence to be

fair. Even though others may not be fair does not mean a person has to

be unfair back to them. It is the better person who can be fair and just

in an unjust world. In this way he can repel evil with good, which is

the standard of Islam. Allah loves for man to be fair and just.

“If two parties among the Believers fall into a fight, make you

peace between them: but if one of them transgresses beyond bounds

against the other, then fight you (all) against the one that

transgresses until it complies with the command of Allah; but if it

complies, then make peace between them with justice, and be fair:

For Allah loves those who are fair (and just). The Believers are but

a single Brotherhood: So make peace and reconciliation between

your two (contending) brothers; and fear Allah, that you may

receive Mercy”. (Surah Al-Hujurat 49:9, 10)
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2. Justice:

A person wants to have justice. But what is justice? It is to have a

just conduct. It is to act with fairness in accordance with what is

morally right. It is the exercise of authority in the maintenance of

right. It is to show due appreciation. When a person performs in a

manner worthy of his ability, it is to do justice to himself. It is the

action, practice, or obligation of awarding each one his just do. It must

be done with equity, evenness, fairness, and impartiality. 

The Prophet Muhammad gave mankind the perfect example of

justice.

“The Prophet (saaws) was so well-known for his justice that

even the Jews, who were his deadly enemies, brought their suits to

him and he decided cases in accordance with their law. He very

strictly followed the commandment of Allah: ‘If they come to you,

either judge between them, or decline to interfere. If you decline,

they cannot hurt you in the least. If you judge, judge in equity

between them. For Allah loves those who judge in equity’”ÆÆÆÆ (Surah

Al-Ma’ idah 5:45) 

“The Prophet (saaws) was not only fair in business dealings with

other people but also encouraged his companions to do so”(131).

A person needs to try and be just to all, including his enemies.

This virtue is one that stands on the Day of Judgment. There is a

record of each person’s account of justice, along with everything else

he does. There will be no injustice done pertaining to this account. A

person will not be dealt with unjustly. Allah, in His Mercy, keeps

perfect records and Allah is completely just.

(131) Muhammad Encyclopaedia of Seerah, by Afzalur Rahman, Vol. 1, pg. 87.
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A person must be just even if it goes against himself, his family or

relatives.

“O you who believe! Stand out firmly for justice, as witnesses to

Allah, even as against yourselves, or your parents, or your kin, and

whether it be (against) rich or poor; for Allah can best protect both.

Follow not the lusts (of your heart), lest you swerve, and if you

distort (justice) or decline to do justice, verily Allah is

well-acquainted with all that you do”.  (Surah An-Nisaa 4:134) 

“We shall set up scales of justice for the Day of Judgment, so

that not a soul will be dealt with unjustly in the least. And if there be

(no more than) the weight of a mustard seed, We will bring it (to

account): and enough are We to take account”. (Surah Al-Anbiyaa

21:47)

Every action, word, thought, and motive of an individual must

come into the account of Allah. Allah’s accounting will be perfect

without any flaw. Allah’s knowledge is perfect; therefore, His justice

will be perfect. Every little detail, of a person’s character, will come

into account.

As a Muslim, a person must be just and fair in all his dealings

with everyone. It does not matter if others are unjust to him, what does

matter is how he treats others. Each person answers to Allah for

himself only. This is a choice a person makes for himself; he can not

blame others for his mistakes. When a person stands true to justice,

others might follow his example. In order to change the world, a

person has to change himself first. Therefore, if a person wants a just

world, he must be just in what he does. When a person is just it gives

positive influence on his emotions. It builds his self-esteem.
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1. FAIRNESS: 

1. Fairness brings peace amongst each other. 

2. Fairness strengthens one’s emotions and increases one’s

emotional intelligence.

2. JUSTICE: 

1. Allah loves those who are just. 

2. A person must be just to all people and in all circumstances. 

3. A person must give account for his justness on the Day of

Judgment. 

4. Allah gives man justice on the Day of Accounting. 

5. It gives positive influence on one’s emotions. 

6. It helps build self-esteem.

• FORBEARANCE - TOLERANCE

1. Forbearance:

The dictionary says that forbearance is having patience,

self-control, and tolerance. The thesaurus says it is also having

longanimity, long-suffering, resignation, uncomplainingness, restraint,

endurance, clemency, leniency, and mercifulness. This means that

forbearance takes patience to its extreme. It takes a special person to

have forbearance. He is one who endures whatever he has to face with

patience and resignation. He accepts totally what Allah has written for

him without complaining, and when he complains, he complains only

to Allah, who is the only one that can help him.
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A good example of forbearance is the Prophet Jacob (saaws). He

was very forbearing with his sons. His sons put him through great

heartache and sorrow because of what they did to Joseph. Jacob was

always patient, long-suffering and complained only unto Allah. 

“He said: ‘I only complain of my grief and sorrow to Allah, and

I know from Allah that which you know not”. (Surah Yusuf 12:86)

Another good example is Prophet Job, for his patience,

long-suffering, and uncomplainingness. He also had forbearance and

endurance. He cried unto Allah only for relief from his distress.

“And (remember) Job, when he cried to his Lord: ‘Verily,

distress has seized me, and You are the Most Merciful of all those

who show mercy’. So We answered his call, and We removed the

distress that was on him, and We restored his family to him (that he

had lost), and the like thereof along with them, - as a mercy from

Ourselves and a Reminder for all who worship Us”. (Surah Al-Anbiya

21:83, 84)

“And remember Our slave Job, when he invoked his Lord

(saying): ‘Verily! Satan has touched me with distress (by losing my

health) and torment (by losing my wealth)! (Allah said to him):

‘Strike the ground with your foot: This is a spring of water to wash

in, cool and a (refreshing) drink.’ And We gave him (back his

family, and along with them the like thereof, as a Mercy from Us,

and a Reminder for those who understand. And take in your hand a

bundle of thin grass and strike wherewith (your wife), and break not

your oath. Truly! We found him patient. How excellent (a) slave!

Verily, he was ever oft-returning in repentance (to Us)!” (Surah Sad

38:41-44)
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Allah, in His Mercy, gave man the stories of the prophets (saaws)

so that he can learn some of life’s hardest lessons through their

experiences. Although a person has his own hard lessons to learn, it

helps him to see how the prophets handled theirs. Many times a

person will complain to anyone who will listen about his hard times;

but after he reads the stories of the prophets (saaws) he realizes that he

should complain only to Allah, Who alone can help him, by His

mercy. When a person feels like complaining he can ask him self, “Do

people really enjoy listening to another person complaining all the

time?”

“Indeed in their stories, there is a lesson for men of

understanding. It (the Qur’an) is not a forged statement but a

confirmation of the Allah’s existing Books (the Torah, the Gospel

and other Scriptures of Allah) and a detailed explanation of

everything and a guide and a mercy for the people who believe”.

(Surah Yusuf 12:111) 

“Narrated Mu’ awiya (RA) in a khutba: I heard Allah’s

Messenger (saaws) saying, ‘If Allah wants to do good to a person, He

makes him comprehend the religion [the understanding of the

Qur’an and the Sunna (legal ways) of the Prophet SAAWS].   I am

just a distributor, but the grant is from Allah. (And remember) that

this nation (true Muslims, real followers of Islamic Monotheism)

will keep on following Allah’s Teachings strictly and they will not be

harmed by any one going on a different path till Allah’s Order (Day of

Judgment) is established”(132).

(132) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 1, Hadith #71, pg. 61.
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Learning how others deal with their emotions helps a person to

deal with his more efficiently. Remember, Allah is willing to help

with one’s emotions, all one has to do is ask.

2. Tolerance:

Tolerance is like forbearance. The virtue tolerance is the

willingness or the ability to endure suffering for the sake of Allah. It is

to have forbearance in one’s trials and tests from Allah. Tolerance

allows a person to have differences in religious opinion without

discrimination. Tolerance helps a person to be patient with his fellow

Muslims. 

Tolerance has many ways of expressing itself. A person can take

this one little virtue and expand it to cover a wide range of meanings.

Tolerance is the capacity to bear something unpleasant, painful, or

difficult. There are other words that go along with tolerance, such as:

strength; long-suffering; open-minded; charitable; excusing;

forgiving; sympathetic understanding; and stamina. 

When a person is in contact with others he can see, that many

times, they also fall into disagreements with their spouses, children,

friends, employers, and employees. Since each person is created a

little different they have their own way of reacting to situations. They

look at the world through their own eyes. Everyone has been brought

up with his family’s ideals. Therefore, a person should not be so

dogmatic as to feel that others must look at things the way he does.

This is where a person must be tolerant of everyone’s differences;

after all, they add spice to one’s life. If all of mankind were created

the same, life could become boring. 
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When dealing with others a person must be tolerant and not

dogmatic, with the help of Allah. If people cannot come to an

agreement about any matter, they should leave the decision with

Allah. 

“Whatever it be wherein you differ, the decision thereof is with

Allah: Such is Allah my Lord: In Him I trust, and to Him I turn”.

(Surah Ash-Shura 42:10) 

Everyone may see things differently, but they must refer to Allah

and His Messenger for the answers. 

There is even tolerance needed in communication because one

may not understand the other’s language. Communication is not only

language of speech but body language, and perceptions of life, these

all take tolerance from one another.

“And among His Signs is the creation of the heavens and the

earth, and the variations in your languages and your colors: verily

in that are Signs for those who know”.  (Surah Ar-Rum 30:22)

All mankind’s genealogy comes from Adam and Eve yet down

through time they have spread to different countries and developed

different languages and different shades of complexions. They are all

under Allah’s care. Through time some lanuages die and new

languages begin along with new words and expressions. Even old

races of people die, and new races are born.

When a person accepts individual differences of others, prejudice

is set aside and tolerance is put in its place. Tolerance with others

brings peace. Tolerance eases the tension in one’s emotions. It gives

emotional peace and healing, by Allah’s mercy.

Allah loves kindness and kindness is being tolerant and not

severe.
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‘Aisha, the wife of Allah’s Apostle (saaws) reported that Allah’s

Messenger (saaws) said: ‘Aisha, verily Allah is kind and He loves

kindness and confers upon kindness which He does not confer upon

severity and does not confer upon anything else besides it

(kindness)”(133).

1. FORBEARANCE: 

1. Forbearance is being more than patient.

2. Forbearance can be learned from the examples of the prophets

(saaws). 

3. Forbearance helps one to deal with his emotions more

efficiently. 

4. A person can ask Allah to help him be forbearing. 

2. TOLERANCE: 

1. Tolerance is the ability to endure suffering for the sake of

Allah. 

2. Tolerance helps a person to be patient with others. 

3. A person must be tolerant of everyone’s differences. 

4. When dealing with others a person must be tolerant and not

dogmatic. 

5. Tolerance needed in communication, because one may not

understand the other’s language. 

6. Tolerance eases the tension in one’s emotions. 

7. Tolerance gives emotional peace and healing, by Allah’s

mercy.

(133) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6273, pg. 1370.
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• FORGIVENESS 

A. Our Forgiveness of Others:

Forgiveness is something that helps a person to grow emotionally.

It brings people back together again, when they forgive each other.

When a person wrongs another it is good for him to ask that person to

forgive him. Even when he has not done wrong, if he asks the other

for forgiveness, it can mend the situation. The important thing is that

Allah knows who is right and who is wrong.

“...So overlook (any human faults) with gracious forgiveness”.

(Surah Al-Hijr 15:85)

Narrated Abu Huraira (RA) Allah’s Apostle (saaws) said,

“Whoever has oppressed another person concerning his reputation

or anything else, he should beg him, to forgive him before the Day

of Resurrection....”(134).

“And verily, whosoever shows patience and forgives that would

truly be from the things recommended by Allah”. (Surah Ash-Shura

42:43)

Sometimes it is important to make peace between two people, or

two groups of people for the sake of Allah. It is best with this

reconciliation to have forgiveness between them.

The recompense for an evil is an evil like thereof, but whoever

forgives and makes reconciliation, his reward is due from Allah...”

(Surah Ash-Shura 42:40)

There are times when a person feels hurt so bad by another that he

wants to hang on to his anger; he does not feel like forgiving at that

(134) Sahih al-Bukhari, Vol. 3, hadith #629, pg. 377.
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moment. The problem with that is; it doesn’t hurt the person he is

angry at; it only hurts himself. Not forgiving the other person may

even caused one to become physically ill. This is when it is important

to cry to Allah for help and ask Him to remove all the ill feelings from

one’s heart. Allah in His power and mercy can remove the ill feelings

from one’s heart, not only in the Hereafter but here and now in this

life. There is emotional healing in forgiving others and it is better than

charity that is followed up by injury.

“...and when they are angry, they forgive.” (Surah Ash-Shura

42:37)

“...forgive and overlook, do you not wish that Allah should

forgive you?” (Surah An-Nur 24:22)

“A kind word with forgiveness is better than charity followed by

injury. Allah is free of all wants and Most Forbearing”. (Surah

Al-Baqarah 2:263)

To be forgiving of others is to be merciful to them. Just as a

person wants others to forgive him, he must forgive others. When a

person is merciful to others, Allah is merciful to him. This compassion

and forgiveness gives a person emotional strength for he knows he

dong right for the sake of Allah.

Narrated Jarir bin Abdullah (RA): The Prophet (saaws) said: “He

who is not merciful to others, will not be treated mercifully”(135).

‘Abd Allah b. ‘Amr reported the Prophet (saaws) as saying: The

Compassionate One has mercy on those who are merciful. If you

(135) Suhih Al- Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #42, pg. 26, 27.
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show mercy to those who are on the earth, He Who is in the heaven

will show mercy to you(136).

When a person forgives another, it is best to conceal his faults. A

person should cover his own personal faults as well. The reward for

doing this is to be covered and shaded by Allah on the Day of

Resurrection. 

Salim reported on the authority of his father that Allah’s

Messenger (saaws) said: A Muslim is the brother of a

fellow-Muslim. He should neither commit oppression upon him nor

ruin him, and he who meets the need of a brother, Allah would meet

his needs, and he who relieved a Muslim from hardship Allah would

relieve him from the hardships to which he would be put on the Day

of Resurrection, and he who did not expose (the follies of a Muslim)

Allah would conceal his follies on the Day of Resurrection”(137). 

On the authority of Ibn ‘Umar (RA) who said: The Messenger of

Allah (saaws) said: “Every Muslim is the brother of another Muslim.

He neither oppresses him nor forsakes him (in the hour of distress).

...And he who overlooks the sin of a Muslim, Allah will overlook his

sins on the Day of Resurrection”(138).

Abu Huraira (RA) reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying:

All the people of my Ummah would get pardon for their sins except

those who publicized them. And (it means) that a servant should do a

deed during the night and tell the people in the morning that he has

(136) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4923, pg. 1375.

(137) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6250, pg. 1366..

(138) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6219, pg. 1361.
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done so and so, whereas Allah has concealed it. And he does a deed

during the day and when it is night he tells the people, whereas Allah

has concealed it(139).

When a person repels another’s evil with the goodness of

forgiveness it can change the way the other person reacts to the

situation. Instead of becoming defensive they may become grateful for

having their mistake kept a secret and forgiven. A person likes to be

treated well. Even though a person can recompense, an evil for an

evil, it is better to forgive them. This forgiveness should be

unconditional. This means a person will not bring up the other

person’s fault again. It is in the past and should be buried, by Allah’s

Mercy. When a person forgives unconditionally and repels with what

is good, he answers others with words of gentleness. Words of

gentleness can calm everything down.

“Repel evil with that which is better”. (Surah Al-Mu’minun 23:96)

“...they repel evil with good,.”. (Surah Al-Qasas 28:54)

And the slaves of the Most Beneficent (Allah) are those who

walk on the earth in humility and sedateness, and when the foolish

address them (with bad words) they reply back with mild words of

gentleness”. (Surah Al-Furqan 25:63)

It is hard work to repel evil with good and to forgive. Allah

promises a great reward if a person treats others well despite how they

treat him. Allah in His Mercy will take away the pain and replace it

with feelings of friendship. This includes her friends, husband, child,

(139) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #7124, pg. 1539; Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol.8, #95, pg.
60,61,.
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mother, father, sister, brother, or anyone who has hurt him. They can

become his very best friend. A person can be thankful for the Mercy

from Allah, who loves to forgive man for everything, except

associating partners with Him. When a person can forgive others

unconditionally it promotes emotional healing for both.

“The good deed and the evil deed cannot be equal. Repel (the

evil) with one which is better (i.e. Allah ordered the faithful believers

to be patient at the time of anger, and to excuse those who treat them

badly), then verily! He, between whom and you there was enmity,

(will become) as though he was a close friend”. (Surah Fussilat 41:34) 

FORGIVENESS OF OTHERS:  

1. Forgiveness is overlooking and covering one another’s faults. 

2. Forgiveness is repelling their evil towards you with forgiveness.

3. When a person forgives it helps others to forgive him. 

4. Forgiveness puts a person under the shade of Allah on the Day

of Resurrection. 

5. Forgiveness promotes friendship. 

6. Forgiveness helps a person to grow and become stronger

emotionally. 

7. Forgiveness promotes emotional healing. 

B. Allah’s Forgiveness:

Not only does a person need to forgive others for emotional

healing, he also needs to accept Allah’s forgiveness to him. The
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Qur’an says that all a man needs to do is turn to Allah in true, sincere

repentance and believe in His promise that Allah will forgive him.

Allah is the Oft-Forgiving, the Most Merciful. 

“Declare (O Muhammad SAAWS) unto My slaves, that truly, I

am the Oft-Forgiving, the Most Merciful”. (Surah Al-Hijr 15:49)

“If anyone does evil or wrongs his own soul but afterwards

seeks Allah’s forgiveness, he will find Allah Oft-forgiving, Most

Merciful”. (Surah An-Nisaa 4:110)

Abu Huraira reported from Allah’s Messenger (saaws) that his

Lord, the Exalted and Glorious, thus said; A servant committed a sin

and he said: O Allah, forgive me my sin, and Allah (the Exalted and

High) said: My servant committed a sin and then he came to realize

that he has a Lord Who forgives the sins and takes to account (the

sinner) for the sin. He then again committed a sin and said: My

Lord, forgive me my sin, and Allah, the Exalted and High, said; My

servant committed a sin and then came to realize that he has a Lord

Who would forgive his sin or would take (him) to account for the

sin. He again committed a sin and said: My Lord, forgive me for my

sin, and Allah (the Exalted and High) said: My servant has

committed a sin and then came to realize that he has Lord Who

forgives the sins or takes (him) to account for sin. O servant, do

what you like. I have granted you forgiveness(140).

A person should never whine and fall into despair and think that

Allah will not forgive him. Allah loves to forgive. When he is sincere,

(140) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6642, pg. 1439. [Footnote 2956: It means, so long as
your attitude is that of humility rather than that of defiance, and you are anxious to
make a confession of your fault and repent, He would grant you forgiveness.]
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he abandons his wrong conduct and makes amends, for instance if he

takes something that does not belong to him, he should give it back. A

person should not persist in doing wrong; otherwise he may find that

his repentance was not sincere. A person’s faith gives him hope and

he realizes that his sin is an oppression that he gives to himself.

“Say: ‘O my Servants who have transgressed against their

souls! Despair not of the Mercy of Allah: for Allah forgives all sins:

for His is Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful”. (Surah Az-Zumar 39:53)

“And those who, having done an act of indecency or wronged

their own souls. Remember Allah and ask forgiveness for their sins,

and who can forgive sins except Allah? And are never obstinate in

persisting knowingly in (the wrong) they have done. For such the

reward is forgiveness from their Lord, and Gardens with rivers

flowing underneath, an eternal dwelling; how excellent a

recompense for those who work (and strive)!” (Surah Al-'Imran 3:135,

136)

When a person asks for Allah’s forgiveness he should, not only

repent, but feel remorse for what he has done and try not to repeat the

sin again, by Allah’s mercy. He should not try to justify his sins, for

Allah knows the truth of what is hidden inside of him. 

“Seek the forgiveness of your Lord, and turn to Him in

repentance”. (Surah Hud 11:3) 

Allah knows what is hidden within each person so, therefore, it is

absurd for a person to justify himself, make excuses for himself, or

think he is better than he is. It is better, for a person; to bow humbly
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before Allah and ask Him to cleanse him. Then after asking for

Allah’s mercy a person strives with all his might to keep from sinning

again.

Abu Musa reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying that

Allah, the Exalted and Glorious, stretches out His Hand(141) during

the night so that the people repent for the fault committed from

dawn till dusk and He stretches out His Hand during the day so that

the people may repent for the fault committed from dusk to dawn.

(He would accept repentance) before the sun rises in the west

(before the Day of Reesurrection)(142).

It is not enough that a person ask Allah for forgiveness just once.

He must ask Allah many times a day and in the night. Man is

continually sinning; therefore, he must continue to ask for forgiveness

until the day he dies. At the same time a person must avoid sinning as

much as he can, by Allah’s mercy. This helps a person to grow

emotionally strong.

Al-Agharr al-Muzani who was from amongst the Companions of

Allah’s Apostle (saaws) reported that Ibn ‘Umar stated to him that

Allah’s messenger (saaws) said: O people, seek repentance from

Allah. Verily, I seek repentance from Him a hundred times a day(143).

“Those who avoid great sins and indecent deeds, save lesser

offenses, verily thy Lord is ample in forgiveness. He knows you well

(141) Footnote 2947, Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, pg. 1440: This is a metaphorical expression for
welcome on the part of Allah (s.w.t.) (s.w.t.) for one who penitently turns towards Him
and His readiness to accept his repntances.

(142) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6644, pg. 1440.

(143) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6523, pg. 1418.
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when He brings you out of the earth, and when you are hidden in

your mothers’ wombs, therefore hold not yourselves purified: He

knows best who it is that guards against evil”. (Surah An-Najm 53:32)

Two of Allah’s attributes are The Oft-Forgiving, The Most

Merciful. They come to a person when he brings his will into

submission to Allah’s will. When a person prays, it helps him to bring

his mind and will into submission to Allah. This is important for a

person’s psychological preparedness. His prayers do not inform Allah

of anything, for He is All-Knowing, but it does bring him closer to

Allah.

Allah is pleased with a person when he repents and asks for

forgivness. He loves to forgive. He loves to use His attribute of

forgiveness and if man did not sin then He would replace him with

others that He can forgive. This gives a person great encouragement to

know that Allah loves to forgive him. This knowledge strengthens

one’s emotions.

“...Truly, Allah loves those who turn unto Him in repentance

and loves those who purify themselves...” (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:222)

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) having said, By

Him in Whose Hand is my life, if you were not to commit sin, Allah

would sweep you out of existence and he would replace (you by)

those people who would commit sin and seek forgiveness from

Allah, and he would have pardoned them(144).

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying:

Allah is more pleased with the repentance of His servant when he

(144) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6622, pg. 1436.
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turn penitently towards Him than one of you would be on find the

lost camel(145).

There is a blessing for man if he repents and asks forgiveness

from his Lord. Allah promises the blessings of rain and strength. Allah

also promises a Garden for those who continually seek forgiveness.

“And O my people! Ask forgiveness of your Lord and then

repent to Him, He will send you (from the sky) abundant rain, and

add strength to your strength ...” (Surah Hud 11:52)

“Be you foremost (in seeking) forgiveness from your Lord, and

a Garden (of bliss). The width whereof is as the width of heaven and

earth. Prepared for those who believe in Allah and His messengers,

that is the Grace of Allah, which He bestows on whom He pleases;

and Allah is the Lord of Grace abounding”. (Surah Al-Hadid 57:21)

“Those who believe [in the Oneness of Allah (Monotheism) and

in the Messenger Muhammad SAAWS, ... and do righteous good

deeds, surely, We shall remit from them their evil deeds and shall

reward them according to the best of that which they used to do”.

(Surah Al- ‘Ankabut 29:7)

The Qur’an tells man that the angels pray for his forgiveness. A

person is not alone in his struggle against evil and asking Allah’s

forgiveness, he also has the angels asking for his forgiveness. When a

person is feeling emotionally low and realizes his sins are great he can

feel stronger in knowing that angels also ask for his forgiveness. This

is comforting.

(145) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6611, pg. 1434.
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“The heavens are almost rent asunder from above them (by His

glory): and the angels celebrated the Praises of their Lord, and pray

for forgiveness for all beings on earth: Behold! Verily Allah is He,

the Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful”(146).

Although Allah loves forgiving, there is one sin which Allah does

not forgive, which is setting up partners with Him. Allah alone is

worthy of worship and Allah alone forgives sins. A person does not

have to go through any mediator to ask Allah for forgiveness or to

worship Him. He just has to go directly to Allah, his Creator and

Sustainer.

“Allah forgives not that partners should be set up with Him; but

He forgives anything else, to whom He pleases; to set up partners

with Allah is to devise a sin most heinous indeed”. (Surah An-Nisaa

4:48)

“Verily! Allah forgives not (the sin of) setting up partners in

worship with Him, but He forgives whom He pleases sins other than

that, and whoever sets up partners in worship with Allah, has indeed

strayed far away”.  (Surah An-Nisaa 4:116)

There are sins a person may do that he is ignorant of; at this time

he should ask forgiveness for those sins that are known and unknown

and then work righteous deeds. Doing righteous deeds is a plus for

man. Righteous deeds can cover up the evil deeds. Although it is good

for man to do righteous deeds which bring him closer to his Creator,

he must remember that he is saved by the grace and mercy of Allah

alone.

(146) Surah Ash-Shura 42:5.
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“...Your Lord has written Mercy for Himself, so that, if any of

you does evil in ignorance, and thereafter repents and does

righteous good deeds (by obeying Allah), then surely, he is

Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful”(147).

“They are those from whom We shall accept the best of their

deeds and overlook their evil deeds. (They shall be) among the

dwellers of Paradise, -a promise of truth, which they have been

promised(148).

Look at how Allah keeps score for evil and good deeds. This is

more than merciful and just, for the good deeds are scored very high

whereas the evil deed only gets one score. How great Allah is to man.

This increases the positive side of man’s emotions. It brings healing to

the negative side of man’s emotions, knowing his Creator is so

forgiving and merciful to him.

On the authority of the son of ‘Abbas (RA), from the messenger of

Allah (saaws), is that among the sayings he relates from his Lord

(glorified and exalted be He) is that He said: “Allah has written down

the good deeds and the bad ones. Then He explained it [by saying

that] he who has intended a good deed and has not done it, Allah

writes it down with Himself as a full good deed, but if he has

intended it and has done it, Allah writes it down with Himself as

from ten good deeds to seven hundred times or many times over. But

if he has intended a bad deed and has not done it, Allah writes it

down with Himself as a full good deed, but if he has intended it and

has done it, Allah writes it down as one bad deed”(149).

(147) Surah Al-An’am 6:54, last part.

(148) Surah Al-Ahqaf 46:16.

(149) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 1, Chapter 32, and hadith #40, pg. 36.
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Forgiveness is a mercy from Allah. Forgiveness shows us His

compassion. Allah gave one part of mercy to man so that he can be

compassionate to others and animals, which also gives the ability of

man to forgive his fellow beings, and He kept ninety-nine parts for

Himself. In praising Allah for His greatness in having mercy on man,

through His forgiveness, it helps to heal one’s emotional mind.

“Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying:

Allah created one hundred (parts of mercy) and he distributed one

amongst His creaton and kept this one hundred excepting one with

Himself (for the Day of Resurrection)(150).

Salman Farisi reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying:

Verily, there are one hundred (parts of) mercy for Allah, and it is

one part of this mercy by virtue of which there is mutual love

between the people and ninety-nine reserved for the Day of

Resurrection(151).

Narrated Abu Huraira (RA) I heard Allah’s Messenger (saaws)

saying, Allah has divided mercy into one hundred parts and He kept

ninety-nine parts with Him and sent down one part on the earth, and

because of that , one single part, His creatures are merciful to each

other, so that even the mare lifts up its hoof away from its baby

animal, lest it should trample on it”(152).

Allah’s mercy, forgiveness and compassion leaves man a respite,

but one day man will have to face His Lord. This day man will have to

face the facts of his life and this is why it is so important to ask for

forgiveness now, for then it will be too late. 

(150) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6630, pg. 1437.

(151) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6632, pg. 1437.

(152) Sahih Al-Bukhari, hadith #29, pg. 20.
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“And if Allah were to punish men for that which they earned,

He would not leave a moving (living) creature on the surface of the

earth, but He gives them respite to an appointed term, and when

their term comes, then verily, Allah is Ever All-Seer of His slaves”.

(Surah Fatir 35:45)

With all of that Allah gives man, there is hope in the fact that He

has promised that His mercy will be more than His wrath. He is the

Oft-Forgiving, most merciful.

Abu Huraira reported that Allah’s messenger (saaws) said: When

Allah created the creation as He was upon the Throne, He put down

in His Book; Verily, My mercy predominates My wrath(153).

FORGIVENESS FROM ALLAH:

1. A person needs to ask for forgiveness.

2. A person needs to feel remorse for his evil and repent sincerely.

3. A person needs to make amends of what she has done wrong.

4. A person needs to try and avoid the greater sins and indecent

deeds.

5. A person should guard himself against evil. 

6. A person should never obstinately persist knowingly doing

wrong. 

7. A person should not whine and fall into despair. 

8. A person should not commit shirk (associating partners with

Allah), which Allah does not forgive.

9. Forgiveness from Allah helps a person to heal emotionally and

it also creates positive emotions.

(153) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6626, pg. 1437.
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A prayer for forgiveness:

“Our Lord! forgive us our sins and anything we may have done

that transgressed our duty; establish our feet firmly, and help us

against those that resist Faith”. (Surah Ala-'Imran 3:146-148)

“Of all His servants, only those endowed with spiritual

understanding stand [truly] in awe of Allah, [for they alone

comprehend] that Allah truly is Almighty, and much Forgiving”.

(Surah Fatir 35:28)

REMEMBER, ALLAH FORGIVES ALL SINS WHEN ONE

SINCERELY REPENTS; ALLAH DOES NOT FORGIVE THAT

MAN SHOULD COMMIT SHIRK (ASSOCIATING PARTNERS

WITH HIM).

• GENTLENESS - SOFTNESS - KINDNESS

1. Gentleness and Softness:

To be gentle is to be free from all harshness, roughness, or

intensity. It is to be tender, calm, serene, kind, pleasant, agreeable,

compassionate, softhearted, sympathetic, and warmhearted. Like

gentleness, softness means to be tender, responsive, sympathetic,

warm and compassionate. It also means to speak with a soft, gentle

voice. These two virtues seem to go together, hand in hand.

Imagine a world where everyone is gentle and soft. How peaceful

it would be. 

The greatest example for mankind in gentleness is the Prophet

Muhammad, (saaws). 
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“Prophet Muhammad, (saaws), was our best example in

character and virtues. Once he said that there were high residential

places in Paradise, whose interior was visible from outside and its

exterior from inside. On hearing this one Bedouin inquired whom

these buildings were for? Muhammad (saaws) replied that they were

for those who spoke with politeness and gentleness”(154).

“And by the Mercy of Allah, you dealt with them gently. And

had you been severe and harsh-hearted, they would have broken

away from about you; so pass over (their faults), and ask (Allah’s)

Forgiveness for them; and consult them in the affair. Then when

you have taken a decision, put your trust in Allah, certainly, Allah

loves those who put their trust (in Him)”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:159)

Anas bin Malik reported: “I served the Messenger of Allah

(saaws) for ten years, and, by Allah, he never said to me any harsh

word, and he never said to me about a thing as to why I had done that

and as to why I had not done that.” Abu Rabi’ has made this addition

(in this narration): “The work which a servant should do.” There is

no mention of his word “By Allah”(155).

When a person is gentle, he will find that it also defuses his anger.

For gentleness can help a person to be patience. Most people have

discovered, through experience, that smiling can be one of the most

powerful tools they can use in dealing with others. It can actually

bring out the gentleness in one’s self as well as others, by Allah’s

Mercy. A smile can change the whole atmosphere of the home, work

place, and wherever one may be visiting. Smiling is a part of being

gentle. 

(154) Muhammad Encyclopaedia of Seerah, by Afzalur Rahman, Vol. 1, pg. 45, 46.

(155) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, Hadith #5720, Pg. 1241.
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Anas reported that Allah’s Messenger (saaws) had the best

disposition amongst people. He sent me on an errand one day, and I

said: By Allah, I would not go. I had, however, this idea in my mind

that I would do as Allah’s Apostle(saaws) had commanded me to do. I

went out until I happened to come across children who had been

playing in the street. In the meanwhile, Allah’s Messenger (saaws)

came there and he caught me by the back of my neck from behind me.

As I looked towards him I found him smiling and he said: Unais, did

you go where I commanded you to go? I said: Allah’s Messenger, yes,

I am going. Anas further said: I served him for nine years but I know

not that he never said to me about a thing which I had done why I did

that, or about a thing I had left as to why I had not done that(156).

If a person was to take a survey they would find that the

atmosphere in the home mainly comes from the woman. By Allah’s

Mercy, women have the power to create a warm, gentle atmosphere

for her children and her husband. A woman’s husband is a guest in the

home. Guests, especially in Islam, are to be treated with great honor.

Therefore a woman should make the home so pleasant for her husband

that he will yearn to come home quickly from work. She can make her

home his paradise on earth. This may not happen over night but it is a

goal worth reaching for and can bring great happiness to her husband.

A person will observe that gentleness is one of the greatest virtues

for this type of home. Instead of yelling at the children the mother can

speak to them with gentleness. In doing so she will find that they are

even more willing to listen to her and want to help her in making the

home a wonderful place for their father to come home and enjoy. It is

(156) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, Hadith #5724, Pg. 1241, 1242.  
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not an impossible goal, but it will take much practice with some

failures and trying again, with the help of Allah. A mother will find

that everything is easier to do when she does it for the sake of Allah

alone.

Aisha (RA) reported that there came a few desert Arabs to Allah’s

Messenger (saaws) and said: Do you kiss your Children? He said:

Yes. Thereupon they said: By Allah, but we do not kiss our children.

Thereupon Allah’s Messenger (saaws) said: Then what can I do if

Allah has deprived you of mercy? Ibn Numair said: (He has deprived)

your heart of mercy(157).

Abu Huraira reported that al-Aqra’ bin Habis saw Allah’s

Apostle (saaws) kissing Hasan. He said: I have ten children, but I

have never kissed any one of them, whereupon Allah’s Messenger

(saaws) said: He who does not show mercy (towards his children),

no mercy would be shown to him(158).

A person is able to influence people towards Islam much better by

being soft and compassionate then by being harsh and argumentative.

To be gentle is to be kind to others. Notice in the hadith below that

they repeated a phrase twice for emphasis.

Jarir b. ‘Abdullah reported Allah’s Apostle (saaws) as saying: He

who is deprived of tenderly feelings is in fact deprived of good and

he who is deprived of tenderly feelings is in fact deprived of good(159).

The Prophet (saaws) said that softness (kindness) beautifies things

(157) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, , Hadith #5735, Pg. 1244. 

(158) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, Hadith #5736, Pg. 1244. 

(159) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6272, pg. 1370.
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and everyone loves beauty. A person’s inner beauty shines out and

adds beauty to his face. Gentleness and softeness is beautifying to

one’s emotions. It brings out the positive side of the emotions which

then brings healing, by Allah’s mercy.

A person will notice how the young and the elderly respond so

much better, when he shows softness, tenderness, and respect towards

them.

‘Abd Allah b. ‘Amr reported the Prophet (saaws) as saying:

Those who do not show mercy to our young and do not realize the

right of our elders are not from us”(160).

2. Kindness:

Kindness has many meanings. To be kind is to have a friendly,

generous, benevolent, or gentle nature. A person who is kind shows

friendliness, affection, or consideration. Kindness is a kind act. When

a person is kind he is also courteous, at others’ service,

compassionate, responsive, sympathetic, good-natured, and

sweet-tempered. Kindness is a virtue well worth developing, by the

Mercy of Allah. Kindness develops the softer side of one’s emotions.

Allah is kind and He loves for man to be kind.

Abu Huraira (RA) reported the Holy Prophet (saaws) to have

said, “Verily Allah is kind and He loves kindness. He grants reward

for it (tenderness) and He does not grant if for roughness”(161).

‘Aisha, the wife of Allah’s Apostle (saaws), reported that Allah’s

Messenger (saaws) said: ‘Aisha, verily Allah is kind and he loves

(160) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4925, pg. 1375.

(161) Sunan Ibn-I-Majah, Vol. V, hadith #3688, pg. 129.
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kindness and confers upon kindness which he does not confer upon

severity and does not confer upon anything else besides it

(kindness)(162).

Jarir b. ‘Abdullah -il-Bajali (RA) reported that Allah’s Messenger

(saaws) said, “He who is deprived of tenderness, is deprived of

good”(163).

Prophet Muhammad set a good example for kindness. He treated

everyone, including the children with kindness and politeness. He was

also kind to the animals.

“Muhammad (saaws) was as kind as he was polite. He always

treated people with kindness and tenderness and never showed

harshness, even to his enemies. Anas said, ‘I served Allah’s

Messenger (saaws) for ten years and he never said to me, ‘shame’, or

‘why did you do such a thing?’ or ‘why did you not do such and such

a thing?’”(164)

Jabir b. Sumura reported: I prayed along with Allah’s Messenger

(saaws) the first prayer, he then went to his family and I also went

along with him when he met some children (on the way). He began

to pat the cheeks of each one of them. He also patted my cheek and I

experienced a coolness or a fragrance of his hand as if it had been

brought out from the scent bag of perfumer(165).

“The Prophet (saaws) was very kind to the poor and the destitute

and all those who were weak and low in social status. He was always

(162) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6273, pg. 1370.

(163) Sunan Ibn-I-Majah, Vol. V, hadith #3678, pg. 129.

(164) Muhammad Encyclopaedia of Seerah, by Afzalur Rahman, Vol. 1, pg. 47.

(165) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #4758, pg. 1247.
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kind towards children. He was particularly kind to slaves. He was

also very kind and affectionate towards women. He gave them honor

and dignity equal to men in the community. His kindness knew no

limits; he was kind to animals as well. He taught we should be kind

to our relatives, orphans, our enemies and the unbelievers”(166).

The Qur’an says a person must be kind to his parents. When a

person treats his parents with kindness, he finds that they will respond

back with love and kindness. To do good to a parent is to be kind to

them in all respects. This includes not raising one’s voice to them, but

talk to them in kindness and a soft voice. It is a sin to be unkind to

one’s parents.

“And We have enjoined on man to be dutiful and kind to his

parents”. (Surah Al-Ahqaf 46:15) 

“Worship Allah and join none with Him in worship, and do

good to parents, kinsfolk, orphans, the poor who beg, the neighbor

who is near of kin, the neighbor who is a stranger, the companion

by your side, the wayfarer (you meet), and those (slaves) whom your

right hands possess. Verily, Allah does not like such as are proud

and boastful;" (Surah An-Nisa’ 4:36)

“And your Lord has decreed that you worship none but Him.

And that you be dutiful to your parents. If one of them or both of

them attain old age in your life, say not to them a word of disrespect,

nor shout at them but address them in terms of honor. And lower

unto them the wing of submission and humility through mercy, and

say: ‘My Lord! Bestow on them Your Mercy as they did bring me up

when I was small”. (Surah Al-Isra’ 17:23-25; Surah Luqman 31:14)

(166) Muhammad Encyclopaedia of Seerah, by Afzalur Rahman, Vol. 1, pg. 48-58.
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Narrated Anas bin Malik (RA): Allah’s Apostle (saaws) mentioned

the greatest sins or he was asked about the greatest sins. He said and

to be undutiful or unkind to one’s parents...”(167)

Not only is a person to treat his parent’s with kindness he is to

treat all his relatives kindly. Many times a person treats outsiders

better than he treats his family, when it should be the other way

around. It is important to give one’s family unconditional love! If a

person puts conditions on his love it gives the idea that his way is the

only right way, and that can’t possibly be true. A person’s emotions

can be tied up with his family’s emotions, therefore, it is important to

be kind and keep the emotions positive.

Narrated Abu Sufyan that Heraclius sent for him and said, “What

did he, i.e., the Prophet (saaws) order you?” I replied, “He orders us

to offer prayers; to give alms; to be chaste; and to treat our relatives

kindly”(168).

There are times when a person treats his relatives with kindness,

but they return it with harshness and they don’t seem to want to mend

the situation. The Qur’an gives the answer:

Abu Huraira reported that a person said: Allah’s Messenger

(saaws), I have relatives with whom I try to have close relationship,

but they sever (this relation). I treat them well, but they treat me ill. I

am sweet to them but they are harsh towards me. Upon this he (the

Holy Prophet) said: If it is so as you say, then you in fact throw hot

ashes (upon their faces) and there would always remain with you on

(167) Sahih Al- Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #8, pg. 7.

(168) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #10, pg. 9.
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behalf of Allah (an Angel to support you) who would keep you

dominant over them so long as you adhere to this (path of

righteousness)(169).

According to this hadith if a person treats his relatives well, with

kindness, no matter how they treat him, it is as though he is throwing

“hot ashes” [a metaphorical expression for Hell-Fire and humiliation]

upon their faces. That means a person must keep on treating his

relatives with kindness no matter what they say or do. A person must

continue to act righteously towards them and when he does this, Allah

will send an Angel to support him.

There is another relationship where kindness is so important and

that is between husband and wife. The wife should be kind to her

husband just as the husband is to be kind to the wife. Look at the

perfect example of the Prophet (saaws) and how he treated his wives. 

On the authority of A’isha (RA) who said: The Messenger of Allah

(saaws) said: “The best amongst you is he who is the most kind to

his wife and I am the kindest amongst you to my wives”(170).

On the authority of Aisha (RA) who said: The messenger of Allah

(saaws) said: “The most perfect amongst believers in faith is he who

is the best in manner and kindest to his wife”(171).

Narrated Abu Hurairah (RA) The Prophet (saaws) said:

“Whosoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should not hurt

(trouble) his neighbor . And I advise you to take care of the women

(169) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6204, pg. 1360.

(170) 200 Hadith, hadith #78, pg. 99, rendered by Tirmizi.

(171) 200 Hadith, hadith #84, pg. 102, rendered by Tirmizi.
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[Treat women kindly].  for they have been created from a rib and the

most crooked portion of the rib is in the upper part; if you try to

straighten it, it will break, and if you leave it, it will remain crooked,

so I urge you to take care of the women. [So treat women kindly]"(172).

The Prophet was never harsh, nor did he slap his wives, children,

or anyone else in the face. He was kind to everyone. Hitting someone

in the face is not kindness; it insults them and does emotional injury.

It is important to keep one’s wife, husband, children, parents,

relatives, and friends in good emotional health. 

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s messenger (saaws) as saying:

When any one of you fights with his brother he should avoid

striking at the face(173).

Narrated ‘Aisha (RA): Allah’s messenger (saaws) said, “Be calm,

O ‘Aisha! Allah loves that one should be kind and lenient in all

matters....”(174).

A person feels nice when others are kind to him. Kindness is

something a person gives and it comes back to him. Kindness helps

the world to run smoother. Allah loves kindness and it is a virtue all

Muslims should strive for, by Allah’s Mercy. Kindness helps a person

to become positive, emotionally.

“Kind words and forgiving of faults are better than Sadaqa

(charity) followed by injury. And Allah is Rich (Free of all wants)

and He is Most Forbearing”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:263)

(172) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 7, hadith #114, pg. 81.

(173) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6321, pg. 1378. (read also, #6322-6326).

(174) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #53, middle part, pg. 32, 33.
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Narrated  Jabir  bin  ‘Abdullah  (RA):  The  Prophet  (saaws)  said,

“(Enjoining) all what is good [every act of kindness] is a Sadaqa

(Charity)"(175).

1. GENTLENESS AND SOFTNESS :

1. Gentleness and softness strengthens one against anger.

2. Gentleness and softness brings peace to one’s home which calm

one’s emotions.

3. Gentleness and softness helps one to be kind to his children and

in turn they respect him and this strengthens family emotions.

4. Gentleness and softness helps one to show repect to the elderly

and this helps one’s self-esteem. 

5. Good self-esteem comes from strong and healthy emotions.

6. Gentleness and softness beautifies one’s emotions; plus they

bring out the positive side of one’s emotions, which then brings

healing, by Allah’s mercy.

2. KINDNESS: 

1. Allah loves kindness. 

2. One must be kind to his parents, relatives, and friends. 

3. Kindness to husbands, wives, and children help to bond the

family unit and keeps them in strong emotional health. 

4. Discipline with kindness. 

5. Kindness is a charity.

6. Kindness softens the emotions.

7. Kindness brings out the positive side of the emotions.

(175) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith # 50, pg. 31.
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• HONESTY

Honesty and truthfulness go hand in hand. The dictionary says to

be honest is to be fair and just in character and behavior, not cheating

or stealing, free of deceit and untruthfulness. It is to be sincere and

upright in character. Honesty can also mean to be conscientious, just,

dependable, reliable, trustworthy, moral, and so on.

Allah’s Messenger (saaws) is the greatest example in this virtue.

He was known as the “trustworthy”. He hated lies and he loved

truthfulness.

“O you who believe! Fear Allah and (always) say a word

directed to the right; that He may make your conduct whole and

sound and forgive you your sins; He that obeys Allah and His

Messenger has already attained the highest achievement”. (Surah

Al-Ahzab 33:70-71)

It is no virtue that you turn your face to the East and the West,

but virtue is that one should believe in Allah, and the Last Day and

the angels and the prophets; and spend out of love for Him his

wealth on relatives and orphans and the needy and the wayfarer and

on those who ask and for ransom of the slaves and establish salat

and pay zakat. And those who fulfill the pledges they make and

steadfast in adversity and affliction and in times of struggle, such

are the people as are truthful and God-fearing”. (Surah Al-Baqarah

2:177)

“O you who believe! Fear Allah and be with those who are

truthful”. (Surah At-Tauba 9:119)
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A person who is a false witness, giving a false statement, is also

considered to be a liar. Also if a person conceals the truth, distorting

his witness or refusing to witness when he knows what has happened

he is lying. This makes a person stop and think before he says

anything.

Narrated ‘Abdullah (RA): The Prophet (saaws) said,

“Truthfulness leads to righteousness, and righteousness leads to

Paradise. And a man keeps on telling the truth until he becomes a

truthful person. Falsehood leads to Al-Fajoor (i.e., wickedness, evil

doing), and Al-Fajoor (wickedness) leads to the (Hell) Fire, and a

man  may  keep  on  telling  lies  till  he  is  written  before  Allah,  a

liar”(176).

On the authority of Abu Bakra RA): The Prophet (saaws) said

thrice: “The Prophet (saaws) sat up after he had been reclining (on a

pillow) and said, “And I warn you against, giving a false witness,

and he kept on saying that warning till we thought he would not

stop”(177).

“...and shun lying speech (false statements)”. (Surah Al-Hajj

22:30)

“And those who do not witness falsehood, and if they pass by

some evil play or evil talk, they pass by it with dignity”. (Surah

Ash-Shur’ara 26:72)

Narrated Anas bin Malik (RA): The Prophet (saaws) said: The

biggest of Al-Kaba’ir (the great sins) are: (1) To join others as

(176) Sahih Al- Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #116, pg. 75, 76..

(177) Al- Bukhari, Vol. 3, hadith # 822, pg. 499.
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partners in worship with Allah, (2) to murder a human being, (3) to be

undutiful to one’s parents (4) and to make a false statement,” or said,

“to give a false witness”(178).

The best way to teach children honesty is through one’s example.

Children tend to learn more by example than they do by words.

Whenever a parent promises their children anything they must make

sure they fulfilled that promise. The Prophet (saaws) said, “If a person

didn’t give what he promised to them then he is telling a lie”.

‘Abd Allah b. ‘Amir said: My mother called me one day when the

Apostle of Allah (saaws) was sitting in our house. She said: Come

here and I shall give you something. The apostle of Allah (saaws)

asked her: What did you intend to give him? She replied: I intended

to give him some dates. The Apostle of Allah (saaws) said: If you

were  not  to  give  him  anything,  a  lie  would  be  recorded  against

you(179).

Thoughts play an important role in how a person acts. When a

person thinks of being truthful, he will become truthful, by Allah’s

Mercy. When a person always tells the truth, people will believe and

trust him. Being honest can become a habit if a person always tells the

truth. 

‘Abdullah reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying: It is

obligatory for you to tell the truth, for truth leads to virtue and virtue

leads to Paradise, and the man who continues to speak the truth and

endeavors to tell the truth is eventually recorded as truthful with

(178) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 9, hadith #10, pg. 5.

(179) Sunan Abu Dawud, hadith #4973, pg. 1389.
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Allah, and beware of telling of a lie for telling of a lie leads to

obscenity and obscenity leads to hell-Fire, and the person who keep

telling lies and endeavors to tell a lie is recorded as a liar with

Allah”(180).

‘Abdullah b. Mas’ud reported that Muhammad (saaws) said:

Should I inform you that slandering, that is in fact a tale-carrying

which creates dissension amongst people, (and) he (further) said: The

person tells the truth until he is recorded as truthful, and he tells a

lie until he is recorded as a liar(181).

Sometimes a person can get carried away with joking with his

friends. This is okay if the jokes are truthful and do not come to the

point of lying. A person needs to make sure that his jokes are kind and

honest. Too much joking is not good; a person can loose friends that

way. 

Bahz bin Hakim, on of his father’s authority, told that his

grandfather reported the Apostle of Allah (saaws) said: “Woe to him

who tells things, speaking falsely, to make people laugh thereby.

Woe to him, woe to him!”(182).

A person enjoys being told that he has done a good job. It is

important that the complements are truthful. Sometimes a person may

exaggerate in his compliments; maybe he is trying to get on the good

side of the other person. Sometimes a person may boast about himself,

only to be embarrassed later by what he has done. When it comes to a

(180) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6309, pg. 1375.

(181) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6306, pg. 1375.

(182) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4972, pt. 1389.
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person’s accomplishments it is better to do everything for the sake of

Allah, and Allah will make known his good works, if it is His will. 

Praising a person too much can lead to his having pride and

sinning. Allah alone knows a person from the inside out, and what is

truthful. It is very easy to deceive others. It is okay to say, “It appears

this person is such and such.” It is important to be truthful and not to

exaggerate or make a false praise.

Abu Ma’mar reported that a person lauded a ruler amongst the

rulers and Miqdad began to throw dust upon him and he said: Allah’s

messenger (saaws) commanded us that we should throw dust upon

the faces of those who shower too much praise(183).

Narrated Abu Bakra (RA): A man was mentioned before the

Prophet (saaws), and another man praised him greatly. The Prophet

(saaws) said, “May Allah’s mercy be on you! You have cut the neck

of your friend”. The Prophet (saaws) repeated this sentence many

times and said, “If it is indispensable for anyone of you to praise

someone, then he should say, ‘I think that he is so-and-so,’ if he

really thinks that he is such. Allah is the One Who will take his

accounts (as He knows his reality) and none can sanctify anybody

before Allah”(184).

And whether you keep you talk secret or disclose it, verily, He is

the All-Knower of what is in the breasts (of men). Should not He

Who has created know? And He is the Most kind and Courteous (to

His slaves) All-Aware (of everything)". (Surah Al-Mulk 67:13, 14)

(183) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #7142, pg. 1542; Sunan Abu Dawud, hadith #4786, pg.
1344, 1345.

(184) Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #87, pg. 54, 55.
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Asma’, daughter of Abu Bakr, told of a woman who said: Apostle

of Allah! I have a fellow-wife; will it be wrong for me to boast of

receiving from my husband what he does not give me? He replied:

The one who boasts of receiving what he has not been given is like

him who has put on two garments of falsehood(185).

There is a story of ‘Aisha (RA), the Prophet’s (saaws) wife in the

Qur’an and the Sunnah; it shows a person how tragic it is when

someone jumps to conclusions without knowing the truth. The story

tells how Allah clears her of the wrong accusations. This story is

found in: Sahih Muslim, Vol.4, hadith #6673, pgs.1450-1454, and

Surah An-Nur 24. It is better for a person to read it in detail for

themselves.

Honesty is very important when dealing with others. This can be

in both sales and gifts. For instance, the seller may try to hide the

defect of his product from the buyer at the time of selling, but

eventually the buyer finds out. When a person finds the flaw after he

arrives home, he will not consider the seller to be an honest person

and he will try to avoid any further dealings with him. It is better to

tell the defect at the time of selling even though a person has to take a

lesser price for it, but the peace within his conscience and with his

fellow being is worth it. 

‘Abdullah b. Dinar narrated that he heard ibn ‘Umar (RA)

saying: A man mentioned to the Messenger of Allah (saaws) that he

was deceived in a business transaction, whereupon Allah’s

Messenger (saaws) said: When you enter into a transaction, say:

There should be no attempt to deceive”(186).

(185) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. III, hadith #4979, pg. 1391.

(186) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 3, hadith #3663, pg. 805.
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Narrated Hakim bin Hizam (RA) Allah’s Apostle (saaws) said,

“The seller and the buyer have the right to keep or return the goods

so long as they have not parted or till they part; and if both the

parties spoke the truth and described the defects and qualities (of the

goods), then they would be blessed in their transaction, and if they

told lies or hid something, then the blessings of their transaction

would be lost”(187).

Narrated ('Abdullah bin ‘Umar) (RA): A person came to the

Prophet (saaws) and told him that he was always betrayed in

purchasing. The Prophet (saaws) told him to say at the time of

buying, “No cheating.” (i.e. he has the right to return it if found

undesirable)(188).

There are times in life when a man gives a trust to others to hold

for him. This can be in the way of money, property, animals, and even

children. It may be for an hour or many years, but when the time

comes to give it back, it must be given back. This is honesty. It is even

better to give it back in better condition. 

“O you who believe! betray not the trust of Allah and the

Messenger, nor misappropriate knowingly things entrusted to you.

And know that your possessions and your progeny are but a trial;

and that it is Allah with whom lies your highest reward”. (Surah

Al-Anfal 8:27-28)

“Verily, Allah commands that you should render back the trust

to those, to whom they are due; and that when you judge between

(187) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 3, hadith #293, pg. 166.

(188) Al-Bukhari, Vol. 3, hadith #328, pg. 186.
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men, you judge with justice. Verily, how excellent is the teaching,

which He (Allah) gives you! Truly, Allah is Ever All-Hearer,

All-Seer”. (Surah An-Nisa’ 4:58)

A person must also be honest when he borrows something from

someone. Also, when a person takes out a loan, it should be his honest

intention to pay it back, Insha Allah (God willing).

Zaid b. Arqam reported the prophet (saaws) as saying: When a

man makes a promise to his brother with the intention of fulfilling it

and does not do so, and does not come at the appointed time, he is

guilty of no sin(189).

‘Abd Allah b. Abi al-Hamsa’ said: I bought something from the

Prophet (saaws) before he received his Prophetic commission, and as

there was something still due to him I promised him that I would

bring it to him at his place, but I forgot. When I remembered three

days later, I went to that place and found him there. He said: You

have vexed me, young man.  I have been here for three days waiting

for you(190).

The honesty in vows, oaths, and covenants:

The story of Prophet Job (saaws) is full of lessons. Not only can a

person learn from his patience but also from his honesty. Prophet Job

(saaws) made a covenant to strike his wife 100 times because of the

words she had said while he was ill. He was not happy with her

words. After he was healed he knew that he must fulfill this covenant

in order to be honest. Allah, in His Mercy, told him to fulfill his

covenant by striking her with a handful of straw. 

(189) Sunan Abu Dawud, hadith #4977, pg. 1390.

(190) Sunan Abu Dawud, hadith #4978, pg. 1390.
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Even though it seems difficult, a person must fulfill his vows and

covenants. This is why it is important not to make foolish vows or

covenants that were hard to fulfill. This is another reason why one

should not make oaths or covents when a person is angry and not

thinking of what will be the results. 

There are people that when their life is in great danger, make

vows to Allah, or a covenant. They tell Allah that if He will save them

from this danger they will fulfill the covenants they made to Him.

After the danger is over, most of them forget their covenants with

Allah. They go on with life just the way they did before. A person is

responsible for his vows and covenants.

“Amongst them are men who made a Covenant with Allah, that

if he bestowed on them of His bounty, they would give (largely) in

charity, and be truly amongst those who are righteous. But when He

did bestow of His bounty, they became covetous, and turned back

(from their covenant), averse (from its fulfillment). He has put as a

consequence hypocrisy into their hearts, (to last) till the day

whereon they shall meet Him; because they broke their Covenant

with Allah, and because they lied (again and again). Do they not

know that Allah does know their secret (thoughts) and their secret

counsels, and that Allah knows well all things unseen?” (Surah

Tauba 9:75-78)

“We did not find most of them true to their covenant; and most

of them We found rebellious and disobedient”. (Surah Al-A’araf 7:102)

“Among the believers are men who have been true to their

covenant with Allah; of them some have completed their vow to (the
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extreme), and some (still) wait; but they have never changed (their

determination) in the least”. (Surah Al-Ahzab 33:23)

There is an exception in breaking an oath, which is to do

something that is better instead.

Allah’s Messenger (saaws) has said: “....Whenever you take an

oath to do something and later you find that something else is better

than the first; then do the better one and make expiation for your

oath”(191).

When a person studies the stories of all the Prophets (saaws) he

will find that they all practiced honesty. They told the truth, fought for

the truth, and taught their followers to tell the truth. One example is

Ismail:

“Also mention in the Book (the story of) Ismail; he was true to

what he promised, and he was a messenger, Prophet. He used to

enjoin on his people prayer and charity and he was most acceptable

in the sight of the Lord”.  (Surah Maryam 19:54-55)

There is a danger that Muslims are facing in Islam today; it is

dishonesty among themselves. What kind of dishonesty is there? It is

teaching others that Allah demands something when it is not a

command, or just the opposite; teaching something which is not

required by Allah, when it is required. These dishonest teachings are

called innovations (Bid’ah). These innovations are meant to add to or

take away from the religion. A person must guard himself from these

innovations. In order for a person to do that he must know his religion

(191) Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #619, last part, pg. 404. 405.
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so well that he will be able recognize what are the innovations.

Innovations are considered lies, as they take away the honesty and

truth of a person’s faith. 

‘Aisha Reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying: He who

innovates things in our affairs for which there is no valid (reason)

(commits sin) and these are to be rejected(192).

“It is those who believe not in the Signs of Allah that forge

falsehood; it is they who lie”. (Surah An-Nalh 16:105)

“In their hearts is a disease (of doubt and hypocrisy) and Allah

has increased their disease. A painful torment is theirs because they

used to tell lies”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:10)

A person needs to live his faith in honesty, because one day, he

will stand before his Creator, on the Day of Judgment. There is no

escape from this day. It will come whether a person believes in it or

not. A person does not want to be among the group of liars and

deceivers; but to be among those who are honest and truthful. This is

going to be part of a person’s daily struggling and striving in the way

of Allah.

“If any person is so false, he shall on the Day of Judgment,

restore what he misappropriated; then shall every soul receive its

due, whatever it earned, and none shall be dealt with unjustly”.

(Surah Ala- ‘Imran 3:161)

When a person is honest he is building up the positive side of his

emotions. When his emotions are positive it builds up his self-esteem.

Positive emotions also help a person to have a more positive faith, all

by Allah’s mercy. This all leads to the healing of one’s emotions.

(192) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 3, hadith #4266, pg. 930.                                         
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HONESTY: 

1.  Honesty is an important virtue for one’s faith. 

2.  Be truthful and do not bear false witness against others. 

3.  Tell the truth; do not give false statements (lie). 

4.  Children learn honesty through their parents’ examples. 

5.  Tell truthful jokes. 

6.  Give honest compliments, not exaggerating. 

7.  Those dealing in sales should be honest and not hide the

defects. 

8.  A person should be honest and give back what is intrusted to

him. 

9.  Be honest in keeping vows, oaths, and covenants. 

10. Be honest in Islam and do not follow innovations (false

beliefs). 

11. Honesty builds positive emotions that increase self-esteem,

along with a more positive faith.

• KNOWLEDGE

A. Man’s Knowledge:

Man’s knowledge comes from Allah. Allah teaches mankind what

he should know. Sometimes a person may feel proud of his

knowledge and takes the credit to his own merits. After studying the

Qur’an a person can see the truth, that he can only learn, understand,

and have knowledge of what Allah wills for him to know. The Qur’an

states that Allah has given mankind only a little knowledge. 
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“...And of knowledge, you (mankind) have been given only a

little”. (Surah Al-Issra’ 17:85)

“...Allah teaches you. And Allah is the all-Knower of each and

everything”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:282)

Allah says in the Qur’an:

“And indeed We have sent down for you Ayat (proofs, evidences,

verses, lessons, signs, revelations) that make things plain, and the

example of those who passed away before you, and an admonition

for those who are Al-Muttaqun [i.e. pious and righteous persons

who fear Allah much (abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds

which he has forbidden), and love Allah much (perform all kinds of

good deeds which he has ordained)]”. (Surah An-Nur 24:34)

Knowledge is very important for a person’s emotional and

spiritual growth. A person can not say he is a Muslim and then not

know anything about what it means to be a Muslim. He must study

and learn, and then Allah, in His Mercy, grants him the knowledge

that he is seeking.

How can a person obey Allah if he does not have knowledge of

what He commands? A person also needs knowledge in order to know

how to act as a Muslim. It is very important to set aside some time

every day for the study of the Qur’an and the Sunnah. How can

parents properly teach their children Islam if they do not study and

learn the Qur’an and the Sunnah? With today’s technology,

transportation, and modern methods of communication there is no

excuse for not studying and learning one’s religion (deen). To say one

is busy is not an excuse. A person takes time for what is important to
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him, so studying the Qur’an and Sunnah should be a matter of

priority. What can be more important then the priority of the

Hereafter? 

“Of all His servants, only those endowed with spiritual

understanding stand [truly] in awe of Allah, [for they alone

comprehend] that Allah truly is Almighty, and much forgiving”.

(Surah Fatir 35:28)

“...To devote themselves to studies in religion,...” (Surah At-Tauba

9:122)

There are many good sources by which a person can attain

knowledge. The Qur’an and the Sunnah are the best sources, along

with many religious books written for this purpose. A person can learn

a lot by reading the parables, the stories of the Prophets (saaws), the

examples of other nations and other people, the Signs of Allah, and

the Attributes of Allah, which are in the Qur’an. 

“Have they not traveled in the land and seen what was the end

of those who were before them? They were superior to them in

strength, and in the traces (which they left) in the land. But Allah

seized them with punishment for their sins. And none had they to

protect them from Allah”. (Surah Ghafir 40:21)

“Have they not traveled through the earth and seen what was

the end of those before them? They were more numerous than them

and mightier in strength, and in the traces (they have left behind

them) in the land, yet all that they used to earn availed them not”.

(Surah Ghafir 40:82)
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Here is a good example of a parable, in the Qur’an, by which a

person can learn more about his Creator. 

Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth. The parable of

His Light is as (if there were) a niche and within it a lamp, the lamp

is in glass, the glass as it were a brilliant star, lit from a blessed tree,

an olive, neither of the east (i.e. neither it gets sun-rays only in the

morning) nor of the west (i.e. nor it gets sun-rays only in the

afternoon, but it is exposed to the sun all day long), whose oil would

almost glow forth (of itself), though no fire touched it. Light upon

Light! Allah guides to His Light whom He wills, And Allah sets

forth parables for mankind, and Allah is All-Knower of everything”.

(Surah An-Nur 24:35)

When a person has knowledge it helps him to know how to deal

with difficult situations, people, and himself. Therefore, knowledge

can bring healing to one’s emotions, by the mercy of Allah.  

BENEFITS MAN CAN RECEIVE FROM KNOWLEDGE: 

1. A greater understanding of his religion, job, environment,

health, fellow human beings, science, children, family, and so forth. 

2. The ability to worship Allah in the correct way so that he can

draw closer to Allah.

3. The ability able to understand the true nature of this world.

4. Knowing how to deal with difficult situations. 

5. It can bring healing to one’s emotions, by the mercy of Allah.
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A prayer to Allah:

“‘O Lord !’ (they say), ‘Let not our hearts deviate now after

thou hast guided us, but grant us mercy from Thee: for Thou art the

Grantor of bounties without measure. Our Lord! Thou art He that

will gather mankind together against a Day about which there is no

doubt; for Allah never fails in His promise”. (Surah Al- ‘Imran 3:8, 9)

Ameen.

This is the prayer of those who have knowledge. As their

knowledge increases they realize how little they know. This

knowledge increases their faith and they want to keep it within their

hearts. They ask Allah to keep them from falling away from the right

way, for they realize that one day they must stand before Allah.

B. Allah’s Knowledge:

When it comes to knowledge, the created beings of Allah know

only what Allah has taught them. Allah is the Only One that is

All-Knowing. This, of course, means He knows everything and there

is not anything that He does not know. Just as man’s free-will is

limited so is man’s knowledge is limited to what Allah teaches him.

Humans should never think they have knowledge above their

Creator’s knowledge. The Qur’an tells us about this attribute,

All-Knowing, of Allah. 

“See you not that Allah knows (all) that is in the heavens and on

earth? There is not a secret consultation between three, but He is the

fourth of them, nor between five but He is the sixth, nor between

fewer nor more, but His is with them, wheresoever they be; in the
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end will He tell them what they did on the Day of Judgment. For

Allah has full knowledge of all things”. (Surah al-Mujadila 58:7; also

look at: Surah Al- ‘Ankabut 29:5)

“Allah! There is no god but He, the Living, the Self-subsisting,

Supporter of all. No slumber can seize Him nor sleep. His are all

things in the heavens and on earth. Who can intercede in His

presence except as He permits? He knows what (appears to His

creatures as) before or after or behind them. Nor shall they compass

ought of His knowledge except as He wills. His Throne does extend

over the heavens and the earth, and He feels no fatigue in guarding

and preserving them for He is the Most High, The Supreme (in

glory)". (Surah Al-Baqarah 2: 255)

Allah knows everything. A person can not hide anything from

Allah, for Allah knows what is in his thoughts and heart. Allah knows

when a leaf falls to the ground. Allah knows where the grain is hidden

in the darkness of the earth. 

“And with Him are the keys of the Ghaib (all that is hidden),

none knows them but He. And He knows whatever there is in (or on)

the earth and in the sea; not a leaf falls, but he knows it. There is

not a grain in the darkness of the earth nor anything fresh or dry,

but is written in a Clear Record. It is he who take your souls by

night (when you are asleep), and has knowledge of all that you have

done by day, then he raises (wakes) you up again that a term

appointed (your life period) be fulfilled, then in the end unto Him

will be your return. Then He will inform you what you used to do”.

(Surah All-An’am 6:59, 60; also look at: Surah At-Talaq 65:18)
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“Say (O Muhammad SAAWS): Whether you hide what is in

your breasts or reveal it, Allah knows it, and He knows what is in

the heavens and what is in the earth. And Allah is Able to do all

things”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:39; also look at: Surah Al-Mulk 67:13, 14)

“Whatever you (O Muhammad SAAWS) may be doing, and

whatever portion you may be reciting from the Qur’an, and

whatever deed you (mankind) may be doing (good or evil), We are

Witness thereof, when you are doing it. And nothing is hidden from

your Lord (so much as) the weight of an atom (or small ant) on the

earth or in the heaven. Not what is less than that or what is greater

than that but is (written) in a Clear Record. (Tafsir At-Tavari. Vol.

11, P. 129)". (Surah Yunus 10:61; also look at: Surah Luqman 31:16)

There are five things that its knowledge is with Allah alone.

1. The knowledge of: the hour.

2. The knowledge of: the rain.

3. The knowledge of: that which is in the wombs.

4. The knowledge of: what a person will earn tomorrow.

5. The knowledge of: in which land a person will die.

Allah keeps this knowledge with Himself for reasons known only

to Him. 

“Verily, Allah! With Him (Alone) is the knowledge of the Hour,

he sends down the rain, and knows that which is in the wombs. No

person knows what he will earn tomorrow, and no person knows in

what land he will die. Verily, Allah is All-Knower, All-Aware (of

things)". (Surah Luqman 31:34) 
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When a person studies the knowledge of Allah, he will not be able

to do anything, but to stand in awe of his Creator. A person should

never have any doubts about putting all his affairs with Allah. A

person’s trust in Allah is greatly strengthened by studying Allah’s

All-Knowing knowledge. What is man’s limited knowledge, given to

him by his Creator, compared to Allah’s All-Knowing Knowledge? It

is nothing! Allah has full knowledge of man’s emotions and what are

his needs. Therefore, when a person humbles himself before the

knowledge of his Creator, he can ask Him for emotional healing. 

ALLAH’S KNOWLEDGE: 

1. It encompasses all things. 

2. Nothing is hidden from Allah. 

3. Allah keeps the knowledge of five things to Himself: A. The

knowledge of the hour. B. The rain. C. Which is in the wombs. D.

What a person will earn tomorrow. E. In what land a person will die. 

4. Allah has full knowledge of man’s emotions, therefore, a

person can ask for emotional healing. 

• OBEDIENCE - SUBMISSION

Obedience means submission to another’s rule or authority and

the compliance with a law or command of this authority. In the case of

Islam this is total submission and obedience to Allah and His

Messenger (saaws) above all other authority. 

“And obey Allah and the Messenger (Muhammad saaws) that

you may obtain mercy”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:132; look also at: Surah

An-Nur 24:51; Surah Muhammad 47:33; Surah At-Taghabun 64:12)
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Allah tells mankind, not only to obey Him, but to obey His

Messenger Muhammad as well. Allah sent Prophet Mohamed as

mankind’s example; therefore, Muslims are also to obey the Prophet.

What does Allah say about Prophet Muhammad.

“Nor does he speak of (his own) desire. It is only an Inspiration

that is inspired. He has been taught (this Qur’an) by one mighty in

power (Gabriel)".  (Surah An-Najm 53:3-5)

It is obligatory to have Belief in the Messengership of the

Prophet (Muhammad saaws). Narrated Abu Huraira (RA): Allah’s

Messenger said: “By Him (Allah) in Whose Hand Muhammad’s soul

is, there is none from amongst the Jews and the Christians (of these

present nations) who hears about me and then dies without believing

in the Message with which I have been sent (i.e. Islamic

Monotheism),  but  he  will  be  from  the  dwellers  of  the  (Hell)

Fire”(193).

There are some people who say, “What is being said is from the

Sunnah so we don’t have to practice that nor believe it”. The Qur’an

says that mankind must follow all of the true Prophets and Messengers

Allah sends. 

“We sent no Messenger, but to be obeyed by Allah’s Leave”.

(Surah An-Nisa’ 4:64)

“He who obeys the Messenger (Muhammad saaws), has indeed

obeyed Allah, but he who turns away, then we have not sent you (O

Muhammad SAAWS) as a watcher over them”. (Surah An-Nisa’ 4:80;

also look at: Surah An-Nisa’ 4:59)

(193) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 1, hadith #284, pg. 91.
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Narrated Abu Huraira (RA): Allah’s Messenger saaws said,

“Whoever obeys me, he obeys Allah, and whoever disobeys me, he

disobeys Allah, and whoever obeys the ruler I appoint, he obeys me,

and whoever disobeys him, he disobeys me”(194).

How should a person obey Allah? There are many commands that

Allah puts for mankind in the Qur’an and the Sunnah. To name a few:

the daily five prayers, good deeds, paying Zakat, repeling evil with

good, worshipping Allah alone, and so forth.

“Wealth and children are the adornment of the life of this world.

But the good righteous deeds (five compulsory prayers, deeds of

Allah’s obedience, good and nice talk, remembrance of Allah with

glorification, praises and thanks, etc.), that last, are better in your

Lord’s Sight for rewards and better in respect of hope”. (Surah

Al-Kahf 18:46)

“Say: ‘Obey Allah and obey the Messenger,  do righteous good

deeds, worship Me and do not associate anything (in worship) with

Me. ... offer prayer perfectly (Iqamat-as-Salat), give Zakat and obey

the Messenger (Muhammad saaws) that you may receive mercy

(from Allah)".  (Surah An-Nur 24:54-56)

“Those who join that which Allah has commanded to be joined

(i.e. they are good to their relatives and do not sever the bond of

kinship), fear their Lord, and dread the terrible reckoning (i.e.

abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds which Allah has

forbidden and perform all kinds of good deeds which Allah has

ordained). And those who persevere, seeking their Lord’s

(194) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 9, Hadith #251, pg. 189.
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Countenance, offer prayers perfectly (Iqamaat-as-Salat), and spend

out of that which We have bestowed on them, secretly and openly,

and defend evil with good, for such there is a good end;" (Surah

Ar-Ra’d 13:21, 22; also look at: Surah Al-Anfal 8:2, 3; Surah Al-Mu’minun

23:57-61)

It is not enough just to say, “I believe”. A person must also put

that belief into practice. A mother may say to her child, “Please take

out the garbage it is smelling bad.” Her child may reply, “I believe

you, the garbage smells bad.” But then he does not take out the

garbage, he didn’t obey, he only believed. It is not enough to believe,

a person must obey and put into practice what Allah and His

Messenger (saaws) asks him to do.

“And when it is recited to them, they say: ‘We believe in it. Verily,

it is the truth from our Lord. Indeed even before it we have been from

those who submit themselves to Allah in Islam as Muslims (like

‘Abdullah bin Salam and Salman Al-Farsi etc.).’ These will be given

their reward twice over, because they are patient, and repel evil with

good, and spend (in charity) out of what We have provided them.

And when they hear Al-Laghw (dirty, false, evil vain talk) they

withdraw from it and say: ‘To us our deeds, and to you your deeds.

Peace be to you. We seek not the ignorant.’”(195).

“Only those believe in our Ayaat (proofs, evidences, verses,

lessons, signs, revelations etc)., who, when they are reminded of

them fall down prostrate, and glorify the Praises of their Lord, and

they are not proud. Their sides forsake their beds, to invoke their

(195) Surah Al-Qasas 28:53-55.
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Lord in fear and hope, and they spend (charity in Allah’s Cause) out

of what We have bestowed on them. No person knows what is kept

hidden form them of joy as a reward for what they used to do”(196).

“Only those are the believers who have believed in Allah and His

Messenger, and afterward doubt not but strive with their wealth and

their lives for the Cause of Allah. Those! They are the truthful”(197).

The virtues, obedience and submission, are very important to a

Muslim; it can mean the difference between going to Paradise, by

Allah’s mercy, and going to Hell Fire, by Allah’s will. 

Obedience is submission and submission is belief; but belief

without action or practice is not belief at all. To be submissive to

Allah can be a difficult struggle with the inner self of man. Shaitan is

there to whisper and try to keep a person from total submission. It

may cause a person to struggle against submitting to what Allah has

written for him. This can cause emotional turmoil and strife. A person

can only find inner and emotional peace and healing, when he totally

sumits to Allah’s will in all aspects of his life. This is a moment by

moment struggle for one’s entire life. A person can find victory by

asking for Allah’s help and mercy. Allah promises great rewards for

those who succeed, by Allah’s mercy.

OBEDIENCE - SUBMISSION: 

1. Obedience means submission to Allah and His Messenger in all

things. 

2. When a person says he believes he must follow it up with

practice. 

(196) Surah As-Sajdah 32:15-17.

(197) Surah All-Hujurat 49:15.
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3. Allah lays down laws and commands that man must obey. 

4. It takes hard work but it is worth the reward. 

5. To obey keeps a person from emotional turmoil and strife in his

inner soul. 

6. To obey and be submissive brings emotional peace and healing.

• PATIENCE - SELF CONTROL

1. Patience:

Patience is one of the hardest virtues one has to learn. Patience is

a virtue that will help a person learn self-control. All the tests and

trials a person faces needs patience in order for the person to endure.

Man is created to be hasty and this makes him impatient.

The Qur’an says: 

“Man is made of haste. I shall show you My signs, but ask Me

not to hasten”. (Surah Al-Ambiya 21:37)

“Man prays for evil as fervently as he prays for good for man is

given to haste”. (Surah Al-Israa 17:11)

“Truly man was created, very impatient; fretful when evil

touches him; and niggardly when good reaches him”. (Surah

Al-Ma’aarij 70:19-21) 

Since man is created impatient does this give him the excuse to

act impatient? No, Allah asks man to be patient. It is one of the tests

of this life and those who pass the test will be one of the strong ones.  
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“Patiently, then, persevere: for the promise of Allah is true: and

ask forgiveness for thy fault, and celebrate the praises of thy Lord in

the evening and in the morning”. (Surah Al-Mumin 40:55)

“Therefore do thou hold patience, a patience of beautiful

(contentment)”. (Surah Al-Ma’arij 70:5)

“Follow thou the inspiration sent unto thee, and be patient and

constant, till Allah, do decide; for He is the Best to decide”. (Surah

Yunus 10:109)

With the stress of high technology it is, in some ways, harder to

practice patience. A person must always be in a hurry, with no time to

think of what he is doing. Demands are put on him to an extent that

sometimes he finally loses patience.    

Both men and women find today’s fast pace taxing, and it is

difficult to be patient. 

Men, because of the the demands of work, then when they come

home they still have the demands of the family. They are tired after

the day’s work and in this tiredness they often times become impatient

with the family, whom they love. Sometimes they take out all their

anger and frustration on the family, because they do not dare take it

out at work. If they did they may lose their jobs, then where would

they be. This anger they take out on their family is displaced anger. In

order to help husbands and fathers find patience it is good for the

family to give him a little while to relax and rest before putting all the

problems of the home on him. Then when he is rested he will be able

to see things more clearly and have more patience with his family,

Allah willing.
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Women, because they must also work outside of the home, to

supplement the family income, and when they come home they have

to cook dinner, clean house, do the laundry, and take care of all the

demands of the children. When their husbands get home, they have no

energy left to deal with his tiredness and his needs, so they may lose

patience. Of course, there are some that have maids to help them, but

some do not and they must cope with everything. So their patience is

tested every day. They may take their tiredness and anger out on their

husbands and children. Again this is displaced anger. 

Yet, no matter what the circumstances are a person needs to

acquire patience, with Allah’s help. Patience is the answer for many

frustrations. These times of displaced anger, is a time to be patient and

forgive even though one may be wronged.

“Therefore be patient with what they say, and celebrate

(constantly) the praises of thy Lord, before the rising of the sun. And

before its setting; yea, celebrate them for part of the hours of the

night, and at the sides of the day; that thou may be pleased”. (Surah

Ta Ha 20:130)

“And those who, when an oppressive wrong is inflicted on them,

(are not cowed but) help and defend themselves. The recompense for

an injury is an injury equal thereto (in degree): but if a person

forgives and makes reconciliation, his reward is due from Allah: for

(Allah) loves not those who do wrong. But indeed if any do help and

defend himself after a wrong (done) to him, against such there is no

cause of blame. The blame is only against those who oppress men

with wrong-doing and insolently transgress beyond bounds through
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the land, defying right and justice; for such there will be a

chastisement grievous. But indeed if any show patience and forgive,

that would truly be an affair of great resolution”. (Surah Ash-Shura

42:39-43)

There are times when children or others need to be punished, but

it is still better to be patient and punish in kindness and not with

harshness.

“And if you punish let your punishment be proportionate to the

wrong that has been done to you! but if you show patience, that is

indeed the best (course) for those who are patient, for thy patience is

but with the help from Allah; nor grieve over them: and distress not

thyself because of their plots”. (Surah Al-Nahl 16:126, 127)

What a person needs to remember, is that he does not have to

struggle alone in learning patience, he can pray to Allah for help, for

He is always there to help.

“ Seek help with patient perseverance and prayer; for Allah is

with those who patiently persevere”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:153)

The Arabic word Sabr implies many shades of meaning, which is

difficult to comprehend in one English word. It implies: patience by

not being hasty; patience by persevering; patience in steadfastness and

firmness of purpose; having a cheerful attitude in sorrow, defeat, or

suffering. 

Mankind can also help each other by encouraging each other in

patience. This also helps a person to bear what others say that may

lead him to impatience. 
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“...Persevere in patience and constancy; vie in such

perseverance; strengthen each other; and fear Allah, that you may

prosper”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:200)

“Bear, then, with patience, all that they say...” (Surah Qaf 50:39;

also look at: Surah Al-Muzzammil 73:10,11)

Some people have been created to be a trial for others. This is

where it will take great patience in all they do and say. This may take

struggling and and asking Allah for help.

“We have made some of you as trials for others. Will you have

patience? For Allah is One Who sees (all things)". (Surah Furqan

25:20)

To be obedient to Allah and His Messenger also takes patient

perseverance. It is a moment by moment struggle.

And obey Allah and His Messenger; and fall into no disputes,

lest you lose heart and your power depart; and be patient and

persevering; for Allah is with those who patiently persevere”. (Surah

Al-Anfal 8:46)

The Qur’an tells man how important patience is in his everyday

life. Patience helps him to keep things running smoothly in today’s

hurry-up world. It helps him to keep peace in the family. It

strengthens his faith and brings him closer to Allah. When a person

chooses patience it can bring about wonderful changes in his life, by

Allah’s Mercy. Allah, in His mercy, will not take away the reward for

being patient and working towards righteousness. Patience keeps a

person’s emotions in control and when his emotions are in control, he

will find he is emotionally healthy.
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“And be steadfast in patience; for verily Allah will not suffer the

reward of the righteous to perish”. (Surah Hud 11:115)

2. Self-Control:

With patience comes self-control. Self-control takes a lot of effort

and hard work to strive towards. Self-control means the power of

controlling one’s external reactions and emotions. Maybe a person can

not choose how he feels but he can choose what to do about it. This

means that a person has to persevere with continued steadfastness and

determination. To put it simply, a person has to keep trying. The

Qur’an uses the words, “those who strive”, “those who persevere”

which shows one must keep putting forth the effort and try again

when one fails. A person uses the virtue of self-control to strive

towards righteousness. A person can never attain perfection in this

life, but he can keep striving for these ideals in virtues. Shaitan is

constantly whispering for a person to give up telling him that he

cannot control himself so why try. This is when a person needs to seek

refuge in Allah and kept on striving with determination until the day

he dies. Many of the texts and ahadith are covered in the chapter of

Anger, but it is always good to refresh one’s memory by going over

some of the references again, by Allah’s Mercy. 

Self-control is a choice a person has to make when he is angry. A

person’s thoughts have a lot to do with his self-control. Take for

example if a person is feeling angry, he usually has been thinking

angry thoughts. This is a time to change one’s thought patterns. It is

time to think and decide whether one wants to continue feeling angry

and loose control or to change the anger into patience, by thinking
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forgiving and understanding thoughts and, therefore, choosing

self-control. New thought patterns and new reactions can become

automatic, a new habit.  This will not happen over night, but over time

a person can gain more control over his emotions, with the help of

Allah and His mercy.

“For Allah is with those who restrain themselves, and those who

do good”. (Surah An-Nahl 16:128)

Man’s goal is righteousness in this life and this leads to the path of

the Hereafter, only those who exercise patience and self control will

be able to attain these goals, by Allah’s mercy. It is a very high

standard but one man must work towards all of his life. 

“And no one will be granted such goodness except those who

exercise patience and self-restraint, none but persons of the greatest

good fortune”. (Surah Fussilat 41:35)

As one can see self-control and patience goes hand in hand with

each other. It takes lots of hard work and patience to learn

self-control. It is being moderate in all things, staying within the limits

of Allah, crying to Allah for help and mercy, and then submitting ones

emotions to Allah.

“Those who show patience, (Firmness and self- control)". (Surah

Ala- ‘Imran 3:16, 17)

A person who is devoted to Allah strives towards patience,

steadfastness and self-restraint. Since they are self-disciplined they

remember to humbly turn to Allah the first thing every morning. This

gives them the strength to conduct themselves in a good manner with

those they come into contact with socially during the day. 
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It is the strong man who can keep control and have patience when

his emotions are running high.  

Narrated Abu Huraira (� ): Allah’s Apostle (� ) said, “The

strong is not the on who overcomes the people by his strength, ; but

the strong is the one who controls himself while in anger”(198)

1. PATIENCE: 

1. Patience helps a person to have self-control. 

2. A person needs to have patience in his tests and trials of this

life. 

3. Since man is created impatient he must ask Allah to help him

be patient. 

4. It is better to be patient, even when one is tired, rather than be

guilty of displaced anger. 

5. Use patience and kindness when disciplining others, rather than

harshness. 

6. It takes patience to obey Allah. 

7. It is good to encourage each other in patience. 

8. Patience keeps peace in the family and among friends. 

9. Patience keeps a person’s emotions in control and this helps

him to have healthy emotions.

2. SELF-CONTROL: 

1. Self-control is the power of controlling one’s external reactions

and emotions. 

2.  Self-control is a choice a person has to make when he is angry. 

(198) Sahih Al- Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #135, pg. 87.
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3. A person’s thoughts have a lot to do with his self-control. 

4. It takes lots of hard work and patience to learn self-control. 

5. It is the strong man who can keep control and have patience

when his emotions are running high. 

6. Submitting one’s emotions to Allah and asking Him to help one

have control is one way of obtaining emotional healing.

• SACRIFICE

Sacrifice is the act of giving up something valued for the sake of

something else more important or worthy. In other words, in the act of

sacrifice a person may be loosing something he values and loves.

What does sacrifice have to do with emotions? It is not easy to

give up something someone loves and it can affect one’s emotions.

This sacrifice may not be something he chooses but what Allah, in His

mercy, chooses for him, and he may find some emotional turnmoil in

submitting to Allah’s will. This is why it is important to try and look

at the whole picture of each situation.

A person can give up the pleasures of this life for the gain in the

Hereafter and its rewards. In order for a person to know what he will

sacrifice, he can look at what this life has to offer.

When a person reads the Qur’an he finds that the life of this world

is just a passing and deceiving enjoyment; it is nothing but play,

amusement, and a pastime; which is full of pomp, mutual boasting,

and rivalry in wealth and children. A person’s life passes by very

quickly, and then what?
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“The life of this world is only the enjoyment of deception (a

deceiving thing)”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:185)

“And the life of this world is nothing but play and amusement.

But far better is the house in the Hereafter for those who are

Al-Muttaqun [means pious and righteous persons...” (Surah Al-An

‘am 6:32; also look at: Surah Al- ‘Ankabut 29:64; Surah Muhammad 47:36)

“Know that the life of this world is only play and amusement,

pomp and mutual boasting among you, and rivalry in respect of

wealth and children, whereas the life of this world is only a

deceiving enjoyment”. (Surah Al-Hadid 57:20; also look at: Surah Ar-Ra

‘d 13:26; Surah Al-Qasas 28:60)

Man is deceived into thinking this world and the things that are in

are everything and very important and yet it can all disappear in the

blinking of the eye, if Allah wills it so.

“Verily the likeness of (this) worldly life is as the rain which We

send down from the sky, so by it arises the intermingled produce of

the earth of which men and cattle eat until when the earth is clad

with its adornments and is beautified, and its people think that they

have all the powers of disposal over it, Our Command reaches it by

night or by day and We make it like a clean-mown harvest, as if it

had not flourished yesterday! Thus do We explain the Ayat (proofs,

evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, laws, etc) in detail for

the people who reflect”. (Surah Yunus 10:24)

There are some people who say this world is enough and so they

live this life to its fullest in every aspect whether good or evil. But is it

worth losing the Hereafter for a little enjoyment here?
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“Those are they who have bought the life of this world at the

price of the Hereafter. Their torment shall not be lightened nor shall

they be helped”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:86)

“Whoever desires the life of the world and its glitter; to them We

shall pay in full (the wages of) their deeds therein, and they will

have no diminution therein. They are those for whom there is

nothing in the Hereafter but Fire; and vain are the deeds they did

therein. And of no effect is that which they used to do”. (Surah Hud

11:15, 16; also look at: Surah Al-Insan 76:27; Surah Al-A ‘la 87:16, 17)

“Whoever wishes for the quick-passing (transitory enjoyment of

this world), We readily grant him what We will for whom We like.

Then, afterwards, We have appointed for him Hell, he will burn

therein disgraced and rejected, (-far away from Allah’s Mercy). And

whoever desires the Hereafter and strives for it, with the necessary

effort due for it (i.e. do righteous deeds of Allah’s obedience) while

he is a believer (in the Oneness of Allah - Islamic Monotheism),

then such are the ones whose striving shall be appreciated, thanked

and rewarded (by Allah)”. (Surah Al-Isra’ 17:18, 19; also look at: Surah

Ash-Shura 42:20; Surah al-Qiyamah 75:20, 21)

Does this mean a person can not enjoy this life at all, if he wants

to sacrifice for the hereafter? No, but a person should not enjoy the

evil of it nor love it above his love and obedience to Allah. There is a

Dua’ (supplication) that a person can say, “We pray for the good of

this life and the good of the Hereafter, Ameen.” Allah loves to give of

His bounties and He is very generous to man. Of course, a person

must stay within the limits of his faith when he enjoys the pleasures of

this life, staying away from the evil pleasures.
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There are many sacrifices that a person may have to face in this

life, for the sake of Allah. He may have to leave his home and

country, family, children and grandchildren to go and live in a country

where he can live his Islamic faith and worship Allah alone. The

Qur’an tells us that Ibrahim (Abraham) made this type of sacrifice. He

left his family and moved to a country where he could worship Allah

alone. 

“And I shall turn away from you and from those whom you

invoke besides Allah. And I shall call on my Lord; and I hope that I

shall not be unblessed in my invocation to my Lord. So when he had

turned away from them and from those whom they worshipped

besides Allah, We gave him Isaac and Jacob, and each one of them

We make a Prophet”. (Surah Maryam 19:48, 49) 

Ibrahim loved Allah enough to sacrifice for him. When he moved

away from his family, he did not have the modern technology for

communication that a person has today. 

In this day and age, the world is small, even though a person

moves far away; he can still communicate by telephone, letters, fax,

and email. Travel is also easy now with cars, buses, trains, and planes.

Although a person leaves his family, for the sake of Allah, he should

continue to communicate for reasons of Daw’ah (calling them to

Islam). In Islam a person should not break the family ties. A person

must be careful, though, not to love his family above Allah.

“Those who join that which Allah has commanded to be joined

(i.e. they are good to their relatives and do not sever the bond of

kinship),” (Surah Ar-Ra’d 13:21, 22)
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“You (O Muhammad saaws) will not find any people who

believe in Allah and the Last Day, making friendship with those who

oppose Allah and His Messenger (Muhammad SAAWS), even

though they were their fathers, or their sons, or their brothers, or

their kindred (people). For such He has written Faith in their

hearts, and strengthened them with Ruh (proofs, light and true

guidance) from Himself. And We will admit them to Gardens

(Paradise under which rivers flow, to dwell therein (forever).  Allah

is pleased with them, and they with Him. They are the Party of

Allah. Verily, it is the Party of Allah that will be the successful”.

(Surah Al-Mujadilah 58:22) 

This is a beautiful promise from Allah, that if a person sacrifices

for Allah’s sake only and obeys Him, then he is promised Paradise.

Not only is there the sacrifice of this life for the hereafter but

personal sacrifices one gives to another in this life. It is important to

give to others the things that one loves best, something that a person

would really like to keep for himself, but gives it in love to another

instead.

Narrated Anas (RA), The Prophet (saaws) said: “None of you

will have faith till he wishes for his (Muslim) brother what he likes

for himself(199).

Sacrifice brings out a positive side to one’s emotions. It helps to

build good self-esteem and helps to heal emotions, by the mercy of

Allah. 

(199) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 1, hadith #12, pg. 19.
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SACRIFICE: 

1. Its giving up something valued for the sake of something else

more important or worthy. 

2.  Sacrificing the pleasures of this life for the joys of the

Hereafter. 

3. Leaving one’s family to live where one can worship Allah

alone, yet keeping family ties. 

4. Giving to others what one would like to keep. 

5. It brings out the positive side of one’s emotions. 

6. It helps to build good self-esteem.

• SECURITY

The virtue of security is very interesting. Everybody looks for

security. What is security anyway? Security is a condition that a

person feels. It is a feeling of stability, firmness, soundness,

stableness, steadiness, strength, safeness, and assurance.

Everyone feels that if they have a steady job, guaranteed income,

a home, daily food and water they are secure. This is all very

wonderful, but this security is not a guaranteed security. Why?

Because tomorrow, a natural disaster, war, or illness can take it all

away, then where is the security? These things are only a surface

security. What a person really needs to look for, in this life, is the

inner security. This inner security is a virtue that comes from a

person’s faith in Allah. It comes from trusting in Allah. Inner security

brings peace to one’s emotions.
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Look at the Muslims, during the time of the Prophet (saaws) that

fought in the Cause of Allah. During one of these battles, some of the

Muslims fled to the top of Mount Uhud while others fled to Madina.

They thought the Prophet (saaws) had been killed. They felt much

grief. They may have felt insecure. Allah, in His Wisdom and Mercy,

uses the experiences of others for lessons. Look at what the Qur’an

says about this story:

“(And remember) when you ran away (dreadfully) without even

casting a side glance at anyone, and the Messenger (Muhammad

(saaws)) was in your rear called you back. There did Allah give you

one distress after another by way of requital to teach you not to

grieve for that which had escaped you, nor for that which had

befallen you. And Allah is Well-Aware of all that you do. Then after

the distress, He sent down security for you. Slumber overtook a party

of you, while another party was thinking about themselves (as how

to save their ownselves, ignoring the others and the Prophet

[SAAWS]) and thought wrongly of Allah - the thought of ignorance.

They said, ‘Have we any part in the affair?’ Say you (O Muhammad

[SAAWS]): ‘Indeed the affair belongs wholly to Allah.’ They hide

within themselves what they dare not reveal to you, saying: ‘If we

had anything to do with the affair, none of us would have been

killed here.’ Say: ‘Even if you had remained in your homes, those

for whom death was decreed would certainly have gone forth to the

place of their death,’ but that Allah might test what is in your

breasts; and to Mahis [This word Mahis has three meanings, (1) To

test, (2) To purify, (3) To get rid of, (Tafsir Al-Qurtubi)] that which

was in your hearts (sins), and Allah is All-Knower of what is in
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(your) breasts. Those of you who turned back on the day the two

hosts met (i.e. the battle of Uhud), it was Satan who caused them to

backslide (run away from the battlefield) because of some (sins) they

had earned. But Allah, indeed, has forgiven them. Surely, Allah is

Oft-Forgiving, Most Forbearing”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:153-155)

Allah, in His Wisdom, used this battle to test the believers. The

believers thought the beloved Prophet (saaws) had died. They were

sad, discouraged and afraid. They fled the battle. Some even believed

that if those who had died had not gone to battle they would not have

died. This belief still exists today. Many people say, “If so-and-so had

not driven to the market at that time they would not have been killed

in a car accident,” or, “if so-and-so had not eaten all that greasy food

they would not have died from a heart attack”.

These insecurities lead some people to continually stay in their

homes where they feel safe. Staying at home will not save a person

from his time of death. Allah in His Wisdom says,

“Even if you had remained in your homes, those for whom

death was decreed would certainly have gone forth to the place of

their death”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:153-155) 

A Muslim must believe in fate (Al-Qadar). In this belief a person

knows that what is written for him will happen. A person’s day of

death is written; he will not be able to add one moment nor take away

one moment from his life. This gives a person the courage he needs to

face his problems and helps him to work hard for the Cause of Allah.

Looking back to the story a person sees how merciful Allah was

to the believers. After all the Muslim’s fears and worries at this Battle,
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Allah, in His Mercy, sent them security. Allah gave them relaxation

enough to slumber and sleep. At this battle they learned the lessons of

true security, the security of Allah. 

This was also a lesson for all Muslims to learn; that as difficult as

a person’s problems may seem, he can rely on Allah, in His Mercy, to

give him strength, relaxation, and security just at the very time he

needs it. This security will not come before he needs it, but at the very

time he needs it. Trusting in Allah for his security builds one’s

emotions. 

Where does true security come from? Not from any worldly

source but from Allah, man’s Creator.

SECURITY: 

1. True security comes from Allah. 

2. Believing in Al-Qadar (fate) brings security. 

3. Trusting in Allah for one’s security builds emotional health.

• SINCERITY 

Sincerity carries a lot of meaning in Islam. For instance, to be

sincere is to be free from all pretence and deceit. What is in

appearance should be the same as in reality. It is to be genuine,

honest, wholehearted, open, plain faithful, aboveboard, unpretentious,

and devout.

In Islam the virtue sincerity can mean: true belief, true repentance,

and doing all for the sake of Allah. The Qur’an says to be sincere in

one’s religion and do everything for the sake of Allah.
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“And strive hard in Allah’s Cause as you ought to strive (with

sincerity and with all your efforts that His Name should be

superior)". (Surah Al-Hajj 22:78) 

“...making your religion sincere to Him by not joining in

worship any partner to Him and with the intention that you are

doing your deeds for Allah’s sake only”.  (Surah Al-A ‘raf 7:29) 

“So worship Allah (alone) by doing religious deeds sincerely for

Allah’s sake only”, (Surah Az-Zumar 39:2, 11, 14; also look at: Surah

Ghafir 40:14, 65)

A person must also be sincere in his repentance to Allah. With

sincere repentance it is a complete turn around from evil to goodness,

by Allah’s mercy.

“(It will be said): ‘This is what you were promised, - (it is) for

those oft-returning (to Allah) in sincere repentance, and those who

preserve their covenant with Allah (by obeying Him in all what He

has ordered, and worship none but Allah lone, i.e. follow Allah’s

Religion, - Islamic Monotheism).’” (Surah Qaf 50:32)

“O you who believe! Turn to Allah with sincere repentance! It

may be that your Lord will remit from you your sins, and admit you

into Gardens under which rivers flow (Paradise)”. (Surah

At-Taaahrim 66:8)

Allah tells mankind that if he is sincere in his willingness to go on

Jihad, for the sake of Allah, but does not have the means his excuse is

acceptable for not going. When a person is sincere in his duties to

Allah he feels at ease within his soul. He feels an emotional calmness.

This gives healing to one’s emotions.
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“There is no blame on those who are weak or ill or who find no

resources to spend [in holy warfare (Jihad)], if they are sincere (in

duty) to Allah and His Messenger. No ground (of complaint) can

there be against the Muhsinun (good-doers).  And Allah is

Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful”. (Surah At-Tauba 9:91)

SINCERITY: 

1. What is in appearance should be the same in reality. 

2. Worship Allah in sincerity. 

3. Do all your deeds sincerily for the sake of Allah. 

4. Repent to Allah in sincerity, turning around from evil and doing

that which is good. 

5. Sincerity brings emotional calmness and healing.

• STEADFASTNESS

The virtue, steadfastness, is similar to patient perseverance only

much stronger. When a person has steadfastness he is constant, firm

and unwavering. He is also fixed, unmovable, relentless, stubborn,

and unyielding. 

It takes steadfastness to strive, persevere, and struggle in the Way

of Allah, and at the same time a person must be patient while he is

being steadfast. A person has to be relentless in his pursuit for right.

He has to be unbending and unyielding in his fight in repelling evil.

There is no room for discouragement and depression when a person is

being steadfast in Allah. Being steadfast in one’s religion also means

standing firm in the opposition of others, even with one’s own family. 
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“Verily, those who say: ‘Our Lord is Allah (Alone),’ and then

they Istaqamu [stood straight, i.e. they followed (really) the religion

of Islamic Monotheism, believed in the Oneness of Allah, and

worshipped none but Him (alone), and performed all that was

ordained by Allah (good deeds) and abstained from all that was

forbidden by Allah (sins and evil deeds).] on them the angels will

descend (at the time of their death) (saying): ‘Fear not, nor grieve!

But receive the glad tidings of Paradise which you have been

promised!” (Surah Fussilat 41:30) 

“So unto this (religion of Islam, alone and this Qur’an) then

invite (people) (O Muhammad SAAWS), and Istaqim [(i.e. stand

firm and straight on Islamic Monotheism by performing all that is

ordained by Allah (good deeds, etc.), and by abstaining from all that

is forbidden by Allah (sins and evil deeds)”.  (Surah Ash-Shura 42:15) 

Prophet Muhammad was a perfect example, for what it means to

be steadfast, working with determination, and never giving up.

Prophet Muhammad (saaws) struggled all his life, to his utmost

ability and power, to achieve his objective. He worked strenuously to

spread the Message of Islam among the people and Allah made his

efforts succeed. He was very patient, worked ceaselessly, tolerated all

the abuses of the unbelievers and never became disheartened or

impatient. From the beginning to the end, every contribution of Islam

is a living tribute to the determination and perseverance of

Muhammad (saaws)(200).

A few of the prophets of Allah had steadfastness and a strong will

(200) Muhammad Encyclopaedia of Seerah, by Afzalur Rahman, Vol. 1, pg. 101.
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to finish the job that Allah had given them. It not only took patience,

but a steady pace to stand up against those who did not believe their

messages. They lived their faith constantly even though those around

them ridiculed them and made life difficult. 

“Therefore be patient (O Muhammad saaws) as did the

messengers of strong will [There are many Prophets and

Messengers of Allah, about twenty five (25) of them are mentioned

in the Qur’an, out of these twenty five, only five (5) are of strong

will: namely: Muhammad (saaws), Noah (saaws), Abraham,

(saaws), Moses (saaws) and Jesus (saaws) -son of Mary (aws)]".

(Surah Al-Ahqaf 46:35)

How easy it is, at times, to give up when things get a little

difficult. It is important for a person to work hard at getting his

emotional health strong, for he does not know what he may have to

face in his lifetime. The most wonderful part about it is, like the

prophets of old, a person does not have to stand-alone, he has Allah

for a helper. 

“And many a Prophet (i.e. many from amongst the Prophets)

fought (in Allah’s Cause) and along with him (fought) large bands

of religious learned men. But they never lost heart for that which did

befall them in Allah’s Way, nor did they weaken nor degrade

themselves. And Allah loves the patient. And they said nothing but:

‘Our Lord! Forgive us our sins and our transgressions (in keeping

our duties to You), establish our feet firmly, and give us victory over

the disbelieving folk.’ So Allah gave them the reward of this world,

and the excellent reward of the Hereafter. And Allah loves

Al-Muhsinun (the good-doers)”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:146-148)
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“Nay, Allah is your Maula (Patron, Lord, Helper and Protector
etc.), and He is the Best of helpers”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:150)

“Allah has full knowledge of your enemies, and Allah is
Sufficient as a Wali (Protector), and Allah is Sufficient as a
Helper”. (An-Nisa’ 4:45)

When a person knows that Allah is the best to help, he will find it
easier to be steadfast in his faith, working hard in the cause of Allah,
by Allah’s Mercy. Steadfastness increases the stability of one’s
emotions. It gives the emotions strength and healing, by Allah’s
mercy.

STEADFASTNESS: 

1. A person must be steadfast in his patience while he strives to

persevere in the way of Allah. 

2. The prophets (saaws) also had to be steadfast in their belief and

in their jobs.

3. A person must be patient while he is being steadfast.

4. Allah is there to help when a person asks for help to be

steadfast. 

5. Steadfastness increases the stability of one’s emotions. 

6. Steadfastness gives emotional strength and healing by Allah’s

mercy. 

• UNDERSTANDING

Understanding can mean an individual’s perception or judgment
of a situation, harmony in opinion or feeling, and sympathetic to
others’ feelings. Understanding can also mean reason, intellect,
discernment, discrimination, insight, awareness, intuition,
comprehension, and to grasp.
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People want others to understand them and they also want to

understand others. There is a difference between being misunderstood

and to misunderstand others. Most of the time misunderstandings

come from lack of communication or miscommunication. Many times

a person does not know how to express himself; he just can not find

right words. Therefore, the other person did not understand what he

was trying to say. 

First, there is the problem of being understood by others. When a

person is not being understood he may try to put his words in a

different way hoping that will help. Sometimes instead of putting forth

the extra effort to be understood, he may just gave up and say, “never

mind it’s not important,” although, it is very important to him. 

Second, there is the problem of understanding others. A person

may find that when he does not understand what others are saying it

may be because he is not listening correctly. Sometimes a person may

be listening only to the words; he is not reading the other person’s

body language. Body language can tell a lot about what another

person is trying to say. This body language can be a look on their face

and in their eyes, the way they move different parts of their body, or

the pitch and tone of their voice. There is also the problem of letting

one’s mind wander when another person is talking, therefore, he did

not even hear what the other said. How can a person understand what

another says when he is not listening? When a person starts to take the

time to really listen totally to what is being said, he can actually start

to understand others and also be understood. 

The virtue of understanding is very important in Islam. Every

Muslim needs to understand others and to be understood by others in
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order to keep unity and peace in Islam. It helps a person to understand

another person when he has knowledge of him. There is a need to

understand each other, so that one may be wise in his dealings with

others and to know how to encourage each other on the straight path. 

“It is He, Who has created for you (the sense of) hearing (ears),

sight (eyes), and hearts (understanding). Little thanks you give”.

(Surah Al-Mu’ minun 23:78)

Third, there is another meaning for understanding, and that goes

along with knowledge and comprehension. This is where knowledge

and understanding come together and allows a person to understand a

subject or topic. It is much easier to understand when a person has

knowledge. There are some people who have knowledge but they do

not understand, that is because Allah has not opened their minds to

understanding. Where can a person learn this ability to understand?

The Qur’an says it is from Allah. 

“He grants Hikmah [literally means wisdom, but it means here

the knowledge, and the understanding of the Qur’an, and the Sunna

and the enabling of one to speak and to act in the correct and right

way] to whom He pleases, and he, to whom Hikmah is granted, is

indeed granted abundant good. But none remember (will receive

admonition) except men of understanding”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:269)

Narrated Mu’ awiya (RA), in a khutba: I heard Allah’s Messenger

(saaws) saying, “If Allah wants to do good to a person, He makes

him comprehend the religion [the understanding of the Qur’an and

the Sunna (legal ways) of the Prophet [SAAWS]. I am just a

distributor, but the grant is from Allah. (And remember) that this
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nation (true Muslims, real followers of Islamic Monotheism) will keep

on following Allah’s Teachings strictly and they will not be harmed

by any one going on a different path till Allah’s Order (Day of

Judgment) is established”(201).

According to the above verses it appears that understanding the

religion is a gift that Allah has give to some people. This gift gives a

person the ability to understand the knowedge given to him in the

Qur’an. It helps him to take heed and live in the pure and correct ways

of Islamic teachings. It helps him to realize and understand that his

Allah (The God) is the only one that is to be worshipped.

“A guide and a reminder for men of understanding”. (Surah

Ghaafir 40:54)

“(This is) a Book (the Qur’an) which We have sent down to you,

full of blessings that they may ponder over its Verses, and that men

of understanding may remember”. (Surah Sad 38:29)

“This (Qur’an) is a Message for mankind (and a clear proof

against them), in order that they may be warned thereby, and that

they may know that He is the only One Ilah (God - Allah) - (none

has the right to be worshipped but Allah), and that men of

understanding may take heed”. (Surah Ibrahim 14:52)

This understanding that Allah gives to a person helps him to

comprehend the stories and lessons to be learned in the Qur’an. It

helps him to understand the lessons that are in the Signs of Allah. The

Qur’an says that only those who have understanding will learn these

lessons.

(201) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 1, Hadith No. 71.
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“Indeed in their stories, there is a lesson for men of

understanding. It (the Qur’an) is not a forged statement but a

confirmation of Allah’s existing Books (the Torah, the Gospel and

other Scriptures of Allah) and a detailed explanation of everything

and a guide and a mercy for the people who believe”. (Surah Yusuf

12:111)

“It is only men of understanding who will remember (i.e. get a

lesson from Allah’s Signs and Verses)”. (Surah Az-Zumar 39:9)

“Shall he then who knows that what has been revealed unto you

(O Muhammad SAAWS) from your Lord is the truth be like him

who is blind? But it is only the men of understanding that pay

heed”. (Surah Ar-Ra ‘d 13:19)

A person learns from these ayat (verses) that it is not only

important to understand each other but it is also important to

understand one’s religion. It takes all three meanings of understanding

to help a person to grow in his emotions. It helps him to build strong

emotional ties in dealing with others and this strengthens his emotions

at the same time. This helps one’s to have positive emotions.

UNDERSTANDING: 

1. First meaning: to understand others. 

2. Second meaning: to be understood by others. 

3. Third meaning: to understand and comprehend one’s religion or

any given topic.

4. Understanding is a part of knowledge. 

5. Understanding one’s religion is a gift from Allah. 
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6. Understanding each other and having knowledge of each other

helps a person know how to enourage the other. 

7. Understanding helps to build unity amongst Muslims.

8. It helps a person to build strong emotional ties and have

positive emotions.
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PART VII

MAN’S SHIELDS AGAINST
THE SHAITAN

(202)

(202) The ideas for the titles of the chapters of this section came from the book, To Be A
Muslim, by Fathi Yakun, pg. 36.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

SEEK REFUGE IN ALLAH

What a relief it is when a person finds out that Allah will not leave

him defenseless against his enemy, the Shaitan. Allah gives man

guidance as to his weapons and shields against the Shaitan. It is very

important for every Muslim parent to teach their children how to

shield themselves and what weapons to use against this great enemy.

Although Shaitan is a reality, many people brush it aside and ignore

the dangers and then they end up falling into the trap of the Shaitan.

It is important to share the knowledge of Shaitan (Iblis) as man’s

enemy. It is necessary to warn others so they in turn can warn their

family and friends. It is time to fight the good fight of faith against

this enemy.

“(Iblis) said: ‘Then by Your Power, I will lead them all astray.

Except Your Servants amongst them, sincere and purified (by Your

grace)”. (Surah Sad 38: 82, 83)

Although Shaitan will try to lead a person astray he should not let

this discourage him nor should he make an excuse that he can not win

over this enemy just because he may appear weak. Allah is

All-Powerful and does not leave man defenseless against this enemy.

Allah gives man ways and means, by His Power, to overcome this

enemy. There are many different shields that a person can use to guard

himself against this enemy, by the Power of Allah.

It is important to be in total submission to Allah so that one does
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not have to fight this enemy alone; for Allah promised He will declare

war and defend man against Shaitan.

Hadith Qudsi: “I will declare war against him who shows

hostility to a pious worshipper of Mine....”(203)

The first thing a person should do is seek refuge in Allah, The

All-Powerful, for he can not do this by himself. It is also important

that a person stay far away as possible from the evil that surrounds

him. In other words, don’t go into the enemy’s territory. When one

goes into the enemy’s territory it is easier for the enemy to whisper

lies and make the evil not look so bad, it may even have a false cover

of beauty. Out of curiosity a person may just want to take a look at

what this evil may be, but usually what happens, is he becomes

entrapped himself. This is why it is so important to seek Allah’s

refuge to be strong enough to stay away from evil.

“And say, ‘O my Lord! I seek refuge with You from the

suggestions of the Satans, and I seek refuge with You O my Lord!

Lest they should come near me”. (Surah Al-Muminun 23:96-98)

“If a suggestion from Satan assail your (mind), seek refuge with

Allah; for He hears and knows (all things)”. (Surah Al- A’raf 7:200)

Khaula bint Hakim Sulamiyya reported: I heard Allah’s

Messenger (saaws) as saying: When anyone lands at a place, and

then says: “I seek refuge in the Perfect Word of Allah from the evil

of what He has created,” nothing would harm him until he marches

from that stopping place”(204).

(203) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #509, pg. 336, 337.

(204) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6541, pg. 1421.
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This enemy may even try to make a person fight with his dear

friends and family. Shaitan is happy to see family and friends split up

because this makes his job even easier. At this time a person can

easily become discouraged and put blame on everyone including

Allah, when it is Shaitan and self, which are the enemies. This is again

a time to seek refuge in Allah, the only One that can help.

“And if (at any time) an incitement to discord is made to you by

the Satan, seek refuge in Allah. He is the One Who hears and knows

all things”. (Surah Fussilat 41:36)

“Say: I seek refuge with the Lord of the Dawn, from the

mischief of created things; from the mischief of Darkness as it

overspreads; from the mischief of those who blow on knots; and

from the mischief of the envious one as he practices envy”. (Surah

Al-Falaq 113:1-5)

“Say: I seek refuge with the Lord and Cherisher of Mankind,

The King (or Ruler) of Mankind, The God (or Judge) of Mankind,

from the mischief of the Whisperer (of Evil), who withdraws (after

his whisper), who whispers into the hearts of Mankind”. (Surah

An-Nas 114:1-6)

There is victory by Allah’s mercy against man’s enemy and this

victory brings emotional peace and contentment.

REMEMBER!

1. Allah declares war against anyone who shows hostility to any
of His pious worshippers.

2. To seek refuge in Allah against the Shaitan.

3. That Allah is man’s protector.

4. Victory brings emotional peace and contentment.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

SALAH (PRAYER)

• DAILY FARD (OBLIGATORY) PRAYER 

Salah is a time for a person to renew his commitment with Allah;

and in Salah he can find another shield against Shaitan. Allah gives

man obligatory prayers that should be done five times a day, when a

person can gather strength to fight the wiles of the Shaitan. Salah

restrains a person from evil and obscenity.

Prayer prevents commitment of Evil: 

“For Prayer restrains from shameful and evil deeds”. (Surah

Al-'Ankabut 29:45)

“And establish regular prayers at the two ends of the day and at

the approaches of the night; for those things that are good remove

those that are evil; that is a reminder for the mindful”. (Surah Hud

11:114)

The Shaitan will do everything he can to cause disruption in a

person’s prayer. Shaitan said he would ambush from every side to

cause man to think of other things and to become heedless in his

prayers. Sometimes this wandering of thoughts comes to a point

where a person may feel like giving up because he feels he can not

keep his mind on his prayers. But then, this is not the time to give up

but the time to fight against this enemy, striving and persevering even

harder. It is good for a person to take time before he starts to pray to

think about Whom he is going before, the Almighty Allah, and then to

stand in awe and humility. It is a time to remember that one day man

must stand before Allah alone. 
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“...And fear Allah, and know that you are to meet Him (in the

Hereafter),....” (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:223)

When a person stands for prayer he should seek refuge in Allah

from Shaitan. Then he should think about the fact that prayer is a time

to remember Allah. It is easy to become distracted and heedless so he

must every effort to concentrate totally on the prayer. It is a time to be

in complete humbleness to one’s Creator. Prayer is a time when it can

become a battle against the Shaitan, but a person must keep his eyes

on the goal of the Hereafter, to decide to never give up, and to keep on

persevering. 

“Verily! I am Allah! La ilaha illa Ana (none has the right to be

worshipped but I), so worship Me, and offer prayers perfectly

(Iqamat-as-Salat), for My Remembrance”. (Surah Ta-Ha 20:14)

“And remember your Lord by your tongue and within yourself,

humbly and with fear without loudness in words in the mornings,

and in the afternoons and be not of those who are neglectful”.

(Surah Al-A’raf 7:205)

Why is prayer time so difficult? Shaitan does not want man to

communicate with his Creator. He does not want man to gain special

strength to fight against him. He likes to see man weak and in his

power. Knowing these facts helps a person to try even harder to do his

Salah in the best of manners.

Allah is the One Who will give the victory when one chooses to

fight with all his might against heedlessness during prayer. All a

person has to do is call upon Allah for help. When one has victory in

his prayers it also gives strength to his emotional being.
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“So do not become weak (against your enemy), nor be sad, and

you will be superior (in victory) if you are indeed (true believers)”.

(Surah Al-Imran 3:139)

• DUA (SUPPLICATIONS)

Along with the obligatory prayers a person can do supplications

(Dua). These supplications are one’s personal communication with

Allah for specific requests and reasons. This time can be while one is

in prostration, at the end of one’s obligatory prayer, sitting, walking,

or when one is lying in bed. Supplications can be made at any time.

Allah promises man that He will respond and give him mercy

when he calls on Him for help. Allah will help a person fight against

his enemy; he does not have to fight alone. As a person prays to Allah

in all humility with fear and longing, it will bring him nearer to his

Lord and away from the Shaitan. The more time one spends with

Allah, the more time he will want to spend with Allah, this is because

he finds it brings him to a higher level in his spiritual life and this

improves all of his emotions. 

“Call upon Me, and I will respond to you”. (Surah Gafir 40:60) 

“Call on your Lord with humility and in private; for Allah loves

not those who trespass beyond bounds. Do not mischief on the earth,

after it has been set in order, but call on Him with fear and longing

(in your hearts); for the Mercy of Allah is (always) near to those

who do good”. (Surah Al-A’raf 7:55, 56)
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• NIGHT PRAYER

One of the very best shields against the Shaitan is the night prayer.

It gives a person the extra strength and fortitude he needs to face all

the deceptions of the Shaitan. In the quiet of the night, a person can

find rest in the assurance that Allah is his protector and he can call on

Him to help him in fight against the Shaitan. It is a great feeling to get

up an hour before dawn and communicate with the One who gives

one’s breath, sleep, and fortitude. It may be hard at first but after a

while it becomes a habit and with the help of Allah it becomes easy.

Allah is the One who gives man his rest and sleep and can help him

not to be too tired from getting up earlier.

“Truly the rising by night is most potent for governing (the

soul), and most suitable for (framing) the word (of prayer and

praise)”. (Surah Al-Muzzammil 73:6; also look at: Surah Al-Israa 17:78)

“They were in the habit of sleeping but little by night, and in the

hours of early dawn, they (were found) praying for forgiveness”.

(Surah Az-Zariyat 51:17-18; also look at: Surah As-Sajda 32:16; Surah

Az-Zumar 39:9)

“And part of the night, prostrate yourself to Him; and glorify

Him a long night through”. (Surah Al-Insan 76:26; also look at: Surah

Qaf 50:40; Surah At-Tur 52:48, 49)

Narrated Salim’s father: The Messenger of Allah (saaws) said :

“...Abdullah would be a good man if he would pray the tahajjud

[night] prayers”. Salim said: “After that, ‘Abdullah would not sleep

during the night save for a small amount of the time”(205).

(205) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 2, hadith #222, pg. 124, 125, last part.
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Night time is a good time to ask Allah for forgiveness and mercy.

It is a good time to think about what good deeds one can do for the

sake of Allah, God willing. How wonderful it is to be one of those that

Allah finds crying to Him for forgiveness as He descends in the last

third of the night to forgive. At this time it brings peace to one’s

emotions as he falls in prostration to his Creator in humility and

repentance. 

“As to the righteous, they will be in the midst of Gardens and

Springs, taking joy in the things which their Lord gives them,

because, before then, they have done good deeds. They were in the

habit of sleeping but little by night, and in the hours of early dawn,

they (were found) praying for Forgiveness”.  (Surah Az-Zariyat

51:15-18) 

Abu Huraira reported the Apostle of Allah (saaws) as saying: Our

Lord who is blessed and exalted descends every night to the lowest

heaven when the last one-third of the night remains, and says: Who

supplicates Me so that I may answer him? Who asks of Me so that I

may give to him? Who ask My forgiveness so that I may forgive

him?(206).

Jabir said he heard Allah’s Messenger (saaws) say: There is an

hour during the night in which no Muslim individual will ask Allah

for good in this world and the next without His giving it to him; and

that applies to every night(207).

Night prayer can raise an individual to a higher spiritual status.

(206) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. 1, hadith #1310, pg. 346..

(207) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 1, haidth #1654, pg. 365.
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This should not make a person full of pride but full of humility, for as

he gets closer to his Creator he sees himself as more sinful and in

more need of forgiveness. When a person sees himself in Allah’s

perfect light he is nothing and he can see his need for his Creator’s

help. Yet, at the same time when one spends a lot of time with his

Creator he also may have the light of Allah shining from his face, by

Allah’s mercy. 

“And some part of the night, awake for prayer, it is an

additional prayer for thee. It may be that your Lord will raise you to

a praised position”.  (Surah Al-Israa 17:79)

“Only those believe in Our revelations who, when they are

reminded of them, fall down prostrate and hymn the praise of their

Lord and they are not scornful: who forsake their beds to cry unto

their Lord in fear and hope and spend of what We have bestowed on

them. No soul knows what is kept hidden for them of joy as a reward

for what they used to do”. (As-Sajda 32:15-17)

It may be that a person is getting up every night for prayer but one

night he does not hear his alarm and he misses the night prayer. He

may feel very sad as this has become a special time for him. Allah in

his mercy will give this person what he had intended to do; it will be

as if he had done the night prayer. This sleep then becomes a charity

from his Lord. How merciful is Allah. This does not mean a person

should just use this as an excuse, that he intended to get up but

couldn’t and this happens every day, for Allah knows the real and

hidden intentions within the heart of man. 

Allah gives a person a way to make up for the night prayer he

misses and it can still be recorded as though he has prayed it. A person
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can pray it between the dawn and noon prayer to make up for missing

it at night. A person should not make this a daily habit or an excuse;

but try hard to let it happen only two or three times a year, by Allah’s

mercy and help. A good habit is to ask Allah; at the time a person

goes to sleep, to wake him up for the night prayer. Some people have

tried this and have found that they wake up five minutes before the

alarm, by Allah’s mercy and help. When a person is sincere there is no

limit to the mercy and help of Allah. 

Abu Darda’ (RA) is reported to have said, that it was reported to

the Holy Prophet (saaws). He said, “He who goes to his bed while he

intends to get up to observe prayer during night, but his eye is

overcome (with sleep) till it is morning, is ensured for what he

intends. And, the sleep is a sadaqa [charity] bestowed upon him

from his Lord”(208).

‘Umar b. al-Khattab reported the Apostle of Allah (saaws) as

saying: He who misses his daily round of recital or a part of it due to

sleep and he recites it between the dawn and the noon prayers, will

be reckoned as if he recited it at night(209).

Also, there may be a few times a year, when circumstances leaves

a person so tired he falls asleep while he is praying. When this

happens it is better for the person to sleep until he can realize what he

he saying so that he does not ask Allah for the wrong things. This is

also a mercy from Allah, for sleep is a blessing from Allah and Allah

knows a person’s needs better than he does.

(208) Sunan Ibn-I-Majah, Vol. II, hadith #1344, pg. 298.

(209) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. 1, hadith #1308, pg. 345.
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‘Aisha, wife of the Prophet (saaws) reported him as saying: When

one of you dozes in prayer he should sleep till his sleep is gone, for

when one of you prays while he is dozing, perhaps he might curse

himself if he begs pardon of Allah(210).

Abu Huraira reported the Apostle of Allah (saaws) as saying:

When one of you gets up by night (to pray), and falters in reciting

the Qur’an (due to sleep), and he does not understand what he

utters, he should sleep(211).

Allah gives mercy to the man who gets up for the prayer at night

and also wakes his wife up to pray with him and vice versa. They will

be considered to be of those who mention Allah abundantly. This is

not an easy habit to acquire but the blessings are worth every effort

one can put forth. Allah will bless one’s emotions with strength to

face what is necessary during the day.

Abu Huraira (RA) reported that Allah’s messenger (saaws) said,

“May Allah have mercy on the person who stands (in prayer) during

night and makes his wife to wake up and she observes the prayer. If

she refused (to get up), he sprinkles water over her face. May Allah

ave mercy on a woman who observed prayer at night and made her

spouse to wake and he observed prayer. If he refused (to wake), she

sprinkles water over his face”(212).

Abu Sa’id and Abu Huraira (RA) reported on the authority of the

Holy Prophet (saaws) who said: “When a person wakes during night

(210) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. 1, hadith #1305, pg. 344.

(211) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. 1, hadith #1306, pg. 345.

(212) Sunan Ibn-I-Majah, Vol. II, hadith #1336, pg. 293.
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and makes his woman (wife) to wake up and then they pray two

rak’at, they are enlisted amongst those males and females who

mention Allah abundantly”(213).

How is the night prayer? It is two rak’at by two rak’at, ending

with one rak’a as Witr. 

Abu Hurairah reported the Apostle of Alah (saaws) as saying:

When one of you gets up at night, he should begin the prayer with

two short rak’ahs(214).

Narrated ‘Abdullah bin ‘Umar (RA): A man said, “O Allah’s

Apostle! How is the prayer of the night?” He said, “Two Rak’at

followed by two Rak’at and so on, and when you apprehend the

aproaching dawn, offer one Rak’a as Witr”(215).

The Prophet Muhammad, the best of examples, made it a habit to

get up for the night prayer. 

‘Ali b. Abu Talib reported that when the Messenger of Allah

(saaws) got up at night for prayer he would say: I turn my face in

complete devotion to One Who is the Originator of the heaven and

the earth and I am not of the polytheists. Verily my prayer, my

sacrifice, my living and my dying are for Allah, the Lord of the

worlds; There is no partner with Him and this is what I have been

commanded (to profess and believe) and I am of the believers. O

Allah, Thou art the King, there is no god but Thee, Thou art my Lord,

and I am Thy bondman. I wronged myself and make a confession of

(213) Sunan Ibn-I-Majah, Vol. II, hadith #1335, pg. 292.

(214) Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. I, hadith #1318, pg. 347.

(215) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. II, hadith #238, pg. 131.
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my sin. Forgive all my sins, for no one forgives the sins but Thee, and

guide me in the best of conduct for none but Thee guideth anyone (in)

good conduct. Remove sins from me, for none else but Thou can

remove sins from me. Here I am at Thy service, and Grace is to Thee

and the whole of good is in Thine hand, and one cannot get nearness

to Thee through evil. My (power as well as existence) is due to Thee

(Thine grace) and I turn to Thee (for supplication). Thou art blessed

and Thou art exalted. I seek forgiveness from Thee and turn to Thee

in repentance; and when he would bow he would say: O Allah, it is

for Thee that I bowed. I affirm my fiath in Thee and I submit to

Thee, and submit humbly before Thee my hearing, my eyesight, my

marrow, my bone, my sinew; and when he would raise his head, he

would say: O Allah, our Lord, praise is due to Thee, (the praise) with

which is filled the heavens and the earth, and with which is filled that

(space) which exists between them, and filled with anything that Thou

desireth afterward. And when he prostrated himself, he (the Holy

prohet) would say: O Allah, it is to Thee that I prostrate myself and it

is in Thee that I affirm my faith, and I submit to Thee. My face is

submitted before One Who created it, and shaped it, and opened his

faculties of hearing and seeing. Blessed is Allah, the best of Creators;

and he would then say between Tashahhud and the pronounce of

salutation: Forgive me of the earlier and later open and secret (sins)

and that where I made transgression and that Thou knowest better

than I. Thou are the First and the Last. There is no god, but Thee(216).

Once a person starts the habit of night prayer he should try not to

break the habit. It is too easy for a person to start finding excuses if he

(216) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 1, hadith #1695, pg. 373.
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is not committed to the night prayer. A person may be afraid that his

excuses might not be really valid. Night prayer is very important

because it is like an extra shield and protection from Allah against the

Shaitan. When a person thinks of all the benefits of the night prayer,

he can ask Allah to help him make it a habit and to never break the

habit. 

Narrated ‘Abudullah bin ‘Amr bin All-'As (RA): Allah’s Apostle

(saaws) said to me:  “O ‘Abdullah! Do not be like so-and-so who

used to pray at night and then stopped the night prayer”(217).

‘Aisha is reported to have said that the Messenger of Allah

(saaws) was asked about the act most pleasing to Allah. He replied:

That which is done contunouously, even if it is small(218).

Shaitan does not want anyone to get up for night prayer or Fajr.

Shaitan tries his best to keep a person from these two prayers by

“tying knots at the back of his head and by telling him to sleep”.

When a person reads this in the Qur’an he should be even more

determined to get up to pray part of the night and to pray Fajr (dawn)

prayer at its time. Allah gives man benefits when he prays these

prayers, which are to be active and not sluggish in the morning and to

be in good spirits rather than to be in bad spirits. In other words, it is

good for man and this goodness keeps him in an emotional high. 

Abu Huraira transmitted it from the Apostle of Allah (saaws):

When any one of you goes to sleep, the devil ties three knots at the

back of his neck, sealing every knot with; “You have a long night, so

(217) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 2, hadith #252, pg. 139.

(218) Sahih Muslim Vol. 1, hadith #1711, pg. 377.
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sleep.” So if one awakes and mentions Allah, a knot will be

loosened; if he performs ablution two knots are loosened; and if he

prays (all) knots will be loosened, and in the morning he will be

active and in good spirits; otherwise we will be in bad spirits and

sluggish in the morning(219).

REMEMBER!

1. Prayer prevents a person from committing evil.

2. Prayer restrains a person from shameful and evil deeds.

3. Prayer gives a person spiritual advancement.

4. Prayer brings a person nearer to Allah.

WHAT ARE THE BLESSINGS OF NIGHT PRAYER?

1. It helps a person to govern his soul.

2. Allah will raise a person to a praised position.

3. There are many hidden joys and rewards a person may have.

4. It helps a person to enter Paradise, by Allah’s Mercy.

5. It brings a person closer to Allah.

6. It is a penance for a person’s evil deeds.

7. It erases sin, by Allah’s Mercy.

8. It repels disease from a person’s body.

9. It is recorded that this person is one of those who continually

makes remembrance of Allah.

10. According to the hadith, two rak’at during the middle of the

(219) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 1, hadith #1702, pg. 376.
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night, is worth more than praying in the Prophet’s (saaws) mosque, or

praying on the battlefield. Praying on the battlefield is worth one

million prayers [elsewhere], so imagine what the night prayer is

worth!

11. A person can ask for Allah’s forgiveness and receive it.

12. Even when a person has a valid excuse for missing it, he is

rewarded for what he intends.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

READ QUR’AN DAILY

Another shield against the Shaitan is reading the Qur’an. Reading

the Qur’an protects a person from the Shaitan because this is Allah’s

Words. How often a person neglects this simple protection every day.

Sometimes a person gets caught up in his daily life and reading the

Qur’an is set aside for another time; which did not come very often. It

is good to read the Qur’an even if it is only ten minutes every day. It is

worth the time and it may take only one month or so to form the habit

of reading the Qur’an every day. It starts to give a person the peace he

is looking for in his life. Emotional peace and healing can come from

reading the Qur’an. 

“The revelations of the Book (this Qur’an) is from Allah, the

All-Mighty, the All-Wise. Verily, in the heavens and the earth are

signs for the believers”. (Surah Al-Jathiya 45:2, 3)

“Recite what is sent of the Book by inspiration to you”, (Surah

Al-'Ankabut 29:45)

Narrated Abu Musa (RA): The Prophet (saaws) said, “The

example of a believer who recites the Qur’an and acts on it, is like a

citron which tastes nice and smells nice...”(220).

When a person reads the Qur’an it is witnessed by the Angels.

This is a fact that mankind tends to forget that the angels make note of

everything a person does.

(220) Sahih Al-Bukhari,Vol. 6, hadith #579, pg. 520.
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“... and recite the Qur’an in the early dawn (i.e. the morning

prayer). Verily, the recitation of the Qur’an in the early dawn is ever

witnessed (attended by the angels in charge of mankind of the day

and the night)”. (Surah Al-Isra’ 17:78)

It is great when those who know the Qur’an can teach it to others.

When believers gather to teach, learn, and read the Qur’an they will

have tranquility and mercy from Allah. They will feel at peace. 

Narrated ('Uthman bin ‘Affan) (RA): The Prophet (saaws) said,

“The most superior among you (Muslims) are those who learn the

Qur’an and teach it (to others)”(221).

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying:

“...and those persons who assemble in the house among the houses

of Allah (mosques) and recite the Book of Allah and they learn and

teach the Qur’an (among themselves) there would descend upon

them the tranquility and mercy would cover them and the angels

would surround them and Allah makes a mention of them in the

presence of those near Him...”(222).

Reading the Qur’an increases a person’s faith. It helps him to put

his trust in Allah. It will help a person to become soft hearted when he

reads the Qur’an. The joy of hearing the Qur’an and the awe a person

feels when he hears Allah’s words makes his skin shiver and the hair

on his arm to stand up.

“The believers are only those who, when Allah is mentioned,

feel a fear in their hearts and when His Verses (this Qur’an) are

recited unto them, they (i.e. the Verses) increase their Faith; and

they put their trust in their Lord (Alone)"; (Surah Al-Anfal 8:2)

(221) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 6, hadith #546, pg. 502.

(222) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith # 6518, pg. 1417.
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“Allah has sent down the best statement, a Book (this Qur’an),

its parts resembling each other in goodness and truth, oft-repeated.

The skins of those who fear their Lord shiver from It (when they

recite it or hear it). Then their skin and their hearts soften to the

remembrance of Allah. That is the Guidance of Allah. He guides

therewith whom He pleases and whomever Allah sends astray, for

him there is no guide”. (Surah Az-Zumar 39:23)

Reading the Qur’an helps a person’s emotional well-being. Allah

made the Qur’an easy for one to learn and remember. It brings many

blessings when it is read with full attention and a person stops to

ponder over what is being said. Allah in His Wisdom sent the Qur’an

to the Prophet (saaws) in his own tongue so that he would be able to

teach it in fullness and understanding.

“(This is) a Book (the Qur’an) which We have sent down to you,

full of blessings that they may ponder over its Verses, and that men

of understanding may remember”. (Surah Sad 38:29; also look at: Surah

Qaf 50:37; Surah Al-Hajj 22:54,55)

“And We have indeed made the Qur’an easy to understand and

remember, then is there any that will remember (or receive

admonition)?” (Surah Al-Qamar 54:17; also look at: Surah Ad-dukhan

44:58; Surah  Az-Zumar 39:27, 28)

There were many things the Qur’an can do for man: 

1. Giving him spiritual food. 

2. A medicine for his soul and mind. 

3. Guides him to the straight path. 

4. Gives him a bright light to follow. 
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5. Gives him warning against evil. 

6. Corrects his evil ways. 

7. Separates truth from falsehood. 

“Verily, This (the Qur’an) is the Word that separates (the truth

from falsehood), and commands strict legal laws for mankind to cut

the roots of evil)”. (Surah At-Tariq 86:13)

“By the Book that makes things clear; we sent it down during a

blessed night: for We (ever) wish to warn (against Evil)”. (Surah

Ad-Dukhan 44:2, 3.)

When a person reads the Qur’an, Allah will reward him ten fold.

Reading the Qur’an in the early morning gives a person the strength

he needs throughout the day. It helps him to fight for his good faith. It

helps a person to have knowledge of how the Shaitan may assault him

and how to protect himself from these assaults. It also helps to

strengthen his emotions. 

The Qur’an can bring the physical, emotional and spiritual

healing that a person is looking for in his life. 

“And We send down from the Qur’an that which is a healing

and a mercy to those who believe...” (Surah Al-Isra’ 17:82)

HOW DOES READING THE QUR’AN HELP MAN?

1. It is a defense against the Shaitan. 

2. It helped him to know the best way to worship Allah.

3. It gives him food from Allah.

4. It gives him the rope of Allah.
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5. It gives him a bright light to follow in this dark world.

6. It gives him good medicine for his body, mind, and soul.

7. It gives him guidance from Allah.

8. It shows him the straight path.

9. It shows him how to correct his ways.

10. It gives him a clear understanding of what Allah wanted from

him.

11. It separates truth from falsehood.

12. It commands strict legal laws.

13. It cut the roots of evil.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

REMEMBER ALLAH

• BEFORE A PERSON STARTS TO PERFORM ANY

TASK HE SHOULD SAY, “IN THE NAME OF ALLAH.

It is important for a person to say, t??K?�« r??�?� (Bismillah) (In the

Name of Allah) before everything he does, whether drinking water,

eating, going to sleep, putting on his clothes, getting into the car,

going into the house, reading, writing, and so forth. This is good habit

for a person to form. It is so easy to forget to say these simple words,

but the reward and blessings from it encourages a person to keep

striving towards saying them. It helps a person in his fight against the

Shaitan, so he should try to remember Allah at all times.

• DHIKR (REMEMBRANCE OF ALLAH)

A person can sit and think about Allah no matter where he is or

what he is doing! How easy it is for a person in all his business of life

to forget to remember Allah. Sometimes a person becomes so

absorbed in his daily living that his mind is filled with this life and

everything in it and he forgets Allah at some moments or even hours

of the day. Parents can become so busy with their children that they

actually forget Allah for awhile. Remembering Allah is another shield

against the Shaitan, therefore, it is good to put into practice

remembering Allah’s Power, His Forgiveness, His Refuge, and His

Protection. Remembering Allah also helps to keep one’s mind pure.
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“O you who believe! Remember Allah with much

remembrance”.  (Surah Al-Ahzab 33:41)

“O you who believe! Let not your riches or your children divert

you from the remembrance of Allah. If any act thus, surely they are

the losers”. (Surah Al-Munafiqun 63:9)

“And remembrance of Allah is the greatest (thing in life)

without doubt. And Allah knows the (deeds) that you do”. (Surah Al-

‘Ankabut 29:45)

Now is the time to remember Allah, not tomorrow or the day after

but right at this moment. A person is in need of Allah at every

moment and he needs to put himself in the habit of remembering Him.

A person gets caught up in living this life with all of its problems in

which he needs help and yet he forgets the One Who can help him. All

he needs to do is remember and ask. Real prosperity in this world

comes when a person remembers Allah. All man’s blessings come

from Allah.

“Has not the time arrived for the Believers that their hearts in

all humility should engage in the remembrance of Allah and of the

Truth which has been revealed (to them), and that they should not

become like those to whom was given the Book aforetime, but long

ages passed over them and their hearts grew hard? For many

among them are rebellious transgressors”. (Surah Al-Hadid 57:16)

“O you who believe! When you meet a force, be firm, and call

Allah in remembrance much (and often); that you may prosper:"

(Surah Al-Anfal 8:45)
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When a person’s emotions are a mess, he can’t seem to manage

them on his own, yet he does not humble himself and accept the fact

that he does not have the power to overcome alone. Praise to Allah,

Who is All-Powerful waits patiently for man to ask for His help and

when he does Allah is right there with the help that is needed, by His

mercy. 

“He (Allah) guides to Himself all who turn to Him - those who

believe and whose hearts find satisfaction in the remembrance of

Allah - for without doubt in the remembrance of Allah human

hearts find satisfaction”. (Surah Ar-Ra’d 13:28)

Remembrance of Allah softens a man’s heart. It hits right into the

core of man and changes him from within. Many times a person hears

a story that makes his skin tremble and he feels it go straight to his

heart. This intensifies when one remembers Allah.

“...The skin of those who fear their Lord tremble thereat; then

their skins and their hearts do soften to the remembrance of

Allah...” (Surah Az-Zumar 39:23)

Many times a day and night Shaitan attacks a person through his

thoughts. The only protection a person can have from these thoughts

is through remembrance of Allah. It helps a person to see the light

through the darkness of evil.

“Those who fear Allah, when a thought of evil from Satan

assaults them, bring Allah to remembrance, when lo! they see

(aright)!” (Surah Al-A’raf 7:201)
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“And remember your Lord by your tongue and within yourself,

humbly and with fear without loudness in words in the mornings,

and in the afternoons and be not of those who are neglectful”.

(Surah Al-A’raf 2:205)

There is great healing for one’s emotions when one contemplates

the wonders of Allah’s creation. This can be while one is standing,

sitting, or lying down. 

“Men who remember Allah standing, sitting, and lying down on

their sides, and contemplate the (wonders of) creation in the heavens

and the earth, (with the saying); ‘Our Lord not for naught have You

created (all) this! Glory to Thee!...” (Surah Ala- ‘Imran 3:191-195)

Another important fact is that in remembering Allah it will bring

tranquility to one’s soul. His emotions will feel at peace. It takes away

the anger one may feel within and in its place fills the soul with

tolerance and peace. 

Remembering Allah brings a person closer to Allah. There are

rewards for sitting together in a group remembering Allah, even for

those who happen to pass by and stop to be with them only for a little

while.

Agharr Abi Muslim reported: I bear witness to the fact that both

Abu Huraira and Abu Sa’id Khudri were present when Allah’s

Messenger (saaws) said: The people do not sit but they are

surrounded by angels and covered by Mercy, and there descends

upon them tranquillity as they remember Allah, and Allah makes a

mention of them to those who are near Him(223).

(223) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6520, pg. 1417.
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Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying that

Allah, the Exalted and Glorious, thus stated: I am near to the

thought of My servant as he thinks about Me, and I am with him as

he remembers me. And if he remembers Me in his heart, I also

remember him in My Heart, and if he remembers Me in assembly I

remember him in assemble, better than his (remembrance), and if he

draws near me by the span of a palm, I draw near him by the cubit,

and if he draws near Me by the cubit I draw near him by the space

(covered by) two hands. And if he walks toward Me. I rush towards

him(224).

There are angels of Allah who keep close to those who gather

together to remember Allah. They surround this group with their

wings. They report to Allah how this group was remembering Allah.

If they are begging for forgiveness, Allah will forgive them. If they

ask for protection, Allah will protect them. How merciful is Allah to

mankind!

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Apostle (saaws) as saying: Allah

has mobile (squads) of angels, who have no other work (to attend to

but) to follow the assemblies of Dhikr and when they find such

assemblies in which there is Dhikr (of Allah) they sit in them and

some of them surround the others with their wings till the space

between them and the sky of the world is fully covered, and when

they disperse (after the assembly of Dhikr is adjourned) they go

upward to the heaven and Allah the Exalted and Glorious, asks

them although He is best informed about them; Where have you

come from? They say: We come from Thine servants upon the earth

(224) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6471, pg. 1408..
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who had been glorifying Thee (reciting Subhan Allah), uttering

Thine Greatness (saying (Allah o-Akbar) and uttering Thine

Oneness (La ilaha ill Allah) and praising Thee (uttering al-Hamdu

Lillah) and begging of Thee. He would say: What do they beg of Me?

They would say: They beg of Thee the Paradise of Thine. He (Allah)

would say: Have they seen My Paradise? They said: No, our Lord. He

would say: (What it would be then) if they were to see Mine Paradise?

They (the angels) said: They seek Thine protection. He (the Lord)

would say: Against what do they seek protection of Mine? They (the

angels ) would say: Our Lord, from the Hell-Fire. He (the Lord)

would say: have they seen My Fire? They would say: No. He (the

Lord) would say: What it would be if they were to see My Fire? They

would say; They beg of Thee forgiveness. He would say: I grant

pardon to them, and confer upon them what they ask for and grant

them protection against which they seek protection. They (the

angels) would again say: Our Lord, there is one amongst them such

and such simple servant who happened to pass by (that assembly)

and sat there along with them (who had been participating in that

assembly). He (the Lord) would say: I also grant him pardon, for

they  are  a  people  the  seat-fellows  of  whom  are  in  no  way

unfortunate(225).

Allah loves to meet with those that love to be with Him. That is

true of man also. A person loves to meet with those who love him and

stay away from those who do not. A person loves to have his friends

remember him. How much more then should man remember Allah

and love to be with Him. 

(225) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6505, pg. 1414.
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‘Ubada b. Samit reported Allah’s messenger (saaws) as saying:

He who loves to meet Allah, Allah also loves to meet him, and he

who dislikes to meet Allah, Allah also abhors to meet him(226).

“Therefore remember me (by praying, glorify, etc.), I will

remember you, and be grateful to me (for My countless Favors on

you) and never be ungrateful to Me”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:152)

The worst thing a person can do to himself is to deliberately

neglect the remembrance of Allah. If a person stops remembering

Allah, Allah appoints a Shaitan to be his intimate companion and this

can hinder him from the straight path. This person can easily be

deceived into thinking he is doing right when he is doing wrong.

When a person gets on the wrong path he can sink deeper and deeper

into sin very rapidly before he is even aware of it, because he becomes

calloused and has followed the deceptions of Shaitan. This is one of

the reasons for a person to stay near to Allah by remembering Him at

all times. 

“If anyone withdraws himself from remembrance of the Most

Gracious, We appoint for him a Satan, to be an intimate companion

to him. Such (Satans) really hinder them from the Path, but they

think that they are being guided aright! ... So hold fast to the

Revelation sent down to thee; verily thou art on a Straight Way. The

(Qur’an) is indeed a reminder for you and for your people; and soon

shall  you  (all)  be  brought  to  account”.  (Surah Az-Zukhruf 43:36,

37, 43, 44)

“Satan has got the better of them: so he has made them forgot

the remembrance of Allah. They are the Party of Satan. Truly, it is

the Party of Satan that will lose”. (Surah Al-Mujadila 58:19)

(226) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6486, pg. 1411.
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Remembering Allah does not mean one neglects the other things

in the life of this world. There is time for both remembering Allah and

and a time for taking care of one’s worldly matters. There are times

when they can be combined together.

...Allah’s messenger (saaws) said: “By Him in Whose Hands is

my life, if your state of mind remains the same as it is in my

presence and you are always busy in remembrance (of Allah), the

Angels will shake hands with you in your beds and in your paths,

but, Hanzala, time should be devoted (to the worldly affairs) and

time (should be devoted to prayer and meditation). He (the Holy

Prophet) said this thrice”(227).

A person will find that if he can keep his tongue and mind in

remembrance of Allah, Allah will fill a person’s mind with the peace

and tranquility and there will be no space left for emotional illnesses.

THE REMEMBRANCE OF ALLAH.

1. Fills one’s heart with satisfaction.

2. Brings tranquility.

3. Brings Allah’s protection.

4. Softens one’s heart.

5. Brings prosperity.

6. Is a protection from Shaitan.

7. Blots out one’s iniquities.

8. Admits one to gardens, beneath which rivers flow.

9. It gives emotional healing, peace, and tranquility.

(227) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6623, pg. 1436.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

KNOW ONE’S STRENGTHS
AND WEAKNESSES

Not only does a person need to know that his self can be his own

enemy, he must also know himself well enough to use his strengths

and weakness as shields against the Shaitan. A person needs to know

where he is weak in his emotions and his faith so that he can eliminate

these weaknesses, by Allah’s help. He also needs to know where he is

strong so that he can increase this strength, by Allah’s help. These

strengths and weakness can be in his physical, psychological, and

spiritual self. 

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (saaws) as saying: A

strong believer is better and is more lovable to Allah than a weak

believer, and there is good in everyone, (but) cherish that which gives

you benefit (in the Hereafter) and seek help from Allah and do not

lose heart, and if anything (in the form of trouble) comes to you, don’t

say: If I had not done that, it would not have happened so and so, but

say: Allah did what He had ordained to do and your “if” opens the

(gate) for the Satan(228).

Maybe a person’s weaknesses can be his appetite, his thoughts,

his TV habits, his reading habits, what he listens to, and what he does

with his spare time. These desires can get mixed between his love for

Allah and truth and wanting to do something evil. If a person is weak

in faith, how can he increase his faith? 

(228) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6441, pg. 1401.
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The Qur’an says:

“The believers are only those who, when Allah is mentioned,

feel a fear in their hearts and when His Verses (this Qur’an) are

recited unto them, they (i.e. the Verses) increase their Faith; and

they put their trust in their Lord (alone)"; (Surah Al-Anfal 8:2)

How can a person strengthen his weaknesses? 

1. By reading and listening to the Qur’an. This helps him to put

his trust in Allah alone. 

2. By believing in Allah’s power and help.

“Allah will keep firm those who believe”, (Surah Ibrahim 14:27)

“Nay, Allah is your Maula (Patron, Lord, Helper and Protector

etc.), and He is the Best of helpers”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:150)

3. By helping other Muslims. Friends can encourage each other

for the right and forbid each other from the wrong. 

“The believers, men and women, are ‘Auliya’ (helpers,

supporters, friends, protectors) of one another”, (Surah At-Tauba 9:71)

4. By praying.

5. By fasting. 

6. By giving of what a person loves to others. 

7. By emigrating to a country where they can live their faith

freely and this helps them to fight harder against their weaknesses

and add strength to their strong points. The world is vast and

somewhere within it is just the place for each person to grow

physically, emotionally and spiritually, by Allah’s mercy.
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“Verily! As for those whom the angels take (in death) while they

are wronging themselves (as they stayed among the disbelievers even

though emigration was obligatory for them), they (angels) say (to

them): ‘In what (condition) were you?’ They reply: ‘We were weak

and oppressed on earth’. They (angels) say: ‘Was not the earth of

Allah spacious enough for you to emigrate therein?’ Such men will

find their abode in Hell - What an evil destination!” (Surah An-Nisa’

4:97)

When a person knows his weaknesses he is able to build them into

his strengths which help him to fight the Shaitan with Allah’s power

and help.

AGAIN, HOW CAN MAN STRENGTHEN HIS

WEAKNESSES?

1. By reading and listening to the Qur’an.

2. By asking Allah for help.

3. By supporting and encouraging others and they will do the

same in return, Insha Allah.

4. By emigrating for the sake of Allah.

5. By praying, fasting, and giving of what one loves to others.

6. Know your weaknesses and pray for knowledge/wisdom.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

CLOSE THE PATHWAYS
OF SHAITAN

The Shaitan has many pathways in which he reaches mankind and

tempts him. These pathways of Shaitan can be through a person’s

appetite, mind (thoughts), eyes, ears, sense of touch, sense of smell,

and so on. A person must learn to put up a shield and close these

pathways to the Shaitan. Who created these senses through which

Shaitan can tempt man? 

The Qur’an says:

“It is He [Allah], Who has created for you (the sense of) hearing

(ears), sight (eyes), and hearts (understanding). Little thanks you

give”. (Surah Al-Mu’minun 23:78)

Allah created these so that a person can function fully as a human

being. It is very difficult for a person who is without any of these

senses. There are those who have lost or were born without the sense

of hearing and sight. A person should be thankful to Allah for what

she has and be determined to use them for Allah’s sake only. A person

must choose to keep them pure and away from the Shaitan’s use, by

Allah’s mercy.

In the last chapter, a person saw how Shaitan can use his

weaknesses to tempt him into wrong doing. Once a person knows

which pathway he is weak, it will help him to close those pathways to

the Shaitan, with Allah’s help and mercy. It is important for a person
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to read and learn right from wrong so Shaitan can not reach him. Take

for instance, if the pathway of Shaitan is one’s appetite, then fasting

would be a good way to constrain the path of Shaitan.

“O you who believe! Fasting is prescribed to you as it was

prescribed to those before you, that you may (learn) self-restraint”.

(Surah Al-Baqarah 2:183)

If the pathway of Shaitan is one’s mind (thoughts) then he can

seek refuge in Allah, and by remembering Allah.

“And if an evil whisper comes to you from Satan then seek

refuge with Allah. Verily, He is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. Verily,

those who are pious, when an evil thought comes to them from

Satan, they remember (Allah), and (indeed) they then see (aright)”.

(Surah Al-A’raf 7:200, 201)

Can Shaitan use eyes, ears, and skin (sense of touch) for his

pathway for evil? Does a person answer to Allah for how he uses

them, whether for good or for evil? How can a person close these

pathways to the Shaitan? Most of the things a man chooses to do

usually comes from his thoughts. This is where Shaitan uses his

weapon of whispering, therefore, a person must close this pathway to

all evil thoughts by seeking refuge in Allah and remembering Allah. 

“And they will say to their skins, ‘Why do you testify against

us?’ They will say: ‘Allah has caused us to speak, as He causes all

things to speak, and He created you the first time, and to Him you

are made to return.’ And you have not been hiding against

yourselves, lest your ears, and your eyes, and your skins testify

against you, but you thought that Allah knew not much of what you
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were doing. And that thought of yours which you thought about

your Lord, has brought you to destruction, and you have become

(this Day) of those utterly lost!”  (Surah Fussilat 41:21-23) 

How can the sense of smell be a pathway for the Shaitan to use?

Take for an example, perfume. Perfume is halal (permissible) but it

can also be used wrongfully. There are many brands of perfume on the

market. Today they are inserting into the perfume chemicals that

enhance a person’s lustful desires. If a person smells this perfume it

can cause a chemical reaction within and through his sense of smell.

This can then affect his thoughts in ways that he does not desire and in

ways that are not befitting for followers and worshippers of Allah.

When a women wears perfume outside of the home it then becomes a

pathway of the Shaitan. In Islam, women should only wear perfume in

her home among the men that are Mahram (those whom she cannot

marry). When she goes out in public and to the Mosque she should be

sure that she is free from all the smell of the perfume and incense. Do

women really want to be the cause of men’s thoughts being lead to the

pathway for the Shaitan? This is something that Allah and His

Messenger (saaws) asked women not to do in order to help men keep

their minds pure. When women obey Allah by not wearing perfume

out of the home, she helps to put up a shield against the Shaitan for

men.

When men find themselves tempted through their sense of smell,

they can close this pathway of Shaitan through Salat (prayers,

supplications and fasting).

“...Verily, prayer prevents from Al-Fahsha (i.e. great sins of
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every kind, unlawful sexual intercourse etc.) and Al-Munkar (i.e.

disbelief, polytheism, and every kind of evil wicked deed)". (Surah

Al-'Ankabut 29:45)

When a person learns to close the pathways of Shaitan and put up

their shields against his temptations he grows strong emotionally and

spiritually. 

HOW CAN MAN CLOSE THE PATHWAYS OF SHAITAN?

1. By fasting.

2. By praying.

3. By seeking refuge in Allah.

4. By remembering Allah.

5. By guarding one’s senses and keeping away from evil.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

PRACTICE PATIENCE
AND CAREFULNESS

Although patience was covered under virtues it is important to

take a quick look at it as a shield against the Shaitan. Many times a

person opens the pathways for the Shaitan through his impatience and

haste. Choosing to do wrong quickly and in haste can bring a person

much guilt and pain afterwards. If a person can take the time to think

before he does anything, he will save himself from a lot of this guilt

and pain. There are some people who are hot-tempered and get angry

quickly only to regret it soon afterward. This is a pathway of the

Shaitan that a person needs to close. This person may have gotten

angry because he was thinking angry thoughts. Even though a person

may have been created with these tendencies within himself, this does

not mean he should use them as an excuse. It is important for a person

to build up a shield against the Shaitan in his pathways of haste and

impatience.

“Man prays for evil as fervently as he prays for good for man is

given to Haste”. (Surah Al-Isra’ 17:11)

“Man is a creature of haste:" (Surah Al-Anbiyaa 21:37)

“Truly man was created, very impatient; fretful when evil

touches him"; (Surah Al-Ma’arij 70:19, 20)

A person often times desires what he may think is good only to

find in his ignorance and haste, it is evil. This is why it is so important
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to acquire knowledge of what is good from evil then a person would

be patient and not put his own desires above the wisdom of Allah. He

will be able to be content with the favors of Allah.

The shield against haste can be patience. Allah is with those who

are patient and where Allah is there is no room for Shaitan.

“...and be patient. Surely, Allah is with those who are patient”.

(Surah Al-Anfal 8:45)

“And be patient; verily, Allah loses not the reward of the

good-doers”. (Surah Hud 11:115)

Carefulness means to take regard, to take heed, to have

consciousness and concern. A person must be careful in all that he

does so that he does not open doors for the pathways of the Shaitan.

For instance, if a person starts to love this life too much, and what is

in it, he might become heedless in his religion; then Shaitan might

take control of his life and he will be among the losers. A person must

be careful and be on guard so that he will not lose his faith. A person

can become so caught up in this life and the snares of Shaitan that he

becomes heedless to the Day of Judgment. Some have gone so far on

the pathway of Shaitan that they pay no more attention to someone

calling them to the right way. They did not put up their shields against

their enemy.

“Whoever disbelieved in Allah after his belief, except him who is

forced thereto and whose heart is at rest with Faith - but such as

open their breasts to disbelief, - on them is the wrath from Allah,

and theirs will be a great torment. That is because they loved and

preferred the life of this world over that of the Hereafter. And Allah
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guides not the people who disbelieve. They are those upon whose

hearts, hearing (ears) and eyes (sight) Allah has set a seal. And they

are the heedless! No doubt, in the Hereafter, they will be the losers”.

(Surah An-Nahl 16:106-109)

“Draws near for mankind their reckoning, while they turn away

in heedlessness”. (Surah Al-Anbiya 21:10) 

“And when they are reminded, they pay no attention”. (Surah

As-Saffat 37:13)

Man needs to be so careful that he does not allow Shaitan to divert

him from any of his duties to Allah. He can put up the shield of

patience and carefulness to fight the Shaitan against the forgetfulness

of remembering Allah.

“Men whom neither trade nor sale diverts them from the

Remembrance of Allah (with heart and tongue), nor from offering

the prayers perfectly (Iqamat-as-Salat), nor from giving the Zakat.

They fear a Day when hearts and eyes will be overturned (from the

horror of the torment of the Day of Resurrection)”.  (Surah An-Nur

24:37)

Man’s goal is to be successful against the Shaitan and be among

those in the Hereafter, by Allah’s Mercy. It has to be each person’s

choice to close the pathways of the Shaitan, no one else can make it

for him.

“That Allah may reward them according to the best of their

deeds, and add even more for them out of His Grace. And Allah

provides without measure to whom He wills”. (Surah An-Nur 24:38)
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When a person seeks Allah’s help by praying and is patient, Allah

is with him. It is Allah who helps man to close the pathways of

Shaitan and provides the shields to protect him from Shaitan.

“O you who believe! Seek help in patience and prayer. Truly!

Allah is with the patient”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:153)

When a person strives to be patient and careful in everything he

does it strengthens his emotions and he is less likely to make mistakes.

REMEMBER THESE WAYS TO CLOSE THE AVENUES

OF SHAITAN!

1. By replacing impatience with patience.

2. By replacing haste with carefulness.

3. By paying attention when one is given admonition.

4. By performing one’s prayers perfectly.

5. By giving Zakat.

6. By fearing the Day of Judgment.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

PRACTICE GENUINE REPENTANCE

In order to keep close to Allah and away from Shaitan a person

must practice genuine repentance. Practicing genuine repentance will

keep him humble and puts up a shield against the Shaitan. There may

be times when Shaitan will discourage a man with the knowledge that

he is a sinner. Shaitan tries to make a person feel it is hopeless to keep

trying. When a person is genuine in his repentance he realizes Allah’s

forgiveness. When a person sins he just needs to pick himself up and

try again, with even more determination. One of the themes

throughout the whole Qur’an is that the final reward is for those who

struggle, strive, and persevere, by Allah’s Mercy. It is better if a

person chooses not to listen to the whispers of Shaitan or to give up

hope. Allah tells man not to despair for He forgives man’s sins.

“Say: ‘O my Servants who have transgressed against their

souls! Despair not of the Mercy of Allah: for Allah forgives all sins:

for He is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful. Turn to your Lord (in

repentance) and submit to Him, before the Chastisement comes on

you: after that you shall not be helped”. (Surah Az-Zummar 39:53,

54)

“And those who, when they have committed illegal sexual

intercourse or wronged themselves with evil, remember Allah and

ask for forgiveness for their sins, and none can forgive sins but

Allah - And do not persist in what (wrong) they have done, while

they know”. (Surah Ala- ‘Imran 3:135)
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When a person sins against the commands of Allah he feels guilty.

Guilt is good in that it turns him back to Allah and repentance. But

guilt is not so good when after a person repents and asks Allah for

forgiveness he keeps dwelling on the guilt. When a person keeps

dwelling on the guilt it is as though he does not believe in Allah’s

forgiveness and mercy after all. Shaitan likes a person to feel guilty to

the point of giving up all hope of forgiveness. Guilty feelings are

needed to make a person aware of what he is doing wrong, but after he

is aware of his sins the next step is to genuinely repent. This means he

has to turn himself completely around, and accept Allah’s forgiveness,

just as Allah accepts his repentance. A person may have been walking

towards the sinful way of life, but after sincere repentance he turns

completely in the opposite direction and starts walking towards the

righteous way of life. After he genuinely repents he does not want to,

nor should he, go back to the same sins again. Sometimes a person’s

intentions are for a complete change, but then in his weakness he falls

and commits the same sins again. That is when a person has to strive

harder. In all of his strivings he asks Allah for His help, for He was

the Only One that can help him.

“Allah accepts the repentance of those who do evil in ignorance

and repent soon afterwards; to them will Allah turn in mercy: for

Allah is full of knowledge and wisdom. Of no effect is the

repentance of those who continue to do evil, until death faces one of

them, and he says, ‘Now have I repented indeed;' nor of those who

die rejecting Faith: for them have we prepared a chastisement most

grievous”. (Surah An-Nisaa 4:17, 18)
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“He is the One that accepts Repentance from His Servants and

forgives sins: And He knows all that you do”. (Surah Ash-Shura 42:25)

“Unless he repents, believes, and works righteous deeds, for

Allah will change the evil of such persons into good, and Allah is

Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful”. (Surah Al-Furqan 25:70)

Genuine repentance is another shield for a person to use against

the Shaitan. It keeps him close to his Creator. Genuine repentance

keeps a person’s mind free of guilt. Being free of guilt brings healing

and peace to a person’s emotions. A person can remind himself that if

he repents, believes and works righteous deeds, Allah will change his

evil into good. Also, sincere repentance can transform a person and

bring him back into focus for living a righteous life, by Allah’s mercy.

WHEN MAN REPENTS HE SHOULD:

1. Repent genuinely so that Allah will accept his repentance.

2. Not fall into despair; but believe in Allah’s forgiveness.

3. Ask Allah for forgiveness and then have faith in His

forgiveness.

4. Repent as soon after sinning as possible.

5. Not continue in the evil.

6. After repentance, do righteous deeds.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

REPEL EVIL WITH GOOD

Another shield against the Shaitan is for a person to repel the evil

suggestions of the Shaitan and one’s own evil ways by doing good

deeds. This is a way that Allah taught mankind in the Qur’an. A

person must remember that when he helps in a good cause he receives

some of the good from it and the vice versa is true. Shaitan may try to

deceive a person by making it appear the opposite; this is when a

person can remember that Allah has power over all things.

“Those who patiently persevere, seeking the countenance of

their Lord; establish regular prayers; spend, out of (the gifts) We

have bestowed for their sustenance, secretly and openly; and turn

off Evil with Good: for such there is the final attainment of the

(Eternal) Home”, (Surah Ar-ra’d 13:22)

“Whoever intercedes in a good cause becomes a partner therein;

and whoever recommends and helps an evil cause, shares in its

burden; and Allah has power over all things”. (Surah An-Nisaa 4:85)

“...they avert Evil with Good...” (Surah Al-Qasas 28:54)

When someone treats a person in a bad way it is his natural

inclination to treat him or her badly in return. But there is a better

method and that is to return their bad behavior with good behavior.

Most of the time, this better method actually alleviates the bad

behavior within the one with the bad behavior. When a person is

forgiving to the other person, it seems to take all the bad feelings out

of that person. For example:
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A lady once had a neighbor who treated her very hostile. She did

not know what was the reason for this hostile treatment. She made up

her mind to treat this neighbor with kindness and respect no matter

what she said or did to her. One day her neighbor yelled at her for

having put her foot on her property. The lady very politely apologized

and said it would not happen again now that she knew this was part of

neighbor’s property. She continued to treat her neighbor with kindness

despite the rude treatment. One day her neighbor said, “Why do you

treat me so nice when I am so rude to you?” She replied, “I believe in

treating rudeness with kindness. I feel you are angry but not

necessarily at me?” The neighbor said, “You are right, the people that

lived in your house before you were not kind to me and since you are

the same religion as they are I thought you would treat me the same.”

This lady found that by repelling evil with good she had won in the

end and her neighbor became a very good friend.

Sometimes people treat others with displaced anger. They are

really angry with someone or something else in their life but they take

it out on others. If this lady had reacted in anger, it could have become

an impossible situation, but when she treated them well despite the

anger she won in the end, by Allah’s mercy.  This lady repeled evil

with good and she destroyed hatred and anger with love, by Allah’s

mercy.

“Who is better in speech than one who calls (men) to Allah,

works righteousness, and says, ‘I am of those who bow in Islam’?

Nor can Goodness and Evil be equal. Repel (Evil) with what is

better; then will he between whom and thee was hatred become as it

were thy friend and intimate! And no one will be granted such
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goodness except those who exercise patience and self-restraint, none

but persons of the greatest good fortune. And if (at any time) an

incitement to discord is made to thee by the Satan, seek refuge in

Allah. He is the One who hears and knows all things”.  (Surah

Fussilat 41:33-36)

“...enjoin what is just, and forbid what is wrong; and bear with

patient constancy whatever happens to you;...” (Surah Luqman

31:17-19)

“Repel evil with that which is best; We are well acquainted with

the things they say”. (Surah Al-Muminum 23:96-98) 

It does not matter if a person is speaking evil of another person to

his face or behind his back; their evil is seen by Allah. Man does not

punish another man for these reasons because two evils will not make

it right. Allah is the One who sees and punishes accordingly, He

knows what is hidden in man and what their true motives are, man can

only guess. 

“The scum disappears like froth cast out, while that which is for

the good of mankind remains on the earth. Thus does Allah set forth

parables”. (Surah Ar-Ra ‘d 13:17)

Sometimes people become so accustomed to the evil in their lives

that it has diseased their hearts. At times they may change the good

that comes to them into evil. It seems as though it is impossible for

that kind of person to change. It is easy to want to give up on him and

let him stay in his misery. From a human viewpoint it looks

impossible to help them, but a person must remember that with Allah

all things are possible. Allah is the Creator, the Guide, the One Who
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can change circumstances and people. A person can only give

warnings, encouragement, or showing by example the right way to

another person. Allah can change what man can not change. There is

always hope in Allah.

“In their hearts is a disease; and Allah has increased their

disease”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:10)

Evil kills life, beauty, and fruitfulness, whereas, Allah’s Word

gives life beauty, and fruitfulness. The effect of Allah’s Word is seen

when a person repels evil with what is better.

There are times when it is important for a person to remove

himself from an evil situation so that he will not become influenced

by this evil. When a person removes himself from a bad situation he

tries to do it with tactfulness and not with arrogance. This way he can

still have a good influence on those who are trying to influence him

towards evil. It is not always easy to stand up against peer pressure; it

takes emotional strength and fortitude. This strength comes by asking

Allah to help with His power. This lets others also see the power of

Allah; which comes from total submission to Allah.

“And when they hear vain talk, they turn away therefrom and

say; ‘To us our deeds, and to you yours; Peace be to you; we seek

not the ignorant’”. (Surah Al-Qasas 28:55)

“Let there arise out of you a band of people inviting to all that is

good, enjoining what is right, and forbidding what is wrong; they

are the ones to attain felicity”. (Surah Al- ‘Imran 3:104)

“You are the best of Peoples, ever raised up for mankind,
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enjoining what is right, forbidding what is wrong, and believing in

Allah”. (Surah Al- ‘Imran 3:110)

“And establish regular prayers at the two ends of the day and at

the approaches of the night: for those things that are good remove

those that are evil: that is a reminder for the mindful”. (Surah Hud

11:114)

Allah asks mankind to repel evil with good. Allah is man’s helper

and he should ask Allah first for help and then his friends can help

him with good advice from the Qur’an and the Sunnah. It may help

the person that is struggling to know that others are struggling just like

him. Of course, it is easier to say how one should act then it is to act in

the right way. Yet, a person must try his best to practice what he tells

others, or at least let them know that he is also struggling towards the

ideal conduct. When encouraging others a person is also reminding

and encouraging himself. 

“Do you enjoin right conduct on the people, and forget (to

practice it) yourselves, and yet you study the Scripture? Will you not

understand? Nay, seek (Allah’s) help with patient perseverance and

prayer; it is indeed hard, except to those who are humble. Who bear

in mind the certainty that they are to meet their Lord, and that they

are to return to Him”.  (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:44-46)

“Do you enjoin right conduct on people, and forget to practice it

yourselves, and yet you study the Book? Will you not understand?”

(Surah Al-i- ‘Imran 3:44)

“Grievously odious is it in the sight of Allah that you do not

practice what you preach”. (Surah As-Saff 61:3)
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Despite a person’s failings, the good he does comes from the

purity of his heart and Allah is the most Just. Allah in His generousity

not only rewards a person’s struggles for good, but He doubles the

reward or may even give him ten times more than his good. The

greatest reward, from all of this, is to have the pleasure of Allah. 

“Allah is never unjust in the least degree; if there is any good

(done), He doubles it, and gives from His Own self a great reward”.

(Surah An-Nisaa 4:40)

“He that does good shall have ten times as much to his credit:

He that does evil shall only be recompensed according to his evil; no

wrong shall be done unto them”. (Surah Al-An ‘am 6:160)

Sometimes a person sees the evil around him but he is not able to

change it with his hands. The Prophet said there are other things he

can do.

The Messenger of Allah (saaws) said: “Whosoever of you sees an

evil action, let him change it with his hand; and if he is not able to do

so, then with his tongue; and if he is not able to do so, then with his

heart - and that is the weakest of faith”(229).

A person must strive, not only for others, but also for his own

soul. On the Day of Judgment, man will stand alone before Allah.

Therefore, even though others are doing evil each person must try to

avoid evil. Man is weak in nature so it is better for him to stay as far

away from the evil as he can, crying to Allah for His help and mercy.

“And if any strive (with might and main), they do so for their

own soul”. (Surah Al- ‘Ankabut 29:6) 

(229) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 1, hadith #79, pg. 33, last part.
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Each person must make a choice to put up a shield against evil

and the Shaitan by destroying evil with good. This is when it takes

emotional strength and fortitude by Allah’s mercy. It is a time to ask

Allah to help with His Almighty Power.

REPEL EVIL WITH GOOD BY:

1. Interceding with a good cause.

2. Giving help and support to a good cause.

3. Enjoining justice.

4. Foiling hatred with love.

5. Repelling ignorance with knowledge.

6. Repelling folly and wickedness with the friendly message of

revelation.

7. Practicing what one preaches.

8. Seeking Allah’s help with prayer and patient perseverance.

9. Purifying one’s heart, and having a change of heart.

10. Trying to change it with one’s hands, tongue, or heart, or any

way one can.

11. Striving for one’s soul.

12. Being tolerant, kind and patient with those whom one

encourages towards good.

13. Remembering that Allah rewards good by giving double to ten

times its worth.
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PART VIII:

PUTTING VIRTUES INTO
PRACTICE
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

RIGHTEOUSNESS

For a person to work towards righteousness he must apply all the

virtues, he has learned, to his life. What does it mean to have

righteousness? Righteousness is to be morally right and law abiding;

to be obedient to the commands of Allah, and to do righteous deeds

for the sake of Allah only. Righteousness is the ideal goal a person

must strive for, but remember, each person is on his own path with

Allah. 

A righteous person is one who turns away from evil in sincere

repentance. They fear Allah in their most inner hearts and in their

secret doings. Their fear of Allah is their love and remembering Him

because He is Most Gracious. They live their whole lives for Him.

They become totally submissive to Allah no matter what the

circumstance. 

“It is not righteousness that you turn your faces towards East or

West; but it is righteousness to believe in Allah and the Last Day,

and the Angels, and the Book, and the Messengers; to spend of your

substance, out of love for Him, for your kin, for orphans, for the

needy, for the wayfarer, for those who ask, and for the ransom of

slaves; to be steadfast in prayer, and give Zakat, to fulfill the

contracts which you have made; and to be firm and patient, in pain

(or suffering) and adversity, and throughout all periods of panic

such are the people of truth, the God-fearing”. (Surah Al-Baqarah

2:177)
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Righteouness is a life long struggle, for in man’s sinfulness he

can never reach complete righteousness in this life. A person must

struggle, because the ending reward is for those who struggle, strive,

and persevere for the sake of Allah. Allah is man’s guide and it is to

Him man must look for help during his struggle towards

righteousness. 

“But to those who receive Guidance, He increases their

Guidance, and bestows on them their Piety and Restraint (from

evil)”. (Surah Muhammad 47:17)

“And those who strive in Our (Cause), We will certainly guide

them to Our Paths; for verily Allah is with those who do right”.

(Surah Al- ‘Ankabuat 29:69)

While striving towards righteousness a person must guard himself

against evil. He must fight the Shaitan. He must not become weary for

his reward is with Allah. Part of guarding one’s self from evil is being

totally submissive to Allah. When a person is submissive he has

grasped the hand-hold of Allah, Who only can help him attain

righteousness.

“On those who believe and do deeds of righteousness there is no

blame for what they ate (in the past), when they guard themselves

from evil, and believe, and do deeds of righteousness, then again,

guard themselves from evil and believe, then again, guard

themselves from evil and do good. For Allah loveth those who do

good”. (Surah Al-Ma ‘ida 5:93)

“Whoever submits his whole self to Allah, and is a doer of good,

has grasped indeed the firmest hand-hold: and to Allah shall all

things return”. (Surah Luqman 31:22)
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Allah gives man many promises in the Qur’an. One of these

promises is if a person does deeds of righteousness Allah will remove

his ills and improve his condition. Man can never lose by doing

righteous deeds. If he is not rewarded in this life he will be rewarded

in the Hereafter. When a person is busy doing righteous deeds he does

not have time to worry and this brings healing to his emotions. It is a

positive imput for his emotions. It also increases his emotional I.Q.

“But those who believe and work deeds of righteousness, and

believe in the (Revelation) sent down to Muhammad - for it is the

Truth from their Lord, He will remove from them their ills and

improve their condition”. (Surah Muhammad 47:2; also look at: Surah Al-

‘Ankabut 29:7)

“Be not weary and faint-hearted, crying for peace, when you are

the Uppermost; for Allah is with you, and will never put you in loss

for your (good) deeds”. (Surah Muhammad 47:35)

“Whoever works righteousness, man or woman, and has Faith,

verily, to him will We give a life that is good and pure, and We will

bestow on such their reward according to the best of their actions”.

(Surah An-Nahl 16:97)

Sincerity is very important for a person’s faith. It is hard for a

person who is not sincere to have a correct conduct. When his faith is

weak it is easy to do things which are wrong in the sight of Allah.

When a person’s conduct is not in keeping with the commands of

Allah he is not at peace with himself or with Allah. This constant fear

that his evil doing brings can also bring on anxiety and worry which

then can bring emotional sickness. The opposite is true for those who
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are sincere in their obedience to Allah; they are the ones at peace with

themselves and with Allah. They can feel calm and contented. Their

emotions are at peace so this makes a person emotionally healthy.

This is when Allah’s grace transforms a person’s life and this

transformation can be visable in this life. When a person’s good deeds

are heavy in the scale of justice, he will receive the rewards in the

Hereafter. Allah, in His mercy, puts more credit to the righteous deeds

a person does; much more than what he has done. How merciful is

Allah!

“Then, he whose Balance (of good deeds) will be (found) heavy,

will be in a Life of good pleasure and satisfaction”. (Surah Al-Qari’a

101:6,7)

“He that does good shall have ten times as much to his credit;

he that does evil shall only be recompensed according to his evil; no

wrong shall be done unto them”. (Surah Al-An ‘am 6:160)

“Allah is never unjust in the least degree; if there is any good

(done), He doubles it, and gives from His Own Self a great reward”.

(Surah An-Nisaa 4:40)

When a person is working towards righteousness he becomes

God-fearing. This kind of fear is love and respect. When a person

loves someone he does not like to offend him nor do anything he feels

might displease him. This is the way man should love his Creator. A

person who wants Taqwa (fear of Allah) will want to have self

restraint, to guard against doing sin and wrong, and work positively on

good deeds. Remember, when a person fears Allah, it is not just a

feeling or an emotion, it is something he must take action in doing for
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the sake of Allah. This action is against evil and for good. The

positive side is doing good to please Allah. Allah sees everything man

does and He knows man’s inner motives, thereby, He will judge man

accordingly.

“Your Lord knows best what is in your hearts; if you do deeds of

righteousness, verily He is Most Forgiving to those who turn to Him

again and again (in true penitence)”. (Surah Al-Israa 17:25)

A person will be judged by all what is hidden in his heart even his

secret motives, for Allah knows them all.

“Nay, man will be evidence against himself, even though he

were to put up his excuses”. (Surah Al-Qiyamat 75:14-15)

“...And Allah sees well all that you do”. (Surah Al-Hadid 57:4)

When a person falls and does something evil all he has to do is

sincerely repent and work righteous deeds and Allah will change his

evil into good. Allah is so generous and compassionate to man!

“Unless he repents, believes and works righteous deeds, for

Allah will change the evil of such persons into good, and Allah is

Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful”. (Surah Al-Furqan 25:70; also look at:

Surah Ash-Shura 42:23; Surah Al-Jathiya 45:15)

Righteousness comes from sincere devotion to Allah. A righteous

man uses his service for man in an unselfish manner

Each person is responsible for his own deeds of righteousness. No

one else, in the world, can do it, or will want to do it for him;

therefore, a person must protect himself from the infection of evil. A

person has to look after his own soul. A person corrupts or purifies his
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own soul by the things he does. In Islam, personal responsibility in

one’s right conduct and faith is a must. A person suffers the

consequence one way or the other, good or evil, in his own self. These

decisions affect a person’s emotional well-being. This is a good time,

when a person is deciding to do good or evil, to cry to Allah for help,

and He is ever ready to help man.

“By the soul, and proportion and order given to it; and its

enlightenment as to its wrong and its right truly he succeeds who

purifies it, and he fails who corrupts it!” (Surah Ash-Shams 91:7-10)

“Not your desires, nor those of the People of the Book (can

prevail); whoever works evil, will be requited accordingly, nor will

he find, besides Allah, any protector or helper. If any do deeds of

righteousness, be they male or female, and have faith, they will enter

Heaven, and not the least injustice will be done to them. Who can be

better in religion than one who submits his whole self to Allah, does

good, and follows the way of Abraham the true in faith? For Allah

did take Abraham for a friend. But to Allah belong all things in the

heavens and on earth; and He it is that encompasseth all things”.

(Surah An-Nisaa 4:123-126)

The opposite of doing righteous acts is doing evil and forbidden

acts. In this condition a person may even get to a point of saying

things about Allah that he has no knowledge of and make it look like

he is blaming Allah for his own choices. A person who is striving

towards righteousness will do everything he can to stay away from

these indecent acts, crying to Allah to help him gain victory over the

temptations of doing evil. 
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“Say: The things that my Lord hath indeed forbidden are;

indecent deeds, whether open or secret; sins and trespasses against

truth or reason; assigning of partners to Allah, for which He hath

given no authority; and saying things about Allah of which you

have no knowledge”. (Surah al-A’raf 7:33)

Although each person is responsible for his own righteousness this

does not mean a person can not help others move towards becoming

righteousness. A person can remind and encourage another to keep

striving towards his goal of righteousness.

“Help one another in righteousness and piety, but help not one

another in sin and rancor”. (Surah Al-Maidah 5:2) 

A person who is striving to be righteous must follow the

commands of Allah. This means that he will do his prayer (Salah), pay

his charity (Zakat), repel evil with good, be true to his covenants and

whatever else Allah has asked him to do. It is important to remember

Allah and pray, for this helps a person to purify himself. It may not be

easy and that is why he must strive hard every moment of his life.

This striving puts strength to his emotions, and when he sees the

rewards from striving it builds his emotions in a positive way. A

person receives these rewards for his striving because he has

submitted his will to Allah’s will and followed His guidance.

“Those who patiently persevere, seeking the countenance of

their Lord; establish regular prayers; spend, out of (the gifts) We

have bestowed for their sustenance, secretly and openly, and turn off

Evil with Good: for such there is the final attainment of the

(Eternal) Home”, (Surah Al-Ra’d 13:22)
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“These are the verses of the Wise Book a Guide and a Mercy to

the Doers of Good, those who establish regular Prayer, and give

Zakat and have sure faith in the Hereafter. These are on (true)

guidance from their Lord; and these are the ones who will prosper”.

(Surah Luqman 31:2-5; also look at: Surah Ash-Shura 42:36, 38)

“But he will prosper who purifies himself. And remembers the

name of his Guardian-Lord, and prays”. (Surah Al-A’la 87:14, 15) 

Another condition to attain righteousness is for a person to give to

others the things that he loves most. Maybe it is his favorite book,

handbag, dish, or jewelry. Giving gifts binds people’s hearts together.

“By no means shall you attain righteousness unless you give

(freely) of that which you love; and whatever you give, Allah knows

it well”. (Surah Al- ‘Imran 3:92)

When a person is striving for righteousness it should be for the

sake of Allah alone. As was mentioned earlier, it is done to please

Allah. A person does many things in his life to please others, his

wife/husband, mother, father, friend, but the most important thing is

what a person does to please Allah, and this should be done for Allah

alone. This type of person is devoted to Allah to the point of being

willing to give his life for Allah. 

“They [the righteous] perform (their) vows, and they fear a Day

whose evil flies far and wide. And they feed, for the love of Allah,

the indignant, the orphan, and the captive, (Saying), ‘We feed you

for the sake of Allah alone; no reward do we desire from you, nor

thanks”. (Surah Al-Insan 76:7-12)
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“And there is the type of man who gives his life to earn the

pleasure of Allah; But the righteous will be above them on the Day

of Resurrection for Allah bestows His abundance without measure

on whom He will”. (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:207-208, 212)

When a person is doing things for the sake of Allah alone he

should not let the pleasures of this world deceive him. A person must

keep his eyes open to what is going on around him so that he can

make the right choices. This life is not the real life; it is just the

preparation for the real life, the Hereafter. For this reason, it is the

righteous inner life that really matters. The problem is that man loves

to hurry so he is happy to live this life now rather than to have

patience and live for the rewards of the Hereafter.

“Nothing is the life of this world but play and amusement, but

best is the Home in the Hereafter, for those who are righteous, will

you not then understand?” (Surah Al-An ‘am 6:32; Surah Al-Qasas 28:60)

“What is the life of this world but amusement and play? But

verily the Home of the Hereafter, that is Life ;indeed, if they but

knew”.  (Surah Al- ‘Ankabut 29:64; also look at: Surah Muhammad 47:36;

Surah Al-Qiyamat 75:20, 21)

There is an important fact that a person must remember when he

is striving towards righteousness, that is, there are two angels writing

down every act he does, whether it is good or whether it is evil. These

angels write down every thought, word and action, along with the true

motives (intentions) and whether they were for good or evil.

Remember though, that if the thoughts are not uttered and a person

does not take action on his thoughts they are not written down. What a
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wonderful habit it would be if a person can stop and thnk about the

angels writing down his deeds before he chooses to do anything. This

takes a lot of forethought and concentration. It is well worth the

struggle to make it a habit because after time it becomes automatic

and he actually won’t have to stop and think before hand. This is

where a person will gain great control and this can bring righteousness

to his emotions.

“Behold, two (guardian angels) appointed to learn (his doings)

learn (and note them), one sitting on the right and one on the left.

Not a word does he utter but there is a vigilant Guardian”. (Surah

Qaf 50:17, 18)

Anything the angels write is truth. The balance of our scale will be

true. If a person is righteous he will have nothing to fear on the day

his records will be shown to him.

“This Our Record speaks about you with truth for We were wont

to put on your record all that you did. Then, as to those who believed

and did righteous deeds, their Lord will admit them to His Mercy;

that will be the manifest triumph”.  (Surah Al-Jathiya 45:29, 30)

“The balance that day will be true (to a nicety); those whose

scale (of good) will be heavy, will prosper”. (Surah Al-A’raf 7:8)

“But he who works deeds of righteousness, and has faith, will

have no fear of harm nor of any curtailment (of what is his due)”.

(Surah Ta Ha 20:112)

When the Day of Judgment comes a person will have to stand

before Allah alone; no one else will stand there for him or with him.

All his deeds have gone before him and are now ready for him to see.
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What he thought he had hidden will be there, he will find that all of

his excuses have come to nothing. He will not be able to hide from the

truth. His own body will be a witness for or against him for at this

time Allah will give the power of speech to his hearing, sight, skin,

and feet. A person may have thought he could hide from Allah but

now he finds that this is not true. Not one person will be wronged, he

will have total justice.

“On the Day that Allah will raise them all up (again) and tell

them of their deeds (which) Allah has reckoned and which they

forgot, for Allah is Witness to all things”. (Surah Al-Mujadila 58:6)

“That Day shall We set a seal on their mouths. But their hands

will speak to Us, and their feet bear witness, to all that they did”.

(Surah Ya Sin 36:65; also look at: Surah An-Nur 24:24; Surah Fussilat

41:20-23)

“Then, on that Day, not a soul will be wronged in the least, and

you shall but be repaid the meeds of your past Deeds”. (Surah Ya Sin

36:54)

This is why a person needs to do all the good deeds and strive

towards righteousness while he has a chance to do so. These righteous

deeds will give a person security from the terror of this day. 

“If any do good, he will have better than it. And they will be

secure from terror that Day”. (Surah An-Naml 27:89)

A person may ask if it is worth all the struggle and sacrifice to

stay away from all the pleasures of this life and work hard to attain

righteousness, by Allah’s mercy. The best way to decide that is to

compare the endings of each choice. For those who do pure righteous
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deeds for the sake of Allah alone and they are accepted by Allah the

reward is the Hereafter while, those that live purely for this world and

all that is in it including the evil, there reward is the Hell Fire. Look at

a few of the rewards the righteous will have: eternal life, a home of

peace with Allah as a friend, and all their wills will be removed.

“And the Garden will be brought nigh to the Righteous,  this is a

day of Eternal Life!” (Surah Qaf 50:31-34; also look at: Surah An-Nisaa

4:122; Surah Ibrahim 14:23)

“For them will be a Home of Peace with their Lord, He will be

their friend, because they practiced (righteousness)”. (Surah Al-An

‘am 6:127; also look at: Surah Az-Zariyat 51:15-18)

“The Day that He assembles you (all) for a Day of Assembly,

that will be a day of mutual loss and gain (among you). And those

who believe in Allah and work righteousness, He will remove from

them their ill, and He will admit them to Gardens beneath which

rivers flow, to dwell therein for ever, that will be the Supreme

Triumph”. (Surah At-Taqabun 64:9, 11) 

Is is totally the righteous deeds that will bring a person into

Paradise? No, a person will not enter Paradise except by Allah’s

mercy and grace. No matter how hard man strives he can never attain

pure righteousness so that is why he must cry to Allah for His mercy

and grace. 

Narrated ‘Aisha (RA): Allah’s Apostle (saaws) said. “Do good

deeds properly, sincerely and moderately, and know that your deeds

will not make you enter Paradise, and that the most beloved deed to

Allah is the most regular and constant even though it were little”(230).

(230) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #471, pg. 314.
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(231) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #472, pg. 314.

(232) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 8, hadith #474, pg. 315.

(233) Sahih Muslim, Vol. 4, hadith #6626, pg. 1437.

Narrated ‘Aisha (RA): The Prophet (saaws) was asked. “What

deeds are loved most by Allah?” He said: “The most regular

constant deeds even though they may be few.” He added, “Don’t

take upon yourselves, except the deeds which are within your

ability”(231).

Narrated ‘Aisha (RA): The Prophet (saaws) said, “Do good

deeds properly, sincerely and moderately, and receive good news

because one’s good deeds will not make him enter Paradise.” They

asked, even you, O Allah’s Apostle?” He said, “Even I, unless and

until Allah bestows His pardon and his Mercy on me”(232).

Many people look at Allah as being severe and harsh instead of

loving and forgiving. This is the wrong view of Allah. Allah says that

His mercy pre-dominates His wrath. A person can ask himself? “Do I

prefer to punish my children or reward them?” Of course, he would

rather reward them; so how much more Allah loves to reward His

created beings above punishing them; the choice of striving towards

righteousness or evil is given to to man through his limited free-will.

Just as the child, through his limited free-will, chooses to obey or

disobey his parents; the choice of striving towards righteousness or

evil is given to to man through his limited free-will. At times a parent

must punish his child to urge him towards behaving, so Allah must

punish man and urge him towards righteous living. 

Abu Huraira reported that Allah’s messenger (saaws) said: When

Allah created the creation as He was upon the Throne, He put down

in His Book; Verily, My mercy predominates My wrath(233).
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“What can Allah gain by your punishment. If you are grateful

and you believe? Nay, it is Allah that recognizes (all good), and

knows all things”. (Surah An-Nisaa 4:147)

In conclusion, what is important about righteousness? It may be

an honor in this life for a person to have wealth, a good job, children,

nice clothes, homes and cars, but does any of this matter in the sight

of Allah? No! What does matter to Allah? It is a person’s

righteousness. Righteousness is important because a righteous person

is the most honored person in the sight of Allah.  

“Verily the most honored of you in the sight of Allah is (he who

is) the most righteous of you...” (Surah Al-Hujurat 49:13)

A person should ask himself this question, 

“Is not Allah enough for His servant...?” (Surah AZ-Zumar 39:36) 

Allah is the righteous man’s protector. Allah brings him rest,

peace, and happiness. Allah is everything a person needs.

Man can look at the examples of the prophets (saaws) and see

how they lived righteous lives. Take for instance Ibrahim (Abraham),

his was faith was pure and true, and his conduct was righteous no

matter what the circumstance. He was known as the friend of Allah. 

Every day, every moment a person must keep struggling, striving,

and persevering towards the goal of righteousness. This struggle

improves a person’s emotions in all circumstance of his life. Man

must also make the choice that Allah is enough for him.
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WHAT IS RIGHTEOUSNESS AND WHAT CAN MAN DO

TO OBTAIN RIGHTEOUSNESS?

1. Righteousness is the highest of characters.

2. It is to be morally right.

3. It is to be law abiding, obeying Allah’s commands.

4. It is to turn away from evil with sincere repentance.

5. It is to fear (the kind of fear that encompasses love and respect)

Allah within one’s inner heart and in one’s secret doings.

6. A person must totally surrender and submit to Allah.

7. A person must believe in Allah, the angels, the Books, the last

Day, Al Qadar (fate), and the Messengers.

8. A person should spend of his sustenance and give of what he

loves to others.

9. A person should be steadfast in prayer.

10. A person should pay Zakat.

11. A person should fulfill his contracts.

12. A person should be firm and patient in pain or suffering, in

adversity, even throughout all periods of panic and heartache.

13. A person should receive and appreciate admonition.

14. A person should be true to his covenants.

15. A person should not be revengeful.

16. A person should be sincere in his good conduct.

17. A person should have pure motives and intentions.

18. A person should trust in Allah.

19. A person should use self-restraint.

20. A person should conduct his affairs with mutual consultations.
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21. A person should build up his Faith.

22. A person should do everything for Allah’s sake only.

23. A person should grasp onto the firmest hand-hold, that of

Allah.

24. A person must be responsible for his own conduct.

25. A person should realize righteousness is a personal choice.

26. A person should purify and cleanse himself, his body, mind,

and soul.

27. A person should be good to his parents, as well as others.

28. A person should speak justly.

29. A person should not take life unjustly. (i.e. murder and

killings)

30. A person should help and encourage others in righteousness.

31. A person should guard his thoughts, words, and actions.

32. A person should perform night prayer if possible.

33. A person should read the Qur’an

34. A person should look at his shortcomings and remedy them.

35. A person should keep striving, struggling, and persevering

towards righteousness until the day he dies.

WHAT DOES ALLAH PROMISE IF A PERSON STRIVES

TOWARDS RIGHTEOUSNESS?

1. That He will remove his ills.

2. That He will improve his condition.

3. That He will give him a life that is good and pure.

4. That He will give ten times to 700 times to a good deed, more

then he merits.
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5. That he will earn His pleasure.

6. That he will receive His abundance and bounty.

7. That He will be just and he will not be wronged.

8. That the righteous will be secure on the Day of Judgment.

9. That He will admit the righteous to His Mercy.

10. That the righteous will be admitted to Gardens, beneath which

rivers flow, to dwell forever.

11. That He will be the righteous’ protector and their guardian.

WHAT MUST A PERSON REMEMBER?

1. His meeting with Allah on the Day of Judgment.

2. His hands, feet, skin, eyes, and hearing will be given the power

of speech and will give true testimony.

3. Allah sees all, hidden and open, of everything he does.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

INTERNAL PEACE

A person looks for internal peace in his life. He wants to feel okay

and to know that what he is doing is okay. Too many times a person

looks for peace externally instead of internally. He may look for

others to make him feel worthy instead of looking at his own self

worth. Could it be a person is really looking for spiritual peace, and to

know that he is right with Allah? Many times a person feels a spiritual

battle going on within him. A person usually feels a conflict within

when he is not following the commands of Allah. At other times the

conflict comes in ways of temptations and decisions must be made for

right or for wrong. How can a person find internal peace? They can

find it by obeying Allah’s commands, and then Allah, in His mercy,

will send internal peace. Through experience a person learns that

internal peace comes from Allah, so it is good to ask Him for this

peace. 

In the days of the Prophet Muhammad (saaws), during one of the

battles, they felt this internal peace that Allah sent in the form of

tranquility. With this they felt no fear of what they must face.

“But Allah did pour His calm on the Messenger and on the

Believers, and sent down forces which you saw not;...  ...And he said

to his companion, ‘Have no fear, for Allah is with us’; then Allah

sent down His peace upon him, and strengthened him with forces

which you saw not...,” (Surah At-Tauba 9:26, 40)
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“It is He Who sent down Tranquility into the hearts of the

believers, that they may add Faith to their Faith... ...He knew what

was in their hearts, and He sent down Tranquility to them. ...Allah

sent down His Tranquility to his Messenger and to the Believers,

and make them stick close to the command of self-restraint...” (Surah

Al-Fath 48:4, 18, 26)

Sakina means peace, calmness, a sense of security, confidence,

and tranquillity. This tranquility that they had was a gift from Allah.

They earned it by being disciplined and obedient to Allah.

Can a person obey Allah and live a non-spiritual life at the same

time? No, a person has to choose to live one way or the other. To try

and live both will never bring about internal peace; it only brings a

troubled mind. This keeps one’s emotions in constant turmoil. Allah

knows the struggles that are going on within one’s heart. This struggle

is to choose between right and wrong. Allah calls man to the home of

peace, where there are no more struggles and disappointments.

Internal peace will bring pure rest and comfort, along with dignity and

satisfaction. In the Hereafter there will be no more hurt or sadness,

only joy and peace, but the greatest reward of all is to be near

Allah, and to see His face.

“And put they trust in Allah, and enough is Allah as a Disposer

of affairs. Allah has not made for any man two hearts in his breast”.

(Surah Al-Ahzab 33:3, 4)

“And your Lord knows all that their hearts conceal and all that

they reveal”. (Surah Al-Qasas 28:69)

“But Allah calls to the Home of Peace: He guides whom He

pleases to a Way that is straight”. (Surah Yunus 10:25)
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One of the best ways to find continual inner peace is by

remembering Allah. It keeps a person’s mind at ease. It helps a person

to overcome the stresses and struggles of life, for when he remembers

Allah he also remembers Allah’s power and that He is the Only One

Who can truly help him and give him inner peace. Another way to

find inner peace is to repent sincerely to Allah, ask Allah for

forgiveness, and then turn away from one’s sins. This inner spiritual

experience is in a person’s mind, heart and soul. 

“Those who  say: ‘Our Lord! We have indeed believed, so

forgive us our sins and save us from the punishment of the fire’”.

(Surah Al-'Imran 3:16)

“Those who believe and whose hearts find satisfaction in the

remembrance of Allah: for without doubt in the remembrance of

Allah do hearts find satisfaction”. (Surah Al-Ra ‘d 13:28)

It is Allah who can bring a person out of the depths of despair and

darkness and into the light of internal peace. When a person obeys

Allah and worships Him only, he can truly find internal peace. When

a person is in prayer and relaxed in Allah he can also find internal

peace, for he is with his Creator.

“He it is Who sends Salat (His Blessings) on you, and His

angels too (ask Allah to bless and forgive you), that He may bring

you out from darkness (of disbelief and polytheism) into light (of

Belief and Islamic Monotheism). And He is Ever Most Merciful to

the believers”. (Surah Al-Ahzab 33:43)

As in everything, a person must do his part. He must choose to

strive, struggle, and persevere against evil. He must also ask Allah to

help him, every moment, to receive this inner peace.
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“Verily, Allah does not change the condition of a people unless

they change their inner selves”. (Surah Ar-Ra’d 13:11)

It does not matter what is the source of a person’s internal

conflict, though it be a calamity, a trial, a test, burdens, or problems

his own hands have brought, the way to find the answer is still the

same. The answer is turning in remembrance to Allah with total

submission to Him the One and Only Creator, praying, repentance,

asking for forgiveness, turning away from sin, asking Allah for peace,

believing in Allah’s promises, and trusting in Allah. Internal peace

brings about internal emotional healing, by Allah’s mercy.

One of the most important ways to find inner peace is by

accepting what Allah has written for one’s life. This is called

Al-Qadar (fate). 

“...And whosoever believes in Allah, he guides his heart [to the

true Faith with certainty, i.e. what has befallen him was already

written for him by Allah from the Qadar (Divine Preordainments)],

and Allah is the All-Knower of Everything”. (Surah At-Taghabun

64:11)

“...(For) each and every matter there is a Decree (from Allah)”.

(Surah Ar-Ra’d 13:38)

This means that when a person is struck by an affliction he knows

it is from Allah, therefore, he accepts it, and submits to Allah. This is

why it is so important for a person not to say, “If only I had done

differently”. To have inner peace it is better for a person to say, “Allah

has willed it and submits to Allah’s will. When a person doesn’t

accept Allah’s decree, it puts him in danger of thinking evil thoughts
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about Allah which then leads to sin. Whatever Allah allows or wills

for a person is for his own good. When a person does not accept or be

content with the decree of Allah, is he saying he knows what is better?

This is then an evil thought of Allah. The righteous person, who is

seeking inner peace, will look closely at himself and repent to Allah

and beg His forgiveness for having thought the worst about Allah. The

person who does not accept Allah’s decree becomes distressed and

annoyed by what is happening to him, even blaming Allah, finding

fault in what has happened, and thinking it should have happened in

another way or not at all. Each person must examine himself and see

if he is free from such thoughts, if not, beware there is a great

calamity. This accepting Allah’s decree with complete submission and

contentment leads to inner peace. 

“Who think evil thoughts about Allah, for them is a disgraceful

torment”. (Surah Al Fath 48:6)

“And if Allah touches you with harm, none can remove it but

He, and if He touches you with good, then He is able to do all

things. And He is the irresistible, above His slaves, and He is the

All-Wise, Well-Acquainted with all things”. (Surah Al-An’am 6:17, 18)

A person needs to realize that what Allah has planned for him

does not miss him or what is not planned for him misses him. Allah

truly is All-Wise and All-Knowing and He knows what is best for

each person. When a person can finally accept and submit to Allah’s

decree, he will truly find inner peace. He will find he does not need to

worry about things anymore for he knows nothing will happen to him

except what is good for him and as was mentioned before, it will not

be more than a person can bear.
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WHERE DOES INNER PEACE COME FROM AND WHAT

IS MAN’S PART TOWARDS OBTAINING INNER PEACE?

1. Inner peace is a gift from Allah.

2. Allah calls man to this peace.

3. A person must obey Allah.

4. A person must have discipline.

5. A person must trust in Allah.

6. A person must remember Allah.

7. A person must turn to Allah.

8. A person must do his part to change his inner self by the

choices he makes.

9. A person should not have evil thoughts about Allah.

10. A person must accept Al-Qadar (fate) in his life with

contentment.
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PART Ix

psychotherapy
healing
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CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

PSYCHOTHERAPY - HEALING

What is Psychotherapy? Psychotherapy is a form of treatment for

psychological disorders. In psychotherapy a patient or client talks with

a therapist to obtain help in changing emotions, thinking, or behavior

patterns that are distressing. Psychotherapy also addresses

interpersonal difficulties, such as unassertiveness, lack of

interpersonal skills, and marital and family difficulties(234).

Clinical methods in healing the emotions can be combined with

the Qur’an’s recommended healing methods. Here are some that may

prove useful:

1. Relaxing, such as: abdominal breathing; progressive muscle

relaxation; and visualization.

2. Coping strategies, such as removing one’s self from the

situation for awhile (this was a method that the Prophet recommended

for anger); talking to another person; doing something that will help

one forget the situation for awhile.

3. Learning and using good communication techniques, such as:

using ‘I’ messages instead of ‘you’; learning how and when to say,

‘no’; learning to look at the other’s point of view and maybe

(234) New Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia, Lynn Rehm, Bibliography: Beck, Aaron T.,
Cognitive Therapy and the Emotional Disorders (1976); Beck, A. T., et al., Cognitive
Therapy of Depression (1979); Bergin, Allen E., and Garfield, Sol L., Handbook of
Psychotherapy and Behavior Change, (1986); Freud, Sigmund, Three Case Histories
(1963); Morse, Stephen J., and Watson, Robert I., Jr., Psychotherapies: A
Comparative Casebook (1977); Rogers, Carl R., Client-Centered Therapy (1951);
Wolpe, Joseph, The Practice of Behavior Therapy, 3d ed. (1982).
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compromising instead of arguing; to listen to the other’s side of the

story; understanding what our intentions are in communicating;

remembering that listening is a big part of communication;

understanding how feelings have an affect on communication.

4. Exercising; walking 30 minutes a day helps to activate the

endorphins that can uplift one’s mind and help to relieve pent-up

emotions. There are other methods of exercise that one can use also.

5. Changing negative self-talk into positive self-talk.

6. Having good eating habits, which increase good health, and

better mental efficiency.

7. Meditating, this is where reading the Qur’an, prayer, and

remembering Allah become important.

All of these methods, plus in the last section under shields against

the Shaitan, prayer, reading Qur’an and Dua’ (supplication) are all

important parts of therapy. It is good to look over those chapters

again, reading them now in the light of therapy. There are times when

a person has to take medication because Allah may choose to heal

through medications. After all, Allah is the true Creator of medicine

and He is the One who puts medical knowledge within man’s mind.

The Qur’an may be considered a non-professional therapy, but

this therapy is from the Creator, Allah, Who is All-Wise and knows

what each person needs. Although Allah gives man methods to help

himself by his choices, the fact is Allah is the Only One Who can

heal. This is why it was so important for each individual to cry to

Allah alone, in his distress. The Qur’an gives man ways of healing

through Allah’s words. Look at the story of Job. Allah healed Job
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after he had cried unto Him in his distress. Job never complained

except unto Allah. Job was patient and waited for Allah’s healing and

mercy. Allah in His Mercy healed him and gave him back everything

that was taken from him and more. Allah also gave him water to wash

in and to drink. Allah had him do his part in washing and drinking,

just like medicine, and then Allah healed him. 

“Commemorate Our Servant Job, behold he cried to his Lord:

‘Satan has afflicted me with distress and suffering!’ ‘Strike with

your foot: here is (water) wherein to wash, cool and refreshing, and

(water) to drink.’ And We gave him (back) his family, and along

with them the like thereof, as a Mercy from Us, and a Reminder for

those who understand”. (Surah Sad 38:41-43)

“And (remember) Job, when he cried to his Lord: ‘Verily,

distress has seized me, and You are the Most Merciful of all those

who show mercy.’ So We answered his call, and We removed the

distress that was on him, and We restored his family to him (that he

had lost), and the like thereof along with them, - as a mercy from

Ourselves and a Reminder for all who worship Us”. (Surah Al-Anbiya

21:83, 84)

Another encouraging story is about one of the Jihad’s that took

place during the time of the Prophet (saaws). Allah gave them

drowsiness and calm; He also gave them rain to clean themselves

with. Allah saved them and gave them victory. Allah gave them just

what they needed at just the right time. Man’s timing is not Allah’s

timing and in man’s haste he expects to be healed immediately; but

Allah in His wisdom heals, or does not heal, according to what is best

for each individual. 
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“Remember He covered you with drowsiness, to give you calm as

from Himself, and he caused rain to descend on you from heaven, to

clean you therewith, to remove from you the stain of Satan, to

strengthen your hearts, and to plant your feet firmly therewith.

Remember thy Lord inspired the angels (with the message); ‘I am

with you: give firmness to the Believers: I will instill terror into the

hearts of the unbelievers; smite you above their necks and smite all

their fingertips off them.’ Remember in your dream Allah showed

them to you as few: if He had shown them to you as many, you

would surely have been discouraged, and you would surely have

disputed in (your) decision: but Allah saved (you): for He knows

well the (secrets) of (all) hearts. And remember when you met, He

showed them to you as few in your eyes, and He made you appear as

contemptible in their eyes: that Allah might accomplish a matter

already decided and unto Allah are all matters returned”. (Surah

Al-Anfal 8:11, 12, 44)

“It is He Who got out the Unbelievers among the People of the

Book from their homes at the first gathering (of the forces). Little

did you think that they would get out: and they thought that their

fortresses would defend them from Allah! But the (Wrath of ) Allah

came to them from quarters from which they little expected (it), and

cast terror into their hearts, so that they destroyed their dwellings by

their own hands and the hands of the Believers take warning, then,

O you with eyes (to see)’”. (Surah Al-Hashr 59:2)

The next time a person is in distress, whether it is mental,

physical, or spiritual, he can decide to cry only to Allah. The Qur’an

tells man that Allah is the Only One Who can remove his affliction.
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Does that mean a person should not go to the doctor or counselor? No,

he should go to the doctor or counselor, he should take his medicine,

he should follow the methods prescribed for him, these are part of the

treatment; but he should also cry to Allah for healing and mercy.

Allah is the only healer whether He does it through the medicines that

He created for certain purposes, getting counseling from people, or

does it in some other manner. Allah heals as He wills. Too many times

a person waits until all else fails before he cries to Allah. A person

should cry to Allah first and then along with crying to Allah, use the

methods that open up to him, by Allah’s mercy

“Nay! To Him Alone you call, and, if He will, He would remove

that (distress) for which you call upon Him, and you forget at that

time whatever partners you joined with Him (in worship)!” (Surah

6:41; also look at: Surah An-Nahl 16:53)

“And if Allah touches you with harm, none can remove it but

He, and if He touches you with good, then He is able to do all

things”. (Surah Al-An’am 6:17; also look at: Surah Az-Zumar 39:38) 

“Yet when We bestow Our favors on man, he turns away and

becomes remote on his side (instead of coming to Us), and when Evil

seizes him he gives himself up to despair!” (Surah Al-Isra’ 17:83)

The Qur’an, the words of Allah, is a healing for man, physically,

emotionally and spiritually. A person can seek refuge in the words of

Allah, for they are a part of Allah. Reading the Qur’an along with

praying, and remembering Allah are all good methods or medicines

for man’s healing.
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“And We send down from the Qur’an that which is a healing

and a mercy to those who believe (in Islamic Monotheism and act on

it), and it increases the Zalimun (polytheists and wrong-doers)

nothing but loss”. (Surah Al-Isra’ 17:82; also look at: Surah Yunus 10:57;

Surah Fussilat 41:44)

The Qur’an states that honey can be used for healing, by Allah’s

mercy. A person can use honey mixed with black seeds or black seed

oil every morning and ask for Allah’s healing. 

“And your Lord inspired the bee, saying: ‘Take you habitations

in the mountains and in the trees and in what they erect. Then, eat

of all fruits, and follow the ways of your Lord made easy (for you).’

There comes forth from their bellies, a drink of varying color

wherein is healing for men. Verily, in this is indeed a sign for people

who think”. (Surah An-Nahl 16:68, 69)

There are Surahs (chapters), aHadeeth (traditions), and Dua’s

(supplications) to say when a person is afflicted in any way, be it

illness, anxiety, distress, disaster, fear or calamity. These prayers are

man’s cries to Allah for mercy and healing. The Surah Al-Fatiha (1),

Al-Ikhlas (112), Al-Falaq (113), and An-Nas (114) are used for

healing, as the Prophet (saaws) instructed us. There are many books

one can buy that are full of good Dua’s (supplications) from the

Qur’an and Sunnah. 

A person must remember that some afflictions and problems may

not be removed until the end of time. For instance, when a person tries

to forget an injury that was done to him, but it seems impossible; he

can hold on to the promise from Allah that when he, by Allah’s
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Mercy and Grace, enters Paradise, his ill feelings towards another will

be forgotten. They will be as brothers and sisters.

“And We shall remove from their breasts any (mutual) hatred or

sense of injury (which they had, if at all, in the life of this world”;

(Surah Al-A’raf 7:43; Surah Al-Hijr 15:45-47) 

Sometimes when a person feels hurt by another he does not feel

very forgiving. The problem with that is he is the one that may

become ill from this attitude. He is holding anger within that can

cause physical and mental disturbances. The one he is not forgiving

doesn’t feel any hurt nor will he suffer any physical or mental

disturbances. This is why it is better for a person to forgive others

rather than try to find excuses for not forgiving them. Forgivenss is a

part of healing, by Allah’s mercy. When it is difficult to forgive, a

person can ask for Allah’s help in forgiving others. 

When Allah decides that certain afflictions are good for a person’s

best interest; it is best, by Allah’s mercy, to accept His decision. Then

to be content in what Allah has written for his life for this is a great

part of being totally submissive to Allah. It is very difficult, and a

great test, for some people to be accepting and content with what

Allah has willed for their life. It is not easy to learn to be content with

Allah’s decision, and yet, contentment is a very important part of

healing. Contentment is accepting the knowledge that Allah is the

Most Wise, All-Knowing, and therefore, knows what is best for each

individual. Striving hard to accept and be content is a part that man

must do to help bring peace of mind and healing to his emotions, by

Allah’s mercy. Man should never argue with his All-Wise Creator.

Allah gives the direction for healing of man’s physical, emotional

(mental) and spiritual being, all man has to do is ask Him.
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“It is not fitting for a Believer, man or woman, when a matter

has been decided by Allah and His Messenger, to have any option

about their decision: if any one disobeys Allah and His Messenger,

he is indeed on a clearly wrong Path”. (Surah Al-Ahzab 33:36)

“O mankind! there has come to you a direction from your Lord

and a healing for the (diseases) in your hearts, and for those who

believe, a guidance and a mercy”. (Surah Yunus 10:57, 58)

There are times when Allah touches man not only with good but

also with evil, for in His Perfect Knowledge He knows best the

lessons a person needs to learn. There are times when it seems a

person has to learn things the hard way, by trial and error. After Allah

touches a person with with good or bad; it is only Allah that can

remove it. Allah is the only One who can rescue a person from any

given situation, including illnesses of mind, body, and soul. Since

Allah is the only One that can remove it, then it is to Him man must

cry for removal and healing.

“And if Allah touches you with harm, none can remove it but

He, and if he touches you with good, then he is Able to do all things.

And He is the Irresistible, above His slaves, and He is the All-Wise,

Well-Acquainted with all things”. (Surah Al-An’am 6:17, 18)

“Say (O Muhammad SAAWS): ‘Who rescues you from the

darkness of the land and the sea (dangers like storms), when you

call upon Him in humility and in secret (saying): If He (Allah) only

saves us from this (danger), we shall truly be grateful.’ Say (O

Muhammad SAAWS): ‘Allah rescues you from it and from all

(other) distresses, and yet you worship others sides Allah’”. (Surah

Al-An’am 6:63, 64)
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Healing may come before, during or after treatment, by Allah’s

mercy. What does healing really mean? Healing means a person will

become whole, sound and healthy again; to put right his differences;

and to alleviate his sorrows. Psychotherapy and healing go hand in

hand; they can not be separated. This means that along with what

Allah promises, a person has to help himself, by applying different

methods towards his healing.

WHAT IS THE ISLAMIC PSYCHOTHERAPY FOR

PHYSICAL, MIND, AND SPIRITUAL WELL BEING?

1. Crying to Allah alone for Mercy and healing.

2. Knowing that Allah alone can remove afflictions and heal.

3. Allah may send water to drink; drowsiness to calm; or rain to

clean.

4. Using the Qur’an (Allah’s Words) as a healing power. This

healing is especially for diseases such as: ignorance, doubt, hypocrisy,

and differences.

5. Using honey, as the Qur’an says, for its healing properties, by

Allah’s Mercy.

6. Saying the Surahs, hadeeth, and Dua’s that can be used for

healing, by Allah’s Mercy.

7. Believing Allah promises can remove hatred and ill feelings,

obtained in this life, in Paradise.

8. Believing that whatever Allah decides, it is for the best and one

must accept and be content with His decision in total submission. 
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WHERE DOES MAN FIND HEALING?

1. From Allah, the only One, whose light and mercy, can heal

man’s defects and shortcomings. Who is also man’s refuge and helper.

2. Through Allah’s revelation, where there is healing for man’s

broken spirit, mind (emotions), body, and soul.

3. Through prayer, supplications (dua’s), and reading the Qur’an.

4. Through remembering Allah, thanking and praising Him.
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CHAPTER THIRTY

PURPOSE OF LIFE

What does a person’s purpose in life have to do with emotional

healing? For some people there is real emotional turmoil when he

thinks about where he should be, or what he should be doing, in his

lifetime. He asks himself, “Why was I born?” “What am I suppose to

be?” “What am I suppose to do?” “What career or objective am I to

have for my life that gives a reason for being born?” These

uncertainties bring on depression, discouragement, and insecurity.

Thank God, Islam gives man a clear answer to these questions. It is

not a complicated answer but a very simple one. It answers the most

important question of all: “Why was I born?” Sometimes when

something difficult happens to a person, he asks, “Was this the reason

for my existence?” Yes, some people seem to know exactly what they

want to be in life. They feel they were born to be a doctor, a nurse, a

teacher and so on. The thing is, a person may be a doctor and feel that

this is his goal in life, and at the same time not accept the existence of

Allah. Does this really then fulfill his mission in life? The Qur’an

gives a very simple reason for man’s existence; it is to “Worship

Allah.” This, of course, means worshipping Allah alone with no

partners. This relieves man of all the worry and mental stress of trying

to find his place in life, or a reason for his existence. 

“I have only created Jinns and Men, that they may serve Me”.

(Surah Az-Zarit 51:56)

“Truly! Allah is my Lord and your Lord, so worship Him

(Alone). This is the Straight Path”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:51)
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Allah did not create man for mere play. He had a specific purpose

in man’s creation. Each person is given a chance to develop and grow

towards these goals, which are Allah and the Hereafter. This is the

striving and struggling man goes through to put his will in accordance

to Allah’s will. 

“We created not the heavens and the earth and all that is

between them for a (mere) play. To Him belongs whosoever is in the

heavens and on earth. And those who are near Him (i.e. the angels)

are not too proud to worship Him, nor are they weary (of His

worship). They (i.e. the angels) glorify His Praises night and day,

(and) they never slacken (to do so)”. (Surah Al-Anbiya 21:16, 19, 20)

Take a look at what Allah says about the creation of man. This

gives a person a very positive outlook for his self-worth and emotional

well-being. For instance, man is created in the best of molds. That

means there are no flaws in Allah’s creation. A person may feel he has

some flaws but in the sight of Allah, he is created exactly the way he

is supposed to be. Just the right height, weight, color of eyes and hair,

color of skin, shape of the nose, and so forth. There is emotional

contentment when a person is content with the way Allah created him.

This also means that Allah gives each person his special gifts and

talents, his special personality, and his special form.

How does a person build self-esteem, self-worth?

1. Self-esteem needs to come from within.

2. A person needs to put his total trust in Allah.

3. He needs to build a relationship with Allah.

4. He needs to believe the promises of Allah are true.
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5. He needs to take care of himself by eating and exercising in

a healthy way.

6. He needs to change his negative self talk to a positive self

talk.

7. He needs to learn to say ‘no’ when it is necessary.

8. He needs to remember that he is created in the ‘best of

moulds’.

Remember these parts of self-worth:

1. The way a person looks at things, our perspective.

2. The way a person thinks, making sure it is more positive.

3. The way a person acts, his perception of the world.

All of these three must be turned from a negative to a positive

outlook to increase a person’s beauty from within, by Allah’s mercy.

It is better for a person to look at his problems from within himself

first before putting the blame on another. It is good for one to ask

himself, “Could it be that my husband/wife/child/mother/father/friend

is not really the problem?” Sometimes the way we look at a problem

can be the problem. 

“We have indeed created man in the best of moulds”. (Surah

At-Tin 95:4)

“And among His Signs is the creation of the heavens and the

earth, and the difference of your languages and colors...” (Surah

Ar-Rum 30:22-27) 

“O mankind! We have created you from a male and a female,
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and made you into nations and tribes, that you may know one

another...” (Al-Hujurat 49:13) 

“Him Who created you, Fashioned you perfectly, and gave you

due proportion; in whatever form He wills, does He put you

together”. (Surah Al-Infitar 82:7, 8)

Since man was created in the best of molds, and his purpose in life

is to worship his Creator, he needs to know how this can be done.

How can man worship Allah? The Qur’an and the Sunnah gives man

these different ways. These ways are commands of Allah, such as

Salat (prayer), Zakat (poor due), Hajj (Pilgrimage), and Fasting (the

month of Ramadan). 

“Verily! I am Allah!  La ilaha illa Ana (none has the right to be

worshipped but I), so worship Me, and offer prayers perfectly

(Iqamat-as-Salat), for My Remembrance”. (Surah Ta-Ha 20:14)

“And offer prayers perfectly (Iqamat-as-Salat), and give Zakat

and Irka (i.e. bow down or submit yourselves with obedience to

Allah along with Arraki’un [i.e. who embrace Islam (worshipping

none but Allah Alone and doing good with the only intention of

seeking Allah’s Pleasure).]" (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:43; also look at: Surah

Al-'Imran 3:17)

“And proclaim to mankind the Hajj (pilgrimage). They will

come to you on foot and on every lean camel, they will come from

every deep and distant (wide) mountain highways (to perform Hajj).

That they may witness things that are of benefit to them (i.e. reward

of Hajj in the hereafter...)" (Surah Al-Hajj 22:27, 28)
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“O you who believe! Fasting is prescribed for you as it was

prescribed for those before you, that you may become Al-Muttaqun

(the pious). (Fasting) for a fixed number of daysì.. The month of

Ramadan in which was revealed the Qura’n, a guidance for

mankind and clear proofs for the guidance and the criterion

(between right and wrong)....” (Surah Al-Baqarah 2:183-185)

A person can also worship Allah by just remembering Him,

thinking about Him, thanking Him, contemplating on His creation,

obeying Him, and saying words of praise. 

“O you who believe! Remember Allah with much

remembrance”. (Surah al-Ahzab 33:41)

To worship Allah is to obey Allah. It is also important to obey His

Messenger (saaws) also. For Allah gave the Messenger (saaws)

specific orders for mankind.

“And obey Allah and the Messenger (Muhammad saaws) that

you may obtain mercy”. (Surah Al-'Imran 3:132)

When a person looks at his creation and all the minor details that

are individually perfect he realizes what an honor it is to have the

privilege of worshipping Allah as his purpose in life. This can put an

end to internal insecurity such as not knowing what a person should

do with his life. This conflict and unrest can cause some emotional

disturbances. What can be more beautiful then having the purpose of

just worshipping Allah in everything a person does. Praise Allah for

His mercy and generousity. For some people, knowing their purpose

in life brings emotional healing.
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MAN’S PURPOSE IN LIFE 

1. To serve and worship Allah.

2. To develop and progress towards the goals of Allah and the

Hereafter.

 3. To put one’s limited free-will into accord with Allah’s will.

4. To worship by prayer, Zakat, alms, Hajj, fasting, and do

everything for Allah’s sake.

5. To obey Allah and His Messenger.

6. To be thankful to Allah, using words of praise and

remembering Allah.

7.   To contemplate the signs of Allah and His creation. 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE

TRUSTING IN ALLAH

There is emotional healing in knowing how to trust in Allah. For a

person to trust in Allah is to have a firm belief in the reliability, truth,

or strength of Allah. When a person has trust in another person he puts

complete confidence in him. Because of the person’s character and

behavior, he expects the best treatment from him. When a person can

trust another person in this manner how much more trusting he should

be in Allah. Trust is also having faith and hope that what a person says

is true and that it will happen as they said it will. There is not any

created person or created thing that a person can completely trust. All

created beings can let a person down after he has trusted them, but

Allah never lets a person down. 

There is no doubt that what Allah says is true, His promises are

true, and what He says will happen will come to pass. Man can trust

Allah completely. It is important for a person to learn to trust in Allah

for it gives him emotional balance. 

In the Qur’an, Allah gives man many promises. A person needs to

know these promises in order to build his faith and trust in Allah.

This is an exciting challenge; to find and study all the promises of

Allah. When a person does this he comes to know his Creator. Allah’s

Words become a part of his life. Allah tells mankind to put their trust

in Him.

“Allah! There is no god but He: and on Allah, therefore, let the

Believers put their trust”. (Surah Tagabun 64:13; also look at:Surah

Al-Mulk 67:29; Surah Al-Ahzab 33:48)
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“And put your trust in Allah, and Sufficient is Allah as a Wakil

(Trustee, or Disposer of affairs)”. (Surah Al-Ahzab 33:3; also look at:

Surah Ash-Shu’ara 26:217; Surah Ash-Shura 42:36)

“...and they put their trust in their Lord (Alone)"; (Surah Al-Anfal

8:2; also look at: Surah An-Nahl 16:42; Surah Al-'Ankabut 29:58, 59; Surah

At-Taghabun 64:13.)

Trusting in Allah can be in many different matters of life. For

instance, when a person is at difference with another person and he

can not seem to solve the problems, he can take them to Allah and

trust in Allah’s decision. Putting one’s problems with Allah relieves

emotional strains. This can lead to emotional healing.

“And in whatsoever you differ, the decision thereof is with Allah

(He is the Ruling Judge). Such is Allah, my Lord in Whom I put my

trust, and to Him I turn in all of my affairs and in repentance”.

(Surah Ash-Shura 42:10)

Another area a person can put his trust in Allah is in his fight

against the Shaitan. This enemy has no power over a person when he

sincerely puts his trust in Allah. This is good news and once again

relieves emotional tension which promotes emotional healing.

“So when you want to recite the Qur’an, seek refuge with Allah

from Satan, the outcast (the cursed one). Verily! He has no power

over those who believe and put their trust only in their Lord

(Allah)”. (Surah An-Nahl 16:98, 99)

Another positive imput into a person’s life if he puts his trust in

Allah, is that Allah will be sufficient for him. When a person
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completely trusts in Allah, Allah will provide for his needs from

sources he can not even imagine. This is a promise from Allah! How

generous is Allah! This puts such positive influence on the emotions

and it promotes emotional healing.

“And He will provide him from (sources) he never could

imagine. And whosoever puts his trust in Allah, then He will suffice

him. Verily, Allah will accomplish His purpose. Indeed Allah has set

a measure for all things”. (Surah At-Talaq 65:3)

A person can look once again to the examples of the Messengers

(saaws) of Allah. They totally put their trust in Allah no matter what

or how difficult was their situation.

“The Messengers said to them: ‘We are no more than human

beings like you, but Allah bestows His Grace to whom He wills of

His slaves. It is not ours to bring you an authority (proof) except by

the Permission of Allah. And in Allah (Alone) let the believers put

their trust. And why should we not put our trust in Allah while He

indeed has guided us our ways. And we shall certainly bear with

patience all the hurt you may cause us, and in Allah (Alone) let

those who trust, put their trust”. (Surah Ibrahim 14:11, 12)

The Messengers (saaws) of Allah were ordered by Allah to put

their trust in Him. The Qur’an says that the Messengers were obedient

to Allah and did put their trust in Allah. They went through many

trials and tests that may have been more difficult then what a person

goes through today; yet, they continually put their trust in Allah. Why

did they put their trust in Allah? It was because they knew that Allah

was the Only One Who could help them. They knew Allah’s promises

were always true. There are the examples of Noah (Nuh), Abraham
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(Ibraheem), Hud, Shu’aib, Moses, Jacob, and Muhammad (peace be

upon them all). A person can read their complete stories in the Qur’an.

Noah said, “I put My trust in Allah. my reward is only from

Allah”, (Surah Yunus 10:71, 72)

“...an excellent example for you in Abraham Our Lord! In You

(Alone) we put our trust, there has been in them an excellent

example for you to follow”, (Surah Al-Mumtahinah 60:4-6)

“ Hud! ...I put my trust in Allah, my Lord and your Lord!”

(Surah Hud 11:53-57)

“Shu’aib! And my guidance cannot come except from Allah, in

Him I trust and unto Him I repent”. (Surah Hud 11:88)

“And Moses said: ‘O my people! If you have believed in Allah,

then put your trust in Him...They said: ‘In Allah we put our trust”.

(Surah Yunus 10:84-86) 

“And he (Jacob) said: ‘O my sons! Do not enter by one gate, but

enter by different gates, and I cannot avail you against Allah at all.

Verily! The decision rests only with Allah. In Him, I put my trust

and let all those that trust, put their trust in Him’”. (Surah Yusuf

12:67)

“And put your trust (O Muhammad SAAWS) in the Ever Living

One Who dies not, and glorify His Praises...” (Surah Al-Furqan 25:58;

also look at: Surah Ar-Ra’s 13:30; Surah An-Naml 27:79; Surah Hud 11:123)

Another time for a person to put his trust in Allah is when he is ill.

This could be a physical, emotional (mental), or spiritual illness. The

greatest example given to man in the Qur’an for trusting in Allah

during hardship and illness is that of Job. Even though the story, of
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Job, has been mentioned more than once in this book; it is worth

mentioning again.

“And (remember) Job, when he cried to his Lord: ‘Verily,

distress has seized me, and You are the Most Merciful of all those

who show mercy’. So We answered his call, and We removed the

distress that was on him, and We restored his family to him (that he

had lost), and the like thereof along with them, -as a mercy from

Ourselves and a Reminder for all who worship Us”. (Surah Al-Anbiya

21:83, 84)

“And remember our slave Job, when he invoked his Lord

(saying): ‘Verily! Satan has touched me with distress (by losing my

health) and torment (by losing my wealth)!’ (Allah said to him):

‘Strike the ground with your foot: This is a spring of water to wash

in, cool and a (refreshing) drink’. And We gave him (back) his

family, and along with them the like thereof, as a Mercy from us,

and a Reminder for those who understand”. (Surah Sad 38:41-43)

A person must put forth every effort to put his trust Allah because

He is the Healer, Provider, and Helper of mankind. This means that

whether a person is sick emotionally, physically, or spiritually, he

must put his complete trust in Allah for healing. Allah states that

nothing will happen to a person except what has been ordained for

him, therefore there is no other way except to trust in Allah and His

Wisdom.

“Say: ‘Nothing shall ever happen to us except what Allah has

ordained for us. He is our Maula (Lord, Helper and Protector).’

And in Allah let the believers put their trust”. (Surah At-Tauba 9:51)
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TRUST IN ALLAH BECAUSE:

1. Nothing will ever happen to a person except what Allah has

already ordained for him.

2. Allah is the Best Disposer of affairs.

3. The decision, when a person has differences, is with Allah.

4. Shaitan can never have power over a person if he believes and

trusts in Allah.

5. Allah will provide from sources a person can not even imagine.

6. The Messengers (saaws) are good examples of trusting in

Allah.

7. Allah only knows the unseen; therefore, a person must trust

Him with his life and healing.
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PART x

VICTORY
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CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO

VICTORY IN MAN’S LIFE

What is it that a person may be looking for in his life? Can it be

victory in his faith; along with victory and healing in his emotional,

physical, and spiritual illnesses? Can it be victory over his ill feelings

towards others; his hurt feelings; and his anger and jealousy? Allah

will be a person’s only help in all his efforts to gain mastery over evil

and mastery over the negative side of his emotional mind. Allah is the

One Who can give this victory. The most important goal of a person’s

life is victory over Shaitan and victory over self in this life. The

reward of these victories will be being in Paradise with Allah, by

Allah’s Mercy! While a person waits on Allah’s Mercy and strives

with all his might towards these goals he does not want to lose heart

and fall into despair. With Allah is the victory.

“So lose not heart, nor fall into despair; for you must gain

mastery if you are true in Faith”. (Surah Al- ‘Imran 3:139)

“With the help of Allah, He gives victory to whom He will, and

He is Exalted in Might, Most Merciful. (It is) the promise of Allah.

Never does Allah fail from His promise; but most men know not”.

(Surah Ar-Rum 30, 5, 6)

“Verily We have granted Thee a manifest Victory: That Allah

may forgive thee thy faults of the past and those to follow; fulfill His

favor to thee; and guide thee on the Straight Way; and that Allah

may help thee with powerful help”. (Surah Al-Fat-h 48:1-3)
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Allah is the most Wise and He never fails in His promises! Man

plans and plans; but Allah is the best of planners. His plans are full of

mercy and power. When man submits his plans to Allah and works

hard in for His sake, none of man’s work will be lost. He will receive

the reward that Allah has promised him. This knowledge builds faith

and brings emotional healing.

“...’Our Lord! Grant us what You promised unto us through the

Messengers, and save us from shame on the Day of Judgment; for

You never break Your promise.’ And their Lord has accepted of

them and answered them; ‘Never will I suffer to be lost the work of

any of you, be he male or female; you are members, one of another;

those who have left their homes, and were driven out therefrom, and

suffered harm in My Cause, and fought and were slain, verily, I will

blot out from them their iniquities, and admit them into Gardens

with rivers flowing beneath; a reward from Allah and from Allah is

the best of rewards’”. (Surah Al- ‘Imran 3:191-195)

A person must do his part and use his limited free will to choose

right and strive towards the goal of his victory. He must obey and trust

in Allah.

“Such as obey Allah and His messenger and fear Allah and do

right will win (in the end.)" (Surah Al-Nur 24:7)

“And if anyone puts his trust in Allah, sufficient is (Allah) for

him”. (Surah At-Talaq 65:3)

One of the rewards of a person’s victory will be that, in the

Hereafter, he will no longer feel the hurts he had here on earth. He

will no longer have any type of evil feelings. He will not feel tired and
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exhausted. He will not get sick. He will be emotionally well. The hurts

and illnesses of this life, which he struggled with daily, will all be

removed from him; he will have no memory of them, by the Mercy of

Allah. 

“The righteous (will be) amid Gardens and fountains (of

clear-flowing water). (Their greeting will be); ‘Enter you here in

Peace and Security.’ And We shall remove from their hearts any

lurking sense of injury; (they will be) brothers (joyfully) facing each

other on raised couches. There no sense of fatigue shall touch them,

nor shall they (ever) be asked to leave”. (Surah Al-Hijr 15:45-48)

“And We shall remove from their hearts any rancor;...” (Surah

Al-A’raf 7:43)

There is the reward of Paradise for those who are sincere in their

repentance. This will only happen if a person is heedful to Allah’s

Commands and is obedient to Him. When a person loves Allah, he

wants to teach others of this love, then, by Allah’s Mercy, they can

also devote their lives for the sake of Allah’s cause. This is when a

person can stand in great fear, respect and awe of Allah, bowing and

prostrating to Him in humility. When a person stays faithful to Allah,

his faults and weaknesses will be healed, by the Oft-Forgiving, the

Most Merciful Allah.

“And the Garden will be brought near to the Righteous, no more

a thing distant. (A voice will say:) ‘This is what was promised for

you, for every penitent heedful one, who feared the Most Gracious

unseen, and brought a heart turned in devotion (to Him); enter you

therein in Peace and Security; this is a day of Eternal Life!” (Surah

Qaf 50:31-34)
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“O you who believe! Fear Allah, and make your utterance

straight forward; that He may make your conduct whole and sound

and forgive you your sins; He that obeys Allah and His Messenger,

has already attained the great victory”.  (Surah Al-Ahzab 33:70, 71)

If a person can believe sincerely, without any doubts, when

hearing the words of Allah, then love Allah and obey Him in Truth, by

Allah’s Mercy, he can be among the Prophets, the martyrs and the

righteous. What a wonderful reward Allah has promised to those who

sincerely believe and obey Him. This victory and reward is by Allah’s

mercy and grace. The greatest reward is being in Allah’s presence. 

“The answer of the Believers, when summoned to Allah and His

Messenger, in order that he may judge between them, is no other

than this; they say, ‘We hear and we obey’; it is such as these that

will prosper. It is such as obey Allah and His Messenger, and fear

Allah and do right, that will triumph”.  (Surah An-Nur 24:51, 52)

“And We should have shown them the Straight Way. All who

obey Allah and the Messenger are in the Company of those on

whom is the Grace of Allah, of the Prophets (who teach), the

Sincere (lovers of Truth), the martyrs, and the Righteous (who do

good); Ah! ‘How beautiful is their Company. Such is the Bounty

from Allah; and sufficient is it that Allah knows all”. (Surah An-Nisaa

4:68-70)

Those who are humble and accept faith, submitting totally to

Allah, and believing fully in Allah’s mercy and grace, will have all

that their hearts desire in the Hereafter. The rewards of Allah are

beyond anything that man can imagine.
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“Those who have believed in Our Signs and submitted (to Us).

Enter you the Garden, you and your wives, in (beauty and)

rejoicing. To them will be passed round, dishes and goblets of gold:

there will be there all that the souls could desire, all that the eyes

could delight in; and you shall abide therein (for aye). Such will be

the Garden of which you are made heirs for your (good) deeds (in

life). You shall have therein abundance of fruit, from which you

shall eat”. (Surah Az-Zukhruf 43:69-73)

What must a person do to attain these rewards? He must continue

to strive and persevere every moment. He must submit all his

emotions and desires to the will of Allah. 

“O you who believe! Shall I lead you to a bargain that will save

you from a grievous Chastisement? That you believe in Allah and

His Messenger, and that you strive (your utmost) in the Cause of

Allah, with your wealth and your persons; that will be best for you,

if you but knew! He will forgive you your sins, and admit you to

Gardens beneath which Rivers flow, and to beautiful mansions in

Gardens of Eternity; that is indeed the supreme Triumph”. (Surah

As-Saff 61:10-12)

“(Other) faces that Day will be joyful, pleased with their striving,

in a Garden on high, where they shall hear no (word) of vanity;

therein will be a bubbling spring; therein will be couches (of

dignity), raised on high, goblets placed (ready), and Cushions set in

rows, and rich carpets (all) spread out”. (Surah Al-Gashiya 88:8-16)

“Say: ‘O you my servants who believe! Fear your Lord. Good is

(the reward) for those who do good in this world. Spacious is Allah’s

earth! Those who patiently persevere will truly receive a reward

without measure’.” (Surah Az-Zumar 39:10)
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Whenever a person talks about the victory in this life and the

reward of the Hereafter, he should always say, “by Allah’s Mercy.”

This is because Allah gives the victory and the rewards to whomever

He wills. Allah knows the full hidden truth of every person, inside and

out, and knows whether he deserves His Mercy. A person must

remember that he is not alone in his struggle; he has the help of Allah.

With Allah’s help and mercy a person can have victory of this life. A

person gives so little but his reward is so great; therefore, a person

should take every advantage in this life to ask for forgiveness and

mercy.

“Verily, the Hour is coming -and My Will is to keep it hidden

-that every person may be rewarded for that which he strives”.

(Surah Ta-Ha 20:15)

“With the help of Allah, He gives victory to whom He will, and

He is Exalted in Might, Most Merciful”.  (Surah Ar-Rum 30:5)

“And another (favor will He bestow), which you do love, help

from Allah and a speedy victory. So give the Glad Tidings to the

Believers”. (Surah As-Saff 61:13)

Allah in His Mercy will give rewards which are better than a

person’s deeds, plus, He adds to them without measure! How

generous is Allah! This knowledge brings healing to one’s emotions

as his faith increases, by Allah’s mercy.

“If any does good, the reward to him is better than his deed; but

if any does evil, the doers of evil are only punished (to the extent) of

their deeds”. (Surah Al-Qasas 28:84)
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“That Allah may reward them according to the best of their

deeds, and add even more for them out of His Grace; for Allah does

provide for those whom He will, without measure”. (Surah An-Nur

24:38)

“So that Allah will remit from them (even) the worst in their

deeds and give them their reward according to the best of what they

have done”. (Surah Az-Zumar 39:35; also look at: Surah Ar-Rahman 55:60,

61)

It is good for a person to list a few of the rewards of the Hereafter

so that he can get a good look at what he is striving towards! All the

joys and blessings of Paradise are worth every struggle a person goes

through here on this earth. It really helps a person to keep his eyes on

Paradise and its rewards when he is in the middle of trials, tests, and

problems. This gives a person a purpose and motivation to keep his

emotional mind healthy, for the sake of Allah. With healthy emotions

and a healthy mind, a person will be able to keep a positive outlook as

he strives towards the wonderful reward of the Hereafter and all that is

waiting there for him. In the Hereafter all a person’s hopes and desires

are fulfilled and all of his sorrows are finished, by Allah’s mercy.

“Gardens of Eternity will they enter; therein will they be

adorned with bracelets of gold and pearls; and their garments there

will be of silk. And they will say: ‘Praise be to Allah, Who has

removed from us (all) sorrow: for our Lord is indeed Oft-Forgiving

ready to appreciate (service): Who has, out of His Bounty settled us

in a Home that will last; no toil nor sense of weariness shall touch

us therein’”. (Surah Fatir 35:33-35)
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“Their Lord gives them glad tidings of a Mercy from Him, and

that He is pleased (with them), and of Gardens (Paradise) for them

therein are everlasting delights”. (Surah At-Tauba 9:21)

“They will have therein fruits (of all kinds) and all that they ask

for”. (Surah Ya-Sin 36:57)

“Verily, the dwellers of the Paradise, that Day, will be busy in

joyful things”. (Surah Ya-Sin 36:55)

“Trays of gold and cups will be passed round them, (there will

be) therein all that the one’s inner selves could desire, all that the

eyes could delight in, and you will abide therein forever. This is the

Paradise which you have been made to inherit because of your deeds

which you sued to do (in the life of the world). Therein for you will

be fruits in plenty, of which you will eat (as you desire)”. (Surah

Az-Zukhruf 43:71-73)

“(They will be) on thrones woven with gold and precious

stones”, (Surah Al-Waqi’a 56:15)

What a supreme success this will be, not by what a person has

done, but by the mercy of Allah. There are so many ayat (verses) in

the Qur’an that tell of the rewards and joys of the Hereafter, that one

can only touch on a few of them here.

“Allah has promised to the believers -men and women, ‘Gardens

under which rivers flow to dwell therein forever, and beautiful
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mansions in Gardens of ‘Adn ('Adn paradise). But the greatest bliss

is the Good Pleasure of Allah. That is the supreme success”. (Surah

At-Tauba 9:72)

“But those who fear Allah and keep their duty to their Lord

(Allah, for them are built lofty rooms; one above another under

which rivers flow (i.e. Paradise). (This is) the Promise of Allah: and

Allah does not fail in (His) promise”. (Surah Az-Zumar 39:20)

Again, the greatest reward of all is to glance at the All-Mighty

Creator, to see His face! The joy one will have in the Hereafter is

greater then what a person deserves. 

“There they will have all that they desire, -and We have more

(for them, i.e. a glance at the All-Mighty, All-Majestic)”. (Surah Qaf

50:35)

“Verily, The Muttaqun: [i.e. pious and righteous persons who

fear Allah much (abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds which

he has forbidden), and love Allah much (perform all linds of good

deeds which he has ordained)], will be in the midst of Gardens and

Rivers (paradise). In a seat of truth (i.e. Paradise), near the

Omnipotent King (Allah, the All-Blessed, the Most High, the owner

of majesty and Honor)”. (Surah Al-Qamar 54:54, 55)

Man longs to receive the reward of the Hereafter, by Allah’s

Mercy, so that he will never have to face death again. Death is

something that every person must face in this life. No body knows

exactly what their death will feel like, this is something that is

unknown to man, it is known only to Allah. In the Hereafter there

would be no more death; this is a promise from Allah.
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“They will never taste death therein except the first death (of

this world), and He will save them from the torment of the blazing

Fire...” (Surah Al-Jathiya 45:56)

It is impossible for a person to even imagine the beauty, the

rewards, and what is hidden for him in the Hereafter, because he is

looking through eyes that are dimmed from this world.

“Say: ‘Is that best, or the eternal Garden, promised to the

righteous? For them, that is a reward as well as a final abode’”.

(Surah Al-Furqan 25:15)

Narrated Abu Huraira (RA): Allah’s Apostle (saaws) said, “Allah

said, ‘I have prepared for my pious worshippers such things as no

eye has ever seen, no ear has ever heard of, and nobody has ever

thought of’”. Abu Huraira added: If you wish you can read: ‘No

soul knows what is kept hidden (in reserve) for them of joy as a

reward for what they used to do’. (Surah As-Sajdah 32:17)(235)

How can a person have any doubts about striving for the sake of

Allah when he can see what wonderful rewards await him, by the

mercy of Allah. A person’s victories for his simple labours come to

him by the grace of Allah.

“Then which of the Graces of Your Lord (O man!) will you

doubt”. (Surah An-Najm 53:55)

The way of Islam is easy; but it is Shaitan’s ambushes that make

the straight way hard. Therefore a person must use the shields learned

in Part VII against the arrows of Shaitan, which are the protections of

Allah.

(235) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 6, hadith #302, pg. 288.
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Narrated (Abu Huraira) (RA) The Prophet (saaws) said,

“Religion is very easy and whoever overburdens himself in his

religion will not be able to continue in that way. So you should not be

extremists, but try to be near to perfection and receive the good

tidings that you will be rewarded; and gain strength by offering the

prayers in the mornings, afternoons and during the last hours of the

nights”.(236)

Every moment a person must keep in his mind that there is

achievement and success, along with emotional healing, by Allah’s

mercy!

“VERILY FOR THE RIGHTEOUS THERE WILL BE AN

ACHIEVEMENT”, (Surah An-Nabaa 78:3)

“(To the righteous soul will be said:) ‘O (you) soul, in

(complete) rest and satisfaction! Come back to your Lord, well

pleased (yourself) and well-pleasing unto Him! Enter, then, among

my Devotees! Yea, enter My Heaven!” (Surah Al-Fajr 89:27-30)

“...That He may admit the believing men and the believing

women to Gardens under which rivers flow (i.e. Paradise), to abide

therein forever, and to expiate from them their sins, and that, in the

Sight of Allah, is a supreme success”, (Surah Al-Fath 48:4, 5)

“And the Face of your Lord full of Majesty and Honor will

abide forever. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you

deny?”  (Surah Ar-Rahman 55:27, 28)

(236) Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 1, hadith #38, pg. 34.
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WHAT IS MAN’S PART TOWARDS OBTAINING

VICTORY?

1. Not to fall into despair or to loose heart

2. To obey Allah and His Messenger and fear Allah, {then he can

win}.

3. To trust in Allah.

4. To be penitent to Allah

5. To be heedful to Allah

6. To speak the truth.

7. To remain firm in his faith.

8. To do good deeds.

9. To believe in Allah’s Signs.

10. To submit totally to Allah.

11. To strive in Allah’s cause with his utmost striving.

12. To say -"I hear and I obey.”

13. To be a lover of truth.

14. To patiently persevere.

15. To depend on Allah.

16. To be a doer of Good

WHAT DOES ALLAH DO TOWARDS MAN’S VICTORY?

1. He helps His slave.

2. He never suffers his work to be lost.

3. He never breaks His promise.

4. He blots out man’s iniquities and forgives him.
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5. He removes any lurking sense of injury. (The hurt man feels

others have given him.)

6. He purifies his heart from rancor.

7. He makes his conduct whole and sound.

8. He cures any defects in his character and in his knowledge.

9. He appreciates his service.

10. Allah gives victory to him, if He wills.

WHAT IS MAN’S REWARD AND HIS SUPREME

VICTORY?

1. Allah will fulfill all his hopes.

2. Allah will end all of his sorrows.

3. He will be in Gardens with rivers flowing below.

4. Allah rewards him better than his deeds are worth.

5. Allah gives him freedom from all pain, sorrow,

disappointments, and passions.

6. Allah gives him complete rest, peace, and a state of complete

satisfaction.

7. Allah gives him a bargain!

8. Allah gives him beautiful mansions.

9. Allah gives him all that his heart can desire.

10. He becomes an accepted member of the beautiful company of

the Hereafter.

11. Allah gives him bubbling springs.

12. Allah gives him all the fruit he desires.
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13. Allah gives him couches of dignity.

14. Allah gives him rich carpets.

15. He will hear no words of vanity.

16. Allah will give him dishes and goblets of gold.

17. He will not toil nor have any sense of weariness or fatigue.

18. Allah will give him garments of silk.

19. Allah will give him bracelets of gold and pearls.

20. HE WILL BE IN ALLAH’S PRESENCE, WHOSE FACE

WILL ABIDE FOREVER!

After a person looks at all the help and promises of Allah on his

journey towards the goal of the Hereafter and then looking at the

rewards, how can he ever give up? It puts within a person to keep

struggling, striving, persevering, and doing everything for the sake of

Allah. 

Allah says and what it means: 

“O you who believe! Why do you say that which you do not do?

Most hateful it is in the Sight of Allah that you say that which you

do not do”. (Surah As-Saff 61:2, 3)

This means that a person must practice what he is teaching from

his studies, to the best of his ability. Also, others must realize that,

although, a person may be sharing and teaching what he has learned;

he is also struggling and striving just like they are and sometimes he

falls, just as they might. This was why it is so important to support

and encourage each other no matter what the status in life.
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A person can ask for Allah’s help to accept what is written for his

life (Al-Qadar) and to be submissive and patient in Allah’s Wisdom. It

is best to be accepting and content with what Allah has written for

one’s life, so that he can be emotional well.

A person can ask Allah to help him put into practice all that he has

learned in the Qur’an and the Sunnah for keeping emotionally healthy.

This will not happen over night and it might take the rest of a person’s

life to put into practice everything he has learned, by Allah’s mercy. It

will be a moment-by-moment struggle, but a person is not alone in

this struggle, he has Allah as a Helper.

The following ayah can be a person’s prayer and theme in his life.

“Say: ‘Verily my prayer, my sacrifice, my living, and my dying

are for Allah, the Lord of the worlds’”. (Surah Al - An ‘am 6:162, 163)

When a person does that it works as reminder for him to use every

method he can to keep himself emotionally strong for the sake of

Allah. A person will find that the best methods for healing and

keeping strong emotionally are: having patience, positive thinking,

making positive choices in his emotions, keeping motivated; being

content with what Allah Wills; learning and using positive virtues;

being forgiving; repenting and asking Allah for forgiveness; keeping

family ties; doing righteous deeds; learning and using his defenses

against the Shaitan; seeking refuge in Allah; praying; keeping Allah in

remembrance; reading the Qur’an daily; knowing and strengthening

his weaknesses; closing the pathways of Shaitan; practicing patience

and carefulness; being genuinely repentant; repelling evil with good;

knowing his purpose in life; and trusting completely in Allah and His

promises.
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Oh Allah in Your Mercy; help each individual who is striving to

keep his or her emotional mind and total self strong for Allah alone.

May they find healing in Allah and Allah’s methods? May Allah, the

Most Merciful, the Most Compassionate and All Wise guide everyone

to the true understanding of Islam and protect them from all the ways

of misguidance, ameen.
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Æ…b×²*« WOÐdF�«  «—U�ù« w� Ê_« gOFðË Ær�UF�« ‰uŠ …b¹bŽ Ê«bKÐ v�≈  d�UÝ

tð√d? U??� q� 5Ð s� Ê√ XH??A?²?�« XL?KÝ« U?�bMŽË ¨fH?M�« rKŽ ‰U?−0 ’U??š ÂU?L?²?¼« U?N�

 öJALK� ‰uK(« qC�√ WM��«Ë Ê¬d?I�« w� ÊS� w�HM�« ¡UHA�« vKŽ …bŽU?�*« V²� s� ÎUIÐUÝ

ÆWO�HM�«

w� s¹dšü« …b?ŽU�� qł√ s� ÎU�U?Ž dAŽ vMŁ« »U?²J�« «c¼ nO�Qð w� XKLŽ p�c� W−?O²½Ë

Æt²LŠ—Ë tK�« ÊuFÐ ¨t½ułU²×¹ Íc�« w�HM�« ¡UHA�« v�≈ ‰u�u�«

w� Êu?²�¹d?Ð WF?�U?ł w� fHM�« rKŽ …œU?� f¹—b²Ð tK�« o?O�u?²Ð X�U? Â≤∞∞¥ WMÝ lOÐ— w�
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